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GENERAL INFORMATION

Introduction to the Course

has been designed to teach the Trade how to render

a more complete service by increasing their technical knowledge of Lucas equipment.

It aims to improve the ability of the service engineer in a review of basic principles,

C

normal maintenance sew. :e and upto-date testing procedure.

It aims to improve the status of the stores operator, the salesman, the representative
and all the others essential to a service organisation, whether administrative or not, by

promoting a means whereby they can gain technical knowledge, which is the principal
function of all service operations.

Apart from its practical application, the education provided is the same as given

to hundreds of traders, service managers, supervisors, electricians and garage hands who
have passed through our Schools in Britain.

The ,urse,

produced and printed in the English language only, is limited t o whole-

time Motor Trade personnel, for as the accompanying syllabus will show -it is directed

solely to assisting the Trade towards a simple and practical anproach to everyday
service problems.
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How the Coursk is Administered

ON ACCEPTANCE FOR ENROLMENT-

I.

The student will first receive Sections I and 2 of the Course. Question papers, wifh
separate answer forms will be included wifh mch sec~on.

2.

After studying the fiat Section the student will give his answers to the question
papers on the forms provided and return them for marking.

3.

The corrected paper will then be returned to the student, together with Section 3,

This procedure will be followed throughout the Course.
Students who wish to raise any queries
-should

- which must be on subjects in the Course

write them clearly and concisely on the form pro~ided.
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The Correspondence Course Syllabus

SECTIONS 1 to 9
BATTERIES

Battery types,
Working principles of the Lead/Acid battery.
construction and application. Putting batteries into service.
Batteries in service and storage. The result of ill-treatment.

STARTERS

Principles of operation. Types of Starter Motors and their
characteristics. Starter Drives. Starter Switches and Starter
Circuits. Test procedure for the vehicle starting system.

COIL
IGNITION

Ignition Coils - various types, their construction and function.
Distributors, their function, construction and application. AutoAdvance mechanism.

Maintenance and Service.

Fault-finding

on the vehicle.
Principles of operation. Types and application. Testing of the
machine on the vehicle. Service testing of generators.

GENEliATOR
OUTPUT
CONTROL

The control of generator output. The compensated voItage regulator.
Co~ltrol Boxes, types and application. Test procedure for the
vehicle charging system. CurrentlVoltage control.

VEHICLE
WIRING
CIRCUITS

Wiring systems -positive and negative earth. Cables, their size
and application. The Lucas " Colour Code." The Starter and
Battery circuit. Lighting and Auxiliary circuits. The complete
vehicle wiring circuit.
Lighting Circuits, lamps and the dipping system.
circuits on the vehicle.
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Testing the

ACCESSORIES

Windscreen wipers, horns, trafficators, four lamp direction indicators
and interior light circuits. Service resting and fault-finding:

ELECTRICALLY
CONTROLLED
OVERDRIW

Overdrive - mechanical operation and control.
poneats. Test procedure,.
..
. ,

Electrical corn-

-
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For Prospective Students

GENERAIL NOTES
1. When you receive Sections 1 and 2, you should read through the whole of the first

Section in order to gain a general idea of the subject matter. Not more than one
hour's study at a time should be undertaken.
2. Then study the whole section again carefuLly, making sure you fully understand

each part before proceeding to the next.
3. Answer the questions applicable to each Section. You are strongly advised to write

your answers out first in pencil, in case you wish to revise them later.
4.

Read through the whole Section again and then reconsider your answers.

5.

When you are satisfied with the result, send in your completed answer paper excluding the Question Paper which you retain.

6. The paper will then be corrected and returned to you, recommending, when necessary,
further study - together with the next Sectio,n of the Course.
7.

While you are waiting for your examiner to return the corrected paper proceed
with the study of the next Section ; you will thus always have one Section in hand.

8. You are urged not to undertake the Course unless you are determined to finish it ;
otherwise you are wasting YOUR TIME AND OURS.
9. If, after full consideration of the time and effort which the Course will require, you
decide to undertake it, please complete and send in the application form which

you will find overleaf.
10. Upon completion of the " Full Course " a Certificate will be awarded to students

who have attained the required standard.
11. All Sections of the Course remain the property of Joseph Lucas Ltd., until the

Student completes his final Section. Should you for any reason fail to complete the
full Course, all Sections must be returned to Joseph Lucas (Sales and Service) Ltd.,
Service Bulletin Department, Great Hampton Street, Birmingham, England.
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Section I

LEAD ACID BATTERIES

INTRODUCTION
Batteries in one form or another are household commodities to all of us. They are
divided into two basic types, known as primary and secondary batteries. The principal
difference between them is, that a primary cell is expendable, in other words, once it is discharged its useful life is finished. Whereas a secondary cell can be recharged, and for obvious
reasons this is the type that we use in connection with motor vehicles, and will be the one in
which we are mainly interested.
Before going into the constructional and technical details of the battery, let us consider
the application of this unit from an overall point of view as it affects all branches of the trade,
including commercial, technical and service aspects.
These secondary batteries generally follow highly developed basic techniques: but there
are a few exceptional ones such as where both the plates and the electrolyte are basically
different.
It is quite natural that in the highly commercialised world in which we live the most
intensive development has been of those types which use common basic materials and are susceptible to high quantity production methods, in order that they may be produced at a cost in
keeping with that of the equipment of \vliich they form part, and th.is is particularly important
in the vehicle field with which we are most intimately concerned.
The part played by the Battery on a vehicle has become an increasingly large and important
one, until today vehicles without batteries are practically non-existent and without the battery
most vehicles are wholly or at least partly immobilised. Under these conditions the battery
is a large revenue earning component in all sections of the vehicle manufacturing and distributive
business.
From the manufacturer, through the wholesaler, down to the wayside garage who finally
fixes it to someone's vehicle, the battery plays just as important a part in the economic structure
of a business as any other component that is sold. In fact, by virtue of its cost a good deal more
important part than many others. Therefore, if for no other reason, it is worthy of some close
attention and a reasonable degree of understanding.
Fortunately for most of us it is not necessary to be a chemist, or even to know anything
much about the chemical technology of a battery to be able to manipulate it successfully in
every-day service.
However, some sort of knowledge of the "How and Why" is of course both desirable
and useful. Basically, what is miscellaneously known as the Secondary Battery, the
Accumulator or just plain "Battery" is a box full of "Chemical Energy", which upon being
connected to such components as Lamps, Starters, Ignition Coils and the like, causes an electric
current to flow and so energise them to carry out their particular function.
In the following pages we shall go more deeply into the theory, construction and operation
of lead-acid batteries in service, for it is felt that only by clearly understanding bow a unit is
made, will the operator have confidence to give the degree of service which is essential to obtain
a long effective Life and the purchasers satisfaction.
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PART ONE

Working Principles of the Lead-Acid Battery

1I1(

THE BATTERY
The Lead Acid Battery is simply a device for
storing electrical energy in a chemical form. This
energy can be released as elecyicity when needed.
Electrical energy is converted into chemical energy
during the charging of the battery.
During discharge, the energy stored in the chemicals
is released as electricity.
Let us assume that our battery is discharged. By
this we mean that it is no Ionger capable of releasing
electricity a t a usable voltage or pressure. The
eIecrro-chemical energy built up in the plates of each
cell during the charging process has been exhausted,
and the chemicals themselves, instead of being active
storers of electrical energy, have become inactive or
inert.

CELL ON CHARGE

NEGATIVE PLATE
LEAD SULPHATE
CHANGES TO
"SPONGY" LEAD.
SULPHATE RETURNS

6

SULPHATE RETURNS
TO ELECTROLYTE.

ELECTROLYT~MADE STRONGER BY THE
RETURN OF SULPHATE FROM PLATES

CELL ON CHARGE

It is the function of the charging current to break
down these inactive chemicals on the battery plates,
converting them once more into active materials.
Both positive and negative plates in the discharged
condition are covered by a film of Lead Sulphate.
During charging this is converted, at the positive
plate to active Lead Peroxide, at the negative plate to
active ' spongy lead.' The chemicals in this form are
once more capable of storing energy and delivering
electricity. The sulphate from the Lead Sulphate
compound we've just broken down, cannot just
disappear of course : it combines with the electrolyte
surrounding the plates, thus concentrating the dilute
sulphuric acid solution.
At the same time, a mixture of gases is given off
from the battery. Hydrogen gas first appears in the
form of bubbles on the surface of the negative plate ;
oxygen gas is attracted in the same form to the positive.
The gases not used in the chemical reaction are then
liberated from the battery as the plates become fully
charged.

DISCHARGE OF CELL
DISCHARGE OF CELL

Q

We can now regain the energy we have just put
into the pIates by connecting them externally-a
bulb is shown here completing the circuit. The
electric current thus released flows through this
circuit in the opposite direction to that of the charging
current, and the active materials of both positive and
negative plates gradually return to their inactive state,
that is to inert lead sulphate. The sulphate part of
this compound comes of course from the sulphuric
acid of the electrolyte, thus leaving a weaker solution.

CHANGES TO
LEAD SULPHATE.

ELECTROLYTE. THE SULPHATE OF SULPHURIC ACID
UNITES WITH ACTIVE MATERIALS OF PLATES,THUS
LEAVING A WEAKER SOLUTION
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CHARGED A N D DISCHARGED CONDITION.

a

In this diagram the sulphate group is represented by
dots. You can see that in the charged condition the
sulphate has disappeared from the plates and is concentrated in the electrolyte : in the discharged state the
sulphate group Ieaves the acid, becoming concentrated
in the plates.
The electrolyte, which as you know, js a solution of
sulphuric acid, is thus strong when the battery is
charged and weak when the battery is discharged.
This gradual weakening of the electrolyte is directly
proportional to the amount of electricity delivered.
If now we could measure the amount of the sulphate
group remaining in the electrolyte, we should be
able to judge how much electrical energy is left in
the cell.
Tlle "Hydron~eter"is the instrument which enables
us to take this measurement, the measurement of
density.
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DENSITY

Water is taken as the standard basic unit and given
a density of 1 . Thus jn effect we are weighing the
electrolyte acid against water. The denser or heavier
the electrolyte, the higher will be the hydrometer
float, and consequently the reading. Thus For a
fully-charged battery, when the electrolyte is most
concentrated, we shall have a hydrometer reading of
approximately 1280 - this is the everyday method of
saying that our acid is 1.280 times heavier than water.
This density is usually referred to as the SPECIFIC
GRAVITY or "S.G." of the acid. And, as the
battery cell loses its energy in the form of electricity,
so the hydrometer float will sink aud the density
reading or " S.G." fall. You call see how, in the right
of the picture, the float has sunk just about as low
as a float can sink.

ELECTROLYTE FOR FULLY CHARGED BATTERY
IS 1.28 TIMES HEAVI ER THAN WATER.

GRIDS AND PLATES
We have attempted to show you so far how the
Lead-Acid Battery stores and delivers electricity and
in so doing we have dealt a little with the chemical
processes involved.
The basic idea of immersing two dissimilar plates
in a liquid capable of conducting an electric current
still remains today, but the method of constructing
and assembling these plates has progressed.
We start with a lead frame work or grid, strong
enough mechanically to withstand vibration ; and
conductive enough electrically to offer Little resistance
to the passage of current. These grids are filled with
the active materials, and the plates so formed, built
into positive and negative groups.
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Thus the hydrometer reflects fairly accurately the
state of charge of the cell, always providing that tbe
cell is in a normal condition.
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G R O U P S OF PLATES SEPARATORS
The plates of the positive and negative groups are
then interleaved and separators added between the
plates, thus forming a complete cell unit.
These separators are an essential part of the
battery, as their name implies they separate the negative from the positive plates. An effective separator
must : prevent short-circuits between the plates ;
ofTer no resistance to the electro-chemical action and
what's more be reasonably immune from the corrosive
effect of the acid electrolyte.
All these demands have been met adequately for
many years by wood. The thin sheets used are
suitably porous and sufficiently resistant to acid of
normal battery strength.
For all normal purposes, wood separators give
excellent service. An alternative now being widely
used is the Porous Rubber Separator as fitted in the
latest models of Lucas Car and Motor Cycle Batteries.
These rubber separators have even greater mechanical strength and decrease even further the possibility of internal short circuits.
For batteries, which are at times subjected to severe
vibration stresses, sheets of compressed glass fibre are
now being used as a further reinforcement of the
separation, in addition to the porous rubber.
Ebonite is another material used, particularly for
the heavier batteries.

E X T E R N A L FEATURES.
The Internal Construction of vehicle batteries has
developed steadily "unseen" but until quite recently
external features have not altered greatly until the
introduction of the "Linkless" type of construction
used on the GT range of batteries which are now so
popular. One of the advantages in this simple and
workmanlike assembly, is the saving in weight whilst
retaining an ampIe cross section of metal to carry
the maximum currents required together with perfect
sealing between the cells.

-

RUBBER

F~BRE

Xn the case of the larger commercial batteries, used
on heavy diesel and petrol engines, heavier intercell
connectors and posts are used to offer as. little
resistance as possible to the extremely hjgh currents.
The lead linkages of these batteries are cored with
copper.
We have also made modifications to the cell lids
of the car type battery. The overall resuIt is an
increase both in the life and in the efficiency of the
modern battery.
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CONTAINERS.

,--+

Lucas have developed a battery container with the
trade-name "MTLAM" (made in Lucas Acid-Proof
Material). This signifies the moulded "monobloc"
container you see in the illustration. You will notice
that the intercell partitions are reinforced (A on illustration), a feature which lessens the chance of current
leakage between cells.
There is one further point which must be mentioned
in connection with containers. The separators usually
rest on ribs at the bottom of tile container, thus
leaving space for sediment between the bottom of
the plates and the container. If this space were /lor
present, sediment dislodged from the plates would
fall to the bottom of the container and cause internal
short circuits.

T E S T I N G THE C O N T A I N E R S .

In order to make sure that the "Milam" container
is electrically sound, it is first given an electrical
Pressure Test at 40,000 to 60,000 volts before being
put into service. Any minute flaw in the walls or
partitions is indicated by an electrical breakdown in
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the form of a flash-over which burns a visible hole or
crack at the weak spot.
This is an extremely severe test which ensures that
no leakage or current is possible through the container. Any container which breaks down under this
test is immediately rejected.

PART TWO

Battery Types and Construction
THE LUCAS BATTERY RANGE.
Having briefly outlined the working principles and
external features of modern lead acid battery we can
now deal with them in more detail, showing you
various types, pointing out differences in construction
and discussing factors which govern the selection of a
battery for a given purpose.
Lucas manufacture a wide range of batteries,
varying in size and shape from the small PUWSE
Motor Cycle battery to the heavy "C.V."comrnercial
typeThese batteries differ both in design and construction according to the work they will have to perform.
The Containers and Cell. linkages vary. So does
the material used for the separators and the Plates
vary both in size, shape and thickness.

:I
.

THE

I

PLATE
THICKNESS
a p ~ r o x?;i

..

,

" T ''

.y

.

I

TYPE PLATE.

Two of the main factors which concern us when
selecting a battery for a particular purpose are :
(0) The thickness and number of plates per ceI1.
(b) The capacity.
We will first deal with plate thickness, upon which
t h e durability of the battery depends, by showing a
picture of our "T" type plate. This is approximately
thick and is normally standardised for use i n
batteries suitable for light or medium-weight petrol
vehicles. You will notice that single separators are
used. By that, we mean that adjacent positive and
negative plates are separated by a single layer of
separating material.
&I'

SINGLE

SEP4RATION

THE "T" TYPE PLATE

THE

I

"X

"

TYPE PLATE.

For exceptionally heavy work on petrol vehicles
where a longer life is required from the battery,
thicker and therefore stronger plates are used. The
illustration shows the "X" type plate, which is k"
thick i.e. A" of an inch thicker than the "T" type
plare slzown above.
You will see that double separators are used
between these plates. An additional feature not yet
mentioned is the "splash seal" or "spIash plateMwhich, as the name implies, prevents splashing of the
electrolyte from the cell. This is an additional feature
of these heavy duty Lucas batteries.

-

SPlASH
SEAL

THE

1

IYPE

PLATE
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C
THE " C X

"

PLATE.

To obtain even longer life and still greater robustness, it is necessary to use still thicker plates. The
'ones you see in this photograph are &" thick, and
known as the "CX" plates.

1HE.C X a T Y P E P L A T E

" CF " TYPE

THE

I

I

PLATE
IHICRNISS

a, .a:.,

1-

-

POI!BLF
S~PARP.IION

L . % i i G F D

PLATE
ASEA

PLATE.

We manufacture a further type of plate, the "CF"
which is
thick. This is produced specially for
passenger-carrying vehicles.
You will have gathered from tlie last four pictures
that the idea behind all this is simple enough : the
thicker the plate, the longer the life. In much t h e
same way we get greater mileage from a heavy-duty
tyre.
Batteries with large numbers of the thinner type
of plates are capable of providing very heavy current
discharges for short periods, but where continuous
heavy discharges are required tlie Thicker Plate
batteries are more suitable.

THE " C F M T Y P E P L h T E

COMPARISON OF CAPACITY.

The second factor which governs battery selectioi~
is capacity.
The capacity of a battery is rougl~lyproportional to
the area and thickness of the plates. It is the usual
practice to get the 1arges.t surface area possible, that
is the maximum capacity, by using the greatest number
of thin plates per cell. This also allows easy access
for the acid to the active material of the plates.
From this you can see that the capacity of the battery is also influenced by the amount of acid in each
cell. It also follows that the capacity may often be
increased by a more plentiful allowai~ceof acid that is to say, by the use of wider separation and
larger containers. Thus, if some of the active material
is uncovered, as when the electrolyte level falls, the
extent to which chemical action takes place is obviously reduced and hence the capacity lessened. By this
we mean that the abitity of the battery to deliver a n
electric current over a given period of time is reduced.
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D E F I N I T I O N OF CAPACITY.

Defining this phrase : ' the ability to deliver an
electric current over n given period of time ' a little
more closely, we can say that here ' current' is
expressed in amperes and ' time ' in hours. This
gives us then the measurement of capacity in 'AmpereHours.' A battery can therefore be stated to have a
certain ampere-hour capacity if it is capable of
delivering a given number of amperes over a stated
number of hours.

THE 10 H O U R RATING.

)

For the purpose of classifying batteries according
to their car~acitv.the time in hours must be stated.
A certain * a m o h of agreement has been reached
among battery manufacturers, this time being
generalIy fixed at either 10 or 20 hours. We therefore
obtain the expression ' The 10 or 20 hour rating.' In
England, the most generally accepted principle is that
the declareid ampere-hour capacity of a car or cornmercial vehicle battery is : ' the total number of
ampere hours obtainable in a u11V0jbl.n.1continuous
discharge lasting 10 hours, starting from a fully
charged condition and stopping at the discharged
condition of 1.8 voIts per cell.'
Thus the followiiig method is normally adopted for
testing the capacity of a battery which is suspect.
The battery is first Fully charged. Then it is discharged at 1/10 of the rated capacity (10 hour rate)

EXAMPLE I .

(CAPACITY).

A BATTERY IS STATED TO HAVE A
CAPACITY OF 100 A.H. AT TtiE 10
HOUR RATE. AS SUCH, IT IS CAPABLE
OF DELIVERING 10 AMPS. FOR 10
HRS. (=loo) BEFORE THE TERMINAL
VOLTAGE PER CELL DROPS BELOW 1 . 8 ~ .

EXAMPLE 2.

(CAPACITY).

THE SAME BATTERY COULD HAVE A
CAPACITY RATING OF 114 A.H. AT
THE 20 HOUR RATE. i.e. IT COULD
BE DISCHARGED 5.7 AMPS. FOR 20
HOURS BEFORE ITS TERMINAL VOLTAGE DROPPED TO 1.8 VOLTS PER CELL.

5.7 x 20 = 114 A.H.

AM P ~ R E S

HOURS

AMP~RFS

The
"10 HOUR"
Rating
for 10 hours. ' A t the end of this period the cell
voltage should not have dropped below 1.8 volts.
IF the voltage is below 1.8 volts ill less than the
10 hours, the battery is not giving its stated capacity.
If on the other hand the voltage remains at this or a
slightly higher figure we can be sure that the battery
is up to or above specification.

CAPACITY.

Example one shows you quite simply how the
Arnp./hr. capacity of a battery is determined.
This limiting of the minimum voltage to 1.8 volts
is extremely important. From this you will realise
that ' capacity ' is understood to express the USEFUL
output of a battery.
The second example shows just why discharge
times must be standardised and quoted when stating
capacity.
Thus you will find batteries catalogued as for
example ;
CX13 - 116 A/H at the 10 hour rate
and
133 A / H ,, ,, 20 ,, ,,
The 10 hour rating is however the more severe
test for the battery and is the one we use in the
Lucas Organisation.
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We have told you that capacity is dependent on
plate area and also on the volume of acid in each cell.
In addition, it has alresdy been shown that the
performance of a lead-acid battery depends as much
on the acid-electrolyte as on the plates themselves,
bearing in mind that the electrical output can only be
maintained so long as the normal chemical reactions
continue between the acid and the active materials.
It is therefore not surprising that the strength of
the acid used for filling each cell also affects the
output. The strength of the acid not onIy influences
the output available, but also helps to determine

THE EFFECT O F T E M P E R A T U R E ON
B A T T E R Y OUTPUT.

Besides plate area and the volume and strength of
the acid, one further Factor influences the capacity
and hence the output of a battery : that is, its
temperature. Broadly stated :

INFLUENCE
OF
ACID STRENGTH
ON
CAPACITY

C

what the cell voltage shall be. Within certain specific
Limits, both capacity and cell voltage are affected by
the strength of acid.
We shall deal with the normally specified acid
strengths in Part 3 of this section of the course.

LzEJ

EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE

the lower the temperature, the lower the output,
the higher the temperature, the higher the output.
There are however limits to this rule

~ I I practice.

Let us take an actual example from discharge tests
carried out on a given battery in a fully charged
condition :
Temp.

80°F.
40°F.
10°F.

Discharge current

217 amps.
178 amps.
153 amps.

Volts
a t 10V.
a t 10V.
at 10V.

The main reason why temperature affects the output
of the battery, stated simply, is that the chemical
reactions are accelerated by increasing the temperature
of the electrolyte. The acid is then more able to
search into the pores of the plates, that is, make more
immediate and intimate contact with the active
materials.

I n cold weather the density of acid, its viscosity if
you like, increases and slows down diffusion, thus
slowing down the rate of chemical action, and hence
effecting the output.
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Apart from this mainly chemical reason, at higher
temperatures porous separators often transmit the
acid more freely than at lower temperatures. This
effectively decreases the internal resistance of the cell,
still further improving the reaction.
Additionally, at low temperatures, the negative
plate tends to lose some of its sponginess, thus
restricting the action of the cell, limiting its output.
We shall now discuss further how temperature
affects our battery, particularly in relation to engine
starting.

0.

3

l

STARTING C U R R E N T S .
Tn general terms, to obtain easy starting from cold
minimum engine cranking speeds of about 90-1 10
r.p.m. are required.
To turn the engine over at this speed we must have
a battery capable of delivering the required current to
the starter motors down to temperatures of 20-25°F.
What is more this current must be delivered at a
minimum pressure of 8.5 volts on the 12 volt system
or 16 volts on the 24 volt system.
The Tables shown for both systems give a fair idea of
the currents required for average engines of between
2 and 4 Litres which generally use the 12 volt system,
and which will require from 200-300 amperes and
for engines of 4 to 8 Litres which generally use the
24 volt system.
For the larger engines, the current would rise very
considerably if we did not increase the operating
voltage of the vehicle system to 24 volts.
At these voltages tlie current drawn from the battery
is generalIy limited to between 300 and 450 amperes.

IZVOLT STARTER ON
110 A.H. BATTERY AT O'F 8 60-F
302.5-

a =

d 1.5.
1-0.5

I

o

s

10

20
TOROUE

IS

2s
CBPT

30

35

40

COLD WEATHER A N D T H E BATTERY.

I

Let us consider the practical application of all this.
It is a fact that in mild summer weather we can
obtain the required cranking speed of 100 r.p.m. by
using, say, an ordinary car-type battery for a heavy
commercial vehicle. But in cold weather, this battery,
with its thin plates and general light constructio~~,
would rapidly fail. Added to the effect of low
temperature on the battery, there would be increased
oil resistance, combustion difficulties and so on, until
finally the work would be outside the scope of the
car-type battery. A heavier, larger capacity battery
would have to be used.
In our illustration, the top battery would be capable
of cranking the engine at 60°F; but the same battery
would not be big enough for the job at the low
temperature of 20°F. For this applicatio~~,
a mucb
larger battery would have to be used.

12 Volt System
2 t o 3 litre Engines
250 t o 300 amps. at 8.5 volts.

3 t o 4 l i t r e Engines
300 t o 325 amps. a t 8.5 volts.

24 Volt System
4 t o 5 litre Engines
300 t o 350 amps. a t 16 volts.
6 t o 8 l i t r e Engines
350 t o 400 amps. at 16 volts.
8 t o 10 I i t r e Engines
400 t o 450 amps. a t 16 volts.

B.H.P. A N D T O R Q U E .

To develop full power from the starter motor down
to temperature as Iow as 20°F. you will appreciate
that the battery size and capacity must be carefully
chosen. Using, for example, a 12 volt 110 A.H.
battery we can obtain with a given starter motor a
turning etiort or torque of 30 Ibs.ft. at normal
temperature (approximately 60°F.).
IF now the same battery were used at O°F., the
current available would be seriously reduced and the
madmum torque no more than 20 Ibs., ft. That is,
our battery is approximately one third less effective
at the lower temperature.

BATTERY CAPACITY
REQUIRED
FULLY GHARGED
f EMPERATURE

STARTER

66 F.

FULLY CHARGED
TEMPERbTURE

STARTER
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CONDITIONS F O R BATTERY S E L E C T I O N .

BATTERY CAPACITY
REQUIRED

Do not forget that in cold weather, with early
lighting-up time, the battery will seldom be fullycharged in the mornings.

I

It has therefore become the usual practice for
vehicle manufacturers to select a battery capable of
providing the required minimum cranking speed when
in a 70% charged condition at approximately 20°F.
You will note that this temperature is considerably
Iower than the freezing point of water.

STARTER

70%GHARGED
TEMPERATURE-

20" F.

V O L T / A M P CURVES.
As a convenient and easy guide to the selection of a
battery for any specified application Volt-Ampere
Curves are prepared which show graphically the
performance of a battery over any desired temperature
range at any particular state of charge.
As will be seen from the illustration the battery
voltage is plotted on the vertical ordinate and the
amperes output horizontally. The "Solid" line curve
shows the discharge performance of a CX 13 plate
battery, 70% fully charged, and the "Broken" line
curve the performance for a simiIar 7 plate battery.
In both examples the discharge readings are plotted
at temperatures of 65 and 20°F.
Now say for example that we require a starting
current of 275 amperes at 8.5 volts at a temperature
of 20°F.
By following the horizontal line from 8.5 volts to the
point of intersection with the curve for the 13 plate
battery, it will be seen that well over 275 amperes are
obtainable at the minimum temperature of 2OUF.,
whereas the comparable current from the 7 plate
battery would only be about 150 amperes, as shown

On medium and

heavy goods

vehicles, cold s t a r t e r currents
govern

the

batteries used.
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capacity

of

II

1 0

VOLTS

9
8.5

8

7

6
AMPS

at the intersection with the broken line, and whilst
it might start the engine in warm weatlier, it would be
quite unsatisfactory under colder conditions.
The specification of Amperes, Voltage and Temperature is generally decided at the design stage of
the engine or vehicle and governs the type and size
of battery fitted as standard equipment.

C O L D STARTING CURRENT.

Now tve have seen how the capacity of a battery
for a vehcle is determined by the current required
for cold starting. This applies generally to all cars
and commercial vehicles. In addition the lighting
load when the vehicle is parked should be taken into
consideration as this does, of course constitute a
drain on the battery, particularly if sustained over a
number of hours.

Most rules however, have their exception, and in
this case the exception is the "public service" or
"passenger carrying" vehicle. Here the lighting-load
during normal running is very heavy, and experience
has shown us that the capacity for a battery under
such service conditions can best be calcuIated by
muItiplying the "lighting-load" by 6 . That is, for a
total lighting load of 25 amps., the 177inimu17zsatisfactory capacity would be 150 Amp./honrs at the
10 hour rate. GeneraIly this capacity would be more
than sufficient to meet the starter requirements.

SUMMARY O F FACTORS GOVERNING BATTERY SELECTION

Finally we can summarise these factors with which
we are concerned when selecting a battery for a
particular vehicle.
The thickness of tlze plates - upon which the
durability of our battery depends. And in this
connection we must not forget the separators.
The Capacity - which determines the battery
output. Remember here how the output depends on
the size and number of plates, and on the strength
and volume of the acid electrolyte.
The Cold Startii~gn~r1.e17t
- here, temperature, the
type OF starter and engine etc., must be taken into
consideration.
Lw7p Load- you will remember that this applied
only to Passenger Service vehicles.
All the above factors have been taken into account
by our battery technicians, and charts have been
prepared which enables us, i n practice, to see a t a
glance which battery is suitable for a particular
purpose.
We also issue publications which show the interchangeability of Lucas batteries with other makes,
ncluding those fitted to American vehicles.

SUMMARY
'THICKNESS OF PLATES
TYPE OF SEPARATION USED

CAPACITY
COLD STARTING CURRENT
LAMP LOAD
(PASSENGER SERVICE VEHICLES)
We can further summarise this part by giving you a
list of battery symbols. By referring to these symbols,
a Lucas agent knows immediately the type of battery
he is dealing with.
If we take for example the ' GTW9A ' battery you
can see what type of container and cell connectors
are used ; the type and size of plates ; that it has
wood separators, 9 plates per cell and a nominal
voltage of 12 volts.
Symbols are used to cover the whole of Lucas
battery productrons. However, we have given here
only those symbols commonly encountered.

-

LUCAS BATTERY SYMBOLS
6.

F.
G.

M.
P.
R.
CX.
CF.
T.
X.
U.
L.
W.
7, 9 ,

SQUARE-ENDED CASE WlTH COMPLETELY SUNKEN
CELL CONNECTORS.
WITH PROVISION FOR
HOLDING RODS.
WITH SEMI-LINKLESS CELL
CONNECTORS.
MONOBLOC CONTAINER.
PLATFORM MOUNTED. (MOTORCYCLF BATTERY.)
ANCHORED IN RUBBER. (
,,
1
TYPE OF PLATE.
*,
,.
*,

.

..

..

.,

..

,.

.. .. ,,
.. .. ..
.. .. ..

(FOR MOTORCYCLE USE).
(LOW TYPE PLATE OR
LIGHTWEIGHT BATTERY)
WOOD SEPARATORS.
11. 13 etc. NUMBER OF PLATES PER CELL.

1

LUCAS BATTERY SYMBOLS
SPECIAL BATTERIES
SPECIAL CONTAINER.
sPEclnL ASSEMBLY.
/T.
HANDLES MOULDED INTEGRAL
WlTH CONTAINER.
16.18. SPECIAL ASSEMBLY.
FR.
FERGUSON.
Z.
DRY CHARGED.
SAY.
SPECIAL SOUTH AFRICAN.
SALY. SUPERSEDED BY SAF. AFRICAN.
1
SFLY.
SVFR.
AMERICAN REPLACEMENTS.
SAFW.
SVWM.

i::

SI

12 v .

TERMINAL LAYOUT
6 v.

EXAMPLE GTW9A.
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PART T H E E

Putting Batteries into Service
We shall assume, in this part of the course, that the
batteries to be put into service have arrived in what
we might term ' factory condition.' By this, we do
not mean that they have luckily survived the rigours of
transit, but that chemically .they are conditioned to

PLATE FORMATION.
We have limited the chemistry to an absolute
minimum as you can see, giving only the essentials ;
and you are already familiar with some of the terms
from the first part of the course - the Active materials.
Lead peroxide and "spongy lead" for instance. But
we must start at the beginning.
Pure lead is converted into Lead oxide by combining
with the oxygen of the air. This Lead oxide is the
essential ingredient of both positive and negative
plates. During the "formation process", in which the
plates are immersed i n dilute sulphuric acid and an
electric current passed, the chemicals on the plates
are converted into their active form iie., Lead
Peroxide at the positive plate and ' spongy Lead ' at
the negative. At this the plates are fully charged.
Normal plates are finished at this stage, dried and
ready for building batteries.
Unfortunately, however, during the normal drying
process, although the positive plate is unaffected, the
"spongy lead" of the negative plate inevitably combines with the oxygen of the air and reverts to Lead
Oxide, thus losing its charge.
Thus a battery fitted with these plates leaves the
factory termed "DRY UN-CHARGED." Hence the
necessity for the further charging process, known as
"first" or "initial" charging.

receive their initial charge.
TO give you an idea of the significance of this
charge, it: is first essential to survey briefly the manufacturing processes and the resultant chemical changes
the battery has undergone before it reaches you.

,OXIDE

LEAD

( PbO)
PASTED INTO POS.&NEG.PLATES

1

LEAD PEROX l DE
(-021

I(

t

------

'SPONGY"LEAD
(Pbl

Ii

PLATE FORMATION
The illustration shows the progressive change
which takes place during formation and how after
completion the negative pIates return to the lead
oxide form upon being exposed to the atmosphere.

BREAKING D O W N T H E ACID.

We can now set about this initial charging with a
little knowIedge at our finger-tips, hoping that it
won't prove a dangerous thing.
If you remember that, when preparing acid for
filling the battery, you dilute by adding ACID TO
WATER, there will be no danger.
Start with a large earthenware, glass or lead-lined
vessel ; partially fill with distilled water and pour the
concentrated acid slowly into the distilled water.
If, by the way, you are impulsive enough to pour
quickly, we can dissuade you by saying that hot,
spitting acid is not considered beneficial either to the
skin or to the clothing.
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ALWAYS ADD ACl D TO WATER SLOWLY

M I X I N G PROPORTIONS.

T O OBTAIN
SPECIFIC GRAVITY
(WHEN COOLED T O 60°F.)

A D D ONE PART BY
VOLUME OF ACID (1.835
S.G.) T O DISTILLED WATER
BY VOLUME AS BELOW

?,

The S.G. of the concentrated sulphuric acid for
commercial purposes is 1.835. The gravity of the
"fill-ing acid" varjes between 1-350 to 1-215, and to
get the correct electrolyte strength, the proportion of
acid to water should be as shown in the figure.

1.215
1.245
1-260
1.275
I ,290
1.320
1-350

3.9 PARTS
3-3
,,
3.0
,,
2.8
,,
2.6
,,
2-3 ,,
1.8 ,,

TEMPERATURE CORRECTION.

When using a hydrometer to test the electrolyte
strength during or after mixing, it must be borne in
mind that all readings are to be corrected to 60aF.,
as, due to expansion, the gravity varies with temperature. To correct the hydrometer reading to "true"
reading, add .004 for every 10" over 60°F. and subtract
,004 for every 10" under 60°F. If, for instance, we
obtained a gravity reading of 1.300 at the mean
temperature of 60°F., no correction would be
necessary. However, with a temperature of 10O0F.,
the "true" gravity reading would be 1,316 when the
hydrometer indicates 1.300. Likewise at 30°F. the
"true" reading would be 1.288 when the hydrometer
reads 1.300.
The same temperature correction must also be
observed during charging, when the battery temperature rises.

FOR EVERY 10°F
ABOVE 60" F
ADD. 0 0 4
60~-

1.300

FOR EVERY 10°F
BELOW 60' F
SUBTRACT-004

EFFECT O F TEMPERATURE
ON HYDROMETER READINGS

F I L L I N G T H E BATTERY.

The specific gravity of the filling-acid varies with
the type of battery, being mainly dependent on the
separator used.
In the case of WET WOOD separators for
instance, the electrolyte would be diluted by the
moisture in the separators. In batteries where our
new porous rubber separators are used, the electroIyte
strength is again different from that used in batteries
with wood separators.
In this respect, therefore, the illstructions printed
on labels attached to all Lucas batteries should be
closely folIowed, the final electrical output of the
battery being dependent on the electrolyte strength
used.
We will also point out that acid that is much too
strong can quite easily char the wood of the separators,
apart from shortening the life of the active materials
in the plates.
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SINGLE A N D TWO STAGE FILLING.
Another factor too must be considered : when
batteries with wet separators are filled, a great amount
of heat is generated from the mixing of the acid and
the water. Further heat too is generated as the
resuIt of chemical action in the negative plate. This
heat is Uely to cause cracks in the moulded battery
container. Thus batteries will1 wet separators a~td
nzovlded containers must be filled in two stages. The
battery should at first be half-filled and then an interval
of six hours for cooling allowed between stages. A
further two hours should be allowed after the second
stage.
This two-stage filling also applies to DRYUNCHARGED batteries with porous rubber separators and moulded containers. Heat will still be
generated, remember, from the negatives.
One-stage filling is however permissible for all
motor cycle batteries.

Filling and Soaking
Wood, Crated Batteries
Specific g r a v i t y of filling acid
1320, a t 6U°F. Fill t o top of
separators in ONE operation. Stand for TWELVE
hours before commencing
f i r s t charge.

STAGE

a

STAND FOR
SIX HOURS

STAGE @

STAND FOR
TWO HOURS

\TWO STAGE FILLING

FILLING AND SOAKING FOR WOOD
CRATED BATTERIES.

The cells of these batteries consist of separate
ebonite jars and may be filled to the level OF the
separators in ONE operation.
These batteries must then be allowed to stand for
TWELVE hours before commencing the initial charge.

CHARGING METHODS
CHARGING SYSTEMS.

There are two charging systems in use, the constant
current and the constant voltage method.

Constant current or constant
Voltage ?

For iizifial charging we strongly recommend that
only the constant current method be used. By this
we mean that the batteries are connected in series and
the current flowing through them kept constant.
If there is no alternative the "constant voltage"
method may be used, but resistances and ammeters
must be inserted in the circuit, so that the current
flowing through each battery can be continuously
supervised.
On no account shouId "Rapid Chargers" or
'Boosters" be used for initial charging.
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For first charging work

use

CONSTANT
CURRENT
C H A R G I N G
O N L Y

CONSTANT C U R R E N T CHARGING.

3

",

A maximum voltage of 110 volts has been found
the most satisfactory. We .,us* stress here that o ~ l y
a DIRECT CURRENT Source can be used for
Da~tery charging.
Whenever possible, batteries of the same capacity
should be initialIy charged together and, for efficient
work, no more than five 12 volt batteries, or ten
6 volt batteries should be in one bank. The number
of banks depends of course on the current output
available from the generator or supply used. Variable
resistalices can be employed for adjusting the current
flow in each bank. The actual method of conliecting
the batteries in series can be seen from the illustration
opposite.
Remember that a loose connection makes for an
inefficient charging system and that any sparking is
Likely to fire the explosive gases released during
charging. If a battery has to be taken off charge do
nol forget to switch off the charging current first.
Further details of charging methods will be dealt
with in Part 4 of this section of the course, "Batteries
in Service."

DURATION A N D RATE O F I N I T I A L CHARGE

Our label iiistructio~~s
giving the duration and rate
of the initial charge MUST be followed if the best
performance and the longest life are to be obtained
from the battery.
In general the initial charging rate of approximately
1/15 of the nomir~alcapacity at the 10 hour rating.
Charge at this constant current for 80 hours, or until
voltage readings and temperature - corrected S.G.
readings show no increase over five successive hourly
readings. Throughout the charge, the acid must be
kept level with the top of the separators in each cell
by the addition of acid solutioi~of the same gravity
as the original filling-in acid. If for any reason the
charge has to be continued beyond the point where
S.G. and voltage readings remain constant for five
consecutive hours, distilled water should be used for
topping up.
As far as possible, the initial charge should not be
interrupted, but if the temperature of the electrolyte
in any cell reaches IOO0F., the charging should be
stopped and the temperature allowed to fall at least
10°F. before charging is resumed.

ADJUSTMENT O F ACID STRENGTH.

At the end of the charge, i.e. when S.G. and Voltage
measurements remain substantially constant, carefully check the S.G. in each cell to ensure that it lies
within the limits specified by the manufacturers'
instructions. If any cell requires adjustment, some

DURRTION A N D RATE
OF CHARGE
Flat Plate Batteries:
up t o 80 hours.
Armoured Plate Batteries:

100 h o u r s actual.
Maximum allowable
w h e n on charge.

temperature

T e m p e r a t e climates I OO°F.

Hot climates I 10°F.

electrolyte must be syplioned off and replaced with a
corresponding quantity of either acid of the strength
used for the original fiIljng or distilled water, according
to whether the S.G. is too low or too high. After
such adjustment, the gassing charge should be continued for one to two hours to ensure adeauate
mixing of the electrolyte.
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THE DRY-CHARGED BATTERY.
Obviously a great amount of time and trouble
would be saved if this business of initial charging
were not necessary. With-chis thought in mind, our
battery technicians set about producing a battery
which could be put directly into service without
initial chargng.
The result of their labours is the Lucas " DRY
CHARGED " battery - recognisable by the RED
instruction label.
In the absence of the label the Dry-Charged Batteries can always be distinguished by the letter " Z "
appearing in the type symbol. For example the
lettering GTZ7A will appear on one of the cell
connectors -The " Former."

N O INITIAL CHARGING.

You will remember that before dealing with initla1
charging, we explained why this was necessary.
During the normal drying process after the formation
charge, the negative plate loses its charge, the " spongy
lead " active material combining with the oxygen of
the air. A method of drying the plates in an oxygen-

free atmosphere has been perfected, the result being
that both positive and negative plates remain charged.
The sets of plates are then assembled, the separators
inserted and the cells bermaticaUy sealed. Thus we
have a battery which can truly be termed " DRY
CHARGED." This battery can be put into service
immediately without initial charging.

P U T T I N G T H E DRY CHARGED BATTERY
I N T O SERVICE.
After breaking the seals each cell should be filled
with electrolyte of the correct S.G. The battery
MUST be jilled ro rhe top of tire separ-aiorr ik one
operalio~?. After this " one-stage " filling, the battery
will be up to 90% charged, and may immediately
be fitted to a vehicle. When time permits however, a
short " freshening charge" will ensure that the
battery is completely charged. Such a freshening
charge should last no more than 4 hours at tile r7onnnl
recharge rate of the b a f t e ~ y .During this charge, the
electrolyte must be maintained at the level of the
separators by the addition of distilled water.
Our instructions should again be referred to for
electrolyte strengths and recharge rates. We emphasise here that the " dry-charged " battery can be
treated in service in exactly the same manner as
normal batteries.
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PART FOUR

Batteries in Service
BATTERIES IN SERVICE.

This section of the Battery Course deals mainly
with practical points concerning the maintenance of
batteries in service, remembering that without proper
attention, even the best produ'ct is doomed to early
failure.
B A T T E R Y S T 0 WAGE.

Let us first make a check on the installation of the
battery. By this we mean the battery stowage and all
metal parts in the immediate proximity of the battery,
including the lugs and the earth cable or braid.
The battery should be kept clean and dry and any
traces of acid spillage removed by ammonia, or hot
water if this is not available. Otherwise corrosion
and extensive damage to the metal work will result..

B A T T E R Y L U G (OLD C L A M P TYPE).

7

Battery lug corrosion is a more serious matter than
_..

.

is generally realised. Heavy corrosion on the battery
I

I

4

lugs and posts resuIts in considerable voltage drop
when a heavy current is passing, for example, when the
starter is operated voltage drop will usually be noticeable by sluggish operation of the starter motor.
The rate of corrosion is dependent on two factors :
The thickness of tlie lead covering the cast brass of
the lug and the amount of acid allowed to accumulate
on tlie battery top.
This latter is your responsibility : we, on our part,
as manufacturers, produce a special alloy which is
far in advance of the normal lead-coated brass lug,
and reduces corrosion to an absolute minimum. This
alloy lug is now used mainly For commercial vehicles,
with a new diecast lead lug superseding the old
clamp type on r~ormalcars.

BATTERY L U G (DIE CAST).

Here we give an illustration of the die-cast battery
lug fitted almost exctusively on present-day British
cars. This lug further reduces corrosion.
The following points sl~ould be observed when
refitting these lugs.
Clean off any oxidation from the battery post and
smear the post and lug with co~~n77ercialvasetitle.
Grease must no1 be used for this purpose.
When fitting the lug, make sure that the two
surfaces marry together properly. Insert the " ParkerKalon " locking screw afle~. pressing home the lug
on to the tapered battery post.
If these precautions are observed, no bad connec.tions can develop and removal of the lug is always
easy.
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REPLACEMENT KIT.

A standard Lucas replacement kit is available for
repairing either a corroded brass lug, or a damaged
length of battery cable. A; you can see in this photograph, the new die-cast lug is used. This, coupled
with a length of starter cable, a brass connectorsleeve, a se1.f-tapping screw, and, in the case of the
insulated cable, a piece of rubber sleeving, constitutes
the kit.

PA,,

Tn the top picture the old battery lug has been cut
off ; half an inch of the existing cable outer-covering
stripped back ; the rubber sleeve pulled over the new
section of cable ; the bare end of the existing cable
pushed into the brass connector-sleeve, and the joint
soldered.

<Ow"ICr.X
1U.C

IIIFYIWGIUI.

(KC((( (

?

INSULATING T H E JOINT.

After allowing the joint to cool, it should be bound
with a few turns of insulation tape and the rubber
sleeving pulled over.

u

After smearing the battery post with commercial
vaseline, the lug can be pushed firmly into position
and the self-tapping screw inserted.
The repIacement kit for the non-insulated battery
lead, the positive earth cable on the modern car,
consists of a braided earth cable with a die-cast lug,
a brass connector and a self-tapping screw.

HYDROMETER TESTING.

1270 - 1290

We shall now concentrate more on the inside of the

1190-1210

HALF
1100 - 1120 DISCHARGED '

LI

-__2
.
.

h

I;

battery, dealing first with acid and voltage testing,
and then with the electrolyte level.

We have already explained the meaning of specific
gravity in Part 1 of this section of the course and will
now merely quote approximate gravity readings for
our batteries :
Fully charged
Half
,,
Discharge
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...
...
...

1270-1290
1190-1210
1100-1 120

THE HEAVY DISCHARGE TEST.

(?

The hydrometer test gives us a fairly accurate
account of the state of charge of each cell, but a
further test must be made to make sure that each cell
will supply heavy currents at the required voltage,
the heavy starting currents for instance. For this
purpose, we use a " heavy discharge tester " which
puts an electrical load on each cell. The load, or
resistance, takes at least 150 amperes from the cell
in the c-ase of a car battery, thus reproducing conditions similar to those existing when the starter motor
is operated. If the hydrometer test showed the cell
to be charged, and if, under these test conditions, the
cell voltage remains constant at approximately 1.5
to 1.6 volts, we can be sure the cell is serviceable. A
rapidly falling voltage reading indicates a weak cell.
The drop tests should be held in position for about
15 seconds for each cell in the battery.

1-

(..
L
\

'
-

/

7

-

4

9

.

batteries, but a smaller load, this time of 12 amps. is
adequate.
For a commercial vehicIe batteries a drop tester
with a load of 300 amps. must be used.

We use the same type of tester for motor cycle

Discharged Batteries

T H E IMPORTANCE O F C H A R G I N G FROM
A N EXTERNAL SOURCE.

Batteries b e l o w half charge
in service should be
recharged by an e x t e r n a l

I F the heavy discharge test proves the battery to be
serviceable, but the gravity reading indicates that it is
only half charged, i.e., between 1190-1210,
the

Y

supply

0

-

80% f u l l

battery must be re-charged from an external source.
It should not be put back into normal service until
it is at least 80% charged. Care must be taken that
this mini.mum figure is reached, particularly in wintertime when heavier currents are needed for starting.

charge

minimum.

RECHARGING I N SERVICE.

GeneraIly, recharging presents no problems if the
chargingTrates quoted on our instruction labeIs are
adhered to.

.

The normal charging rate is usually approximately
1/10 of the Amp./Hour capacity of the battery at the
10 hour rate. The charge must be continued until
voltage and specific gravity readings show no
increase over three successive hourly readings.

-

-

-
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CHARGING METHODS.

Either the constant current method, which we
advocated for initial charging, or the constant voltage
method may be employed for recharging. In either
case a DIRECT CURRENT supply must be used.
The connections to be made differ wit11 the method
and can be seen from the diagram. You will see that,
using the constant current method, the batteries are
in series. Thus a limit is set to the number of batteries
that may be charged in series, since the voltage of the
batteries when fully charged must not exceed the
supply voltage. It is found in practice that the most
suitable arrangement is ten 6 volt batteries or five
12 volt batteries when charging from a 110 volt supply.
With the constant voltage system, the batteries are
connected in parallel, usually to a low voltage motorgenerator set. The number of batteries that can be
charged on one generator is here limited by the rated
current output of the generator, and the total of the
charging currents required for all the batteries must
not exceed this output.
The supply voltage can again be regulated by a
rheostat, and, if necessary, a rheostat or resistance
can be included jrt the supply line to an individual
battery, where a lower charging rate is required for
this battery.
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BOOST CHARGING.

Rapid chargers or " boosters " should only be
used for charging jf there is any real urgency. They
must always be supervised and should never normally
be used to replace the standard charging method. No
harm will be done through rapid charging if the battery
is in a healthy discharged condition, although
obviously rather more intelligent supervision will. be
needed than for ordinary charging.
A battery can be substantially recharged, i.e., to
between 70%-80% of its fully-charged state, i n
anything between 30-60 minutes, dependent upon
the state of discharge and the battery temperature.
And temperature is here the controlling factor.
On no account should a temperature of 110°F. be
exceeded, or the battery will be ruined.
Judge for yourselves : at 140°F. the paste starts
Ieaving the grids.
THERMOSTAT FOR TEMPERATURE C O N TROL D U R I N G BOOST CHARGING.

THERMOSTAT
WHEN

/

For the purpose of controlling temperature, a
thermostat switch must be employed. This should be
placed in the middle cell OF 6 volt batteries, and either
of the two centre cells of 12 volt batteries.
While we are discussing chis subject of temperature,
we will remind you once more of the necessity for
temperature correction of gravity readings if variations from the mean temperature of 60°F. are
encountered.
The importance of correct charging cannot be
(colzfimred)
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TEMPERATURE TO BE KEPT
BELOW l l O ° F .

-

C

over-estimated as far as the life of the battery is concerned. If, at any time, particularly in winter, a
battery should become completely discharged, it is
very bad practice to leave it ifi the hope that it will
become fully recharged by the vehicle dynamo.

Q

EFFECT O F TEMPERATURE O N
DISCHARGED BATTERIES.

When left in a low state of charge, batteries can
freeze easily. You can see from the figures given that
a battery with a gravity of 1100 will freeze at 18"F.,
that is 14" of frost, a condition by no means impossible
even in the mid climate of the British Isla.

,@

Unless the battery is charged by an externaI source,
it will probably never become more than half-charged,
and, even though it appears to be working satisfactorily, the plates harden and the life of the battery
will be considerably shortened.

FREEZING POINT OF WATER
(i.e. 1.000)= f32"F.
FREEZING POINT OF ELECTROLYTE AT
1.I
00= +18"F.
FREEZING POINT OF ELECTROLYTE AT
1.200=-I 7°F.
FREEZING POINT OF ELECTROLYTE AT
1.300=-95°F.

T H E ELECTROLYTE LEVEL.

We must deal with one further point as far as
maintenance of batteries in service is concerned, that
is, topping up.
We have already touched on this subject at various
times in this section of the course and will now give a
short summary. The electrolyte level should be
maintained at the top of the separators by topping-up
wit/? ifistrlled water. Underfilling will harm the battery
plates ; overfilling can only resuIr in acid spillage,
probably all over the engine compartment. Toppingup to the correct level leaves ample room for the
charging gases to expand without flooding the Vent
Plugs and causing external lug-corrosion and damage
to surrounding metal work and upholstery.
During the normal service life of the battery it
should NEVER be necessary to top up with acid
electrolyte. Of course if an appreciable amount of
acid has been spilled from the battery, it may be
replaced by acid of the same S.G.
We also strongly disagree with the practice of
changing the battery acid. It should never normally
be necessary and, when the battery is turned upside
down, sediment from the bottom of the container
falls between the plates, becoiwes wedged and inevitably causes short circuit.
-

-
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BATTERY FILLER.

This business of " topping-up is often neglected
simply because in some cases it requires a contortionist
to see into the top of the battery tucked away somewhere at the back of the engine compartment. Lucas
have simplified the process by patenting this battery
filler. The device ensures that filling automatically
ceases at the separator level.
"

RATE OF LOSS OF CHARGE
VARIATION
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.
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C U R R E N T LOSSES.

,

Having set-out to discuss the maintenance of
batteries in service, we must mention current losses
which occur when the battery is standing.
Any charged battery that is left standing will
discharge itself over a period of time. This selfdischarge is inevitable, taking place even under the
best conditions. The diagram shows exactly a t what
rate this takes place. You can see quite clearly how
higher temperature increases the rate.
You will realise now why it is so important to keep
the surface of the battery clean and dry and thus
minimise self-discharge.
Current leakage can also occur internally between
two adjacent cells, when for some reason the cell
partition is defective or the sealing compound cracked.

Ip

PART FIVE

Batteries in Storage and Service
S T O R A G E CONDITIONS T E M P E R A T U R E AND STACKING.
We shall now attempt to deal with a very large
Subject very briefly, in that we shall give you a clear
idea of the conditions necessary for battery storage,
without going into details of actual storage rooms, etc.
We shalI deal separately with dry batteries, (that is
wit11 batteries that have not been filled and charged) :
with charged batteries and with the latest dry-charged
batteries.
All batteries, whatever their breed, should be
stored jn as dry an atmosphere as possible, within
temperature limits of 32" and 90°F. They should be
kept out of the direct rays of the sun.
Dry batteries can be stacked, provided that they
are placed the correct way up and not on their sides.
Car types and X and CX commercial type batteries
should be stacked not more than four high, wooden
spacers being placed lengthwise between layers. If
the batteries are cartoned, they may be stacked six
high. CV and CF types, the heavier batteries,
should not be stacked more than one battery high,
either i a storage or transit.

STORAGE
OF CHARGED
BATTERIES

TEMPERATURE 32'E

90°F

[f the above conditions are observed dry batteries
need no further supervision and, providing the cell
seals are not damaged, may be stored more or less
indefinitely. However, generally speaking the sooner
a new battery is charged the better ; prolonged
storage usually necessitates longer first charging.

S T O R I N G NEW " CHARGED " BATTERIES.
To retain new " charged "' batteries in first class
condition each battery should receive a " freshening
charge " of four hours every month at the recommended recharge rate. Care should be taken to see
that the cells are topped-up with distilled water to the
level of the separators. And we repeat that the
surface of the batteries must be kept clean and dry.
This precaution minimises self-discharge. the reason
for the " freshening-charge," of course. You
remember from the graph shown on page 26 how the
self-discharge increased with temperature. This is the
reason why the temperature of the storage room must
be controlled. Too high a temperature will mean that
the freshening charge must be given more frequently
than once a month.

S T O R I N G " KING O F T H E R O A D " A N D DRY
CHARGED BATTERIES.

Our latest batteries, both the normal dry uncharged
and the ' dry charged ' types lend themselves ideally to
storage, due to their being fitted with porous rubber
separators.
I n fact, in the case of the dry uncharged battery,
our engineers have proved that with these new separators, the usual hermetic sealing ('Aash seal') is no
longer necessary.
It wilI be appreciated however from what we have
said earlier concerning the method of production of
the ' dry-charged ' battery, that the sealing must still
be retained. The vent pIugs are provided wirh small
plastic stoppers and then taped over.

TO

I.
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give rh@ most adrmrcd dean lop
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The illustrations which follow will show you just
what is likely to happen to the inside and outside of a
battery if it is not properly looked after.

If these batteries had been properly maintained,
that is : kept clean and dry, topped-up, and correctly
charged, these faults would not have occurred.

t"=

CORRODED BATTERY LUGS.

The result of neglect. Keeping the battery top dry,
and the lugs clean and coated with vaseline would
have avoided this. Even our new die-cast lug,
although Limiting corrosio~~
to an absolute minimum,
must still be eniciently maintained.

ACID LEVEL NEGLECT.

This cell had not been topped up. You can see
that the acid level was only halfway up the plates
instead of at the top of the separators. The plares
are divided into upper and lower areas of different
colour and texture. It is clear too that the battery
had been standing idle in a badly discharged condition.
In this photograph of the positive plate, the white of
the inert Lead Sulphate is very obvious against the
chocolate-coloured active lead peroxide at the top.

OVER DISCHARGED NEGATIVE PLATE.

Here we have over-discharging as it affects the
negative. The paste on this negative plate is hard
and light in colour - Lead SuIphate again.
This can be the result of either over-discharging,
persistent undercharging, or long standing without
charging.
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OVERCHARGED NEGATIVE AND
POSITIVE PLATES.

The result of over-charging. These negative and
positive plates were taken from, the same cell. The
negative material was spongy and soft and you can
see how, in the right hand illustration, the positive
material is leaving the grid.
This lifting of the active material pellets on the
positive plate could equally well have been caused by
freezing when the battery was in a low state of
charge.

OVERCHARGED NEGATIVE PLATE.

This negative plate shows even more clearly the
result of overcharging. You can see that the active
material surface IS covered with srnaIl blisters.

OVERCHARGED NEGATIVE & POSITIVE PLATES

MUCH OVERCHARGED NEGATIVE PLATE.

Carrying this overcharging of the battery a little
further, the negative plate would have this appearance.
The grid, as you can see is weak and broken, and the
paste conspicuous in many places by its absence.

BUCKLING D U E T O OVERCHARGING.

Heavy overcharging can also cause buckling of the
plates. These ~egativeand positive plates come from
the same cell. The over-charging had forced the
active material from the Positive plate, on the right
of the illustration, and the sediment caused an
internal short circuit which led to increased buckling
of the positive plate and disintegration of the negative.
We hope this buckling is evident from the photograph. If you look cIosely at the two inside edges of
the plates you will notice that the positive is bent
away from the straight edge of the negative.
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BUCKLING D U E T O OVER-DISCHARGING.

Buckling of battery plates can also be caused by a
heavy over-discharge. The negative plate on the left
is hard, and as you would expect, badly sulphated.
The positive grid has been broken up by the buckling
or expansion.
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6 U CKLI N G T H E EFFECTLONiSEPARATORS.

These wood separators were taken from a cell
having buckled plates due to over-discharge. Note
the impression of the plates, made when they were
expanded and particularly the wear at the bottom
and centre.

HEALTHY PLATES.

When in a healthy condition and normally charged,
the negative plate should be slate grey in colour with a
soft surface - soft enough to mark easily with the
finger nail, but in no way " soggy " or blistered.
The positive plate sl~ouldbe chocolate brown with
a relatively hard surface.
Tn both cases the grids should show no signs of
wear, nor should the paste pellets be lifting.

POSTSCRIPT.

Perhaps, after studying a11 this information on the
various phases of battery construction, repair and
service, the student may have gained the impression
that this is a highly complex subject. It certainly-is,
when considered from the manufacturing point of
view, but we have given you an insight into some of the
deeper tecl~nicalproblems merely in the hope that
you will appreciate how important it is that a battery
is correctly seIected for its work and intelligently
serviced throughout its life.
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One essential fact stands out in connection with a
battery that does not apply to any other electrical
component, and that is - that being an electrochemical unit - it commences its effective life from
the day of its assembly, and whether it is put into
active use on a vehicle or kept on a shelf in the stores,
its life has started and regular maintenance in one
form or another is of the utmost importance.
If the advice and instructions given in this book
are understood and closely followed, we are confident
that your efforts will be amply repaid in the form of
satisfied customers.

TECHNICAL SERVICE
OVERSEAS
TECHN ICAL CORRESPONDENCE
COURSE
Section 2

STARTING MOTORS

INTRODUCTION
rr)

The subject of Engine Starting related to Starter Motors and their service is not a difficult
one if the general field of application is understood.
The basic requirements for the " Free Starting " of most classes of vehicle engines with
which we have to deal are :-that in order to obtain " Free Starting" at a specified minimum
temperature the engine has to be turned at a speed of round about 90 to 100 r.p.m. and this is
generally referred to as the " cold cranking speed."
The equipment required to crank the engine may be regarded as a completely separate
section of the electrical equipment as a whole, and will comprise simply, a Starting Motor,
together with its switch, a battery of sufficient capacity to produce the current necessary to
develop the " Torque " of the starting motor, and, lastly, the connecting cables.
Lucas and C.A.V. Starter Motors are available to cover a very wide range of engines
from the small horse-power petrol engines, right up to the heaviest type of vehicle diesel engine,
that is, the range of Starters in current production provides for the requirements of engnes
between 750 and 1,000 C.C. up to 8 and 10 litres capacity.
Until quite recently a number of the smaller light cars operated on the 6 volt system, but
at the present time most engines up to about 4/43 litres capacity operate on 12 volt, using Lucas
and 10 litres operate on 24 volt, and generally use C.A.V. Axial
Starters, and those between
type starters which are outside the scope of this course.
The motors and complementary components with which we shall concern ourselves apply
to engines up to about 4 litres capacity, and come within the electrical classification o f " series "
or " series-parallel " motors about which we shall say more at a later stage.
The outstanding characteristic-of this class of motor is, that the turning power or " Torque "
is at a maximum when the speed is at a minimum. This desirable feature makes it conveniently
possible to produce a unit capable of turning a very cold stiff engine from the " a t rest " position
to whatever speed may be required to obtain " Free Starting."
At the moment the starter motor is engaged to the flywheel of a stationary engine, and the
current applied, it will then exert its maximum power and also require the greatest amount
of current. This may vary from approximately 250 amperes up to as much as 1,000 amperes
according to the size of the engine, its temperature, the number of cylinders, compression ratio,
the size of flywheel, and the general condition of stiffness, which is most prominent when it
is new.
As the turning, or cranking speed of the engine increases from zero the torque required
from the motor and the current required to produce.it will become substantially less. So that,
taking a typical example of say a 14 h.p. 4 cylinder car engine requiring current of 250 amperes
to start it moving from cold, it may, when hot, turn over quite freely at more than 100
revolutions per minute with a current of 150 amperes or less.
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You already know that a Battery specification is selected firstly, for its suitability to provide
sufficientcurrent for the coldest cranking condition likely to be needed for that particular engine.
Similarly a ;tarter motor is selected to provide the maximum required torque, to crank
the engine from the lowest specified temperature. Consequently, it is usual to specify, not
only in regard to size but also " Lock Torque " in 1bs.ft. at a definite current and voltage.
These figures are published as Workshop information and provide the necessary
performance data to which all sucb units should be repaired if they are to be completely
satisfactory when put back into service.

PINION ENGAGEMENT A N D DRIVE ASSEMBLES.
The next factor which has to be considered is the method of engaging and disengaging
the starter motor driving pinion with the flywheel teeth, or what is more tecl~nicallycalled the
" Flywheel rack," and three methods of drive engagement are now in use for this purpose.
The first one, most commonly used on the engines of Light Cars or Trucks is the " Inertia
Type " of starter pinion engagement. Secondly, for many of the heavy petrol engines and the
new light diesel engines, the " Pre-Engaging " type of pinion and drive assembly is becoming
increasingly popular. Thirdly, there is the " Axial Type " of electrically operated engagement
so familiar i n the range of C.A.V. Axial starters.
The principal component of the popular " Inertia " type Starter Drive consists of a
pi.nion wheel assembled on to a screwed sleeve \vhich is carried on the splined armature shaft
of the motor. When the motor revolves the " Inertia " or dead weight of the pinion prevents
it from turning immediately and it slides along the screwed sleeve, engaging with the flywheel
teeth, the motor then " cranks " or turns the engine.
On the heavier lype of pre-engaging drive the pinion is pushed into mesh manually and
when fully engaged the current is automatically switched " on," when the motor commences
to revolve and thus cranks the engine.
On the " Axial " type motor, tlie pinion forms part of a sleeve on the armature shaft.
When current is s\vitched " on " the complete armature and pinion assembly is revolved siowly
and pushed forward into mesh with the flywheel. Upon completion of this engaging operation
the main current supply is automatically switched " on " and engine cranking commences.
In addition to the engagement of the Starter Motor pinion the whole drive assembly must
be flexible.
On the " Inertia '' type drives this flexibility is obtained by adding a heavy coil spring
which is compressable and thus absorbs the shocks of direct impact between Starter and Flywheel.
An alternative to this " Compression " spring is used for certain special application. This
comprises a rather similar heavy spring, one end of which is anchored to the Armature Shaft
and the other to the engaging pinion, thus allowing for a limited amouat of flexibiIity by twisting
of the spring. This is known as a " Torsion " Spring as used in the " Eclipse " type Drive
Assembly.
On both the manually engaging and the " Axial " type drives, provision against shock
load is made by inserting a spring loaded plate generally known as an Over-Run ctutch, which
will allow the pinion to slip when overloaded.
The standard Lucas type " Inertia " drive, by virtue of its extreme simplicity and satisfactory
performance over many years will be found on the vast majority of cars and trucks, but even
in this field problems occasionally arise. Very flexible engine mountings, engines with bigh
compression ratios, advanced engine timings, ingress of swarf or grit, and other factors have
necessj.tated the adoption of modifications to the original standard drive. These have taken
the form of pinion restraining springs, rubber couplings, enclosed screw sleeve assemblies etc.,
until at the present time there are four main types of Lucas standard " Inertia " drives as well
as the manually operated and Axial arrangement, all of which were primarily introduced to suit
the engine makers particular requirements.
A proper understanding of these components is most important, and will be fully dealt
with in the course of our study of " Starter Drives," together with service features such as
correct pinion clearances, which have a most serious effect on flywheel wear and tooth damage
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STARTER SWITCHES.
A separate section of the course deals with Starter Switches and methods of operation, of
which there is a vqriety.
The Starter Switch itself is a compact unit with ample current carrying ability for its
purpose. Numerous methods of operating the switches are provided mainly for convenience
and to meet the requirements of the vehicle manufacturers.
In the case of the popular cars and light vehicles, the method most comn~onlyadopted is
the provision of a " Cable Pull," or a " Push Rod." Allernatively it may be more convenient
on many layouts to incorporate an operating solenoid in the starter switch itself in order to
provide Push-Button operation at any desired point inside the vehicle. In turn the solenoid
starter swilch itself can be mounted on the Starter Motor, or at any adjacent location such as
the bulkhead. Probably the majority of starter switch troubles arise as a result of badly adjusted
cable controls and Push Rods which jam, in both cases causing excessive sparking at the switch
contacts with ultimate damage and failure, accompanied by unsatisfactory engine starting
meanwhile.
With the manually operated pioion engaging drive, the Solenoid Starter Switch is automatically closed by means of a m a l l push switch after the pinion engages the Flywheel, and
in the case of the " Axial " type Starters the current is automatically switched on after pinion
engagement, by a switch built into the motor itself.
WHY 12 VOLTS.
Some reference may be made to the effective differences when using the 6 or 12 volt systems
for engine starting, bearing in mind that the 6 volt equipment is no longer produced for cars
and vehicles.
In practice, a 13- volt starter will develop something approaching twice the brake horsepower of its 6 volt counterpart of the same dimensions. This is due in the main to the fact that
in comparable systems of equal power, the 6-volt circuit will be required to take double the
current of the 12-volt system. With this increased current, the power loss due to the constant
resistance of the circuit, i.e. cabIes, earth return and brushgear, considerably diminishes the power
available for conversion by the starting motor. These power losses are, of course, proportional
to the square of the current.
Arising From the same fundamentals, another serious di-fficulty is present wit11 6 volts.
Under certain engine conditions, great difficulty is experienced jn keeping an inertia-engaged
pinion in mesh with The flywheel for a sufficiently Long time to effect a start. This is because
the lower torque developed in the 6-volt starter is insufficient to accelerate the armature rapidly
enough to maintain engagement with the- flywheel ring as the engine fires, or even goes over
compression. This difficulty can be overcome by the use of manual or pedal engagement where
the pinion is physically held in mesh with the flywheel. Such systems, however, involving as
they do the use of an outboard bracket, engageinent mechanism and over-run clutch, necessitate
considerable increase in cost, weight and complication. It might appear at first sight that a
small British engine of 1.5 litres capacity would require less power to crank than an American
engine- of 2-3 times the capacity. Due to factors inherent in small engines, particularly the
increased surface~volumeratio, that is not so. A recent test in our cold room established
that at 1O0F,, using S.A.E.20 oil, a British Ccylioder engine of 1-535 litres capacity required
16% more power to crank at the 90 r.p.m. necessary for a start than a 3.670 litres 6-cylinder
American el~gineat the 50 r.p.m. it needed. This is representative of our experience.
Finally, you will note that a good deal of attention is given to Servicing and Fault Finding
in our Engine Starting Studies, and this will no doubt receive close attention, because unsatisfactory performance i n Service almost always arises from simple detaiI causes which can
very easily be overcome by the requisite " Know How," rather than by any inherent fault either
in the design and workmanship of the starter motor, or at the engine assembly end ; although
occasionally problems do arise with starter pinions and Flywheel Rings which are concerned
with the engine assembly.
In order to assist those Students who may have no knowledge of electrical matters the first
section of the course deals in a simple manner with the method of operation of the Electric
Motor particularly as applied to Starter Motors. If difficultyis experienced in Fully understandins
this Section there is no need to be in any way discouraged. Proceed with the other Sections
when at a later date, particularly with increasing practical experience, it will be found that the
subject will clarify itself.
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PART ONE

Working Principles
T H E STARTING M,OTOR

9

I t must first be understood that energy cannot be
created from nothing; it can however be converted
from one form to another.
I n the case of the starter m'btor, we employ electrical
energy - the electrical current from a battery - and
convert it into mechanica1 energy, the type of energy
required t o turn over the engine of a motor vehicle.

T o understand how this conversion is brought
about - how we can use the battery current and
produce turning movement - we must consider how
two magnetic fields can interact and produce such a
movement. We can then go back a stage further and
see how these magnetic fields are produced from the
battery current.

T H E P R O D U C T I O N OF T U R N I N G
MOVEMENT

These jllustrations show two magnetic fields. The
main one is produced by the horseshoe magnet and
the second, which we shall call the " armature
magnetic field," exists around the bar magnet.
In the combined picture at the bottom, this bar
magnet is pivoted a t the centre.
Everytime the two magnets are brought into close
proximity t o each other, their fields interact, become
distor.ted and, in trying to revert to normal, force the
pivoted magnet into movement.
But the movement will be restricted: the bar
magnet will turn only as long as like magnetic poles
are next to one another. You can see that the two
North Poles repel each other, so do tlie two Souths
producing the turning movement. (You wiIl remember this fundamental rule of magnetism.) But, wlien
the magnet has rotated through half a revolution,
unlike poles will be together and no further movement
will occur. One way t o continue the rotation would
be suddently to reverse the polarity of the bar magnet
i.e. change over the North and South poles.

MAIN
MAGWETIC
FIELD.

&RMATUPE
MAGNETIC
FIELD

T H E M A G N E T I C EFFECT O F A N ELECTRIC
CURRENT
MAGNETIC
FIELDS

.a
END VIEW OF WIRE

I n the build-up of our starter motors, we d o not
use permanent magnets t o produce the two magnetjc
fields: we make use of the electric current from the
vehicle battery.
Here we show current passing through a conductor
in the direction indicated by the arrow. A magnetic
fieId will be produced around the conductor. The
lines of force of the magnetic field are farmed in a
definite pattern, dependent upon the direction of the
current flow. In this case, the pattern is anti-clockwise in form, as we have indicated by the circular
arrows. A cross-section of the wire is also shown,
illustrating the circular pattern of the magnetic field.
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CONCENTRATING THE MAGNETIC FIELD

Using a coil of wire instead of a single conductor
greatly increases the magnetic effect. The soft iron
core adds to this by concentrating the lines of magnetic
force into the coil area. The result is a powerful
magnet.
The polarity of the magnetic fieId varies with the
direclion of the current flow. In this particular case
the current flowing from battery positive through the
coil to the negative produces a North pole on the left
and a South on the right. If the battery were connected the other way round, thus reversing the current
flow through the coil, the polarity of the field would
also be reversed.
Having established that a magnetic field can be
produced round a coil of wire, let us consider bow
we employ two such fields i n the starter motor.
We will deal first with the main magnetic field-if
you remember, this was provided by the horseshoe
magnet in our original simple illustration.
,
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The main field is created by using soft iron which
becomes easily magnetised by current flowing through
the surrounding coils of wire. These coils are known
as field coils and the blocks of soft iron, specially
shaped to concentrate the magnetic strength into the
gap, are called pole-pieces or pole-shoes.
All we have done in effect is to cut the soft iron of
the previous illustration into two halves and shape
the end of each half. In addition, the coil winding
has been divided into two. The windings are so
arranged that the pole-pieces are of opposite polarity.
In this particular case, a north pole is formed on
the left and a south on the right. The field magnets
we have produced remain fixed at this polarity.

PRODUCING T H E ARMATURE MAGNETIC
FIELD

And now let us consider the second magnetic field,
generally termed the " armature magnetic field." You
will remember that this was formed by the pivoted
bar magnet in our early illustration.

PLANE OF
MAGNETIC

FIELD

-

This loop of wire, passing battery current, produces

an equivalent effect. The current flow in the wire
gives rise to a magnetic field wliose plane is at right
angles to the loop itself - as we have indicated by the
shaded area, which you can consider as representing
our original bar magnet.
With the current flowing round the loop in the
direction shown by the arrows, a north magnetic pole
will be produced on the left, and a south on the right.
If we reversed the current flow, we should also reverse
these poles.
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BATTERY

INTERACTIQN OF THE TWO MAGNETIC
FIELDS
Were we show the armature loop in the magnetic
field of the main magnet. The two fields interact,
the two norths and the two souths repelling one
another, thus forcing the pivbted loop into movement.
If the battery current still remains in the same
direction, the loop will cease rotating after half a
revolution, that is when the north and south poles
line up.
However, if we couId arrange matters so that as
the loop turns, the pole coming round to the fixed
north pole of the field magnet was itself always
north ; . and that approachng the fixed south pole
was always south, the repelling. action would invariably take place, continually rmpulsing the loop
as it rotated.

T H E PRINCIPLES O F C O M M U T A T I O N

(3

This effect is achieved by joining the ends of the
loop to two metaI segments before they pick up the
battery current.
Brushes actually form the contact between the
battery and the segments.
Let us consider the top left hand illustration first,
where the black half of the loop is at the top, with
its end connected via the segment to positive battery.
In this position, the current flowing through the
loop produces a north pole opposite the fixed north
pole of the field magnet ; and a south opposite the
fixed south pole. Repulsion occurs and the loop
begins to rotate.
Now look at the bottom right-hand sketch, where
you wiIl see that the loop has moved through half a
turn, so that the white section is now on top. But,
you will notice that the magnetic field produced by
this section is still north in polarity ; in other words
it will still be repelled by the fixed north pole. Likewise, the black section of the Ioop which previously
produced a north pole, is now producing a south as
it moves opposite the fixed south pole. Repujsion
will therefore occur again and the rotation wilI
continue.
What has happened is that the direction of the
current in the wire itself has changed because the
segments have moved under brushes connected to
opposite sides of the battery. You can see in the
Ieft-hand illustration that the black half of the wire
loop is connected to positive battery ; whereas in

Y T
BATTERY

the right hand illustration it is connected to negative
battery, which means that the current flow in that
section has reversed. The same car1 be said for the
other section.
With a change in the current, comes a change in
polarity. As the loop rotates, therefore, the two
sections assume the polarity of the fixed poIes they
approach.
We shall be discussing this reversal effect, known
as commutation, a little later on.

7-r

BATTERY
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O P P O S I N G FIELDS

Let us examine this interaction of the two magnetic
fields a little more closely, to give you a more graphic
idea of how the turning movement .is produced.
The illustration shows the main field produced by
the north and south pole pieces. We also show, in
cross-section, the magnetic lines of force surrounding
the armature loop.
Imagine the current at " A " flowing through the
conductor towards you. The magnetic lines of force
produced around " A " in an anti-clockwise direction
will interact with the lines of force ofthe main magnetic
field between the north and south pole-pieces. The
result of this interaction between the two fields is a
distortion of the lines of force. A strengthening of
the field occurs under the conductor at point " A."
Now magnetic lines of f o ~ c ehave elastic properties,
and, if we regard these distorted lines of force as
stretched elastic threads which tend to straighten
themselves, we can see that a pressure will be exerted
under the conductor at point " A " and the loop will
be urged round in a clockwise direction.
Similarly, it can be seen that at point " B," where
the current through the conductor and hence the

magnetic field is in the opposite direction, that a
strengthening of the field wiU occur above the conductor and the pressure exerted will assist the movement of the loop in a clockwise direction.
Thus by the interaction OT two opposing magnetic
forces, mechanical energy or more specifically turning
~novementhas been produced from electrical energy.
We shall now consider the more practical aspects
of the Starter motor, beginning with the production
of the main magnetic field.

6:

T H E M A I N FIELD IN PRACTICE

I

--.
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The theoretical motor we have discussed so Far
used a main magnetic field of one North and one
South pole. In practice, the majority of our machines
use four pole shoes surrounded by field coils, thus
producing a concentrated field with four magnetic
poles.
The field coils are wound so as to produce alternate
North and South poles.
The two brushes and the main terminal visible in
this picture are the means by which the battery
current enters and leaves these field coils.
In this particular arrangement, the four coils are
wound in series, i.e. the current passes i n line from
one coil to the next. As this current is normally in the
region of 200-300 amperes, heavy copper strip is
used for the coil windings. For the same reason, two
brushes are necessary, each taking half the total
current consumption, to avoid electrical losses and
overheating. The brushes themselves contain a high
percentage of copper mixed with the carbon. We
shall be referring to these two brushes from now on
as the insulated brushes. You can see that the leads
to them are covered by fairly heavy braiding.

em

EARTH B R U S H E S
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BRUSHES

EARTHED T O

STARTER

END BRACKET

,

A corresponding pair of non-insulated or earth
brushes is also used in the starter, again with the aim
of passing the heavy currents without excessive losses
which result in overheating.
When we deal with the starter circuit, you will see
exactly at what point these earth brushes fit into the
picture.

6'

THE ARMATURE
The second magnetic field in our starter motor is
produced in practice by this armature which, although
far removed in appearance from our simple wire loop
and two segments, is essentia!ly the same. Instead of
one loop, we use many, but each end of every loop is
still connected to a copper segment. All the segments
are insulated from one another and rolled together
to forin what is called a commutator. This provides
the running surface for the brushes which carry
current to and from the armature windings.
The whole assembly is built round a solid steel
shaft. The core, which actually carries the windings,
consists of a whole series of soft iron laminations.
(You will remember how iron helps to concentrate the
magnetic field.) Laminations are used instead of
solid metal, to reduce the heating effect of harmful
electric currents known as " eddy currents " which
are produced when the armature revolves in the main
magnetic field. T11e laminations offer a sufficiently
$i

,n

Having shown you the complete assembly, let us
examine the components more ctosely.
- .

ARMATURE COMPONENTS
Here you see the individual components. Let us
commence with the steel shaft which forms the centre
of the whole assembly. The short splined section on
the left carries the commutator. The next splined
section is larger in diameter and longer to carry the
soft iron laminations of the core. The heavy splined
section on the riglit does not concern us at this stage
as it forms part of the drive assembly.
The commutator is built up of individual copper
segments, with an insulating strip between adjacent
Segments.
The commutator " risers " provide convenient
soldering points for the ends of the armature loops.
These armature loops, aptly termed "hairpins,"
pass through the slots in the laminations ; the ends
are then twisted so as to connect with the correct
commutator segment.
To continue our study of the starter motor, we
must examine the method of interconnecting the
individual loops in the complete armature winding.
INDIVIDUAL

\
../
COMMUTATOR

STEEL SHAFT

0

high resistance to render these currents liar~mlessas

far as heating effect is concerned.

METHOD OF ARMATURE W I N D I N G
We have reduced the number of loops in the
winding so as to simplify matters, which also means of
course that we reduce the number of segments in the
commutator accordingly. Our aim is to illustrate
the order in which each loop is connected.
IF we start at segment 1, we can follow the lower
loop round to the back of the coInmutator where it
ends at segment 2. A second loop then continues the
winding round to segment 3. From 3, we pass to 4 ;
from 4 to 5 and so on.
You will notice that the ends of each loop are
staggered to opposite sides of the commutator, being
i n practice always 180' apart, less one segment.
This method of winding is known as " wave
winding."

SEGMENTS A T
FAR SIDE OF

BEGINNING

OF WINDING
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T H E ARMATURE MAGNETIC POLES

Here you see the magnetic poles produced by these
windings. The current flow i n them is such that two
north poles are formed at the exterior of the armature
,
and on opposite sides.
If you imagine the remainder of the windings in
position rouud the armature, at right angles to the
ones shown, the current flow in them would be
arranged to produce two south poles.
The total effect would be to produce four alternate
north and south poles round the exterior of the
armature.
These are the four magnetic poles w11icl-1 oppose
those of the main field of the pole-pieces.

T H E OPPOSING MAGNETlC POLES

Here the dustration shows the opposing polarities
of the two magnetic fields. The main field produced
by the four pole pieces is shown surrounding the
alternate north and south poles of the armature field.
You wi.11 remember that the poles must oppose one
another for repulsion to occur and the armature to
rotate.

T H E ARMATURE

- WAVE W I N D I N G

Although this diagram may appear complicated at
first sight, it merely represents in diagrammatic form
what we have already shown you - that is, the method
of interconnecting the individual loops in the wavewound armature.
We shall go a stage further and follow the path for
the battery current round the armature from where
it enters at one of the positive or earth brushes to
the adjacent insulated or negative brush - i.e. the
point at which the current leaves the armature.
Let us follow the windings, commencing from the
positive brush, in position on the No. I segment. The
first loop carries the current to the No. 2 segment at
the opposite side of the comn~utator. You can see
that the two ends of the loop are 180" opposed, less
one segment. From segment 2, the winding loops
round to 3 - that is the segment next to the starting
point. The current path continues to segment 4 and
from there to 5 ; from 5 to 6 and so on to number
1 I , which is the segment under the negative brush.
This conipletes one path for the current from one
positive brush to one negative.
But we have simplified matters here for the sake of
clarity ; there is actually another current path from
the positive brush on segment I. round the armature
in the other direction to the negative. This means
that the battery current is passing through the whoIe
of the armature windings, producing a strong magnetic
fie1d

.
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The magnetic effect will further be multiplied by the
current flowing between the other two positive and
negative brushes which we have omitted. These two
are joined in parallel with the ones shown here and
will be passing half the total current consi~mptionof
The starting motor.
In a production model, there are usually nine
commutator segments between brushes of opposite
polarity, which of course further increases the number
of armature windings and accordingly the magnetic
effect. Wave-winding the armature in this way, puts
all the windings in circuit when the brushes are
passing current.

COMMUTATION

In the last diagram, we followed the current path
round the armature between one positive and one
negative brush ; but we considered it in a stationary
position. We must now show what happens when
the armature begins to turn.
Look at the top illustration first. It shows the
brushes in position on segments number 1 and number
11 - in other words the brush - segment relation is
that of the previous picture. But we have dispensed
w,ith the wjndings not immediately concerned with the
changes that take place when the armature begins to
rotate. Thus segment 3 is joined directly to segment
11, instead of being looped via the intermediate
segments, 5, 6 , 7, 8, 9 and 10.
In the top illustration then, current enters the
armature via the positive brush on number 1 segment.
Here the current splits into two, one half indicated
by the arrowed black line travelling clockwise via
segment 2 to segment three ; then still clockwise
from 3 via 4 to 11. The other half of the current
would travel round an equal number of windings to
the negative brush on segment 11, but in the opposite
direction. The start and finish of these other windings
is shown by the short arrowed white lines.
Now consider the lower illustration. The armature
has rotated so that the brushes are now on segments
adjacent to the previous ones -i.e. positive brush on
segment 3 ; negative on segment 13.
Now, you will remember from our earlier simple
illustration of commutation that for the armature to
c-ontinue rotating the magnetic poles produced by it
must always oppose the fixed poles of the main field
magnets. In other words, some change must take
place to maintain t h s repulsion by like poles.

@

In practice, therefore, we can consider that the
commutator, in reversing the current flow in two
loops, ensures that the original magnetic pattern of
the armature field remains constant, north poles
invariably being repelled by north poles ; south poles
invariably being repelled by south poles.
The exact moment at which the reversal of the
current occurs in the two loops is all important to the
correct running of the starter motor in service.
It is arranged to take place when two adjacent
segments are making contact with the same brush.
As the brushes are wide enough to cover two segments,
this condition is always present no matter what the
position of the armature.

In the lower illustration, then, current wiIl now
flow into the armature at segment 3. It will split as
before into two halves, one half continuing clockwise
round the armature via segment 4 to segment 11 - i.e.
in the same direction as before in this part of the
winding. The current flow continues clockwise from
I1 via 12 to 13 taking in an additional Ioop and
segment.
But the other half of the current is anti-clockwise
in direction from segment 3, travelling round the loop
via segment 2 back to segment 1 - i.e. it opposes the
previous flow in these two loops -just look at the
top illustration again and see how the direction of the
current has changed from clock to anti-clock.

@

Summing up then : while the current flow in these
two loops has reversed, the overall effect is to maintain the same direction of current in all the other
windings. Magnetically, this means that the original
polarity of the four armature poles has not altered
despite the fact that the armature itself has rotated
one set of segments. If then, armature north poles
were originally produced opposite the main norti?
poles, the same condition would remain in the new
position and repulsion would again occur to continue
the rotation.

Here we show the positive brush making contact
with segments 3 and 1. This effectively shorts out
the two loops between these segments at the moment
when the current reversal is taking place. The
commutation may be regarded as perfect if the reversal
is completed before segment 1 is clear of the brush.
On the other hand if this segment leaves the brush
before the compIete reversal of the current, sparking
will occur between the brush and segment, which
will be extremely injurious to both.
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BRUSH POSITIONING

A further word now about the positioning of the
brushes in relation to the. magnetic fields. For the
sake of clarity we shall once more revert to our early
two pole example.
As we have seen, in the starter motor there are two
fields ; the main field shown in the top picture and the
armature magnetic field shown in the bottom picture.
These fields are a t 90" to each other, the main field
running horizontal, the armature field vertical.
You will observe that in the second illustration the
main concentration of the magnetic field is centered
round those conductors opposite the pole shoes,
leaving neutral points along the vertical line. This is
normally referred to as the "Geometric Neutral Plane."
The starter brushes must be positioned in the
neutral plane to prevent excessive sparking tahng
place when current is passing between them and the
commutator segments.
But a complication arises. The two magnetic fields
of the starter motor cannot possibly co-exist without
some interaction. We stated right at the beginning

that the turning movement was actually due to this
interaction between the two fields.
The resuItant field is shown in the illustration below.
You wilI notice immediately that the neutral plane is
no longer vertical : it has moved due to the flux
distortion. The neutral points, in which the brushes
must be positioned, have been moved against the
rotation of the armature - and, to obtain sparkless
commutation the brushes must follow suit. We have
indicated the correct brush position, on the new
neutral plane - technically known as the " Magnetic
Neutral Plane."

If the rotation of the starter were now reversed, the
neutral axis would swing over to the other side and the
brush position would have to be altered to correspond.
This theory has a direct practical bearing.

In the production of our starter motor components,
the end brackets which hold the brushes are designed
with clock and anti-clock fixing holes so that the
brush position may be varied according to the rotation
of the machine.
\ MAGNETIC

NEUTRAL

t

PLANE

-kW-~-/&m
-----MAIN
MAGNETIC
FLECD

STARTER I N T E R N A L C I R C U I T (SERIES FIELD)

Let us now examine the internal arrangement of a
typical starter motor with a view to tracing the circuit
path through the fields and armature.
You have already seen an actual photograph of the
four field coils depicted here. You will remember
they were wound so as to produce alternate north and
south poles and that they were all in series with one
another. If you start from the end of the black line
a t the top of the picture and follow the winding
through, you will see this is the case. The pair of
insulated brushes then connect with the armature
commutator. The circuit continues through the
armature windings to the pair of non-insulated or
earthed brushes, which we showed you earlier connected to the starter end-bracket.
This means therefore that the four field coils are
electrically in series with the armature windings.
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Thus current Rowing from the vehicle battery wilI at
once energise the field coils and the armature, producing the necessary two opposing magnetic fields.
This type of starter motor is known as a " plain
series motor."

4

STARTER 1NTERNA.L CIRCUIT (SERIES
PARALLEL FIELD)

)

Another internal arrangement used in our production Starters employs a series - parallel field.
The field circuit is divided ihto two halves, each in
parallel with the other, thus dividing the electrical
load. Both halves of the circuit are, however, still in
series with the armature windings, Thus this starter
motor still remains a series type of machine.
By assembling the field coils in paraIlel, it is possible
to pass a somewhat greater current and obtain an
overall increase in the mechanical energy developed,
or torque as it is called.

T H E COMPLETE ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT

-.
@

STARTER

Here you see the starter motor in circuit. The external cable layout to the motor is shown, basically
as it would appear on a vehicle. The two components
necessary are the battery to supply the current and
of course a switch to control the current supply to
the starter motor.
We have used a plain series machine in this circuit,
but it could be directly replaced by the series-parallel
tY Pe,
Let us follow the circuit through, commencing a t
the battery. We shall assume that the starter switch
is closed.
A heavy cable connects the battery to one side of
the switch. The circuit continues across the contacts
in the closed position to the starter motor. I t carries
on round the four field coils in series via the two
insulated brushes to the armature. The pair of earth
brushes complete the circuit through the metal of the
starter end bracket to the body of the machine, which
is bolted to the vehicle chassis or earth. This earth
connects with the battery earth terminal which is also
strapped to the chassis.

SWITCH

-

TORQUE
Let us now take a closer look at the expression
'6

@

Torque," which is the term used to define the
turning movement or effort produced by the starter
motor.
A simple illustration will suffice to acquaint you
with the significance of the term.
If a force of 20 Ibs. is applied to an engine crankshaft through a leverage of 12 inches, the turning
effort produced would be :
20 x 1 = 20lbs./ft.
The same unit of measurement i.e. Ibs./ft. is used to
express the turning effort developed by the starter
motor when this effort is applied to the engine
crankshaft via the flywheel.
But, to produce an equivalent 20 Ibs./ft. torque at
the engine crankshaft, the torque developed by the
starter motor need only be 2 ibs./ft., due to the
mechanical aid of gear ratio of 10 : 1 between
flywheel and pinion.

EFFORT REQUIRED

-

TO MOVE CRANKSHAFT

TORQUE

2 0 LBS/FT
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LOCK TORQUE TEST

For test purposes, the torque produced by the
starter motor is measured with the starter taking
current, but with the armature shaft prevented from
turning by a brake or clamp. The torque produced
by the starter when trying to turn against this brake
is termed the " Lock Torque" and the test, quite
logically, the " Lock Torque Test."
The measurement can be taken directly from the
armature shaft or via a test-bench flywheel.

I

PRINCIPLE OF THE STARTER TORQUE TEST
I

BATTERY CAPACITY
REQUIRED

200AMPS

I

"OLTS

(

STARTER

CURRENT REQUIRED
2 7 5 AMPS A T 9 VOLTS

BATTERY CAPACITY - I T S IMPORTANCE
I N RELATION T O ENGINE STARTING

I n connection with the performance of the starter
motor, the importance of the battery must not be
forgotten. owing to the very heavy cirrent taken by
the starter, there is quite an appreciable drop in the
battery voltage. The performance of the starter motor
is therefore largely dependent upon the size of the
battery employed. A battery of ample capacity is
essential, otherwise the heavy discharge current will
result in an excessive voltage drop whjch will limit
the current available for the starter motor, and in
turn reduce the torque developed.
In this case, you see, we need a current of 275 amps.
at 9 volts. The top battery won't give us this current ;
it can only supply a maximum of 200 amps a t this
voltage. The other, larger capacity battery will,
with some to spare.

T H E TRANSMISSION O F T H E T U R N I N G
EFFORT

We must now show how the torque or turning
movement we have produced is transmitted to the
vehicle engine ; in other words how the motor we
have created becomes a starter motor.
This picture shows you one of the many different
types of starter drives. The pinion engages with the
flywheel, thus transferring the turning movement of
the starter armature shaft to the engine crankshaft.
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I.

P I N I O N A N D FLYWHEEL

The pinion and flywheel can be seen from this
picture.
The pinion to flywheel ratios vary usually from
9-1 to 14-1 but are generally in the order of 9 or
10 to 1 on modern vehicles.
CRANKING SPEEDS

In order to turn this flywheel at sufficient speed to
start the engine, a minimum " cranking speed " of
approximately 90 to a 100 r.p.rn. is required. Cranking
speeds are usually stated as " cold cranking speed "
or " hot cranking speed." Obviously the effort
required to turn over a warm engine is far less than
that for a cold engine, when the oil is thick.

BREAKAWAY T O R Q U E

We must discuss one further term in connection
with starter motors and engine starting in general :
" Breakaway Torque "- the torque required to
move t h e engine from rest, that is to overcome friction,
oil viscosity, compression etc.
This breakaway torque is usually of short duration,
but it is evident that it represents the maximurn
turning effort the starter motor must produce.
Fortunately, however, the main characteristic of
the series motor is that it produces its maximum
torque at the beginning of the starting operation,
that is when it is most needed.
GRAPH - T O R Q U E ,

SPEED, C U R R E N T

Here we have plotted " Torque " and " Current "
against speed in R.P.M. and indicated the starter
terminal volrage.
You can see that the torque curve falls from the
maximum as the speed of the starter increases. It is
this characteristic which renders the series type of
motor particularly suitable as a n engine starting
motor.
And furthermore, when the starter armature
rotates i n the magnetic field, a voltage known as a
" back EMF " will be induced into the windings,
which is proportional to the speed of rotation. As
this induced voltage is in an opposite direction to the
supply voltage, it opposes the latter. Tbe current
drawn from the battery therefore decreases as the
speed of the motor increases. You can see this from

TOROUE SPEED CURRENT CURVES

the current curve. The starter terminal voltage will
rise as the load decreases; and as the current drops, so
the torque decreases ; in other words, the least
torque is produced when the starting load is at a
minimum.
One further characteristic of the series motor is
that its speed varies appreciably with load variation.
Particularly is t h s so with Light loads, where the
speed increases at a very rapid rate, so that under
no-load conditions the motor may attain really
dangerous speeds. These series motors should
therefore never be allowed to run continuously
without load.
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PART TWO

Lucas Starters-Symbols

and Model Interpretation

C U R R E N T P R O D U C T I O N STARTERS

Having discussed the theory of the starter motor
and explained several terms essential to the understanding of engine starting, we shall now show you
the practical application of all this theory, dealing
with the various types of h c a s Starters.
The power developed by our Light Car Starter
Motors today may be as high as 22 lbs./ft. Lock
Torque, (or the equivalent of 14-B.H.P.at 1000 r.p.m.)
And the currents required to produce such high
torques can be in the order of 400 amperes or more.
SYMBOLS

i
S T A R T E R SYMBOLS
PREFIX M
35

STARTER M O T O R

3y DIAMETER

418

4+" DIAMETER

45

4+"

SUFFIX A

We produce three main types of starters : the
M35G., the M418G. and the M45G.
The letter " M " means in alj cases sfmter motor :
the number refers to the diameter of the yoke, and
indicates that it is either 3.5", 49" or 4.5" in diameter.
The final letter, as you can see, usually indicates
some special feature, either a particular type of end
bracket, a water-proofed machine etc.

-

DIAMETER

PRESSED M E T A L C.E. BRACKET

G

DIE CAST C.E. BRACKET

L

L O N G TYPE MACHINE

W

WATERPROOFED

T H E M35G. S T A R T E R

This machine is a 4 pole, 4 brush, series motor. l t
is produced either with the field coils wired in series
or in series-parallel. The plain series arrangement
is usually employed for the 12 volt machine, and the
series-parallel for the 6 volt.
The highest torque available from these 39" models
is approximately 9.3 Ibs./ft. Lock Torque at 380 amps.
for the 12 volt machine, and 6 lbs./ft. at 400 amps. for
the 6 volt machine.

.'

&'

M 35 G STARTER

,w

\
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Ma18 G STARTL
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THE M418G. A N D M45G. S T A R T E R S
Both these starters are 4 pole, 4 brush machines
with series-parallel fields. This arrangement of the
field coils produces an overall increase in the torque
developed. The maximum Lock Torque figures for
the M418G. type are :
17 Ibs./ft. at 450 amps, for the I2 volt machine and
9.25 lbs./ft. at 520 amps. for the 6 volt machine.
For the M45G. i.e. the 49 inch machine, the 12
volt range have a maximum Lock Torque of 22 lbs./ft.
at 440 amps. and the 6 volt range of 14 Ibs./ft. at
550 amperes.
In the next part we shall deal with the different
types of drives used with the above range of starter
motors.

'

PART T m E

Starter Drives

)

M A I N TYPES OF STARTER DRIVE
We have told you how' the turning effort produced
by the starter motor is transmitted to the engine
flywheel by means of a starter drive and we shall
now classify the various types, explaining the
differences, both in construction and operation.

As far as the method of engagement is concerned,

starter drives fall into three main groups : the inertia
or " crash " type, the pre-engaged type and the axial
type.
For our purposes we shalI deal mainly with the
inertia drive, this being the type normally employed
for cars and Light commercial vehicles.

T H E "LINERTIA " O R CRASH TYPE DRIVE

Here you see a simple " Inertia " or " Crash-Type "
drive. As the starter armature rotates, quickly
reaching a high speed, the pinion, lagging behind the
movement due to inertia, slider along a screwed
sleeve into mesh with the flywheel teeth.
The pinion and sleeve assembly is carried on splines
on the armature shaft, this arrangement aIlowing the
sleeve to move along the shaft against the action of a
heavy compression spring, thus absorbing the initial
shock of engagement. The pinion is thrown back
into the disengaged position when the speed of the
flywheel is relatively greater than that of the pinion,
that is when the engine speed exceeds the motor
speed.

I

INBOARD A N D OUTBOARD OPERATION

According to the method ofl mounting, the pinion
may be arranged to move towards the starter motor
to engage the AywheeI or away from the motor. The
former arrangement is known as the inboard drive that's the one you see at the top ; the latter is the
oilrboari! drive.
You will observe in the bottom picture that a
special housing is necessary for outboard drives in
order that an additional bearing can be provided to
support the outer end of the shaft.
M 35

G STARTER
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FOUR M A I N TYPES OF STARTER DRIVES

Lucas make four main types of inertia drive :
the S, SB, the RSB (rubber coupling) and the Eclipse,
with inboard and outboard models of each type.
We shall now examine each type individually.

THE

"S

"

TYPE DRIVE

The shock load is here absorbed by the heavy
compression spring. A light retaining spring prevents
the pinion from being vibrated into contact with the
flywheel when the engine is running.

The pinion of the inboard drive moves in towards
the starter motor, that is from right to left in this
picture.
With the outboard drive the pinion moves outwards
from the motor towards the end of the shaft.

Outboard Pacurn

0

T H E " SB " TYPE DRIVE
Thls drive is a later version of the " S " type you
have just seen. The pinion is here carried on a barrel
type assembly which is mounted on a screwed sleeve.
This sleeve is carried on splines on the armature shaft
and moves along the shaft against the action of a
compression spring. The pinion retaining spring is
incorpo~atedin the bar-re1 drive.
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R U B B E R COUPLING DRIVES

There are three models of this type, the " RS " and
RSB " being for outboard meshing, and the " RE "
for inboard and outboard.
All these types of drive embody a combination of
rubber torsion member and friction clutch. These
control the torque transmitted From the starter to
the engine flywheel and dissipate the energy developed
in rhe rotating armature of the starter at the moment
when the pinion engages with the flywheel.
"

u

They also embody an overload release which
functions in the case of extreme stress, such as may
occur when the starter is inadvertentlv meshed into a
flywheel rotating in the reverse direction.

4L

RS " Pattern

RSB I) Patearn

I
RE" Pattarn

I

LNXRMLOUTE

T(UMM15510N

PUlL

END

CRlCTlON

PLATE WASHER

RCSIRUNINC

SPRING

b
SCLLVC

PIN

THE

"

RS " TYPE DRIVE

When the starter IS energised, the torque is trans
mitted to the pinion by two paths. One, from the
transmission plate M, which is keyed on to the shaft,
via the outer sleeve of the rubber coupling K and
through the friction washer H to the screwed sleeve.
The other path : from the transmission plate M to
the outer sleeve of the rubber coupling, through the
rubber to the inner sleeve and then via the centre
coupling plate G to the screwed sleeve and hence to
the pinion. The rubber limits the total torque which
the drive transmits and, because the rubber is
bonded to the inner sleeve, slipping can only occur
between the rubber bush and the outer sleeve of the
coupling. This slipping acts as a safety device against
overload. Under normal conditions, the rubber will
act as a spring and there will be no slip.
In all these drives, a pinion restraining spring D,
is fitted, and tliis preveots the pin~onfrom vibrating
into mesh when the engine is runnlng.
This particular drive is the RS pattern, but the
principle of operation applies equally well to the
other two types, the RSB and the RE.
"

RS " D R I V E

-OUTBOARD

This is another picture of the RS drive and you'll
notice that it is for outboard meshing.
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" RSB"

DRIVE

The RSB drive is again an outboard type. In this
drive, a pinion and barrel assembly is used.

"

ECLIPSE

"

" RE "

DRIVE

The RE drive is the only one of the rubber coupling
types built for both inboard and outboard operation.
Again you'll remark that the pinion and barrel
assembly is used.

DRIVE

The last main group of drives we have to deal with
contains the " Eclipse " pattern. Here you have a
general view of this drive, which is used for both
inboard and outboard operation.
Basically it is a modified forrn of the " R E " drive,
a main torsion spring, however, taking the place or
the rubber.

ECLIPSE " P A T T E R N D R I V E
EXPLODED VIEW
"

-

A meshing spring " A " (top left) and friction
washer " R " (bottom centre) allow for slip under
overload conditions.
The pinion is carried on a barrel type assembly
which is mounted on a screwed sleeve " M " (bottom
left). This sleeve is carried on a centre sleeve " N "
and is secured to the armature shaft by means of a
pin and key, " P and 0." The barrel assembly is
so arranged that it can move along the shaft against
the action of the " torsion " spring " K," to reduce
the shock loading at the moment of engagement. A
pinion restraining spring, " C " is incorporated in
the drive.
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P I N I O N ENGAGEM,ENT

Before leaving the subject of starter drives, some
reference should be made to the difficulties which
sometimes arise with Starter engagement.
You can be assured that bcfore any engine goes
into general production, the engine manufacturer
has satisfied himself that the Lucas starter which he
has selected - generally in collaboration with our
SaIes Engineers - i s suitable for that engine.

It sometimes happens however, that the assembly
tolerances for instance, which finally determine the
position of the leading edge of the flywheel teeth i n
relation to the starter motor pinion, do not work out
quite as expected, resulting in startiag troubles in
service. The starler pinion may have to travel too far,
thus developing a high speed before engaging the
flywheel teeth, with the result [hat "milling" or
" chipping " of the teeth takes place.

COMPARING A N E W A N D W O R N PINION

FLYWHEEL R I N G - N O R M A L W E A R

You can see in this picture how badly the teeth of
one of the pinions have been damaged.

These flywheel teeth show no more than normal
wear after prolonged service.
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OUT O F MESH,..CLEARANCE
If the distance between pinion and flywheel is
correct, no abnormal wear of the teeth takes place,
the pinion sliding into mesh with little preliminary
rotary movement. This distance, when the pinion
is in-the disengaged posi'tion, is called the " &-of-

mesh " clearance.
We show both an outboard and inboard type
arrangement here, the difference between measurement
" A " and " B " being in each case the out-of-mesh
clearance.

n+

q1

INBOARD DRIVE

STARTER FIXING BRACKET
[Mrrhhd

FIG*

CLEARANCE
FLYWHEEL OISTANCE
PINION

MEASURING OUT-OF-MESH CLEARANCE
The method of measuring the cIearance is sl~own
i n this illustration.
First take the dimension in the left hand picture,
that is the distance between the starter -flange face
aod the leading edge of the pinion teeth. Then, as
i n the picture on the right, measure the distance from
the machined face on the clutch housing to the Aywheel ring gear. A properly calibrated depth gauge
should be used to ensure accurate measurement.
The first measurement should then be subtracted
from the second.
The correct clearances for the various types of
drive are :Eclipse Type
..
..
1
LO "
to -3IS *
Allother types . .
..
t o &"

&"
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Our . O F MESH
DISTANCE

S T A R E R FLANGE

/

FLYWHEEL

RING GEAR

M A C H I N E D FACE
OF CYLINDER
BLYCK

0
STARTER PINION

GAUGE

EXCESSIVE ARMATURE E N D FLOATSHIMMING

Even if the clearance was originally correct, if, in
the course of service, excessive end-float is allowed to
develop in the armature shaft, the out-of-mesh
clearance may be sufficientlj; increased to cause
trouble.
If noisy starter operation is experienced, the
armature end-float of the starter should be checked,
and if found to be excessive, shims should be inserted
to take up the play. In the case of outboard starters,
shims should be inserted at both the commurator and
drive ends. In the case of inboard machines, the
drive end only is shimmed.
Ten-thousands ('010) of an inch end float is
normal, but if more than -015, the out-of-mesh
clearance may be affected, and any excess should be
taken up.

-

SHIM

FAULTY ENGAGEMENT A N D DISENGAGEMENT

Faulty engagement as a general rule is the result o
allowing the screwed sleeve and pinion assembly to
become rusty or choked with grease or dirt and this
may be easily rectified by a dean-up and re-lubrication
with a light machine oil. It is particularly important
to use a light machine oil under low temperature
operating conditions when the motor acceleration
may be reduced owing to the heavy current taken
by the motor.
Other reasons for failure to engage may be broken
or distorted Restraining Springs, broken or contracted main springs, faulty re-assembly of the complete drive after servicing.
-, or incorrect out-of-mesh
clearances.

As far as faulty disengagement is concerned, we
will content ourselves with listing the likely causes.
Sticking of the pinion in mesh with the flywheel
can be caused by :(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)

Bent armature.
Worn screwed sleeve, which causes the pinion
to stick along the thread.
Dirty or rusty condition of the sleeve and
pinion.
Slack drive assembly, usually due to the
weakening of the compression spring.
Incorrectly adjusted switch ope~atingcabIe.

ASSEMBLY A N D L U B R I C A T I O N O F DRIVES

These other points should not be overlooked if the
mechanical side of the starting operation is in any
way suspect.
First, the assembly of the drive. The unit may have
been dismantled and reassembled incorrectly, in
which case the best results can hardly be expected.
And secondly the drive may be dry or dirty. A
clean drive, lightly oiled, wiIl give efficient operation.
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PART FOUR

Service Testing on the Vehicle
STARTER CIRCUITS
Having dealt mainly with the mechanical aspects
of starting and starter motors, we shall now discuss
the electrical side, showing you various starter circuits
and finishing with a compsehensive series of tests for
proving the electrical system.
Fundamentally the starter circuit is extremely simple
as you can see, consisting of the feed wire from the
battery to the starter motor, the circuit being controlled by a switch. The return path is via the chassis.
Lucas produce several types of starter switch. The
one represented here is the simple manually-operated
pull or push type.

~MIC

.I

7

-BAT T E R r

STARTER

sw

M A N U A L L Y OPERATED STARTER
SWITCHES

w

Several examples of the manually operated switch
are shown here.

Each type, of course, is capable of passing the
heavy current required by the starter motor, without
voltage loss.

7Mn

7-1

J

7Vl2
7(r3 I

1 M
?HI50

The effective life of any of them depends mainly
on two factors: that the contact should be clean and
positive; and that the break should be quick, wlth
sufficlenr travel.

7bupr

SWITCH ADJUSTMENT

W1-tere the switch is operated by Bowden Cable, it is
extremely i~nportantthat the pull is correctly adjusted.
Otherwise excessive burning of the contacts takes
place, with resultant loss of starter performance.
There is a danger also, that with a too close adjustment
of the switch contacts, the starter motor may be
vibrated into operation. There should be about $"
free movement in the cable before the switch lever
is moved.
The Pnsh type switches are- spring-loaded and
require no adjustment.
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I.

"G"

)

TYPE E N D BRACKET
Where this " G " type end bracket is used, the two
fixed contacts must be faced to ensure correct alignment for the moving contact.

E N D BRACKET-BLANKING

PLATE

We now mount the starter switch separately, thus
enabling us to produce a standard type of end
bracket. Many starters with " G " type end brackets
are still, however, in service and for these a " blankingoff" plate is used which carries a disc contact to
bridge the two fixed contacts.
This arrangement enables the separately mounted
switch, usually of the solenoid type, to be used.

STARTER SOLENOID SWITCH

)

The electrically operated switch or solenoid is
shown here.
It contains the main starter contacts which are
closed magnetically when the relay winding inside the
switch is energised -that is when the starter push on
the dashboard is pressed.
One end of this winding is connected to the smallest
of the three terminals, and the other end to the
metal case, which is earthed when the solenoid is
bolted to the metalwork of the veliicIe.

CIRCUIT FOR SOLENOID OPERATED
STARTER

t-----

I

----

I n the normal circuit, the feed to the solenoid
operating push is taken effectively from the ignition
switch ; A3 on the fuse board being used here only
as a junction point. You'll notice there is no fuse
in circuit. The cable from the negative of the battery
is taken direct to one of the main solenoid terminals,
the other main terminal being connected to the starter
motor. The circuit is again completed via the starter
and battery earths.
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TEST1 N G T H E ,,STARTER SYSTEM

From the earIier parts of our talk you may have
gained the impression that starting troubles are
mainly mechanical in origin -far from it. Trouble
may often be traced to electrical causes : either to a
faulty battery, a bad corihection in the circuit or to a
poor contact at the switch. It should never be assumed
when faced with total failure or sluggish operation
of a starter motor, that the fault lies necessardy with
the motor itself.
It is therefore imperative that a systematic series of
checks be first carried out on the electrical circuit so
that the fault may be localised.

CHECKING P R O C E D U R E

We shall tackle the job in rbis order :
(I) Battery check.
(2) Voltage at the Battery.
(3) Voltage a t the Starter.
(4) Voltage drop on Main Line.
(5) Checking starter switch.
(6) Voltage drop on Earth Line.

B A T T E R Y CHECK - HEAVY DISCHARGE
TEST

B A T T E R Y CHECK

-

HYDROMETER T E S T

The hydrometer should show an evenly charged
battery, that is, no great variation in celI readings,
and ul least a half-charged condition.

As a further check for the battery, a heavy discharge tester should be applied for approximately
15 seconds to each cell.
Steady readings of approximately 1.5. per cell
indicate a serviceable battery. A falling reading will
be obtained from any cell which is defective.
We have thus made sure that the battery is at
least capable of giving the heavy current required by
the starter motor.

V O L T A G E A T THE BATTERY T E R M I N A L S

And now, the rest of the circuit. The first check
will give us the working voltage or pressure at the
battery. The voltmeter is connected between positive
and negative terminals.
When the starter is operated on a cold engine, the
readings should not fall below 10 volts for the 12 volt
system and 4 . 5 ~ .for the 6v. system.
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VOLTAGE A T STARTER TERMINAL

VOLTAGE DROP O N T H E INSULATED LINE

Assuming the voltage at the battery to be in order,
next check the voltage at the starter terminal. This
should be no more than .5v. lower than the previous
reading. The volttne fer is coi?nected beti,veen the
sturter fermi/la/ and tlte starter jrolce. In this photobe
graph, the bottom voltme-ter lead s h o ~ ~ lNOT
d
connected where it is -there may be a bad connection between the engine block and the starter yoke.
If a low reading had been obtained, both at the
battery in the previous test and at the starter terminal,
the motor is talcing too much current, and the trouble
will be found in the starter motor itsell:
A good voltage at the battery and a poor voltage
at the starter i.e. a considerable voltage drop, indicates
a high resistance somewhere in the circuit.

For our next test, we connect the voltmeter between
the starter terminal and the main battery post to
check the voltage drop on the insulated or feed line.
Before the starter switch is closed, battery voltage
should be registered. But on closing the switch, the
reading should fall to zero ; but readings of up to
.5 volt are perrnissibte in service. If a higher voltage
is registered, a high resistance point somewhere along
the line is indicated. The most likely place is at the
switch contacts.

CHECKING T H E SWITCH CONTACTS

C

iD

The contacts can be checked by connecting a
voltmeter across them and closing the switch. The
reading of battery voltage should fall jnirnediately to
zero or within .5 volt of zero.

If the reading is within this limit, the high resistance
deduced in the last test must be due either to a loose
or corroded terminal, either at the battery or starter
switch or at the starter motor. All of these points
can easily be checked by a visual examination.
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V O L T A G E ON E A R T H L I N E

In this last test, we are checking for voltage losses
caused by a high resistance point on the earth return
side of the circuit.
The voltmeter is connected between the battery
earth terminal and the starter yoke. If the earth line
is in order, the voltage drop when the starter is
operated will be zero.
i n service, a voltage drop of .5 volt is permissible.

CLOSED
I

t),
T H E EARTH C O N N E C T I O N

1
\

1
.Y

*
W%,&-.;

,a,
. -. .

'

I

THE B O N D I N G STRIP

Another likely trouble spot is at the " bonding
strip " between the engine block and the chassis.
Remember that modern engines are rubber-mounted,
the only good electrical connection to the chassis often
being made by means of this strip.
Sluggish operation of the starter and sometimes
complete failure can be caused by such a fault, or by a
combinarion of minor losses at different points which
produce in one circuit a sufficiently serious voltage
drop to affect the performance of the starter motor.
We hope we have proved our point : don't suspect
the starter before you have tested its electrical supply.
Like most of us, it won't work if it's not fed properly.
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If a substantially higher reading is obtained, all
earth connections in the starter circuit must be
checked.
Using the voltmeter as we have shown, each
connection must be proved electrically sound.
The most frequent cause of voltage drop on the
earth line is a bad connection where the lug is earthed.
Make sure that any such connection is clean and
tight. Be partici~larlywary if the vehicle has just been
repaired or painted ; the connection may have been
disturbed.

~

SUPPLEMENT No. I

The Lucas M45G Pre-engaged Starter
GENERAL VIEW-M-ANUALLY
PRE-ENGAGED STARTER

$\

OPERATED

The majority of Lucas starters are equipped with
the inertia or '' crash-type " drive. In this arrangement, the starter motor is first %nergised,the revolving
armature then forcing the pirilon along a screwed
sleeve into mesh with the engine flywheel.
The pre-engaged starter we feature here employs a
different method of engagement : as its name implies,
the pinion is actually in mesh with the flywheel ring
gear prior to the torque being applied.
This type of engagement is more suitable for heavier
engines of the diesel type, where large flywheels, high
compression ratios and generally higher cranking
speeds are usual. A normal inertia drive would
quickly be damaged when operating under these
conditions ; the meshing impact of the driven-pinion
on a comparatively solid flywheel would be far too
great to give an adequate service life for the starter
motor.
The pre-engaged starter is basicalIy similar to the
Standard M45G. motor, with a different drive
assembly, and a Pilot Switch.
CROSS SECTION O F STARTER A N D FLYWHEEL
The position of the pilot switch in relation to the
drive assembly js visible in this illustration.
When the starter operating rod is moved into the
starting position, the operating lever attached to the
end of it slides the pinion along the armature shaft
into mesh with the flywheel ring gear. In this picture,
the movement is just beginning. When the pitlion has
travelled the correct distance, the operat~nglever will
close the pilot switch contacts. This completes the
circuit for the energising winding of the starter
solenoid, thus closing the main starter contacts.
The starter armature revolves, transmitting the cranking torque via the pre-engaged pinion to the fly wheel.

OPERATING ROD

PILOT SWITCH

ILC'flONED VIEW OF STARTER 4ND ItLL~HO11$ING
S h - h g sunnr ammclq red In peritbn

T H E COMPONENTS CONNECTED I N
CIRCUIT

We have connected the components in circuit here
to give a general idea of the layout.
We will assume that, the starter pinion has just
been pushed into mesh with the flywheel. Tlze pilor
switch contact.^ will thus be made and the circuit for
the energising winding of the solenoid completed.
Commencing at the battery earth, this circuit is as
follows :-through the two 6 volt batteries to one
of the main solenoid terminals which is connected to
one side of the pilot switch. Current passes across
the switch contacts to the small soIenoid terminal.
The energising winding is connected between this
terminal and the case which, as you can see, is earthed.
The circuit is thus returned to the battery.
When the solenoid operates, the plunger closes
the main contacts in the starter supply line, thus
energising the starter in the normal way.
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MAIN SWITCH

THE W I R I N G CIRCUIT

The internal and external connections can be seen
from this circi~it.
The study of this picture will be simplified if you
divide the circuit into two : first, the relay operating
circuit ; secondly, the main current circuit.

MAIN SWITCH

-

THE PILOT S W I T C H A N D RUBBER SHROUD

This close-up shows the pilot switch with its two
grub screw connections. The switch plunger is
actuated by the operating lever when the starter rod
is moved.
The switch assembly is fixed to the starter body
by four set screws, which also serve to fasten the
water-proofing rubber shroud in position.
The switch bracket is slotted so as to allow adjustment of the switch in relation to the operating lever.
We shall be referj ng to this adjustment more fully
later on.

T H E ARMATURE BRAKE

Let us now make a more detailed examination of
the mechanical operation of this starter.
In the rest position, the bottom of the operating
lever holds a brake plate hard against a brake lining.
You can see the coiled springs which provide the
tension. The plate is carried on the splines OF the
armature shaft and the brake lining rivetted to the
intermediate bracket. The armature is thus prevented
from rotating when the plate and lining come into
contact.
Consider for instance a case where the starter is
operated and the engine fires, but then stops ; the
starter pinion could possibly still be revolving when
it was again meshed into the flywheel. The coiled
springs prevent this by returning the operating lever
to the rest position and in so doing, a braking effect
is applied to the armature.
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OPERATING LEVER

BRAKE
PLATE

THE O P E R A T I N G LEVER

THE BRAKE L I N I N G A N D BRAKE PLATE

The stirrup shaped end of the operating lever is
visible here so are the coiIed springs holding it
under tension. The two toggles actually form the
bearing member on to the brake plate.

And here you see, on the left, the brake lining
attached to the starter intermediate bracket.
On the right, we have photographed the brake plate
in position a t the end of the drive assembly.

P
THE C O M P R E S S I O N S P R I N G

COMPRESSION SPRING

The next Feature of the drive assembly we wish to
discuss is the compression spring. This is situated
immediately behind the pinion and barrel assembly.
Usually, the pinion and flywheel mesh without any
difficulty, the teeth being chamfered at the leading
edges to ease the engagement. It can happen however
that the teeth butt against one another - this is
known generally as " tooth to tooth " engagement.
When this occurs, the pinion will not slide into mesh
but remains tight against the flywheel teeth. Increased
pressure must be applied to the starter operating rod.
This c-ompresses the heavy spring behind the pinion
and barrel, the compression continuing until the pilot
switch contacts are closed by the operating lever.
The spring can be more clearly seen in the exploded
view below. The armature then begins to turn and
immediately the pinion is sprung into mesh.

THE CLUTCH

A clutch medianism is incorporated in the drive
to avoid overloading the starter. I t is housed in the
barrel of the pinion and barrel assembly.
Immediately the armature begins to turn, a heavy
steel ring slides along a fast thread compressing the
clutch plates and transmitting the drive to the pinion
and barrel.
If the pinion sticks i n mesh and the flywheel
attempts to drive the starter motor, the steel compression ring returns along the fast thread to the rest
position, leaving the clutch plates slack so that no
drive can be transmitted through them.
If, to take another case, the engine load is too great,
such as when the vehicle is in gear and the starter
motor attempts to turn over the engine, the clutch is
arranged to slip, thus relieving any abnormal strain
011 the motor. This slipping will also protect the

STEEL RING

FAST THREAD/

1

.

,

\'

starter should the engine backfire. The dutch is set
during manufacture to dip in the driving direction
at two to three tirnes the normal fuIl load torque and
should never normally need re-adjustment in service.
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PILOT SWITCH ADJUSTMENT

You will appreciate that tlie position at which the
operating lever closes the switch contacts i s rather
critical if the pinion engagelnent is to be trouble free.
Provision is therefore made for adjusting the position
of the switch plunger with respect to this lever.
The four set screws, visible in the picture secure
the cover plate and at the same time lock the adjusted
switch in position.

PROCEDURE FOR ADJUSTING SWITCH

In service, the adjustment of the switch should
be carried out with the starter noto or removed from
the vehicle.
The pilot switch should then be set to tnake
electrical contact when the leading edge of the starter
pinion is froin I$" to IB", as specified for individual
vehicles, from the rnacbined face of the drive end
bracket. The switch fixing screws should be temporarily loosened and the operating lever pressed until
the correct distance is reached. The switch car1 then
be moved forward so that the plunger engages with
the operating lever.
We suggest that a test lamp and battery be connected i n series with the switch so as to facilitate
finding the exact position at which the plunger closes
the contacts.
When the motor is re-fitted, care must be taken to
see that the starter operating linkage on the vehicle
is correctly adjusted. There should be no slack in
the lnovement ; 011 the other hand, full travel OF the
operating lever must be assured.
M A l N f ENAMCE
The pre-engaged starter needs no further nttention
in service beyond that given to normal starter motors.
An inspection of the brush gear and co~nmutator,
together with a check of the external electrical connections and cabling, sl~ouldform part of the normal
routine maintenance.
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T H E ADJUSTING HOLES

This shows the elongated adjusting holes when the
cover has been removed.

'
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INTRODUCTION
It's a far cry back to the early days of coil ignition with flick contact breakers and
" trembler " ignition coils. Nevertheless the principles involved have not seriously changed
in any way. The high performance and absolute reliability of modern coil ignition equipment
stands out as a testirno~lyto what can be achieved by steady and persistent development.
'

The fieId of application for the modern coil ignition set now ranges from the small fractional
horse power engine designed for general work right to the largest racing engines with up to
16 cylinders.

All this development has taken place at some loss to magneto Ignition, but great advances
have taken place in this field and there remain exte~lsiveapplications for both magnetos and
flywheel ignition.
The Lucas range of ignition coils and distributors are designed to suit any type of petrol
engine now in use and embody a variety of distinctive features to suit engine designers' special
requirements.
The ignition coil and distributor really comprise a pair and when applied as original
equipment to an engine may be accepted as the most suitable combinations for that engine,
and unless subsequent change is recommended by the engine manufacturers or ourselves, there
is nothing to be gained, but possibly a good deal to be lost, by haphazard exchange of ignition
coils, mouldings, or other components, particularly contact breaker sets of other manufacture.
The type of ignition coil is primarily dictated by the requirements of the engine i.e. Compression Ratios, Plug Gaps, etc. To provide for the varying requirements of different engine
makers, sevexal. types of ignition coils and distributors are manufactured.
wilI be most seriously affected by the contact breaker which
Ignition coil
operates it, particularly at the high speed end of the scale.
It is often doubtful whether the important part which the contact breaker plays in the
satisfactory performance of an engine is fully realised. On a six cylinder engine running at
four thousand revolutions per minute the contact breaker: has to make and break at accurate
pre-determined intervals, with absolute precision, some twelve thousand times per minute.
At each make and break a starting current commencing a t 4'0 amperes or so and falling away
to about 1.5 amperes as speed increases has to pass across the points without appreciable
voltage drop, if the coil is to build up a maximum spark voltage during the very brief time the
contacts are closed. T o achieve this a great deal of thought goes into the development of the
contact breaker set.
To maintain the efficiency of the component in service only a modest amount of periodic
attention is required, but this is necessary if the best results are to be consistentIy obtained.
The racing enthusiast will give as much attention to the contact breaker as to the valves and
carburation of an engine !

t '*LT
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The original manufacturer is bound to produce a contact breaker set which will do
everything tfiat'he claims for the ignition coil and distributor, and maintain this perfect
condition for the longest possible time. The spurious part maker by contrast has no such
responsibility, providing that his component will work reasonably well he may be satisfied.
All told the distributor comprises four distinct but complementary components each
with a separate function to perform :
Firstly, the contact breaker and c a n assembly which interrupts the primary winding
of the ignition coil and thus produces the spark at the correct angular intervals.
Next the distributor rotor and cover which serves to distribute the spark in the correct
cylinder firing order.
Thirdly, the centrifugal automatic unit which advances and retards the spark according to
the requirements of varying engine speeds and fourthly a supplementary vacuum advance
device. This latter being a more recent development which provides varying and additional
spark advance under high speed light load conditions.
The maintenance and servicing of the whole equipment is simple and given a ieasonable
knowledge of the various types of units and their applications, very Iittle specialised electrical
knowledge or data is required. For this reason a study of the information contained in this
book will prove most useful in the course of the day's work.
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PART ONE

Coil Ignition Systems
Circuit Layout, Construction and Operation of the Coil
G E N ERAL.

In considering the Ignition System of the modern
motor vehicle we are dealing with something vital
to it's running.
The many refinements introduced 011 individual
components have not disturbed the simplicity of the
ignition system as a whole; in dispensing with
complications reliability has been assured.
In addition, maintenance has been reduced to an
absolute minimum. The average vehicle user of today
is not prepared to spend a larg<amount of time und&
the bonnet. so the aim of design must be : maximum
reliability kith minimum mainutenance.
This aim has also kept pace with the great advances
which have taken place in engine design and performance, particularly as regards higher speeds, higher
compression Ratios, and wide Plug Gap Settings
which coupled with lean mixtures, produce greater
fuel economy.
You can see then that the ignition system has a big
job to do - if it does~l't do it well, even tlie best
engine can become an ' also ran.'
T H E COIL I G N I T I O N CIRCUIT.

For our purposes here, the control box on the
right mereIy provides a coilvenient method OF supplying the coil and distributor with current.

Essentially, the ignition system comprises the
Battery, the Coil, the Distributor, and the SparkPlugs.
Tlie Radio Suppressors shown may be optional extras.

The genera1 accessibi-lity OF this particular layout
is most commendable, but very frequently the
distributor itself is not so well placed.

PICTORIAL L A Y O U T O F EQUIPMENT.

You can see from this picture how the components
are connected in the circuit.
Let us start at the battery. We pass via a junction
point at the starter solenoid, through terminals A and
A1 of the control box to the ignition switch.
When this switch is turned to the ' ON ' position,
the ignition coil is fed with cucrent which then passes
through the primary winding in the coil to the C.E.
terminal. This terminal is connected to the distributor.
TI-recircuit is completed via the contact breaker points
in the distributor to earth.
T11e high teiision current For the sparking plugs is
taken from the chimney of the ignition coil to the
distributor cap. Then the ro.tor arm of the distributor
conveys the spark to each of the plugs iu the correct
firing order.
We shall now discuss the two main components of
the circuit - the ignition coil and tlie distributor.
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THE PRIMARY

CIRCUIT.

This diagram sl~owsthe primary winding of the
ignition coiI with tlze battery connected to the S.W.
terminal and a contact breaker to the C.B. terminal.
When the contact break& is closed, current flows
through this primary winding and finds its way back
to the positive, or " earthed ' terminal OF the battery
via the engine block and chassis.

.

The current flowing through the winding produces

a 'magnetic field ' around it, as we have illustrated.
To concentrate all the ' lines of force,' within the
coil, the winding is formed round a laminated iron
core and the whole assembly enclosed by thin iron
sheets.

PRIMARY

CIRCUIT

WITH

C.B.

POINTS

OPEN.
When the C.B. points open, the current stops flowing
and the magnetic field collapses. Now if we wind a
second coil of wire on to our core, about 20,000 turns
of very line wire, the collapsing magnetic field will
induce a current impulse in this fine winding. This
impulse can be at a pressure of 20,000 or more volts
and represents the available spark plug voltage.

T H E S E C O N D A R Y CIRCUIT.

One end of the fine secondary winding is connected
to the primary - bottom right of the illustration and the other end effectively to the spark plug, at the
top.
The return path for this H.T. circuit is via the engine
block, the chassis and the battery earth. The high
voltage, therefore, causes a spark to bridge the plug
gaps between the bIock and the insulated electrode.
Additionally in this illustration, you can see that we
have shown sparking across the C.B. points. And
this is where a condenser comes in.
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THE COIL CIRCUIT WITH CONDENSER.

We have already said that when the primary circuit
is opened by the C.B. points the field collapses and a
current is induced in the secqndary winding.
At the same time the collapsjng field also induces a
new voltage in the primary which, although we are
only supplying the primary winding at say 12 volts,
may rise to 250 or 300 volts. This induced voltage
tries to drive current round the primary circuit just as
the points axe opening, causing excessive arcing and
sparking at great heat which would quickly destroy
the C.B. points. So we place a condenser across them,
the plates of which will absorb the excessive voItage
and thus reduce its destructiveness.
You will see in the next illustration what effect the
condenser has on the spark plug voltage.

GRAPH SHOWING EFFECT OFCONDENSER
ON H.T. OUTPUT.

This graph shows how the condenser aiTects
the H.T. ourput to the plug and also the arcing across
the C.B. points.
Left l~alf, without condenser. When the C.B.
points close, the current builds up in the primary
winding. When the points open, the current slowly
collapses, arcing occurri.ng across the C.B. points.
Only a s~nallsecondary output is obtained as shown
by the dotted line.
Right half, with condenser. When the C.B. points
close, the current builds up as before, but when they
open, the current flow collapses almost at once, putting
a very strong ' kick ' into the secondary output as
shown by the broken line.
Arcing at the C.B. points is almost eliminated.

CONSTRUCTION OF THE IGNITION COIL.

Let us now see how the ignition coil is constructed.
A laminated iron core is fitted into a porcelain
base-piece. The secondary or fine winding, consisting
of anything from 6,000 to 20,000 turns of fine gauge
enamelled wire, is then placed over the core.

A pig-tail take-off is fastened to the end of the fine
secondary wire and brought out at the top as you
can see.

BUILDING THE COIL PRIMARY W I N D I N G .

The primary winding, 'Lornprising about 300 turns
of much heavier wire, is then wound on top of the
secondary and brought out at the top. Winding the
primary on top of the secondary helps to dissipate
the heat and makes i t easier to insulate the high
tension winding from the case.

A magnetic shieId of sheet iron is then placed
round the complete winding.

ASSEMBLING THE COIL.

The whole assembly is then put into a steel case,
the moulded top threaded over the leads, a i ~ dthe
moulding with its metal base-ring soldered on to the
case.
At t h s stage it is desirable to seal the whole assembly hermetically in order to prevent condensation and
corrosion occurring at any subsequent stage.
For many years this very important sealing operation was done by extracting all the air and filling the
case with Bitumen. More recently a fluid filling
technique has become popular. Both methods are
equally effective but with the fluid-filled coils a
noticeable result in service is that the outer case of the
fluid-filled coil is rather hot to the touch, due to the
fluid filling which has a better heat conductivity than
the earlier bitumen filled types. This apparent overheating should cause no concern, and is in fact an
indication that the coiI is working efficiently.

A U T O TRANSFORMER ACTION.

The internal circuit of the coil is of special interest.
You can see that the secondary winding is in series
with the primary. This improves the spark at the
pIug, the 300 volts induced in the primary at the contact
break being added to the secondary voltage. This
effect is known as auto-transformer action.
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NEGATIVE +ARK.*
Coils are normalIy wound to give a positive earth
spark - that is, the spark plug insulated electrode is
negative with respect to the engine block or earth.
We usually refer to this as a " negative spark.'
Several distinct advantages are obtained. We have
the same sparking efficiency at considerably lower
voltages - approximately a 10% reduction in the
H.T.voltage required to break down the gap. By
lowering the voltage, the strain on the insulation
throughout the high-tension circuit is considerably
reduced - i.e. cable insulation, distributor cap and
all mouldings and plugs.
We will point out that if the external connections
to the SW and CB terminals of the coil are reversed,
current will flow in the opposite direction through
the coil, reversing the H.T. spark polarity. In addition
the auto-transformer action is lost.

THE

)

i
I
0 % LES'S

VOLTAGE

REQUIRED

ELECTRODE

R O T O R WEAR.

A further advantage gained with this negative spark
is little or no wear of the rotor arm. The picture on
the left shows how metal is transferred from the rotor
to the fixed electrode on each spark. With the
17egative spark on tlle right, the metal transference is
in the opposite direction and wear is divided evenly
between the four fixed electrodes.
WlTH
POSITIVE

WlTH
SPARK

NEGATIVE EARTH

NEGATlVE

SPARK

COIL.

Standard Lucas coils are all wound for use with
positive earth. battery : but special coiIs are available
for use on negative earth systems, such coi.ls being
connected internally to give ,a similar spark polarity
to those used with the positive ea~.thsystem.

b

111 emergency the negative earth coil can be used
on a positive earth vehicle.
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TYPES

OF

COILS.

We will now discuss some of the reasons why
different types of coils must be produced. Factors
other than the ones we have mentioned - spark
polarity and supply voltage - must be taken into
consideration. For instance, the work the coil has to
do depends on the engine : coils for single cylinder
engines need nowhere near the same spark performance as those used on 8 cylinder engines.
The ' breakdown voltage ' of the plug varies with
different engines, according to the plug gap, the
compression ratio, heat, etc.
Another thing, the speed range of engines vary :
one 6 cylinder engine may run up to 4,000 r.p.m.
another, say, up to 6,000 r.p.rn.
Our ignition coils, then, must cater for all these
varying requirements. Each coil must be more than
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sufficient to fulfil all the operating conditions of a
particular engine.

Thus we must produce a wide range of coils,
varying, as far as physical make-up is concerned,
in the ratio of primary to secondary turns, primary
current consumption and of course size. And don't
forget that this primary current has a great influence
on the maintenance necessary to the contact breaker
points.
The fitting of oversize or special coils can onIy
produce an advantage in performance if accompanied
by carburettor and other adjustments or modifications.

We can sum up by saying that it won't do to fit any
old coil as a replacement : look up the coil recommended for the particular engine.

PART TWO

Distributors & Ignition Timing
T H E F O U R FUNCTIONS
BUTOR.

O F T H E DISTRI-

The four functions of the distributor are :1. To interrupt the primary circuit of the ignition
coil and so produce the high tension spark. The
contact breaker makes this possible.
2. To distribute the high tension spark to [he spark
plugs, in the correct firing order. The rotor and
distributor cap deal with this.
3. To provide automatic regulation of the spark
timing over the whoIe engine speed-range - the
function of the auto-advance mechanism.
4. T o provide means, when required - by the
addition of the vacuum advance mechanism - of
varying the spark timing according to the loading
of the engine.
We shall now deal in turn with each of these functions.

T H E C A M A N D C O N T A C T BREAKER.

This photograph shows you the normal form of
the cam and contact breaker for a four-cylinder
engine.
The heel o% the moving contact rides on the cam
face, causing the contacts to open on each lobe of the
cam, thus breaking the primary circuit of the ignition
coil.
Adjustment of the contact gap is effected by moving
the fixed contact. The gap is set when the contact
breaker heel is on the peak of the cam lobe.
We shall deal more fuIly with the gap settings for
the various types of cam in a later part of this book.

T H E CONDENSER.

In this jllustratiou we show the condenser, which is
placed in parallel, across the C.B. points.
The early types you see bere consisted of two large
areas of aluminium foil in strip form, separated by
waxed paper.
One strip of foil is soldered to the case of the
condenser, the other t o a wire which is soldered to
the screw terminal.
Generally speaking, if moisture, dust and foreign
matter can be completely excluded a t the time of
manufacture, the effective life of the condenser is
practically unlimited.
On the other hand if either the fixing screw or
terminal nut becomes loose in service, a lot of ignition
trouble will be caused due to a weak H.T. spark and
burnt C.B. points.
The ignition condenser has a capacity of .IS to
.24 M.Fd. which is of considerable importance i n
obtaining maximum performance from the ignition
coil over its full sparking range.

The condensers used in the latest Lucas distributors
are of further improved construction.
The normal foils have been replaced by an extremely
thin coating of aluminium on one side of a paper
tissue. A pair of these coated tissues are then wound
together to form the condenser, or capacitor as we
now prefer to call it.
The effect of a breakdown of the ' Dielectric ' for
any reason is momentarily to produce a sliort circuit
through which passes the high discharge current from
the already charged capacitor ; a high temperature
results in the immediate vicinity of' the breakdown
which vapo~~rises
and oxidises the aluminium and so
the fault is cleared, the capacitor continuing to
function normally.
The-energy required to clear a fault is extremely low
and the wax and paper are not damaged in the vicinity
of the breakdown. Since the aluminium oxide is
non-conducting, no appreciable decrease in insulation
resistance is experienced, even after severaI hundreds
of internal breakdowns have occurred under test
conditions.
Note - the Dielectric is the separating n7edium in this case, paper.
Another factor of great importance is the size of

these new type condensers : they are approximately
one third the volume of the equivalent paper-foil
condensers. The capacity is the same as the early
types.
The sealing of the condenser has also been improved,
rubber replacing the earlier bakelite end-cap. You'll
notice too that the terminal nut arrangement has been
replaced by a lead. This improvement avoids the
strain on the end-cap which was formerly experienced
when the nut was tightened.
DISTRIBUTOR R O T O R S .

The most noticeable feature of our rotors is the
extended electrode. Most of you know that the
reason for this is to prevent back running of the
engine (not backfiring).
The important point 'is always to have the correct
lead of rotor in the distributor.
The direction of rotation of our distributors is
always given viewedfiorn the driving end.
Therefore the extension of the electrode must
always point in the direction of rotation.
The rotors on the left and centre will both be fitted
to clock distributors ; that on the right to anti-clock
distributors.

D I S T R I B U T O R CAPS.

A major consideration in the design of distributor
,caps is the avoidance o f ' tracking ' of the high tension
spark under extreme conditions of humidity. At the
same time, adequate ventilatioil must be provided to
allow the corrosive nitrous-oxide produced by the
sparking to escape from the cap.
The cap shown here is a good example of a design
which gives the maximum space between fixed
electrodes. This reduces tracking of the H.T. Spark
between electrodes, or to earth, to a minimum. In
addition. extremely high quality bakelite is used.
Distributor caps for agricultural and marine equipment are sprayed with a special anti-tracking
substance.

A U T O A D V A N C E A N D SPARK TIMING.

Raving shown you mainIy constructional features
of Lucas distributors, let us now delve a little more
deeply into the technicalities of the subject.
The problem of automaticilly varying the ignition
timing to suit the running of the engineis dealt with
in two ways : firstly by using centrifugal force, and
secondly by using the vacuum existing in the engine
inlet manifold - which of course varies wit11 the load
I ..
on the engine.

A moving weight mechanism blnilt into the
distributor and actuated by centrifugal force, in other
words governed by the speed of the engine, is employed
to give the main advance to the ignition timing.
An additional variation is provided by a vacuum
advance unit tapped into the engine inIet manifold
and controlled directly by the throttle position, in other
words governed by the load on the engine.

TYPES OF ADVANCE ASSEMBLIES.

Several types of centrifugal advance mechanism
have been evolved during the last few years, employing
different designs for the moving weights, different
spring combinations and different materials. The
' X ' type unit shown here has special hardened steel
weights and is designed mainly for motor-cycle work.
The ' Z ' indicates the so-called ' roUing weight '
mechanism ; the ' U ' a pressed steel assembly
suitable For fitting in the larger type 6 and 8 cylinder
distributors. The ' K ' mechanism employs die-cast
auto-advance weights.

E N G I N E CURVE.
111 building up the many different advance curves
required by the engine manufacturers, we operate
from a curve taken from the engine test which shows
the degrees of advance required at different engine
speeds and ioads.

In general terms, an eiigixle requires sufficient spark
advance wl~enidling to keep the plugs clean, and thereafter the advance must increase relative to speed, load,
mixture, etc.

Y
ENGINE R.P.M.
I

1

1

1

1

P I N K I N G CURVE.

AIl engine tests produce a ' Pi~kingor Detonation
Curve.'
At times, to obtain maximum power together with
maximum fuel economy, the ignition advance curve
will lie very close to the ' pinking ' point and in many
overhead valve, high compression engines, actuaIly
crosses the Pinking Curve at some point or other.
So our job is to produce an advance range in the
distributor which matches the engine manufacturer's
specification.
The dotted line on the diagram shows thir distributor
curve.
Now let's see the mechanism required to do the job.
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THE D I F F E R E N T I A L SPRING ASSEMBLY.

This is the most popular form of centrifugal advance.
With increasing engine $peed, the two weights are
flung out, altering the position of the cam in relation
to the contact breaker and thus advanci.ng the ignition
spark.
The rate of advance is controlled by the tension of
the two springs. This type of mechanism employs
one light spring to give a quick initial advance, and a
second heavier spring to produce the main characteristic.
You will notice that there is a looped end on the
heavy spring which allows free action by the light
spring at the beginning of the advance movement.

AUTOMATIC ADVANCE CURVE

D I F F E R E N T I A L CURVE.

This diagram shows the typical spark tim.ing curve
produced by such a differential spring assembly.
The space between the two curves represents the
tolerance allowed.
You will notice the quick initial rate of advance
permitted by the light spring, in this case 8-10" at
400 r.p.m.
The advance then increases more gradually to a
maximum of 20" at about 1,350 r.p.m. and there is no
further increase at higher revs.
It should be realised that the total advance range
varies considerably for different engines. In fact at
the present time there are over 300 different advance
ranges in use, built up expressly to meet the engine
makers' requirements.
100 XIO 300 4 0 0 5 0 0 600 700 803 POOlOOD 11OOl200B~KCO

AUTOMATLC ADVANCE CURVE

DISTORTED CURVES.

This diagram shows the result of partly closing the
loop in the heavy spring.
The dotted lines represent the advance obtained
when the loop is partly closed ; the continuous line,
the normal advance curve.
Now, although it might appear that the engine has
lost its ' pink' when revved quickly under no-load
conditions, it will be sluggish when accelerating under
load.
From this, you will realise that the loop is there for

a purpose and must not be bent. squeezed or otherwise ' adjusted."

E Q U A L SPRING ASSEMBLY.
" .
'The other type of auto advance in genera1 use
employs two equal springs and gives a ' straight line '
advance curve.

The spring loops are always carried by the inside
holes in the toggles.
These toggles have two holes for interchangeability purposes only.

AUTOMAT1C ADVANCE CURVE

S T R A I G H T L I N E ADVANCE CURVE.

The equal spring mechanism produces this form of
advance curve.
You see here that this particular advance commences
at about 400 r.p.m. and progresses steadily to the
maxjmum, which will again vary considerably with
different engines.
In this case there is no quick initial advance,
permitted by the weaker spring of the assembly we
showed you a few pictures back.
DISTRIBUTOR R.P.M.

"
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A C T I O N PLATE W l T H HOLES A N D ADVANCE WEIGHTS W l T H PINS.

A very important point to remember with both types
of advance mechanism is, that manipulation of the
springs in no way affects the total advance given to the
spark timing.

The total advance is controlled by the size of the
two holes in the action plate on the right of the
photograph. These limit the amount of movement OF
the weights.
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V A C U U M O P E R A T E D TIMING C O N T R O L .

T h e advance mechanism we have discussed so far
is dependellt or1 r.p.nl. alone. Additional control of
the spark timing is brought about by the vacuum unit
you see jn this photograph. You will remember we
said that, as the unit is connected to the engine inlet
manifold, it's operation depends on the depression
present in the manjfold - that is, it's effect varies with
the load on the engine.

I"'
THE SUCTION ADVANCE CURVE.

Interpreting this graph, we can say that the vacuum
unit produces additional advance, as shown by the
dotted line, when the engine revs are high, but the
load light - that is when there is a high vacuum in
the induction manifold due to the small throttle
opening.
When the engine is pulling hard on full throttle, the
vacuum in the manifold is low and the suction advance
becomes wholly or partly inoperative. The spark
timing is then solely dependent on the centrifugal
advance.
The general effect of the vacuum unit is to increase
the ' liveliness ' of the engine and, when economy type
carburettors and wide spark plug gaps are used, a
noticeable improvement i n petrol consumption is
possi bie.
Now how and where is the pipe leading to the unit
attached to the manifold ?

PIPE TO VACUUM UNIT

W H E R E THE V A C U U M C O N T R O L IS CONNECTED.

If the unit i s to Function correctly, the point at which
it is connected to the manifold is all jmportant.

The vacuum pipe should be half sealed when the
throttle butterfly is closed.
The main condition of operation is that at idling
speed the vacuum unit is out of operation.

ENGINE

SIDE

SMALL THROTTLE OPENING.
Now with small throttle open.ing, the vacuum at the
inlet pipe is high and we have maximum permissible
advance.

FULL THROTTLE O P E N I N G .
With full throttle opening, we have a low vacuum
and accordingly little or no extra advance from the
suction unit.

ENGINE
SIDE

THROTTLE PARTLY OPEN WITH PISTON SPEED HIGH.
5 0 MAX VACUUM ADVANCE

--

PIPE TO VACUUM UNlT

PIPE TO VACUUM UNlT

(

t----

-

FULL LOAD, FULL THROTTLE,LOW PISTON SPEED 50
VACUUM ADVANCE

NO

SECTIONED A D V A N C E U N I T .

This picture shows the operation of the unit itself.
You can see the plu.nger which moves the contact
breaker plate in relation to the cam, thus altering the
spark timing. A micrometer adjustment is also
included.
These units are not interchangeable by the way,
unless they carry the same identification number, as
each unit is made up to suit a particular engine.
To check the operation of the unit in some cases, it
is only necessary to run the engine a t idling speed
when, with changes in the throttle opening, the diding
barrel will be seen to move in and out.
A cut away distributor cap should be employed
when the movement is not visible by this method.
Failure to operate is generally the result of air leaks
in the pipe line, usually caused by cracked or chafed
pipes or loose unions. These possibilities should be
checked before suspecting a damaged diaphragm.
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DISTRIBUTOR DPGS.
Having dealt mainly with the distributor as a
separate unit and discussed the method of advancing
the spark timing according to the requirements of
the engine, we must now consider how a distributor
should be fitted to a vehiclt, from the point of view of
timing, firing order and roation.
This picture shows a correctly fitted driving dog on
the distributor shaft.
There are two important points to remember.
1. The driving tongues of the dog are in line with the
rotor arm.
2. The driving tongues are offset with respect to the
centre line of the shaft and, when viewed from the
rotor electrode side, as you are seeing it now, are
to the left of this line.
This guide for fitting is applicable to both clock and
anti-clock distributors.

ROTOR
ELECTROD?-=;

:,&

/
p
..

\
iC

., - . . . . .

FIBRE WASHER
HOLE CAULKED
ORlVlNG DOG
DlSTRIBUTOR W A F T

qpJ

-

*.At4

UF DOG

DRILLING THE DISTRIBUTOR SHAFT.

You see here the method of drilling a new distributor sliaft, using the hole in the dog as a guide. To
obviate shaft ' end float,' the shaft itself must be
pushed down from the rotor end, with the dog hard
against the fibre washer, before commencing to drill.
After fitting the pin, caulk over the holes to secure.
The dog must be a tight lit on the shaft.
Driving gears are fitted in a similar manner, but
then the position of the gear in relation to the rotor
is immaterial.
The diameter of the drilled hole is normally
;
but later supplies of driving dogs for fitting to D.M.
Distributors are to be drilled to take a &" x 3" Mill's
grooved pin. In such cases, the diameter of the hole
through the shaft must be 0.187" to 0.188".

+"

INSTALLING A N D T I M I N G A DISTRIBUTOR.

Firstly, it must always be remembered that distributors are directional, i.e. either CLOCK or ANTICLOCK. The correct direction of rotation is shown
with the identification symbols on the body of the
distributor and is always as viewed from the
DRIVING END.
Additionally the letter A or C appears on the end
OF the distributor shaft to denote the rotation of the
shaft and action plate assembly.
Let us take a specimen case - we have a replacement distributor to fit to an engine and we want to
reset the ignition timing, as this has been accidentally
disturbed. We are assumiog of course that nothing
is wrong with the engine valve timing.

IGNITION TIMING.

The engine should normally be timed according to
the engine maker's recommendations, but timing
marks are not always easily accessible or clearly
visible, so we shall show you here a simple method of
setting the piston in relation to the ignition spark from
the distributor.
First take out the sparking plug from No. 1 cylinder
-this is usually the front cylinder of the block, that
is, the one nearest the radiator. Then turn the engine
over slowly with the starting handle, with your thumb
tight over the spark plug hole, until compression is
felt.
Bring the piston slowly to the top of its stroke,
using where possible a piece of wire as a final guide
to the piston travel. Leave the piston set at T.D.C.
on the compression stroke.

U

N o . I CYLINDER

U

COMPRESSION STROKE

T. D.C.

SETTING THE ROTOR POSITION.

Having set any micrometer advance adjuster on the
distributor approximately at the half-way position,
next place the distributor in position with the rotor
pointing to what we can call for our purpose the No. 1
electrode in the distributor cap - that is pointing to
about 7 o'clock. This is only a preliminary rough
setting, being of necessity governed either by the
tongues of the distributor dog-drive or by the pitch
of the gears. A finer adjustment should then be made
by turning the body of t.he distributor until the contacts
are just opening, still with the rotor pointing to the
No. 1 electrode. Clamp the distributor provisionally
at this setting. It is not important which electrode
in the cap we make No. 1. We must start from
somewhere, however, and it's just a matter of convenience. What is important is that the plug lead
from the cylinder we've positioned for firing, that is
No. 1, is sparked from tbe correct electrode position
in the distributor cap, that is the one in Iine with the
rotor. For simplicity's sake, then, we'll connect
No. I electrode in the cap to No. 1 cylinder.

CAM AND ROTOR ASSEMBLY.

If any difficulty is experienced in obtaining this
initial setting of the timing, correctly and easily, the
cam should be examined.
On four cylinder distributors the cams are handed
Ieft and right, and as shown in the illustration,
the most apparent difference is the position of the
rotor locating slot in relation to the Cam Lobes.
Unless the rotor is correctly positioned ih relation
to the cam the running of the engine may be seriously
aff'ected.
This does not apply to the 6 cylinder cam where
the rotor locating slot is centrally placed in relation
to the cam lobe as shown in the right-hand illustration.

CLOCK

ANTICLOCK

--
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ROTATION AND FIRING ORDER.

Before we can connect the remaining plug leads,
we must know two things ;, the direction of rotation
of the distributor rotor and the engine firing order.
The rotation can quickly be established from the rotor
itseIf - the extended brass electrode is usually
arrowed - or the distributor body is marked. But,
just to make absolutely certain, turn the starting
handle just a fraction and watch the rotor. We will
assume for the moment that the firing order is known,
and that for the particular 4 cylinder engine it is
1, 3, 4, 2. The rotation we'll take to be as is indicated on the rotor illustrated. The plug leads can then
be inserted into the distributor cap, the lead from
No. 1 cylinder going to No. 1 electrode, from No. 3
cylinder to the next electrode (in the direction of
rotation), No. 4 following and finally No. 2.
Connect up the vacuum advance unit if fitted and
the engine should run.

No. I

No,2

F I R I N G ORDER 1 3 4 2

T I M I N G : FINAL ADJUSTMENT.

The final adjustment of the timing is something
which can only properly be dealt with during a
practical demonstration. It can be set in the garage
fairly accurately by vacuum gauge, but this method
on its own is not accurate enough as a finaI adjustment.
This filial setting can best be carried out on the road.
TOobtain the best results it must be done scientifically.
One engine manufacturer arrives at the best engine
performance by timing the vehicle with a stop-watch

over a series of test runs, conditions being identical
for each run - that is, the prevailing wind must be
the same, the run must be made in the same direction
and the vehicle accelerated to the same m.p.h. figure.
The distributor can be moved slightly if necessary
by slackening tlie clamp and moving the distributor
body, thus varying the point at which the contacts
open.- The micrometer adjustment will allow an
extremely fine setting to be made.

FIRING ORDER.

Where the firing order is not known, and cannot be
found from the engine maker's instruction manual,
two possible sequences exist for a four cylinder engine :
1,3,4,2or1,2,4,3.
Thus, after finding T.D.C. on the compression
stroke of No. 1 cylinder, check which is the next
cylinder to fire by taking out all the pIugs and testing
for compression on either cylinders 2 or 3. The one
coming up to compression wdl establish which of the
two possible orders it is.
The same method can be applied to a 6 cylinder
engine, when once again there are only two possible
firing orders, as we have indicated :1,5,3,6,2,40r1,4,2,6,3,5.
In every case, the method of connecting the plug
,,,T!t,vJqads to the distributor cap is the same : start from
-., '.
Ro.1 cylinder to No. 1 cap electrode and continue
round ihe cap in the cyli%der firing order, NOT
forgetting to follow the rotation of the distributor
rotor.

4
S I X CYLINDER ENGINE

FOUR CYLINDER ENGINE

P 0S S I B L E F 1 R 1 NG 0R D E R

'-
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PART THREE

Distributor Types & Application
Before showing yo11 pliotographs of various Lucas
distributors, we must consider for a moment the
synlbols used for identifying the different types.
T Y P E SYMBOLS.

Prefix
B.
Ball Bearing.
D.
Distributor.
Dl. 1st design.
D2. 2nd design.
D3. 3rd design.
P.
Flange mounting.
H.
Horizontal cable outlets.
K.
Small cast iron body, with moulded contact
breaker base and die-cast auto-advance weights.
KY. Dre-cast body with pressed steel contact
breaker base.
L.
Double contact breakers.
M.
Micro control.
P.
Porous Bushing.

U.

Large cast iron body with moulded contact
breaker base.

Prefix
V.
Built-in vacuum control.
X.
Hardened steel auto-advance mechanism.
2.
RoIling weight auto-advance mechanism.
Numerals
I.
Suitable for
2.
Suitable for
4.
Suitable for
6.
Suitable for
8.
Suitable for

single cylinder engines.
twirl cylinder engines.
four cylinder engines.
six cylinder engines.
eight cylinder engines.

Prefix or
SdEx
*A. Fitted with automatic advance and retard.
* This symbol is omitted from latest models as they
are all fitted with auloinatic advance mechanism.

T H E DK T Y P E D I S T R I B U T O R .

And now the units tl~ernselves. This picture shows
the early standard DK distributor.
It Iias a cast-iron body, a bakelite contact-breaker
base and the shaft turns in porous bronze bearing
bushes.
Nowadays this type is used mainly for ' Insulated
Return ' circuits on Light Commercial Veliicles and
Motor Cycles. When used For this latter purpose it
becomes type ' DKX ' (Hardened Steel Weights).

THE DKY A N D D K Z D I S T R I B U T O R .

These distributors are again standard types, but
they are fitted with a die-cast body and metal contactbreaker base.
Die-cast or rolling weight auto-advance mechanism
is used. The bearings for the shaft are stilI porous
bronze bushes.
These types are usually applied to light cars and
light commercial vehicles with medium-speed four
cylinder engines.
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T H E D Z A N D DX D I S T R I B U T O R .
These types are made with a larger die-cast body.
Pressed steel is used for the contact breaker base and
either the hardened steel orlthe rolling weight autoadvance mechanism is fitted. Porous bronze bearings
are again employed.
These are particularly applicable to high compression four and six cylinder engines.

T H E D V Z AND D V X DISTRIBUTORS.
The main features of these distributors is the builtin vacuum advance unit. An oil well is also incorporated for lubrication.
The top bearing for the distributor shaft is a ball
race, a porous bronze bush being still retained for the
bottom bearing.
The DVZ and DVX distributors are applied to
four and 6 cylinder engines which require vacuum
advance.

T H E D U L F A N D DU D I S T R I B U T O R S .
These models are standard productions with a large
diameter body, usually of cast iron, except for tlie
flange-mounted version, (bottom left in the picture)
which may be die-cast.
A bakelite C.B. base is fitted, which may carry
single or twin contact breakers. The twin contact
breaker model is generally applied to eight cylinder
engines such as the FORD V8 and the ROLLS 1380.
Large six cylinder engines usually take the DU or
DULF with a single contact breaker.

T H E DM D I S T R I B U T O R .
More recently a new range of distributors lias been
introduced and is now widely used on most British
cars.
There are two main models, the DM4 and DM6,
applied to high performance four and six cylinder
engines. Variatioiis of these two models fit a ball
bearing.
A smaller mode1 DM2A4 may bz used for medium
compression four cylinder engines together with a
similar model known as tlie D2A4 which does not
incorporate a vacuum advance unit.
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Here you see the main features of these DM
distributors.
The vacuum unit is built iqto the distributor and
incorporates a micrometer adjustment.
The bearings may be either cast iron or porous
bronze bushes. A ball bearing is fitted, as we have
mentioned, in some models.
Die-cast or rolling weight auto-advance mechanism
is used.
The cam is a new design called the ' High Lift ' we shall tell you more about this in a moment.
We have already discussed the new metalised paper
capacitors - you will remember their ' re-healing '
property if a die1ectr.i~breakdown occurs, and their
comparatively small size.
The sealing of the distributor cap has been improved,
rendering the unit much more dustproof- the
necessary ventilation is still of course provided.

w

- Cams
Built In Ecuum
Advance(J

Porous B

I J S ~ ~

And finally the H.T. pick-up brushes are designed
to act as radio suppression resistors.
But now let us examine some OF these features in
detail.

T H E V A C U U M ADVANCE UNIT.

This unit, as we have said, is built into the distributor and incorporates a fine adjustment for the spark
timing.
Whilst generally similar to the earlier models, each
vacuum unit is made up for a particular engine and
you wilI remember that we stressed that units are
irzter-changeable only if the nuinbers on rhe lockilzg
tabs are identical.

BEARINGS.

Three types of shaft bearings are used. The DM6
is fitted with a long cast-iron bush.
This bush is part of the shank and is not renewable.
The lower part of the bearing is lubricated by oil mist
from the engine and the upper p a t by means of a
grease lubricator.
The second type of bearing consists of a single long
bronze bush, shown here in the DM2P.
The bronze bushes are easily replaceable, and, as
they are used in conjunctioll with hardened steel
shafts, are expected to give extremely long service.
The lubrication is again by oil mist from the engine.
A third type of bearing consist of a porous bronze
bush at the bottom with a grease packed ball bearing
at the top, and no additional lubrication is required.
This bearing assembly is signified by the letter ' B.'
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T H E AUTO-ADVANCE MECHANISM.

Two types of auto-advance assembly are fitted in
the D.M. distributors.
The ' rolling weight ' mechanism is shown here in
the left of the picture. This arrangement may employ
either equal or differential springs.
The die-cast weight assembly on the right closely
follows the earlier pattern, but is much heavier in
construction ; also, brass toggles are used instead of
steel.

THE H I G H LIFT CAM.
All D.M. distributors fit the new ' high lift ' cam.

This form gives a very quick break of the contacts,
increased ' cam dwell ' - that is a longer closed
period - and generally results in increased life of the
contact points.
We shall further discuss the contact setting with the
' high lift ' cam in the maintenance part of this
lecture, but it certainly won't hurt to say now that the
contact gap should be set and maintained at -014" -016" in service.

T H E C O N T A C T SET

THE DISTRIBUTOR CAP

The contact breaker assembly used in the D.M.
range of distributors has the same characteristics, a
-f" rocker arm and long stainless steel spring, as those
fitted to the earlier distributors.
The spring anchorage may be slotted in the end of
the spring, or aIternatively, looped as shown in the
left hand picture ; this being the latest design which
has now been standardised for all.the DM range.
I t is very simple to identify the various sets from the
ilIustrated spares lists we supply.

This picture shows a typical cap design. Both the
sealing and the ventilation have been improved. The
H.T. pick-up brush contains a high percentage of
resistive material and is designed to act as a radio and
television suppressor. With this type of cap, no
further suppressor is required in the distributor-coil
H.T. cable and none should be fitted.
Caps are manufactured wit11 both vertical and
horizontal H.T. lead outlets.
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Tbe testing and servicing of coil ignition equipment can be considered from two separate standpoints.
Firstly, there is the testing and servicing of the
distributor and ignition coil, this js the province of
the specialist who will have a proper testing machine
available together with the relevant data appertaining
to the whole range of this equipment.
The more general requirement is for the Motor
Engineer to be able to diagnose the cause of intermittent m.isfirjng or complete breakdown of the
ignition system in situ on the vehicIe. Such preliminary 'diagnosis will generally precede unit testing or
major overhaul. At the same time the most common
faults which develop arise as the resuIt of general
neglect and can be put right at once.
These ' service ' faults frequently involve the ignition
circuit as a whole, that is the wiring, switches, etc.,

quite apart from the distributor and ignition coil units
themselves. By the use of a simple routine test
procedure ally such faults can easily and quickly be
located and corrected. If, at this stage satisfactory
performance is not regained, it may become necessary
to bench test the coil and distributor unit as a pair.
For our own purpose when setting out this routine,
which can easiIy be memorised let us assume that we
are faced with a complete failure of the ignition system
on the veliicle.
In this circumstance we must first prove the
current supply, i.e. the battery and then follow. the
current path to the ignition coil and distributor. For
this purpose it is possible to completely check the low
tension or PRIMARY circuit of the supply and the
ignition units in FOUR operations, with a further
THREE operations to check the high tension system
and the condenser.

T H E DISTRIBUTOR A N D COILS.

Ignoring for the moment the battery, the two main
components in the ignition system are the distributor
and coil. Each takes its share of the blame for nearly
all ignition faults.

PICTORIAL DIAGRAM O F I G N l T l O N CIRC UIT.

However, let us see exactly how these units fit into
the complete ign-ition circuit. Here we see a pictorial
diagram of the system used on the post-war car.
The prin7ary circuit : we must have a satisfactory
current supply from the battery to the primary winding
of the ignition coil. This current must be interrupted
a t the right moment by the contact-breaker points,
in order to induce current in the secondary circuit
and so produce the ignition spark.
The secondary circuit consists of the high-tension
winding in the coil,. the distributor rotor and cover,
t h e high tension Ieads and spark plugs.
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DIAGRAM O F I G N I T I O N CIRCUIT.
A more precise idea can be obtained from this
wiring diagram. Following the ignition circuit
through from the battery, the feed wire is tapped off
from the starter solenoid to terminal 'A' on the control
box. From there it passes though the load winding
of the regulator to terminal ' AJ.' The circuit then
continues to the ignition switch.
When The ignition is switcl~edon, A3 of the control
box is ' live.' You can follow the circuit fr0.m the
other side of the ignition switch to the ' A3 ' terminal.
The ' SW ' terminal of the coil is then fed from this
' A3 ' terminal. The circuit continues through the
primary winding of the coil to the ' CB ' terrnival, the
contact breaker being connected to this terminal. The
circuit is completed via the confdats to the distributor
earth, and so back to the battery via the cliassis.
The high tension side of the system starts from the
secondary winding of the coil at the chimney, through
to the rotor, and then via the distributor cap to the
plugs. The circuit is again completed via the chassis,
in this case the block, and so back to the battery.
In the following tests, we shall prove the circuit at
WIRING

CONTROL BOX

IGNITION CIRCUIT.

most of the points we have mentioned, i.e. the battery,
A and A1 terminals, at the A3 terminal, at the coil
' SW ' and ' CB ' terminals, finally checking the H.T.
side of the circuit from the coif chimney, through the
rotor, the cap and on to the spark plugs.

LAMPS S W I T C H E D ON.

Having given you an overall picture of the ignition
system, what should be the first step when we are
confronted with a complete failure? Surely the first
point is to see whether there is any current available
on the system at all.
The quickest method is to switch on the head-lights
and operate the starter motor.
If the starter operates satisfactorily, without
dimming the lights excessively, we can safely assume
that the buttery is not the cause of the breakdown.

The test we have just shown you is of course a quick
check for the battery.
This Hydrometer check will give a more exact idea
of the state of charge of the battery.
The readings should be at least between 1.200 1.210, that is, about half-charged.
If in a very low state of charge, the voltage of the
battery may be so greatly reduced when the starter is
operated that the ignition coil will not spark.
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1270-1 2 5 ~FULLY CHA
1190- 1210 HALF CHAR

1100- 1120 DISCHARGE

HEAVY DISCHARGE TEST.

This test, which puts a heavy discharge across the
battery, will cornpJete an exact check on the condition
of the cells.
The voltmeter should register approximately 1.5
volts per celI. The ceIl reading should remain constant
throughout a 15 second application of the tester.

A1 AND A.

If we prove that the battery is serviceable and that
the car lights are working satisfactorily, we have
actually proved that the current supply arrives at the
A1 terminat of the control box.
With the ignition ' on,' we find out next, with the
voltmeter, whether the A3 terminal OF the control
box is ' live,' as this terminal feeds the coil and the
petrol pump. In some cases this A3 terminal is
located on a fuse block mounted separately from the
control box.
Let us assume that there is no fault so far.
The next thing to do is to check straight through the
Primary or L.T. circuit of the ignition system. From
terminal A3, which we've just checked, the current
sl~ouldarrive at the ignition coil.
,

VOLTS AT ' S W ' TERMINAL O F THE COIL.

Connect the voltmeter between the ' SW ' terminal

on the coil and an earthing point.

Full battery voIts should be registered on the voltmeter, irrespective of whether the C.B. points are open
or not, although it is preferable for them to be closed
and the coil taking current. If no voltage is shown we
have an open circuit in the cable between the control
box A3 terminal and the coil ' SW ' terminal. This
fauh can soon be remedied.
But let us assume that we do get full battery volts
at the ' SW ' terminal of the ignition coil. It pays to
pull at the cable near the coil, thus making sure that
the terminal nuts are not loose and that there is no
intermittent break in the cable inside the covering.
You can see what connections we've made at the
top of the picture.

VOLTS AT

' CB ' TERMINAL.

We must next see whether the circuit is intact
through the coil.
Open the CB points and,,with a voltmeter connected
to the ' CB ' terminal of the coil, we should still get
full battery volts.
If no voltage is shown at this point, there are two
possibilities.
The first is an open-circuited primary in the ignition
coil. The second ~ossibilitvis an EARTH inside the
distributor. ~ 0 t h points
'
can easily be checked by
disconnecting the wire from the C.B. terminal and
taking another voltage reading at the coil terminal
itse1.l:
A Zero reading wi1.l then indicate a break in the
primary winding, a full voltage reading, a short to
earth on the distributor.

POSSIBLE EARTHING POINTS.

Such an earth can be at any of the followi~~g
points :(a) The C.B. cable between the ignition coil and
the distributor L.T. terminal - left of the
picture.
(b) The flexible lead between the L.T. terminal on
the distributor and the moving contact.
(c) On the moving contact itself - the insulating
washer may have been omitted for instance.
Tlzis washer is arrowed in the picture.
(d) Or finally at the condel~ser- this however is
unlikely.
If none of these show up, that is, if we get Full
Battery Volts, the next step is to CLOSE the contact
breaker points.

VOLTS AT THE ' C B ' TERMINAL WITH
CONTACTS CLOSED.
With the contact breaker points closed, we should

now have a zero reading on our voltmeter.
You see, by closing the points we are shorting out
the meter, providing that the distributor internal
ci.rcuic is not faulty.
If any voltage reading still shows, it is probable that
the points are dirty, oily or oxidised slightly, and may
be cleaned up.
If heavily burned and showing grey green deposit,
suspect the condenser.
Sometimes there is a bad earth between the
distributor shank and the engine block and chassis.
If the battery voltage does fall to zero wit11 the contacts
closed, we need only check that the cam is opening
the C.B. points properly when rotating, and we have
completed the check on our primary circuit.
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CHECKING THE SECONDARY OR H.T.
CIRCUIT.
We now proceed to check the secondary or H.T.

spark circuit with wllich we c?n conveniently include
the condenser. The H.T. test is carried out in three
operations.
The most convenient way of checking the H.T.
circuit of the ignition coil is to use a short length of
H.T. cable, one end of wliicl~can be pushed into the
chimney of the Coil and used as a ' Jumper Lead.'
away from
The other end of the lead must be held
the engine block.
Our ignition switch is still ' ON ' remember.
Flick the contacts from the closed position and, if
the coil and condenser are good, we shall have a good
spark thrown to the block 5 each £lick of the contacts.
XI NO spark is thrown, then we must have a
defective H.T. winding. Remembering that we have
already cleaned the points, sparking may occur even
if the condenser is open cjrcuited. The engine may
run - but very roughly.

+"

1.1

JUMPER CONDENSER.
We can easily check the position by fitting a
After dis'jumper ' or substitute condenser.
connecting the original condenser, the 'jumper ' can
be conveniently connected between the L.T. Terminal
on the distributor and earth.
If we still have no spark when we flick the contacts,
we know definitely that the secondary winding of the
coil is faulty.
Tf on the other hand the spark is now improved and
the engine runs much more smoothly, then the originaI
condenser was inoperative. This might be due to
the condenser screws being loose and this point should
be checked first. Otherwise, the original condenser
was faulty.
Assuming that this last test shows the H.T. Winding
and the condenser to be in order, it remains only to
test the distributor rotor and the distributor cap
and H.T. cables.

CHECKING THE ROTOR.

Examine the rotor first. If this is punctured it will
earth the spark on to the cam head. A tiny puncture
is often invisible to the eye and we therefore test in
the following manner.
Hold the piece of H.T.cable, still connected to the
coil, on to the rotor electrode as shown.
If on flicking the C.B. points a spark is thrown to the
rotor, then the latter is defective.
Under very damp conditions, any fnit7t sparking
which may be visible, will be due to static leakage and
must not be confused with the true H.T. spark.
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FINAL CHECK.

Our filial check concerns the distributor cap and
the H.T.cables.
Burnt or cracked caps Can easily cause misfiring
but are rarely the cause of complete breakdown.
Mechanical fractures are usually easy to find by
visual examination. Tracking between segments is
likewise visible.
Burning around the pick-up electrodes due to a
sticking pick-up brush is more elusive and may only
cause misfiring.
The H.T. cables are much more likely to cause such
a breakdown and all leads should be checked to see
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that the insulation is in good condition. In our case,
with an assumed complete failure, the lead in question
would be the main H.T. cable from the coil to the
distributor. Any chafing at this point would of course
earth the H.T. spark completely. Pay particular
attention to these H.T.leads when they pass through
any sort of clips or channeling, or when a suppressor
is in circuit.
With this check, the testing procedure for the whole
of the ignition system has been completed. There are
only seven operations in all : four for the primary
circuit and three for the secondary ; and the only
tools we need are a voltmeter, a test condenser and a
piece of H.T. cable.

PART F m

Servicing
MAINTENANCE P ~ I N T S .

%

The maintenance necessary to obtain consistently
satisfactory performance from coil ignition equipment is very small and for standard routine servicing
or ' checking-over ' purposes. there are NINE items
which require periodic Inspection. Three of these
require fairly regular attention. They are : the
contact breaker points and gap, the general lubrication of the bearings and auto-advance mechanism and
thirdly the spark plugs.

We have listed these points in the system which
require periodic attention.
1. H.T. Leads.
2. Distributor Mouldings.
3. Rotor.
4. C.B. Set.
5. Bearing Bushes.
6. Auto-advance.
7. Suction Advance.
8. Coil Connections.

T H E SPARK PLUGS.

You have probably noticed that we did not list
spark plugs. The importance of good, clean plugs
with properly adjusted gaps cannot of course be overestimated. Set the gaps to the manufacturer's recommended setting, making sure that they are all even.

T H E H.T. LEADS.

H.T.leads in a poor condition are often the cause
of intermittent misfiring, even of complete breakdowns. General deterioration and cracking of the
cable covering occurs with time, particularly if the
leads are allowed to chafe against metal.
See that the leads are kept clean and free from oil
and, as we have said, run as far as possible away from
the metal parts of the engine, thus minimising wear
due to vibration.

T H E DISTRIBUTOR MO'ULDINGS.

With the increased use of high voltage ignition coils,.
distributor mouldings have been developed wit11 a
very open construction to prevent ' tracking.' The
mouldings should be kept clean and dry inside and out,
and the carbon brush checked for free movement in
its holder.
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THE ROTOR.

Rotors call for little or no maintenance in service.
Just see that they are kept clean and dry. And
remember too that rotors can't be replaced indiscriminately -make sure that the rotor is the correct
one for the job, i.e. that the extended electrode points
i n the direction of rotation. And, by the way, there
is a d~fference
between a four and a six cylinder rotor.
The design of the six cylinder rotor is visible in the
inset.

THE CONTACT BREAKER.

The next point for attention is the C.B. set. The
C.B. points must of course be maintained in good
condition, either by cl.eaning and facing up or by the
fitting of a new set if the old points are badly burnt.
Closing-in of the C.B. points gap due to wear on
the '-heel ' can be practically eliminated by a little
light grease applied to the cam face or the felt pad
when provided.

-*,.

The points setting should be maintained at a
minimum of -010" to -012" to obtain fill1 performance
with all Lucas ignition coils irrespective of working
conditions.
A gap setting of .014" to .016" when fitting new
contacts will ensure that after the initial ' beddingdown ' the final gap will not close below .OlO".

There is an exception to these settings when a
THE THREE TYPES OF CAM.

Here you can see the difference between the cam
forms. The older type syn~metric and asymmetric
cams, as we have said, are used with a contact gap of
-010"
- -012",the ' High Lift ' wjth the gap increased
to -014" - .016". You can recognise the' High Lift '
cam by the much sharper Form of the lobes.
You are probably wondering why there are different
cam forms. Stated simply, cam development has had
to keep pace with engine development. The early
symmetrical cam was adequate for the ignition
performance required by engines up to 1949, and gave
equal open and closed periods of the contacts.
The asymmetric cam by reason of its special form
helped to reduce contact breaker noise and at the
same time provided a sligl~tlyincreased dwell period.
The contact breaker setting with this cam was somewhat critical and it was subsequently superseded by
the current production ' High Lift ' cam.
This cam with a sharp profile provides a very fast
break, a long dwell period and is suitable for any type,
high, or medium to low speed engines.
We hope that the summary will impress upon you
that the contact gap must be set according to the cam.
form.
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distributor is fitted with the new ' high lift ' car~t. Here
the contact gap shoukcl be set and maintained at .014" ,O 16".

.L

-. .

.
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We'll repeat the gap settings once more
With Symmetric and Asymmetric Cams :
New Contacts ...
...
.,.
In service ...
...
With H.igh Lift Cams :
..,
New Contacts ...
Maintained in Service at

Excessive side play at the cam head, generally
caused by wear of the distributor bearings wjII cause
uneven running and missing at speed.
Check for possible wear by putting side pressure on
the cam and watching the movement at the C.B.
points. The variation in the gap should not exceed
,004".

T H E A U T O ADVANCE MECHANISM.

Sluggish operation or sticking of the centrifugal
auto-advance mechanism will cause faiIure of the
engine to accelerate and general erratic performance.
Check the auto-advance for freedom of movement by
turning the rotor heel against the spring tension.
There should be 110' back-lash ' at the start and the
cam and rotor should return fuIly to the original
position when released.

T H E A U T O ADVANCE - LUBRICATION.

The Auto-advance should be lubricated with light
machine oil at the points shown, particularly if any
sticking is observed.

.

.
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THE S U C T I O N ADVANCE.
Sticking or failure of the suction advance will cause
poor engine acceleration, and sluggish running. An
increase in the petrol consumption may also be
noticed. The mechanism can be checked manually,
and then observed with the engine running at varying
speeds. If the suction diaphragm is working correctly,
the plunger should move freely in its guide.

I n some instances a cut-away distributor cap will
have to be used for the movement t o be seen. The
picture shows how the cap should be cut away.

TH.IE lGMlTlON COIL A N D SWITCH CONNECTIONS.

Loose L.T. connections cause misfiring and even
intermittent or total failure.

H.T. leakage at the coil chimney due to the accumulation of dirt and moisture on the moulding will
frequently cause misfiring when accelerating under

load.
A quick check of the L.T. circuit wiring, paying
partiarlar attention to connections at the switch and
coil, plus an inspection of the coil chimney, will
complete the maintenance of the ignition circuit.

-.-
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INTRODUCTION
Electrical generators are almost as commonplace as batteries and similarly are specially
developed and adapted for different purposes.
They range from the enormous 60,000 filowatt Turbo Alternator Generator down to the
small toy generator whch we ' gave Bobby for his Birthday.' In principle they are all the same.
A magnetic field is created generally by electro magnets and w i t h this field, conductors mainly
of copper, are moved through it. The cutting of the lines of force of the magnetic field cause
current to be induced in the conductors or armature windings, which is collected by slip rings
in the case of the alternator, or a commutator i n the case of the direct current generator. One
of the most common characteristics of generators is that they run at a constant speed, although
a limited number of special applications necessitate variable speed, amongst these being automobile generators.
For automobile work D.C. or Direct Current has been used for many years, but more
recently alternating current equipment has been developed for general use on motor cycIes
and whilst this rapidly advancing form of current supply offers numerous attractions, it will
inevitably create many problems if and when applied to automobiles.
So far, the voltage of the supply for vehicle work has been limited to 6, 12 and 24 volts, and,
as previously discussed, there are sound reasons for recommending that 12 volts is the most
suitable for light vehicles, and 24 volts for heavy vehicles, particularly for passenger transport
work.
A feature of the low voltage D.C. generator as applied to the modern light or heavy
vehicle is its ability to operate and control the amount of current necessary, through an average
speed range of 600-6,000 r.p.m.; also at any given moment sufficient current for battery
charging, lighting, etc.
The amount of current needed at a given time will of course vary between one vehicle and
another, as for example.the requirements of a vehicle which may be in service anywhere between
the equator and the antartic.
The problem of obtaining a reasonably uniform current supply over a wide speed range
was solved originalIy by what was known as the ' Eeitner third brush system of dynamo
control ' and for the limited requirements of those early motor velucles, was moderately
satisfactory. The system has one serious limitation however, that of not being able to easily
regulate the current suppIy to accommodate changes in ' demand.' This led t o the development
of multiple position charging switches which incorporated the use of resistances. Furthermore,
the tendency of the generator to overheat, strictly limited the amount of current which could
be made available from a reasonable size machine. .
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A ma,or development has been the Constant Potential or Constant Voltage System of
battery charging, whch, suitably adapted, was applied with success to the larger vehicles for
some time before it became widely used on light vehicles and finally on motor cycles.

The princip~lfeatures of this systemIas applied to vehicle work are :
That it provides a source of supply a t an approximate constant voltage over a wide range
of generator speeds. Also, having fixed the voltage of this supply at a suitable figure it is then
possible to provide, by virtue of the difference in terminal voltage between a ' charged ' or
' discharged ' battery, a charge rate which will automatically adjust itself to the state of the
battery, i.e., a heavy charge, when the battery is low and a progressively smaller charge as the
battery comes up. This is commonIy referred to as a ' tapering charge.' Furthermore, if an
additional load is applied to the circuit by switching on some or all of the lights, the generator
will put out sufficient additional current to provide for this load without drawing from the
battery as the original equipment supplied on the vehicle. is properly balanced to achieve this.
Therefore some caution is necessary i n installii~gadditional equipment which might, for example,
result in a partial or constant state of discharge of the battery, with consequent short battery
life on the one hand, or persistant overloading of the generator on the other.
One feature about what is now called the ' Compensated Voltage Control System ' and
which should be very clearly realised is that the generator and its combined voltage control and
cut-out unit are ' A PAIR ' on any particular vehicle and the control box cannot be exchanged
haphazardly even for one of the same general type as the original. This is because the compensating series or load windings on the voltage regulator vary to suit the overall requirements of each different vehicle. Unless such exchanges are made by, reference to an interchangeability list, unsatisfactory performance in service will result.
As you proceed with your study of generators you will be impressed with the extreme
simplicity both as to their construction and to the small range necessary to equip the large
number of makes and models of vehicles to which they are applied.
To-day's generators provide many thousands of miles of running with little or no attention
whatsoever in whateyer territories or conditions the vehicles may be used. This is a first-class
testimony not only to modern production methods but more particularly to the Design and
Development people without whose prolonged and unremitting work such results could not be
obtained.
Close and carefully maintained tolerances, careful selection of the correct materials, extensive endurance tests for all conditions of running, followed by similar tests in various territories, add up to precision built components and the average motor engineer who values the
goodwill of his clients, may think very seriously before departing from the original rnanufacturers component parts for service fitment.
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PART ONE

Working Principles
THE GENERATOR.
Electrical machines can be divided into two broad
groups : machines which convert electrical energy
into mechanical energy, such y the starter motor, and
machines which convert mechanical energy into
electrical energy.

The generator or dynamo falls into this second
group ; it is driven from the engine by a belt or gears
and produces electric current for charging the vehicle
battery and supplying the various circuits.
We shall now discuss the principles upon which its
operation depends.

CREATION O F AN E.M.F.

As we have said, we start with mechanical energy.
A simple experiment such as the one we show you
here will illustrate the fundamental principle involved.
When a conductor is moved in a magnetic field,
a force called a n ' electro-motive force ' or ' e.m.f.'
is induced into it. If the conductor forms a closed
circuit, an electric current will flow which will register
on a sensitive meter.
You will notice that when the direction of the
mechanical movement is reversed, the current flow is
also in the reverse direction.
The conductor is cutting the lines of force of the
magnetic field which exists between the North and
South poles of the horseshoe magnet.

-

-

THE GENERATION
OF AN E.M.F.

to metal rings, called ' slip-rings,' electric current can
be collected from the loop by means of brushes making
contact with the rotating rings.
Voltages are induced into the conductor when, due
to its rotation, magnetic lines of force are cut.
The magnitude of these induced e.m.r's, which can
be measured in voIts, will depend on these factors :
(1) The intensity of the magnetic field.
(2) The speed at which the conductor cuts the
lines of force.
The
angle at which these lines of force are cut.
(3)
ROTATION OF WIRE LOOP IN MAGNETIC
FIELD.

Carrying this principle a stage further, we can
introduce a single loop of wire free to rotate in a
magnetic field. If both ends of the loop are attached

MAXIMUM A N D MINIMUM INDUCTION.

The top illustration shows the areas where maximum
induction occurs. You will notice that these are
shaded opposite the North and South poIes at 9
o'clock and 3 o'clock respectively. When travelling
through these areas, the conductors will be cutting
directly across the lines of force of the magnetic field.
In the lower illustration, however, we show the
conductors travelling parallel with the lines of force.
Here, little or no induction takes place, the aieas
around 12 and 6 o'clock normally being termed
' neutral.'
These neutral points are of importance and will be
cropping up again in connection with brush positioning.

Maximum voltage is induced when the conductor
cuts the lines at right angles ; no voltage is induced
when the conductor moves parallel with the lines of
force. The next picture illustrates this last point more
clearly.
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MAXIMUM INDUCTION
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MINIMUM INDUCTION
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SINGLE L O O P GENERATOR - WITH SLlP
RINGS.

Now if we follow one complete revolution of this
loop, which we mentioned previously, looking at the
shaded conductor in the reft-hand sketch, we shall see
that the latter, moving clockwise, will first be cutting
Lines of force in one direction ; and then completing
its cycle as in the right-hand picture, it will be cutting
them in the reverse direction. Stated simply, it is
first travelling downwards through the magnetic
field and then upwards. Thus the voltages induced
will alter in polarity and the current flow in the
external circuit, as shown here by the two meters, will
' alternate' in direction. In other words, we have
produced an ' alternating current.' The small arrows
indicate the direction of this current in the circuit.
In the left-hand sketch, current leaves the shaded
conductor, making the brush contacting it through
the slip ring positive (+). Current flows round the
external circuit, positive to negative and thus back
into the loop.
In the right-hand sketch, however, current leaves
the loop via the slip-ring attached to the non-shaded
conductor, making this brush positive. Current
therefore flows round the externat circuit in the
opposite direction. The current flow must therefore
reverse in this circuit every time the non-shaded
conductor commences to move downwards.
From this graph you can see that the induced e.m.f.
and therefore the current, builds up to a maximum
in both directions ; the maximum points occurring

-12
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S1NGLE LOOP GENERATOR WlTH SLlP RINGS

at 3 o'clock and 9 o'clock, that is when the Lines of
force are being cut at right angles. As the conductor
turns either to 6 o'clock or back to 12, so the e.m.f.
is reduced in value, the conductor then travelling
parallel with the lines of force.
The bottom diagram thus represents the alternating
output obtained from one revolution of the loop and
shows the ' Positive Half Wave ' above the horizontal
line with the ' Negative Half Wave ' below the line.

SINGLE LOOP GENERATORCO M M UTATO R.
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SINGLE LOOP GENERATOR WlTH COMMUTATOR
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But as we know, alternating current is no good for
battery charging ; to charge our vehicle battery we
must have a direct current source.
In order to use our generator then, we must provide
some means of reversing the connections to the
external circuit of the generator, so as to make the
current flow one way only in that circuit. This is the
function of the commutator ; and in the simple
illustration we have chosen, our commutator would
consist of a metal ring divided into two halves or
segments.
It will be seen that each conductor as it is moving
downwards in a clockwise direction, will be connected
to the positive brush. Similarly, the upwards moving
conductor is always connected to the negative brush.
The current in the external part of the circuit will
therefore always flow in the same direction - from
the positive to the negative brush. The meter now
indicates current in one direction only.
You can see from the graph that the effect of the
commutator, so far as the external circuit is concerned,
is to transfer the negative half-wave to the positive
side. The commutator in no way affects the points
at whch maximum current is induced, these still being
at 3 and 9.

T H E P R O D U C T I O N O F PULSATING D.C.

The current output obtained from this single loop
generator, aithough being unidirectional or ' Direct,'
will of course fluctuate badly, It will rise to a maximum, fall to zero, and then rise again with the second
half of the revolution. So, instead of using one loop,
we employ several. We must of course still connect
each end of every wire loop to a commutator segment,
so that the current in our external circuit will always
remain unidirectional.
Wjth this arrangement, the induced voltage never
has a chance to fall to zero before the next loop is
moving through the areas of maximum induction and
passing current. Thus an output which is relatively
steady and always at a maximum can be taken from
the machine.

RESULTANT VOLTAGE.

v
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The output from the generator would appear like
this in graph f o m .
The graph shows the series of induced pulses which
become superimposed one upon the other. The wavy
line on the right represents the effective voltage level
at the generator brushes.
Thus the output we use for battery charging is
virtually steady D.C.

T H E ARMATURE.

In practice, the armature assumes the form shown
here. It is built round a solid steel shaft. Laminations are added, forming an iron core. The wire
conductors pass through the slots in the laminations,
the ends of each coil being soldered to serarate segments of the commutator. The laminations shown
are a selection of the various types,
In the right-hand end of the shaft you can see a
keyway, by means of which the generator driving
pulley or gear is keyed onto the shaft.
Thus, in effect, we have many loops of wire which
we can rotate in a magnetic field.
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T H E COMMUTATOR.
This picture of a typical commutator shows the

slots into which the ends of the armature coils are
soldered. The segments are insulated from one
another by strips of micanite.
The commutator is machined to the required size
and the jnsulators are under-cut so that they do not
protrude above the level of the segments and so spoil
the smooth surface on which the brushes run.

T H E BRUSHES.

The charging current is colIected from the armature
via the commutator by means of two carbon brushes
which are positioned on the end-bracket of the
machine.
One brush is earthed directly to the metal of the
end-bracket ; whilst the other is insulated.
Both brushes are spring-loaded and shaped so that
they make good electrical contact with the rotating
commutator.
These brushes are positioned so that they make
contact with those coils passing through areas where
maximum induction occurs.
We shall be referring to the brush positioning more
fully later on.

T H E FORMATION O F T H E MAGNETIC
FIELD POLES.

Having shown you how the armature is built up,
we can now consider the formation of the magnetic
field in which this armature rotates.
Two coils called ' Field Coils ' are placed in position
round two soft-iron blocks called pole pieces or Pole
Shoes. They are so wound, that when current passes
through them, unlike magnetic poles are produced,
North on the left, South on the right.
The current flowing round the field coils i s actually
part of the current generated by the armature windings. You will notice that one end of the field coil
winding is earthed and.ihat the other is connected to
a terminal marked ' F ' - the ' Field Terminal ' of
the generator.
The armature rotates in the magnetic field existing
between these two poles.
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THE FIELD COILS.
In practice we use a pair of field coils such as we
show you here. These are two windings linked
together and the ends brought out at an external
terminal assembly.
One end of the winding is taken to an earth tag,
insulated from the rest of the terminal but earthed by
a rivet to the yoke of the generator. The other end
of the winding goes to the insulated terminal ' F.'

POSITIONING T H E FIELD COILS.

Here you see the field coils and pole-pieces being
placed inside the generator yoke. Each coil is
insulated by taping and held by one pole-shoe fixing
screw. The countersunk hole in the yoke is visible
on the left.

T H E YOKE.
The yoke itself forms part of the magnetic circuit
between the two opposing magnetic poles of the field
coils.
Lines of force circle round from the North Pole
across the air gap, through the laminated iron core of
the armature ; then across the air gap at the other
side to the South Pole. The soft-iron yoke then
completes the magnetic circuit back to the North Pole.
You can see that two distinct paths exist between
the North and South Poles.
The yoke, then, plays a vital part in the magnetic
circuit. You will realise from this how important
the air gaps are to the correct operation of the machine.
Too large a gap will considerably reduce the efficiency.
The pole-shoes too must be properly fitted : they
must seat correctly on the inside of the yoke and they
must be held tightly by the fixing screws. If the poles
are not seating properly, the magnetic flux transference between yoke and pole-shoe will be poor,
resulting in low output. Ill-fitting field poles can
quite easily foul the armature, resulting in binding
and possible damage to the windings.
Our next picture shows how the armature and field
circuits are interconnected.
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THE ARMATURE A N D FIELD CONNECTIONS.

The induced current leaves the armature by means
of two brushes. One brush is connected to earth ;
the other to an external terminal, ' D.' You can see
that one end of the field winding is also earthed ;
whilst the other end is brought out to an external
terminal, ' F.' Thus the armature and field windings
are connected in Parallel (Shunt connected), the
machine being termed ' Shunt-Wound.' For the
generator to build up a voltage suitable for battery
charging, the c~rcuitbetween terminals D and F must
be closed externally. In practice this is done through
a pair of contacts in the voltage regulator.
When D and F are jo~nedand the armature rotates,
the induced armature current is able to flow through
the field coils, thus energising the pole-pieces and
producing the North and South poles of the magnetic
field.

REGULATOR

I
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THE ARMATURE AND FIELD CONNECTIONS

RESIDUAL MAGNETISM.

You may ask how the soft-iron pole-pieces are
initially magnetised to North and South polarity that is, before the machine charges and the field coils
are energised. Each generator is ' Motored ' on leaving the production l.ine, the fields being energised by
an external current source. Afterwards, as we have
seen, the nxtchine is ' Self-exciled ' : that is, it is
able to energise itself by virtue of the magnetism
remaining in the pole pieces.
After the machine has once charged, sufficient
magnetism remains jn the pole-pieces to create a weak
magnetic field. Thus when the armature begins to

rotate, a weak current is induced into the armatule
windings. As these windings are in parallel with the
field coils, current will also fiow through the field.
The magnetic flux existing between the North and
South poles will therefore be rapidly increased,
resulting in increased induced voltage and hence
greater output.
You can see then just how important this ' residual
magnetism ' in the pole-shoes is. Without it, there
would be no generation of current. You may bear
this in mind for when we come to the testing of the
generator.

CHARACTERISTICS O F T H E SHUNTWOUND GENERATOR.

The generator we have described - rhe shuntwound type - quickly reaches its charging speed.
The generated voltage then continues to rise as the
driving speed increases. You can see from the graph
that the output curve is practically a straight line ;
that is, the voltage rises in direct proportion to the
speed.
You will realise why this is so when you recall that
earlier we mentioned that the magnitude of the
voltage induced in the rotating armature windings
depended upon the speed at which the conductors cut
across the lines of force. The greater the speed, the
greater the induction.

-
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Output to speed characteristics'
of a plain shunt wound generator

A further word about the positioning of the
brushes. You will remember that we mentioned
earlier that the brushes in a gentrator are so arranged
as to contact each commutator segment just as the
relative coils are passing maximum current. This
means that the coils in question are a t that time
opposite the pole-shoes, that is, at 3 o'clock and 9
o'clock.
Logically, therefore, there is no reason why the
brushes too should not be positioned at these points.
But, you will notice that they are drawn here at 12
and 6 o'clock, i.e., a t the points of minimum induction
or neutral points.
Generally speaking, the armature is so wound that,
although the conductors in question are passing
through areas where maximum induction takes place,
the ends of each coil group are brought out to segments under the brushes at the neutral points.
There is a good practical reason for this : positioding the brushes in what is termed the ' Geometrical Neutral Plane ' would in theory prevent
sparking when commutation has occurred and the
segment in question is leaving the brush.

I
But in practice a complication arises : what is
geometrically the neutral plane is magnetically not so.
Because the armature windings are passing current,
they produce their own magnetic field, as we have
indicated by the dotted rings. This armature field
distorts the main North-South field of the poleshoes - which we shaU show in the next picture.

T H E MAGNETIC NEUTRAL PLANE.

Here you see the resultant field. Notice how the
neutral plane has been swung round in the direction
of rotation. It is now marked M.N.P., i.e., Magnetic
Neutral Plane. So as to keep the brushes at the
neutral points to avoid sparking, the brush position
too has to be off-set in the direction of rotation.
For the record, this phenomenon of the armature
producing its own magnetic field is known as ' Armature Reaction.'

B R U S H POSITIONING IN PRACTICE.

When we come to the actual production machine
however, we find that an apparent contradiction
arises. The brushes of Lucas generators are positioned
almost in line with the pole-shoes, so that the ends of
the coils have to be twisted through an angle necessary
to bring them from the neutral pIane to the brushes.
We stress, however, that the reason for so positioning the brushes is purely constructiona1 - the
through boIts in this case prevent the. brushes from
being placed in what would theoretically be their
true position.
However, from an electrical point of view, the
theory of the brushes being positioned in the neutraI
pIane to prevent sparking still holds good. They are
displaced physically, merely for the convenience of
construction.
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THE LAP W O U N ~ARMATURE.
'

-

There are two main methods of winding armatures :
' wave winding ' and ' lap winding.' The difference
lies in the actual armature coil to commutator segment
arrangement.
As all our modern production generators are ' Lap
Wound,' we shall sllow you this method only. You
can see what we mean by the term if you imagine the
commutator and the coils flattened out.
The end of one coil is connected to the same segment as the beginning of the next coil. Follow the
coil from segment ' A ' round to segment ' B,' and
then f r o n ~' B ' to ' C ' and so on. The coils are thus
connected between adjacent segments. The current
path, however, is from the brush on segment ' A,'
through the series of the coil windings to the other
brush on segment ' D.' In other words, the output
we collect at the brushes is all the current flowing in
coils ' A ' to ' D.'

1 LAP WOUND ARMATURE CIRCUIT (

ARMATU/RE COILS

COY MUTATOR

LAP
CONNECTED

ARMATURE

\

\

v

ARMATURE COIL INTERCONNECTION.

This picture will give you a further insight into the
method of interconnecting the coils.

The ends of each coil winding are brought out to
the correct colnmutator segment. Follow the numbers
from 1 to 4 and you will see how one coil is joined via
the segment to the next coil.
The winding continues in this manner round the
commutator, two coil ends being soldered in the slots
of every commutator segment.

L A P WINDING

A more practical illustration indicates how the coils
lie round the armature.
Each coil may consist of seven to ten turns, depending upon the type of machine the armature is intended
for. You can see that we have just shown one turn
of each coil for the sake of simplicity.
The number of coils varies with the type of generator,
but the present-day C45 machines for instance possess
14 coils, each one consisting of two windings.
This means that there are 14 slots in tbe armature
core and 28 commutator segments.
GENEF{ATOR INTERNAL CONNECTIONS.

From this picture you can obtain a good idea of
the absolute simpIicity of the modern vehicle generator
in its pr actical form.
Here we are pointing our the electrical connections,
showing, the disposition of the field coils and the field
terminalI, togelher with the commutator end-bracket
complet'e with two Brush Boxes. One of these Brush
Boxes is;'earthed to the metal end-bracket, the other
is insuliited, the external ' D ' terminal being connected (jirectly to it. The Brushes themselves have
flexible leads or ' Pigtails ' which carry the current
to the D terminal and earth respectively via the
Brush B oxes.
The Field terminal assembly is rivetted to the
generatc,r yoke and passes through a bushed hole in
the end-.bracket.
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THE GENERATOR-DIAGRAMMATIC

The generator is diagrammatically represented i n

the manner shown in this picture.
The external terminals D and F are indicated,
together with their connections to the insulated brush
and field coils respectively. The earth brush and the
earthed end of the field coils are connected to the
yoke direct.

T H E GENERATOR BEARINGS.

The generator armature is carried in a heavy ball
bearing a t the driving end, and for all ordinary
applications, a porous bronze bush is sufficient at the
commutator end. For special applicatjons however,
ball or roller bearings are used.
The ball or roller races are packed with grease on
the asselnbly I.ine, requiring no further attention
during service. A n oil-hole or grease filler is provided
for lubricating the bearing bush. (Refer to end of
Part 2 - ' Lubrication.')

VENTILATION.

One further point luust be mentioned in connection
with the construction of generators, and that is,
ventilation.
When the machine is generating current, it is doing
work and producing heat in the armature windings.
If the machine is to work efficiently, giving its full
output, this heat must be dissipated.
To this end, ventilation slots are provided in both
end-brackets of the machine and a special type of
extractor fan is fitted at the back of the driving pulley.
This draws air through the generator ; in via the
slots in the commutator end-bracket and out via
those in the driving end-bracket.
The latest machines have specially designed slots
in the C.E. bracket whicli deflect the air stream
straight on to the commutator and the armature
windings.
In this way,. the cooling is greatly improved, resulting:in a higher output being obtainable.
Where operating conditions are such that ventilation is impossible - fox instance when generators
are used on agricultural and marine equipment - a
completely enclosed machine is employed to prevent
the entry of dirt and water. This enclosure causes

VENTIU?ION
SLOTS

/
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YYU AIR STREAM THROUGH GENERATOR
DRIV~G
PULLEY
AND FAN

the running temperature to be rather high, so that
only a moderate continuous output may be taken
from the machine. The use of a special voltage
regulator is necessary to control the output so that
it never exceeds the rated maximum. The generator
is thus protected against overheating, avoiding damage
to the insulation of the windings.
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PART TWO

Generator types, applications, symbols, maintenance
S T A N D A R D GENERATORS TYPES C39, C45
AND RA5.
We can now consider modern production generators,
that is, the series of stari'dardised generators which
are fitted to practically all British cars, light com-

mercials and tractors now being produced for both
Home and Overseas markets.
There are three main types : C39, C45 and RA.5.
These basic types comprise of 6 and 12 volt models,
fully enclosed or ventilated.

GENERATOR SYMBOLS.

DYNAMO SYMBOLS

But first, a word about the identification symbols.
You can see that the letter - prefixes refer either to
the positioning of the armature or to the shape of
the machine yoke. The numerals 39, 45, etc., as in
the case with starter motors, again refer to the diameter of the yoke.
Suffixes folIowing the numerals, as you will see
later, refer essentially to variations of the original
basic type.
These suffixes may be followed by numbers 2, 3, 4,
etc., which denote internal design modifications.
The symbols illustrated should be carefully studied
as they are of great assistance when handling the
units.

-+r

DESIGN FEATURES.
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There are several points applicable to all our
generators.
They are designed to fit in with the overall
(1)
electrical load of different cars. It is this
load which dictates the type and size of the
generator fitted to a particular vehicle.
(2) The driving speeds are generally arranged to
enable the maximum output of the machine
to be available at an equivaleilt of approximately 20 miles per hour in top gear.
(3) Each generator is designed to work with a
particular regulator or control box.

THE C39 SERIES OF GENERATORS.
The C39 groups of generators made for 6 and 12
volt working may be either fully enclosed or ventilated.
They comprise four machines, the C39P and P2, the
C39PV and PV2.
The fully enclosed or non-ventilated types shown
here, of which there are two, the C39P and the C39P2,
are used mainly Tor Tractor and Marine work and for
any other applications where conditions of excessive
dirt and moisture may be present. In this form,
these generators which have a cutting-in speed of
between 1,050 and 1,200 r.p.m. for the 12 volt models
and 950-1,050 r.p.m. for the 6 volt models, produce
maximum outputs of 11 amperes for the 12 volt and
13 amperes for the 6 volt, both at 1,600 r.p.m. They
will be used for installations where the overall electrical
load on the vehicle does not exceed '9 amperes.
continued
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THE PREFIX
C' CONCENTRICALLY MOUNTED ARMATURE
R A ' RECTANGULAR LAMINATED YOKE WITH
Dl E-CAST C. E. BRACKET

THE NUMERALS
3 9 - 3.9' 0IA.YOKE
45.4.5"
"
"
5.5"
. '

-

THE SUFFIXES

P - LONG 2 POLE TYPE
V = VENT1 LATED TYPE
5 SPECIAL EQUIPMENT

-

(4)

All types are generally ' swung-mounted,'
with nut and bolt adjustment for tensioning
the driving belt.

(5)

The ' cutting-in ' speed - that is, the speed
at which charging of the battery commences
- generally lies. between 950-1,200 r.p.m.
The maximum safe turning speed for all types
is 5,500 r.p.m. The machines are generally
run at approximately one and a quarter times
engine speed.

(6)

ELECTRICALLY, they are all PLAIN
SHUNT, TWO pole machines with Lap
Wound armatures.

T H E C39 SERIES O F GENERATORS. continued

The illustration shows the similarity in appearance
of the two machines ; the difference between them
is that the C39P2 model, which incidentally supersedes
the C39, bas an armature with a Iarger commutator
and also larger end-brackets.
These machines are interchangeable in Service but
it may be found necessary to fit a Longer Belt Tension-

ing link where the P2 is used as a repIacement for the
P model.
The correct Control Boxes for use with these
enclosed generators are the RF97 or the Iater RB107,
both of which are fully sealed against the ingress of
dirt and moisture, together with special electrical
characteristics with which we shall deal at a later
stage.

T H E C39PV SERIES OF G E N E R A T O R S .

v
'

c 99 P'!

T H E C39PV2.

*

The generator shown on the left - the PV2 illustrates a further advance in the ventilating- technique.
It incorporates an armature with a larger diameter
commutator. ' Ducts ' in the end-brackets direct the
air straight on to the commutator and through the
windings. The difference from the earlier P V model
is clearly visible in the picture.
The increased ventilation enables a still higher
output to be obtaiued at a safe temperature.
The unit provides for a maximum vehicle load of
16 amperes. The 12 volt model has a cutting-in speed
of 1,050-1,200 r.p.m. with a maximum output of
19 ampeies at 2,000 r.p.m. The 6 volt model bas a
cutting-in speed of 900-1,050 and a maximum output
of 23 amperes at 2,000 r.p.m.
The Control Boxes for use with the PV2 model
are the RF95 and the RB106 as specified.
U this PV2 generator is used as a replacement for
a PV model, the correct Control Box must also be
used and this subject will be deaIt with in the next
part of the Course - ' Generator Output Control.'

These are the ventilated modeIs of the C39P Series
which we have just described and are basically
similar both as to design and general dimensions.
By providing vents in the end-brackets and incorporating an extractor fan with the Driving PulIey
it is possible to reduce the running temperature of
the machines and obtain higher output. This is the
principal difference between the two types.
The illustration shows the C39PV model which is
designed for use on vehicles with a continuous
electrical load not exceeding 14 amperes. The 12
volt model with a cutting-in speed of 1,050-2,200
r.p.m. has a maximum output of 17 amperes at
approximately 2,000 r.p.m. The 6 volt model has
a cutting-in speed of 950-1,050 r.p.m. and a maximum
output of 21 amperes1at 2,000 r.p.m.

-

THE C45 SERIES OF G E N E R A T O R S .
At the present time there are four types of this
generator in general. use. The enclosed models :
the C45P4 and P5 and two ventilated models C45P4
and P5.
The principal differences between this series of
larger size generators and those we have just reviewed
are : firstly, higher outputs and, secondly, lower
cutting-in speeds.
We show here two of the fully enclosed types which
are widely used for Tractor and Marine work.
The difference between the two machines is that the
P5 model has larger end-brackets. Made generally
for 12 volt working, the enclosed models, with a
cutting-in speed of 900 to 1,050 r.p.m. produce a
maximum output of 13 amperes a t 1,350 r.p.m.
The Control Boxes for use with these two machines
are the RF97 or the RBI07 to the type specified.
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THE C45 PV4 GENERATORS.
In general construction this machine is similar to
the other ventilated models but has been designed for
applications where the driving ratios do not conform
to those of the C39PV models.
For use where the vehicle load does not exceed 17
amperes, it has a cutting-in speed of 900 to 1,050
r.p.m. and a maximum output of 20 amperes at
1,650 r.p.rn.
The Control Boxes are the RF95 or RBI06 to
specification.

T H E C4SPV5 A N D PVSS.

The C45PV5 is similar to the PV4 except for the
provision of additional ventilation by increasing the
size and altering the shape of the apertures in both
the commutator and driving end-brackets.
The PVS5 is a speciaIly finished machine jncorporating Ball Bearings and certain minor design refinements. The Yoke is machined and plated and the
End Brackets are of natural finish aluminium. i t has
generaIly been applied to High Speed Sports and other
special cars.
On these models a very high air extraction rate of
approximately 18 cu. ft. per minute at 6,000 r.p.m.
is maintained.
Both of these generators are intended for use on
vehicles with a continuous circuit loading not exceeding 17 amperes. The cutting-in speed is 900-1,050
r.p.m. with maximum output of 20 amperes at 1,650
r.p.m.
The Control Boxes are again the RF95 and RB106
to specification.

TOP C45PVSS

T H E RA5 GENERATOR.

The last of the three main groups of Lucas generators is the M 5 . It is the largest of our car generators
and came into general use during 1949. It is a very
highly finished machine, orighally fitted to RolIsRoyce and Bentley cars.
The yoke is black finished and the end covers
naturaI aluminium.
You will notice that the machine is rectangular in
construction.
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T H E EXPLODED VIEW RA5.

This exploded view shows the special type endbrackets that are fitted and also the suppression
condenser in the comm. end-bracket on the right.
There is a balI race at the D.E. and roller bearings
a t the C.E. of the armature shaft.
Ventilation is provided by a fan at the D.E. and
ducts in the end covers.

Like the other generators we have shown you, it
is a two pole machine designed for compensated
voltage control working and either the RF96 or the
RB106/1 control box may be used.
The RA5 has a cutting-in speed of 800-850 r.p.m.
and a maximum output of 24 amperes a t 1,500 r.p.m.

GENERATORSERVICEAND MAINTENANCE.

Service and maintenance is concerned with :
(a) Commutator and Brushes.
(6) Commutator End Bearing Lubrication.
Commutators and Brushes on all our generators
require only the very minimum of maintenance to
obtain entirely trouble-free running. The average
brush life on the modern C.V.C. generator is in the
region of 60,000 miles or more under normal conditions.
The commutators themselves are very high1y
finished with diamond tools and the insulators
between the commutator segments are under-cut to
a depth of approximately one thirty-second of an
inch. To obtain the longest satisfactory service jt is
essential to :
(a) Use the correct grade of brush. That is, the
brush originally installed in the machine.
(b) Periodically examine the brush movement to
prevent sticking in the boxes, which causes
sparking and damage to the commutator.

Occasionally clean the commutator surface,
using a soft cloth moistened in petrol. Fine
glass paper may be used to polish the commutator if brush sticking and sparking has
already occurred.
(ri) Lastly, attend to the lubrication.
As already stated, the driving end bearing is packed
with grease and only requires renewal when the
generator is completely overhauled.
A porous bronze bush at the commutator end is
charged with lubricant when installed. Increasing
temperature subsequently releases an adequate amount
of lubricant. Adequate, but not excessive lubrication
a t this point is of some importance. Excessive lubrication will cause oil to be thrown out on to the commutator and for this reason no oil hole is present in
these bushes.
Such little attention as is required should be carried
out a t mileages ranging from 6 to 12,000 as speczed
in the following pictures.
(c)

LUBRICATION.

If a lubricator is fitted to the commutator endbracket, it should be half-filled with high mekingpoint grease every 12,000 miles.
Don't forget to replace the felt pad and spring.
Ball bearing races are pre-packed with H.M.P.
grease and need no further attention.
And, remember, porous bronze bushes are presoaked.
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T H E LATEST 6 I L I N G ARRANGEMENT.

On the latest C39 and C45 generators, however,
the grease lubricator for the C.E. bearing has been
replaced.
An inlet hole is now cut in the end of the bearing
housing for oiling. A felt washer absorbs the oil,
thus acting as a reservoir. Tn addition, an aluminium
washer is located immediately next to the b ~ ~ stoh
prevent any dirt from entering the bearing.
The oil chamber should be filled every 6,000 miles
with a high-quality, medium viscosity engine oil
(S.A.E.30).
..

?

A

..

BEDDlNG BRUSHES TO T H E
COMMUTATOR.

If new brushes have been fitted, they must'%

" bedded " to the commutator.

First lift the brushes and pass a thin strip of fine
glass paper between the brush boxes and commutator,
following the direction of rotation and with the
abrasive surface towards the brush faces. Drop the
brushes and turn the armature by hand for a few
minutes in its normal direction of rotation. Lift the
brushes again before removing the paper, and blow
out the dust with compressed air, still turning the
armature.

NO~L~TD'TE;ILINCL

BCOCU.

BEDDING

DYNAMO

BRUSHES

GENERAL.
' You' will
observe in describing the range of
generators we have ernphasised three points. The
cutting-in speed - the maximum outputs and speeds
and the type of control box used.
With any specified driving ratio, the cutting-in
speed of the generator will determine the lowest road
speed at which the battery will receive a charge, and
thus cutting-in speed is largely influenced by the air
gaps between armature and pole-shoes.
It follows that the correct clearances should always
be maintained and therefore skimming the armature
would seriously upset the characteristics of the
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generator ; the same would also apply to a ' Pattern
Part Makers-,: product which may, or may not, be to
the correo,t-dimensions.
Again, given correct air gaps, the maximum outputs
will depend upon the gauge of wire used and full
number of turns in both field and armature windings.
The significance of the Control Box specifications is
in the number of series turns on the bobbin which will
affect the ampere outputs obtainable from the
Generator. This latter point we will discuss when
studying ' Generator Output Control.'

PART THREE

Testing the Generator
TEST I N S T R U M E N ~ S .

Some time and thought has gone into the development of simple routine Test procedures for general
Checking and Fault Finding on vehicles which is both
quick and effective and, because of its methodical approach, avoids the possibility of important incidental
causes of failure being overlooked.
We have applied such a procedure to generators,
so tbat we can pin down a particular fault to a
particular cause. We may then say with all reasonable confidence : ' Thme's the trouble.'
In order to make our test Routine as widely applicable as possible, the only equipment necessary is a
suitably Calibrated Moving Coil Voltmeter and
Ammeter : no other equipment is required.

THE G E N E R A T O R A R M A T U R E CIRCUIT.
For test purposes we may consider that the

generator contains TWO internal circuits : the
Armature Circuit and the Field Circuit.
THE ARMATURE CIRCUIT which, when the
generator is assembled, may be regarded as the armature itself, the Brushes which bear on the commutator,
the Earthed Brush Box and the insulated Brush Box
which connects to the ' D ' terminal.
If run a t a good speed, the generator, with Field
disconnected, is capable of developing a pressure of
between 2 and 3 volts by virtue of Residual magnetism
alone, providing that the armature windings are sound
and the Brushes properly bearing on the commutator,
and provided tbat these components are free from any
EARTH, OPEN CIRCUIT or SHORTTNG FAULTS.

The voltmeter should be a good quality, moving
coil, portable instrument scaled from 0-20 volts and
a similar ammeter scaled 5-0-25
amperes.
Failure of a generator to charge can be caused by
any of the following faults :
(a) Slipping or defective belt drive.
(6) Loose or earthed external connections.
(c) Sticking brushes.
(d) Short-circuited, open-circuited or earthedarmature windings.
(e) One field coil shorted out.
(f) Both field coils earthed.
(5) Broken field coil lead, i-e., open-circuited.

RESIDUAL VOLTS

2-3

AT CHARGING SPEED

VOLTMETER

THE FIELD CIRCUIT.
BATTERY VOLTS
FIELO CURREH~

Tf we close the field circuit by connecting our
ammeter between the D and F terminals, still leaving
the voltmeter between D and earth, and increase the
generator speed slowly until the nominal battery
voltage of the system is reached (i-e., 6 or 12 volt), the
ammeter should then register 2 amperes.
This reading of 2 amperes at either 6 or 12 volts is
a fair measure of the resistance of our two field coils
in series, providing that no earth, open-circuit or
shorting fault exists on the field coils themselves or
on the connecting leads. We shall shortly be showing
you how this may be applied in practice when testing
a generator on a vehicle.
Before we do this, we must consider if the machine
is being driven correctly -this step will be the first
to take.
Do let us formulate this complete test in a Routine
of operations.
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CHECK T H E DRIVING BELT.
OPERATION 1.

There should be about half an inch to an inch
movement in the belt, tested at this point. And
remember that a belt that is excessively tight not only
strains the generator bearings, but is also liable to
damage the water pump gland.
Make sure too that the belt is not frayed or oily,
as this will cause slip when the generator is under any
appreciable load. One last point : the ' V ' belt must
nor be bottoming in the pulley. If it is, either the
pulley or the belt is worn or both..
A check should also be made at this stage for side
play or end float in the bearings. Make sure too that
the generator leads are securely connected at the
terminals.
This rather obvious fault could well be h e cause of
the trouble.

VISUAL CHECK OF BRUSHES A N D
COMMUTATOR.

OPERATION 2.

The brushes should next be checked to see that they

are free in their holders and under spring tension.

At the same time, the commutator can be inspected
for signs of over-heating, which often results in solder
being thrown from the risers. The commutator surface should appear smooth, but not glazed.

TESTING THE ARMATURE.
OPERATION 3.

Our first electrical test, i.e., to measure the residual
voltage - applies the theory we have already discussed.
The generator leads must be removed as you can
see, and a voltmeter connected between the main
generator ' D ' terminal and earth. The engine should
then be run at charging speed, that is, at approximately 1,200-1,500 r.p.m. when a reading of between
2 and 3 volt should be registered on the meter. This
reading is applicable to both 6 and 12 volt machines.
The earth lead of the voltmeter can be attached to
any convenient good earthing point.
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T E S T I N G T H E FIELDS.
O P E R A T I O N 4.

b

Tlze next step is to connect an ammeter between
the ' D ' and ' F ' terminals, still leaving the voltmeter connected as in the previous test. Increase the
engine-speed slowly, until the reading on the voltmeter is either 6 or 12 volts, i.e., the nominal battery
voltage of the vehicle system. At this point the
ammeter should read no more than 2 amps.
Our picture shows two voltmeters at the top ; the
one on the left reading 6 for the 6 volt system, that
on the right 12 for the 12 volt system. The ammeter
reading should be the same for either systems.
Suppose the ammeter had registered 3 or 4 amps.
instead of 2 amps. This reading could be caused by
either an internal short or an earth on the field coils,
which reduces the resistance of the field circuit and
hence increases the current flowing in it.
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The inspection operations followed by the two
simple Electrical Tests are all that is necessary to
prove the serviceability of the generator.
This test routine is applicable to any type of Lucas
Plain Shunt C.V.C. generator and although not by
any means as comprehensive as a Full Scale Bench
Test, or even proof against ' Flying Shorts ' it wi.11 be
found most effective for everyday ' Trouble Shooting '
work.

----

-

-.
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TECHNICAL SERVICE
OVERSEAS
TECHNICAL CORRESPONDENCE
COURSE
Section 5

GENERATOR OUTPUT CONTROL

INTRODUCTION
Generator Output Control would seem to be a specialised subject of interest and value
only to the Technician.
This is not altogether a fact: some knowledge of what is involved will be of great assistance
to the administrator and stores operator, particularly in reIation to parts ordering and stock
control.
If you have followed through the generator section of this course, you will realise the
important part which the control unit plays. Its combined function is to control the output over
the generator speed range, regulate the current input required by the battery and when
necessary provide additional current to cover the full load demand of the vehicle when Lights and
accessories are in use. Since this control is automatic, it is evident that the control unit is of
considerable importance in the scheme of things.
An iron frame or yoke secures the voltage regulator unit and the cut-out. Although
combined structuraUy, the regulator and cut-out are electrically separate, the regulator unit being
of the electro-magnetic vibrating type. When placed in the generator circuit this unit acts as the
brain of the charging system and regulates the supply of current to suit the various loads which
are imposed upon it.
In order to make this unit suitable for the complete range of generators and vehicles
manufactured, theload windings on the regulator are varied to suit a particular vehicle's electrical
specification, i.e., type of generator, lamp and accessory load, etc. For this reason the control
units are NOT intercbangeabIe as a whole. This is an important point for administrative as
well as technical personnel to keep in mind. A number of the control boxes are closely akin,
and our Inter-changeability List should always be referred to by the technician and the stores
manager in deciding on a suitable replacement from existing stocks, as we11 as helping to decide
what stock should be held.

.

The adverse effects of fitting an incorrect replacement may not be immediately apparent. A
control box with too few load turns may cause the generatcvr to persistently overheat with consequent damage to the commutator brushes and bearings, and in extreme cases a complete burn
out. The fitting of a control unit with too many load turns may cause the generator output to be
insufficient to cover the load and wiIl resuIt in. permanently run down or low charged batteries,
causing premature f 'lure of the battery through hardening of the plates.
%
This should be borne in mind when ordering spares, such as the regulator unit assembly
where the identification number on the bracket must be reconciled to the complete unit and the
vehicle concerned, otherwise the results in service can be most unsatisfactory.
Efficient performance over years of service is largely dependent upon the quality of
the material used in the spring blades and bi-metal strips. Great care is taken with the
specification of these materials and in the quality control of supplies coming in. to the works.
Also a prolonged period of running is provided on all assemblies, to normalize the springs before
final adjustment of the settings. This is just another reason for buying only the original maker's
genuine spares.
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Pn view of the ever increasing demand for electric current on the modern vehicle, recent
developments on generator output control have led to the introduction of the Current Voltage
Control System. This is a fully proved system of control which has been applied to heavy
commercial vehicles over several years and is now coming into use on the larger cars with prospects for its extension to the smaller range.
Briefly, it is a Constant Voltage Regulator with the addition of a separate Current Regulator
which enables the maximum output from the generator to be available for a much longer period
than if the voltage regulator only is used. By this means a discharged battery is returned to a
half charged state very quickly, after which the voltage regulator takes over and proceeds with a
" Tapering Charge " to completion.
Both the Compensated Voltage and Current Voltage regdating systems are fully covered in
the accompanying pages of this Section.
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PA:

Working Principles
GENERATOR O U T P U T C O N T R O L

The generators we have to deal with, you will
remember, are plain, shunt-wound machines. The
main characteristic of these generators is that their
output rises with increasing speed. Remembering
that on modern vehicles the speed a t which the
generator is driven may be anything between 6006,000 r.p.m. the output could quite easily rise above
the safe limits of the machine. Some control of the
output is therefore necessary when our generator is
applied to a vehicle as the source of the battery
charging current, if it is to function efficiently at all
road speeds.

APPROXIMATE BATTERY VOLTAGE : DISCHARGE6

--

--

--

: FULLY CHARGED

GENERATOR VOLTAGE CONTROLLED AT

I2 V.

16 V.

I6 V.

VOLTAGE CONTROL

Now on the modern vehicle how do we achieve this
control of our generator output, so that at all times
the battery is being correctly charged and the generator
kept within its rated output? One fact really provides the key to the problem : the fact that the battery
voltage varies with the state of charge. If now we
could control the generator output voltage at a pre-set
figure over a wide speed range, we should have a
variable voltage at one end of our charging system and
a constant voltage at the other. The current flowing
in this charging circuit would therefore vary with the
varying. terminal voltage of the battery, i.e. with its

state of charge. The difference between the battery
terminal voltage and the generator terminal voltage
would be appreciable when the battery was in a low
state of charge, getting progressively less as the battery
reached its fully-charged state. If the predetermined
voltage at the generator terminals has been correctly
set, in theory we shall arrive at a state where the
battery terminal voltage in its fully charged condition
will exactly equal the generator terminal voltage. At
this point, no current will flow through the charging
circuit, as the back voltage of the battery will equal
the pressure or voltage of the generator.

CHARGING CHARACTERISTICS

T H E CONSTRUCTION OF T H E CONTROL
UNIT
As shown diagramatically in this picture the

You can see from this graph how the charging rate
falls as the battery reaches its fully-charged state,
becoming a trickle charge, in this case of I or 2 amps.,
after 10 hours.
It is also clear that with this system of regulation,
the " Voltage Control System " as it is called, the
battery receives a hjgh charge from the generator
it.
when it ~ o s needs
t
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Voltage Control unit comprises an Iron Frame or
" Yoke" (I) on which is mounted two Iron Bobbin
Cores (2) one (left) for the Voltage Regulator and the
other (right) for the Cut-out Switch.
Let us consider the Voltage Regulator units ; a
pivoted bracket (known as an Armature) (3) is
mounted by means of a Spring Blade (4) on the top of
the main bracket. The horizontal member (5) lies
immediately over the bobbin core and when this core
is magnetised the flat member will be drawn down to it.
In order to prevent it clinging to the core by residual
magnetism a brass plate (6) or a copper button prevents
iron to iron contact. (contintied on next page.)

On the vertical member of this " Armature " a
contact point (7) is fixed to line up with a stationary
contact (8) insulated from the main bracket. Also on
the vertical member of the armature is a spring blade
(9) and this blade lines up with a n adjusting screw (10).
By means of this adjusting screw the pressure between
the two contact points may be varied.
The main D terminal of the generator connects
to the bracket as shown (I 1) and the generator Field

terminal F connects to the insulated contact
point (8). When at rest the two contact points will
be closed, thus completing the circuit between the
generator armature and field.
The contact point assembly of the automatic cut-out
switch (12) is of a generally similar construction but
a single opening and closing operation disconnects and
connects the generator from the battery. In the
normal a t rest position the cut-out points are open
whereas the Field Regulator points are closed.

T H E GENERATOR FIELD CIRCUIT

@

How then, in practice, do we achieve this controlled
terminal voltage at the generator. Well, you know
that the output of the shunt-wound generator is only
obtained when the field circuit is joined in parallel
with the armature circuit, i.e. when terminaIs D and
F are connected. If we then break this D/F connection, that is, break the field circuit, the output will
immediately fall OR.
Here you see the regulator frame and its connection
to the generator. If you follow the circuit from the
gene.rator " D " terminal, through the right-angle
Frame and moving contact to the fixed contact, and
back to F at the generator, you can see that D is
effectively joined to F through a pair of contacts.
Spring tension holds the contacts together, thus
keeping the D/F circuit closed.

GENERATOR FIELD CIRCUIT

REGULATOR SHUNT COIL

REGULATOR SHUNT COIL

The breaking of the contacts is controlled by an
electro-magnetic relay whose winding is connected
across the generator, between terminal D and earth,
that is, in parallel with the generator armature.
Thus, as the generator voltage rises, this shunt winding
will be energised, nagnetising the core, and a point
will be reached when the magnetic pull of the core is
strong enough to overcome the spring tension and
separate the contacts.
Immediately the contacts separate, breaking the
fieId circuit, so the output of the generator falls.
I n turn, the bobbin will lose its magnetic pull, release
the moving contact and, with the field circuit again
completed, the generator output will rise.
When in operation this becomes an alternate rapid
opening and closing of the contacts at a frequency of
between 60 and 100 times per second enabling a very
fine regulation of the generator voltage to be obtained.
The voltage necessary to create sufficient magnetic
effect to separate the contacts can now be controlled
by the spring tension on the contacts themselves.
Thus we can control our generator voltage at a
pre-set figure by adjustment of the spring tension.
And what is more, this control is independent of the
speed at which the generator is being driven, which is
what we set out to achieve.
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T H E REGULATOR POINTS RESISTANCE
Unfortunately, however, we cannot just break a
field circuit when current is passing without causing
considerable sparking across the contacts. Furthermore the generator field would be slow to collapse.
A resistance must therefore be placed in parallel with
the contacts to protect the points against inductive
surges which would occur when the contacts open at
the instant when a comparatively heavy current is
flowing.
When the regulator contacts are closed, then the
resistance is short circuited ; it provides however an
alternative path between D and F when the contacts
are open, thus quickly limiting the induced field
current.

THE CHARGING CIRCUIT IN THEORY

Let us now build-up a charging circuit from what
we have discussed so far. All we need is an ammeter
in se~ieswith our battery, and some sort of switch to
disconnect the battery from the generator when
charging stops. Otherwise the battery would discharge itself through the generator windings.
We have represented this switch here by a pair
of contacts on the right of the picture.
You can follow the circuit from the generator D
terminal, along the extended regulator frame, through
the switch and then through the ammeter to the
battery. The circuit is completed via the battery and
generator earths.

GENERATOR FIELD CIRCUIT
VIA RESISTANCE

THE CUT-OUT

Jn practice of course all this switching is done
automatically by another electro-magnetic relay
called a " cut-out ". The winding for this cut-out
is wound on a separate bobbin on the frame and
connected across the generator between terminal D and
earth. It is, then, a shunt winding as was the regulator
shunt winding - but we stress that the regulator and
c u t o u t are two separate units.
.
You will notice that the entire regulator frame is at
dynamo potential ; in more practical tenns, the
connection from D of the generator is actually attached
to the frame.
When the generator voltage rises sufficiently, the
cut-out contacts are closed against spring tension by
the magnetic pull from the cut-out bobbin and the
circuit between the generator and the battery is thus
closed.
When the generator speed is low or the engine
stationary, the contacts will break, thus preventrng
current flowing back from the battery through the
generator armature windings.
There is one important point to notice : all the
charging current from the generator passes through
the cut-out contacts and through a heavy " series "
winding on the cut-out bobbin. This current assists
I
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the magnetic pull of the bobbin, preventing the cut-out
contacts from chattering once they have closed.
Also, when the generator stops charging, the
momentary reverse current from the battery flows
through this series winding, creating a magnetic flux
which opposes and cancels the existing flux, and thus
quickens the opening of the contacts.

I
CUTOUT

CHARGING CIRCUIT :
VOLTAGE C O N T R O L "

"

CONSTANT

Our regulator and cut-out assembly, that is, our
control box, would now look Jike this. If we follow
the circuit through, starting at the D terminal of the
generator, we first pass to the D terminal of the box
and then to the regulator frame, through the cut-out
when the contacts close, through the heavy series
winding on the cut-out and across to terminal A.
This terminal is connected via the ammeter to the
battery. The circuit is completed by the battery and
generator earths.
Unfortunately, the simple " constant voltage control" system we bave built up has one snag : it
presupposes the use of a generator of very great
generating capacity. If we consider the case of a
battery in a low state of charge, its terminat voltage
will be low. If, in addition, we put a load on the
battery, switch the headlamps on for instance, the
voltage will fall still lower. Under such conditions,
the generator will still endeavour to maintain the
pre-determined voltage set by the regulator and
consequently an extremely heavy current will flow
in the charging circuit, owing to the substanria1
difference between the battery and generator potentials.
In practice this current would be sufficient to burn out
the armature of a standard automobile generator.

"

COMPENSATED VOLTAGE C O N T R O L "

The Lucas " COMPENSATED Voltage Control
System " overcomes this difficulty by automatically
varying the OPERATIONAL voltage setting
of the regulator, so that the difference between
the generator and battery terminal voltages is never
great enough to cause such a heavy current to flow
that the generator would be damaged.
TI-IE REGULATOR SERIES W I N D I N G

In practice, this variation in the operating voltage
of the regulator is brought about by adding another
winding to the regulator bobbin. I n other words, the
charging circuit now continues from the cut-out
series winding, not direct to terminal A, but through
an additional " Series " winding on the regulator
bobbin. This winding thus carries all charging
current flowing from the generator to the battery and
i s wound so that it assists the voltage or shunt coil
of the regulator in pulling apart the regulator contacts. The heavier the current flowing, the greater
wil1,be the magnetic pull of the bobbin, and the sooner
the contacts will open. Thus in effect we have
lowered the voltage a t which regulation occurs: our
generator will then be working at an operational
voltage which is varied according to the current
flowing into the battery.
As the battery becomes discharged and its voltage
falls the charging Circuit Voltage or " LINE VOLTAGE'' will also fall. The action of the COMPENSATING or SERIES winding on the regulator
is thus to limit the charging current to the maximum safe output of the generator.

THE REGULATOR " LOAD TURNS "
If, when the battery is discharged, all the lights,
etc., are switched on, a further drop in the LINE
voltage will take place. T q compensate for this, one
or more additional turns wilI be added to the series
winding and taken to a terminal marked A1 as shown.
These are called LOAD TURNS and only become
effective when the lights and any other external load
are switched on.
In appearance all the regulator units are similar and
mechanically this is so. Also with a very few exceptions the regulator settings are the same.
So, in order to make this standard unit universally
applicable to all types of generators and.ali models of
vehicles it is necessary to vary the number of turns
in the compensating and load windings. The compensator windings must be made to suit the generator
and the load winding to suit the external loads, that is,
the lightihg, etc., for different vehicle layouts.
Thus each type of control box has an identification
number which relates it to the correct generator and
also the vehicle application. For this reason the
control units must not be interchanged except as
recommended in Lucas Interchangeability Lists.

-

FROM

CUT-OUT.

REGULATOR SPLIT SERIES WINDING

CHARGING CIRCUIT : COMPENSATED
VOLTAGE CONTROL

We are now in a position to study the complete
charging circuit incorporating a compensated voltage
control regulator. Let us trace the circuit from the
generator to the battery.
We will start at the generator armature which is
connected to the D terminal on the generator. This
terminal is connected to the D terminal a t the control
box and a metal connecting strip joins the D terminal
to the regulator frame, causing the frame to be at
generator potential. We can follow the arrows from
this point. We pass along the frame, through the
moving contact, then to the fixed contact when the
cut-out points close. The current is then able to
flow through the series winding of the cut-out and
througb,the main regulator series winding, being taken
off at the tapping to the A terminal. The circuit then
continues to the battery by way of the ammeter.
The circuit is completed through the vehicle chassis
and so to the earthed brush of the generator.
You can see how the current for the load circuit is
taken from the very bottom of the regulator series
winding to the terminal A1 and from there to the
main lighting and ignition switch.

.

TEMPERATURE COMPENSATION

.

The regulators themselves, in addition to having
compensating and load turns, are also TEMPERATURE compensated. This, like the regulator
setting, is common to them all, but is not in any way
adjustable
Put in its simplest form, this temperature compensation aims primarily to make the generator
voltage-setting follow the comparative battery voltage
as it rises and falls due to marked temperature
changes.
As the charge proceeds, the generator will heat up
quickly. The temperature compensating feature
enables an extra high charge rate to be applied to the
battery with a cold generator and be maintained until
the generator reaches its maximum working temperature, when the generator voltage is automatically
reduced by the compensator and the charge proceeds
at a normal rate.
To this end, as shown in the picture, a bi-metal strip
is fitted behind the contact tensioning spring. Now
you know that if two strips of metal with different
co-efficients of expansion are welded together and the

:L

NG.

\

I

81-METAL STRIP FllTEB BEHIND
CONTACT TENSIONING SPRING

I

combination heated, the differing degree of expansion
will cause the combination to bend as the temperature
rises and resumes its normal shape when the ternperature falls. Having then applied such a combination of metals to the regulator adjusting spring, we
can obtain a spring tension which will vary automatically with the temperature of the equipment.
The controlling voltage of the regulator will thus be
higher when it is cold than when 'it is hot.
AUXILIARY CIRCUITS

-

AUXILIARY IGNITION AND ACCESSORIES CIRCUIT

REGULATOR -

LOCKNUT

We have now actually finished with the regulator
itself, but there are other features of the control box
which we must consider.
On some control boxes, _additional terminals are
provided to cater for accessories fitted on the vehiclq,
such as trafficators, windscreen wipers, etc.
Extra terminals on this type of box are, fist : the
A2. terminal. This, as you can see, is connected
from the A1 terminal through a fuse marked " AUX "
(auxiliary). Any accessories connected to this terminal will be fed from the battery via the ammeter
through the load turns on the regulator bobbin, with a
fuse in circuit.
Next, the A3 and A4 terminals. The A3 terminal is
fed from the ignition switch, and is thus "live"
only when the ignition switch is on. Both A4
terminals are then fed through a fuse from A3.
Thus auxiliaries connected to A4 will. only operate
when the iguition is switched on. The feed to the
ignition switch itself is from Al, i.e. through the
LOAD turns.

CUTOUT

ADJUSTING SCREW

THE COMPLETE CONTROL: BOX.

We finish this section by showing you a sketch of a
complete control box.
Most of the features we have discussed are, indicated. You can see the two auxiliary fuses; and
the right angle bracket or yoke on which both regulator and cut-out are mounted, regulator left, cut-out
right.
The regulator split$ieries winding is pointed out ;
and the screws for adjusting the spring tension on the
regulator and cut-out.

-

SPLIT SERIES
WINDING

Vv -

2LE.S

COMPENSATED VOLTAGE CONTROL REGULATOR

-

.

PART TWO

Control Boxes -Symbols, Types and Application
The symbols used for identifying the d i e r e n t
control boxes are as follows :R indicates " Regulator
or " Resistance Incorporated."
F indicates " Fuse Box "
J indicates " Junction Box."
B indicates " Box."
2, 5, 7 and 9 " Type of ~ e ~ u l a t o r . "

1 indicates ONE Resistance.
2 indicates TWO Resistances for four pole generators.
5 indicates TWO Fuses.
6 indicates No Fuse.
7 indicates TotalIy enclosed " Plug-in " terminals.
X indicates partial radio suppression - may have a
capacitor only.
S Full suppression, with chokes and capacitors.

RF95, -96, 97, RBI07 A N D RBI0611 C O N T R O L

THE RF96 C O N T R O L BOX

BOXES

This control box also has a moulded base assembly
upon which is mounted a similar LRT9 regulator and
cut-out. Again various split-series windings are
employed.
The 96 is a more recent design than the 95 and is
primarily intended for use with the heavier output
generators, in particular the RA5.
The split-series winding generally has fewer turns
when used with the heavier output generators.
The simplified terminal board of the box is at once
noticeable.
Only terminals required by the regulator and cut-out
are provided ; commencing from the left.
A1 The supply for all external load ; comes from
the Ioad turns of the split-series winding.
A Comes from the main compensating turns of the
series winding.
F Wired to the generator field terminal.
D Wired to the generator main terminal.
E
For the earth connection from the LRT9
assembly.
One or more independent fuse boxes can be fed
from the A1 terminal according to car manufacturers' requirements.

",

We can now review the Control Boxes themselves.
We are concerned with the RF95, 96, 97 and
RBI07 together with RB106/1 boxes.
To begin with, what are their characteristic features?
With the exception of the RB107 they all use the
LRT9 regulator, with a variety of series windings, but
the voltage settings are sometimes special for particular
applications.

THE RF95 C O N T R O L BOX,

This control box co rises a bakelite moulding
upon which is mounted e LRT9 regulator and the
cut-out assembIy. The heavy series turns on the
regulator are divided into the main and load compensating windings.
Two 35 amp. fuses are provided for the accessory
circuits. The one fuse (right) is fed through the
ignition switch. The second (left) has a direct supply
through the load winding of the regulator.
The field points resistance is in the form of a
cartridge placed on the underside of the base.
The terminal layout is indicated in the picture.

1

T H E R E G U L A T O R SPLIT-SERIES WINDING

You will have noticed by now that the number of
series turns on the regulator bobbin varies considerably. We will sum up by saying that, generally, the
higher the output rating of the generator, the fewer
the series turns required. With the RA5 for instance,
the high output generator used by Rolls Royce and
Beatley, the regulator split-series winding has only 1
main turn, and 1 load turn.
At the other extreme, the regulator used with the
fully enclosed, low output generator on the " Fordson " tractor has 6 main and three load turns.
We will stress here and now that no generator wi.11
work correctly unless it is used in conjunction with the
appropriate control box.

THE RF97 C O N T R O L B O X

'

This is a fully enclosed metal box assembly,
designed expressly for use in exposed working
conditions. It is thus well suited for marine and
tractor work.
The LRT9 regulator-cut-out assembly used is
fitted with a " Pellet " type resistance mounted on the
back of the regulator frame and inside the box.
Connections to the box are made by means o f " Plugin " terminals, thus keeping the unit watertight and
dustproof.
The regulator series winding is of interest. You will
notice that it is not a split winding. In other words,
the box is not designed to provide compensation for a
lighting and accessory load, but for use where the
generator output is mostly required for charging the
battery only.
The unit is sealed by means of a Langite Gasket
visible in the picture and the cover is rivetted down.
In the event of it being necessary to open the box the
rivets should be drilled out and the cover re-assembled
and properly re-tightened by means of 2BA or similar
screws and nuts.
The change from a cartridge to a pellet type resistance was introduced to enable the resistance to be

REGULATOR AWUSTMEM

CUTOUT ADJUSTMENT

TACT BLADE

FIXED CONTACT

included within the sealed cover and thus prevent
corrosion and damage from exposure.
The unit is produced in both 12 volt and 6 volt
and mostly applied to tractors.

THE RBI07 C O N T R O L B O X

This recent design of control box is a repla'cement
for the RF97. It has been designed primarily to
give greater ease of adjustment and maintenance and
is now in production for fitting to tractors and motor
cycles. It is specially applicable to marine work. It's
electrical operation is the same as other compensated voltage control regulators.
You can see that the main constructional changes
concern the cut-out and regulator contacts. Both
have been redesigned and positioned above the
bobbins.
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THE RB106/1 CONTROL B O X
This control box is similar to the RF96,but has been
designed for use with the higher output generators
C45PV5 and C39PV2. Xt may have a series compensating winding consistifig of only one main turn
and one load turn.
Neither the RJ3106/1 nor the RF96 should be used
with the lower output, fully enclosed generators, as the
trying to maintain the regulation voltage
with h e series compensation, will be working
latter,
outside their rated output and will thus over-heat.
On the other hand, if the older RF95 both with more
series turns is used with the high output generators,
their maximum output will never be available.
You wirl notice that no fuse positions are provided.
This unit is mostly used for 12 volt working but is
also available for special 6 volt applications. The
most recent development is the fitting of the new type
regulator assembly on to the same base. This
combination is known as the RBI 0612.

#

T H E MCRl A N D MCR2 CONTROL B O X E S

These are two motor cycle control boxes. The
later model is the one on the right, the MCR2 and it
has superseded the earl,ier MCRl on the left.
The standard LRT9 regulator unit with Pellet
resistance is fitted in the MCR2.
Do not forget that the new RB107 box is now also
being used on motor cycles a n d is superseding both
the earlier models MCR l and MCR2.

ADJ USTME NrS IN SERVICE
There is only a limited amount of service work
possible for the motor engineer who will usually
require to work with the components in situ.
The performance of the regulator may be affected
by three factors :). Maltidjustment of electrical setting, usually the
result of tinkering adjustments,

E

(2) Oxidisation of the points due to normal usage.
(3) Incorrect air gaps invariably due to interference.
These troubles can usually be corrected quite easily.
The voltage can be set with the aid of a good Moving
Coil Voltmeter as we shall detail in the next section of
this course and in the following two pictures we shall
show how the air gaps can be checked and the
regulator points cleaned.

PART THREE

Checking the Charging System
SYSTEMATIC C H E C ~ I N G

In the section on generators we dealt with the
electrical tests necessary for checking the machine
itself. We shall now consider the whole of the
charging circuit of which this forms part.
It must first be understood, however, that the circuit
as a whole will not function correctly unless each of
the individual units is in order, not forgetting of

1,270-1290 FULLY CH
lf90- I210 HALF CHA
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course the wiring between them.
In checking for a fault on the charging system,
therefore, we must proceed according to a set plan ;
it is no good tackling the job haphazardly. We must
localise the fault to a particular section, at the same
time verifying the rest of the charging circuit on the
vehicle.
Let us make a start at the battery.

HYDROMETER TEST

We must first check the specific gravity of the
electrolyte in each cell.
The Hydrometer readings for Lucas batteries are :1270-1 290 fully charged.
1200-1210 half charged.
1100-1 120 discharged.
The battery should normally be at least halfcharged.

T H E HEAVY DISCHARGE TEST

The hydrometer test gives us a fairly accurate
account of the state of charge of each cell, but a
further test must be made to make sure that the battery
will supply heavy currents at the required voltage, the
heavy starting currents for instance. For this
purpose, we use a " heavy discharge tester " which
puts an electrical load on each cell. The load, or
resistance, takes at least 150 amperes from the cell in
the case of a car battery, thus reproducing conditions
similar to those existing when the starter motor is
operated. If the hydrometer test showed the cell to
be charged and if, under these test conditions, the
voltage remains constant at approxirnateIy 1.5 to
1.6 volts, we can be sure the cell is serviceable. A
iapidly falling voltage reading indicates a weak cell.
The drop tester should be held in position for about
15 seconds per cell.
We use the same type of tester for motor cycle
batteries, but a smaller load, this time of 12 amps. is
adequate. A load of 300 amps. must be used for
heavy commercial applications.
Having made certain that the battery is serviceable,
let us now test the source of our charging current, the
generator.
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CHECKING THE DRIVING
GENERATOR BEARINGS

BELT

AND

The next operation should always be to check the
driving belt. After all the generator can hardly be
expected to give of its best if it is not being driven
correctly. There should be about half an inch movement in the belt, tested at this point. And remember
that a beIt that is excessively tight not only strains the
generator bearings, but is also liable to damage the
water pump gIaod. Make sure too that the beIt is not
frayed or oily, as this will cause slipping when the
generator is under any appreciable load.
One last point, the " V " belt must not be bottoming
in the pulley. Tf it is, either the pulley or the belt is
worn. A check should also be made a t this stage for
side play or end float in the bearings. Make sure too
that the generator leads are tight at the terminals.

VlSUAL CHECK OF BRUSHES A N D COMMUTATOR

The brushes shaukl next be checked to see that
they are free in their holders and under proper spring
tension.
At the same time the commutator can be inspected
for ghzi~rg,roughness or overheating - the latter
sometimes results in solder being thrown from the
risers. The commutator surface should appear
smooth but not glazed.
'I
-C

TESTING THE ARMATURE A N D BRUSH
C1RCU I T

Our first electrical test will be to see that the armature is operative and the brushes properly contacting
the commutator.
The generator leads must be disconnected as you
can see and a voltmeter connected between the D
terminal and earth.
The engine should then be run up to charging speed
approximately 1500 r.p.m. when a reading of between
2 and 3 volts should register on the voltmeter.
This reading is applicable to both 12 and 6 voIt
units.
7
The earth lead can be attached at any convenient
point preferably the one shown.
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The next step is to ascertain that both the field coils
and leads are operative and not in any way earthed,
shorted or open-circuited.
Connect an ammeter betwee; the D and F terminals
still leaving the voltmeter connected as in the previous
test. Increase the engine speed slowly until the reading on the voltmeter is 6 or 12 volts, i.e., the norma1
battery voltage of the vehicle system. At this point
the ammeter should not read more than 2 amps.
Our picture shows two voltmeters at the top - the
one on the left reading 6 for the 6 volt system and that
on the right 12 for the 12 volt system.
The ammeter reading should be the same for either
system. Suppose the ammeter had registered 3 or 4
amps., instead of 2 amps. This reading could be
caused by either an internal short or an earth on the
field coils, which reduces the resistance of the field
circuit and hence increases the current flowing in it.
CHECKING T H E GENERATOR CABLES

If the generator is in order the next step is to check
the generator cables electrically, unless a complete
visual examinatiori is possible.
Repeat the last two tests to prove both the D and F
cables as far as the Control Box.
First re-connect the cables at the generator and
disconnect them a t the control box termjnals.
Our picture shows the first test, namely the
voltmeter between D and earth. If there is any
doubt as to which is the D and F cables, obviously this
test will prove the point. Only one of the two leads
should give a voltage reading - the D lead. I t will
record the armature voltage previously obtained, if
the lead is intact.
We will take this opportunity of stressing, that if the
D and F leads have been accidentalIv crossed, the
regulator contacts will show very ob4ous sig& of
having passed excessive current. The points will be
badly burnt and in some cases welded together. So
be careful when re-connecting the leads.

CHECKING T H E C O N T R O L BOX

D

We have now arrived at the control'box, and our
first check is to see if regulation is taking place.
The regulating point you will remember 4s the
voltage at which the generator is controlled. The
check must be made with the battery open-circuited.
We therefore insert a piece of paper or card between
the cut-out contacts. A voltmeter is then connected
between earth and the regulator frame which you will
remember is actually connected to the generator D
terminal. Rev up the engine of the vehicle to about
1,500 r.p.m. The voltage reading will increase with
rising speed, until the setting point of the regulator is
reached, when there should be no further increase in
voltage regardless of any normal increase io engine
speed.
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T H E OPEN-CIRCUIT REGULATOR SETTING
The settings should be :-

6 volt set 7.6-8.0 volts.
12 volt set 15.6-16.2 volts.
at normal workshop tempeiature 68°F.
..
Correction must be made if prevailing temperatures
are far removed from 60"-70" as shown in the accompanying table :-

Temperature
12 volt set .. .
12 ,, ,, . .

12 ,,
6 ,,
6 ,,
6 ,,

,, . .
,, . .
,, . .
,, . .

50°F.-10°C.
86°F.-30°C.
104"F.-40"C.
50°F.-10°C.
86°F.-30°C.
104°F.-40°C.

Setting

15-9-16-5 volts
15-3-1 5.9 ,,
15.0-15.6 ,,
7.7-8.1
,,
7.5-7.9
,,
74-7.8
,,

The foregoing method of open circuiting the
regulator will provide a n approximate idea of the
setting, but in order to get a true reading the following
procedure should be adopted.

T O OPEN CIRCUIT T H E C O N T R O L UNIT REMOVE " A " A N D " A 1 " LEADS
The A and A1 leads should first be removed from

the terminals at the control box. This does two
things : it disconnects the battery from the generator
and puts the regulator load winding out of circuit.
In other words, as we are only making a voltage
adjustment, all we want i n circuit is the voltage
ReguIator Shunt (Voltage-Coil). The series turns
would affect the voltage setting and must be out of
circuit if an accurate reading of the voltage setting is
to be obtained.
The A and Al leads will have to be twisted together
after detaching from the control box terminals in
order to provide a feed from the battery to the ignition
coil to enable the engine .to be run.

ADJUSTING TH-E REGULATOR S E T T I N G S

And now that we have put the regulator on opencircuit, its adjustmeat is very simple.
Run the engine at charging speed with the
voltmeter already connected between regulator frame
(Gen. D) and earth. Unlock the regulator adjusting
screw (left) and turn inwards to increase the voltage,
or outwards to lower it. On completion re-lock the
adjusting screw. Reconnect A and A1 leads. Remove card from cut-out points.
, D o not allow the voltage to exceed the maximum of
the tolerance given in the table of settings and temperatures.
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POSSIBLE FAULTS - H I G H V O L T A G E
READl N G

If turning the adjustment screw has no effect
whatsoever on the O/C voltaze and the reading is
righf off the scale, the most likely fault is a bad control
box earth - this is the fault we show in the picture.
There are two other less likely possibilities : an
open-circuit regulator shunt winding or a short
between the D and F terminals. I n all three cases
there can be no regulation of the generator voltage.
Regulation, you remember, depends on the shunt
winding - and one end' of .this is connected to the
control box earth terminal. Also, if the field and
dynamo terminals are shorted a t any point, neither
the regulator points nor the resistance can ever be in
circuit to limit the generator output voltage.

-

.

POSSIBLE
READl NG

FAULTS-

LOW

VOLTAGE

If on the other hand the regulator setting is found to
be low and cannot be adjusted, take a look at the
regulator contacts. In all probability they will be
burnt and oxidised, thus making a good contact
impossible and preventing the generator building-up
it's normal voltage.
If the burning is obviously excessive check the
resistance or examine for crossed D and F leads either
at the control box or generator.

W A R N I N G L I G H T A N D AMMETER
Finally check the operation of the warning light,

the ammeter and the cut-out. And do not forget the
wiring behind the panel, make sure there are no loose
connections or frayed leads. These can easily cause
intermittent or complete failure of the charging
system. The warning light for instance is connected
directly to the control box D terminal and a n earth
on this cable would short circuit the generator
output.
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TO CHECK THE CHARGING CURRENT

If a n ammeter is not fitted to the particular vehicle,
the charging rate can easily be checked by connecting
a test ammeter in series with the A lead. The most
convenient point is at the control box.
To check the battery charging rate see that all
switches are off, the charge should be approximately
as shown i n the guide.
Specijic Gravity
1250 or Lower
1200 or Lower

5A or Lower
8A to 12 amps
15 to 17 amps

As a final check, switch on the full normal lighting
Ioad, i.e. Heads, Sides and Tail. With generator running
at full charging speed the ammeter should lie between
zero and approximately four amperes on the
CHARGE side.
T H E CHARGING CIRCUIT - COMPLETE

And just to remind you what we have been checking,
here is a specir.nea charging circuit.
Our first checks, you will remember, were made a t
the battery : the hydrometer and high rate discharge
tests.
We then checked the generator and the D and F
cables from it to the controI box. We made two
tests : the first with a voltmeter between D and earth
which checked the armature and brush circuit, and
then we added anammeter between the D and F
terminals - to check the field current.
Then, at the control box, we checked the regulator
open circuit settings. We showed you how to adjust
this setting, with the A1 and A leads disconnected and
joined together. We also made sure that the control
box earth was good.
We then checked the operation of the cut-out and
finally the warning light and ammeter. In this
particular circuit, you can see there is no meter
fitted. You remember too how we stressed the
importance of good wiring and connections throughout the circuit.

CHARGING CIRCUIT

CHECKING THE CHARGING SYSTEM

@HEAVY

DIKMARGE
TEST

THE TEST ROUTINE

O~EARINGS
CONNECTIONS

@ PSIMATURE W
@FIELD
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I T

~RCUT

12 CUT-OUT
O
OPERATION

And finally, to summarise the whole business, here
is a list of the operations which should be carried out
in the order shown.

PART FOUR

Current-Voltage Regulators
The increasing number of electrical appliances now
being fitted to the modern vehicle, many of which
consume relatively heavy currents, has made necessary
the introduction of a systeni: of regulation more
positive in its action than the compensated voltage
system.

CHARGING CHARACTERISTICS

This graph will best illustrate what we mean. We
assume our battery to be discharged. As shown by
the broken line curve, with the Compensated Voltage
Control System, charging commences a t a relatively
high rate, but quickly begins to taper off, after which,
the charge steadily falls away as the battery voltage
rises and finally becomes reduced to a " trickle
charge."
With the Current-voltage Control System, however,
the battery is charged at a uniform high rate, thanks to
the current regulator., until the voltage of the circuit
reaches a pre-determined figure, when the voltage
~.egt~lrtor.
commences to operate and the charging
current tapers off until finally only a trickle charge is
delivered.
Having given you the essential differences between
the two systems, let us look at one of our latest current
voltage control boxes, the RB310, so that we are not
attempting to explain the operation of something you
may not have seen.

Current-voltage co~~trol.
of the generator is more
positive because not only is the generator output
controlled a t a safe maximum, but this maximum
output is used to full advantage, being available if
necessary for a longer period at the beginning of the
charge.
30
COMPENSATED
VOLTAGE REGULATOR

20

\
CURRENT VOLTAGE

AMPERES

10

-0

b

2.5

5.0

7.5

TIME-HOURS

-

GRAPH COMPARING CHARGING CHARACTERISTICS
C O M M E N C I N G W I T H DISCHARGED BATTERY

T H E RB3fO CONTROL U N I T

The complete unit consists of a normal cut-out (on
the left), but has two regulators : the current regulator
in the centre, and the voltage reg~llatoron the right.
It is the series-wound current regulator which controls
the sustained initial charging rate and the shuntwound voltage regulator which takes command of the
system when the current flowing in the charging
circuit has diminished in value.

HOW THE CONTROL UNIT F U N C T I O N S

This ControI Box comprises three components :(a) A Cut-out Switch to connect and disconnect the
generator and battery automatically.
A
Current Regulator which allows the generator
(b)
to giveits maximum continuous output for about
one third of the time necessary to recharge
a flat battery.
(c) A Voltage Regulator which takes over control of
the output for the last twg-thirds of the battery
charge and thus provides i 2harge tapering to a
finish.
Each of the items which we have mentioned has its
own separate circuit in the control unit :
(1) The Regulator and Cut-out operating coil
circuits.
(2) The main genexator cut-out circuit.
(3) The Field Regulator Circuit.

We shall now study each component of the control
individually after which it will be simple to follow out
the overall method of operation and understand how
the components combine.
First let us examine the mechanical build-up of the
unit.
CURRENT REGUUTOR

VOLTAGE REGUUTOR

THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE CONTROL
U NITS
The unit is built up from a metal base (I) upon
which is fixed an insulating pad (2), mounting three
iron angled frames each'"with an iron core (3) on
which will be fixed a coil winding.
Let us first consider the Voltage and Current
Regulator Units (on right and centre) which are
basically similar.
A pivot angle bracket (4) - the Armature - on
which is fastened one contact point is mounted by
means of a spring blade (5) in metallic contact with the
main frame. The horizontal member of the armature lies immediately over the bobbin core. On its
vertical member a spring blade (6) is fixed downwards
and coincides with an adjusting screw in the back of
the frame. This armature is the moving member of
the contact set. The fixed contact point is screw
mounted on another and smaller bracket (7) and is also
fixed to, but insulated from, the top of the main
frame. By means of the setting and adjusting screws
the pressure between the pair of contact points may be
varied to provide the requisite voltage and current
settings of the regulators.
The main D (Armature) terminal of the generator
connects to the frame of the Voltage Regulator (8) and
thus to the moving contact point (9). The fixed point
(7) is interconnected with the fixed point of the Current
ReguIator (10) and the current regulator frame
connects directly to the F (Field) terminal of the
generator.
When at rest the two pairs of contacts will be closed
thus completing the circuit between the generator

armature line and the " Field." In this condition
the generator will charge, but immediately either of
the contact pairs is opened by the magnetic pull from
the Coil bobbins, the field circuit will be opened and
the generator will cease to charge.
When in operation this becomes an alternate rapid
opening and closing of the contacts at a frequency in
the order of 60 to 100 times per seco~ld,enabling a
very fine regulation of the generator Field to be
obtained.
The contact point assembly of the automatic cut-out
switch -left - is of general similar construction but
a singIe opening and closing operation connects and
disconnects the generator from the battery. In the
" At Rest " position rhe cut-out points are open
whereas both pairs of Regulator points are closed.

T H E REGULATOR A N D C U T - O U T
OPERATING WINDINGS
The electro-magnetic relays whch operate the
cut-out switch contacts (A) and the voltage regulator
contacts (B) are energised or " excited" by coils of
fine enamelled wire mounted on the respective bobbins
and permanently connected across the generator main
circuit, i.e. " jn shunt."
When the generator " builds " a sufficiently high
voltage the current flowing in these windings induces
a magnetic field in the cores of sufficient strength to
pull down the armature and close the contact points,
in the case of the cut-out, and separate them in the
case of the voltage regulator.

THE GENERATOR A N D C U T - O U T CIRCUIT
The current path from the generator D terminal (or
armature) is taken direct to the frame of the voltage
regulator unit. From there a heavy gauge copper
wire is taken to the current regulator and a specfied
number of turns of the conductor wound around the
current regulator bobbin. The conductor is then
taken to the cut-out bobbin where several turns are
made before it connects to the moving cut-out point.
From the fixed cut-out point the conductor terminates
at the terminal (B) thus completing the current path
from generator to battery.
The turns of this series winding on the cut-out
bobbin are wound in the same direction as the
previously mentioned Shunt winding and so increase
the pull, thus holding the contacts together tightly.
The Shunt coil closes the cut-out points at 12-7 volts
on the 12 volt system and current in the series winding
holds them down.
When the generator ceases to charge and the voltage
falls, these points should re-open at between 9 and 10
volts. A reverse current will commence to flow back
from the battery into the generator windings. This
reverse current de-rnagnetises the core and immediately
throws the armature off, thus opening the contact
points.
THE

GENERATOR

FIELD

REGULATION

Cl RC UI T

To make the generator " build " it is necessary to
connect the Field coils to the generator main circuit,
i.e. connect terminal F to D.
As shown in this picture the F terminal at the
generator is connected to the frame of the current
regulator. From the frame we pass to the moving
contact point, from the fixed contact point through a
number of turns of wire on the upper part of the
voltage regulator and then to the fixed contact point
of the voltage regulator. We continue from the
moving contact on the voltage regulator to its frame
which is the generator main connection (D). Thus
the field circuit is connected through two pairs of
contact points " in series " and if either is opened
the field circuit will be broken or " opened." When
this occurs a heavy destructive flash would take
place at the co~ltactpoints and quickly damage them.
To prevent this, a resistance is connected between D
and F as shown. This provides an alternative path
for the 6eld current, but in passing through this resistance however, it is considerably weakened.
The turns of wire shown at the top of the voItage
regulator bobbin -right - form what is termed a
"Bucking Coil" and simply serves to steady the action
between the two sets of field points.
It can now be seen that the action of the voltage
regulator is controlled by the shunt coil and the
bucking winding together.
The current regulator is entirely controlled by the
heavy turns of wire which carry the total current from
the generator.
Finally it should be observed that in the normal
rest position both pairs of regulator contacts are
closed; that is, the field is fully connected.
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GENERAL METHOD OF OPERATION
Assuming a flat battery in circuit.
Immediately the generator is run up it builds a
voltage. When this rises to' 12.7 in the case of the 12
volt unit the shunt coil of the cut-out is sufficiently
energised to close the cut-out points (A) against the
pressure of the adjusting spring.
Current will then flow to the battery and increase
directiy with generator speed. By the time the
generator output reaches the permissible maximum,
the current .regulator cojl (B) is sufficiently energised
to pull down the current regulator armature against
its spring setting and so open the contact points,
breaking the field circuit. The generator voltage
then drops, the exciting current in the coil weakens and
the regulator points close again allowing the voltage to
rebuild. This opening and closing cycle continues
at between 60 and 100 operations per second, thus
limiting the total generator output to a safe maximum.
By the time the battery is something over one third
fully charged its terminal voltage will have risen,
resulting io a general rise in the line. voltage,, i.e.
between generator and battery. When the line
voltage reaches the correct value the voltage regulator
coil (C) is sufficiently energised to pull down its
armature against the spring setting. This set of
field contacts will open and then be put into a state of
vibration which will reduce and limit the generator
voltage. As the battery, and consequently the line
voltage, continues to rise, the field point vibration will

increase in amplitude and keep the generator voltage
at a safe maximum.
In this condition the difference between generator
and battery voltage continues to become less and the
current from the generator is fiplly reduced to trickle
.
charge proportions.
From the moment that the voltage regulator points
come into operation, the current from the generator is
so reduced that the current regulator will no longer
operate, and its contact points will remain closed.

THE BUCKING COIL

The bucking coil, as you can see, is wound in series
with the two sets of contacts in the field circuit. It
thus passes field current. The winding consists of a
few turns of thick copper wire, so wound as to assist
the shunt coil of the voltage regulator. In increasing
the ampere-turns of the bobbin, it therefore influences
the operation of the voltage regulator contacts,
quickening the break and increasing the frequency of
vibration. This serves to stabilise the operation as
a whole, smoothing out and steadying the generator
output.
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CONNECTING POINTS AND
ADJUSTMENTS

Let us now examine some of the constructional
details of the RB310 current-voItage regulator. The
points we shall mention also' apply to the RB320
which is identical in operation and very similar in
construction.
The first point to note is that there are only three
terminals : D, F and B, reading from left to right in
the picture. The earthing of the box is done through
the fixing screws to the metal base of the assembly.
The fixing holes are provided with rubber cushioning.
The cut-out is iemperature-compensated by means
of a bi-metal strip attached to the back of the armature
tensioning spring.
The voItage regulator is also temperature-compensated by means of a bi-metal strip.
The current regulator has no ternperature-compensation.

Adjustment screws for the armature tensio11.ing
springs, that is, for adjusting the electrical settings, are
located in the usual position at the back of the
frames.
The mechanical settings f o the
~ two regulators are
controlled by adjustment screws over the tops of the
bobbins.

THE CONTACTS RESISTANCE

The points resistance is located under the base. It
must of course be insulated from it, the latter being a t
earth potential.
On the 12 volt system the resistance used is a 63
ohm and on rhe 6 volt 50 ohms, and this rating is
stamped on the body of the resistance itself.

T H E RB30O CONTROL U N I T
The RB300 is a current-voltage regulator, designed
especially to control 6 volt automobile generators

rated at 30, 35 and 40 amperes. It is directly interchangeabIe with Auto-Lite or Delco-Remy units of
equivalent ratings, but due to.different field connections is NOT a replacement for FORD units.
I t is a " multi-set " regulator, having three settings
for 30, 35 or 40 amperes respectively. You can see
the adjustment on the back of the current regulator.

THE CURRENT ADJUSTOR

This shows you a close-up of the adjustor.

NOMINAL SETTINGS OF CURRENT REGULATOR
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TERMINAL C O N N E C T I O N S O F T H E RB3OO

Please note the different terminal markings : " B "
- battery, " F " -field, " A " - armature (i.e. normally the " D " terminal).

.

CHECKING T H E CURRENT
C O N T R O L REGULATORS

VOLTAGE

To check or adjust these units it is essential that a
good quality moving coil voltmeter and ammeter
should be available. It is also very necessary to see
that these instruments are maintained in an accurate
state.
Within our experience an extremely simple test set
which may be made up, or purchased, as illustrated
has been found the most satisfactory arrangement for
use in the service gat-age.
In this set a 3q" Scale Moving Coil Ammeter
calibrated 5-0-50 amperes and a similar voltmeter
calibrated 0-40 volts have the correct size of very
flexible leads and clips permanently connected ready
for use, the assembly being accommodated in a sheet
steel box with detachable cover, thus safeguarding the
instruments against accidental damage in service.
Without suitabIe instruments NO adjustments to
these control boxes should be attempted.
In every case before interfering with the Control
Unit preliminary checks on the Battery, Battery
Connections, Generator and Generator Driving Belt,
together with an inspection of the generator and
control unit cables should be made. If these are
in order proceed to test, firstly the Current
Regulator and secondly, the Voltage Regulator as
outlined.

C H A R G I N G TROUBLES

Unsatisfactory performance of the charging system
will generally fall within the following categories :(I) No output.
Causes : Defective generator drive. Defective
generator. Defective generator
wiring or conCrol box fault.
(2) Low output :
Causes : Defective drive, generator or control
unit.
(3) Battery continually discharged.
Causes : Defective battery. Low mileage.
Defective generator drive or generator. Incorrect settings
- a t the control unit.
High
output
to commence, with a quick " Fall
(4)
Off."
Causes : SuIphated battery plates, or incorrect
voltage regulator setting or high resistance connections on the line, particularly battery and
other main earth connections.

CHECK A N D
REGULATOR

ADJUST

THE

CURRENT

Method 1.
Operation 1.
Place a crocodile clip across the contact plate to
the frame of the Voltage Regulator as shown in the
ilIustration to short out the voltage regulator con.
tacts electrically.
Operation 2.
Disconnect the A (Battery) terminal at the Control
Box and connect in the ammeter.
Operation 3.
Run the generator at fill1 charging speed approximately 2,000 r.p.m.
Operation 4.
Check the current reading which should be as laid
down in the table for the appropriate generator on the
vehicle.

Operation 5.
If ammeter reading is either HIGH or LOW try
adjustment of the Regulator.
Unlock the adjusting screw in the back plate and
screw in to increase output. Unscrew to reduce
output. Observe ammeter reading carefully and
re-lock the adjusting screw' on completion.
If O.K. rev up generator to approximately 4,000
r.p.m. and output should remain about constant.
If O.K. reduce speed to " Tick-over."
Method 2.
If a Rheostat is avaiIable capable of carrying 35
amps without overheating, proceed as follows:

Operation 1.
Connect 1oad.Rheostat accross battery terminals.
Operation 2 to 5 : As above.
CURRENT REGULATOR ELECTRICAL
SETTI NCS

The current settings, for the standard generators,
are as foIlows :6 volt . . C45PV-5 . . 33 amps. & 14 amps.
. . C45PV-5 . . 22 ,, & 1 amp.
12 ,,
12 ,,
. . C39PV-2
f 1 amp.
. . 19 ,,
12 ,,
. . C47PV
. . 30 ,,
f If amps.
The RB300 current setting is 30, 35 and 40 amperes.
Note : The lights should NOT be switched on
during this test with the voltage regulator
shorted our and the engine running.

TO C H E C K A N D ADJUST T H E VOLTAGE
REGULATOR

Operation 1.
Remove the test ammeter and leave the A (Battery)
lead disconnected. Also remove clip from under
the regulator armature.
Operation 2.
Connect voltmeter between D terminal (Gene~~ltor
armature) and EARTH.
Operation 3.
Raise gene~ator speed slowly to approximately
1,500 r.p.m. Voltage should rise and steady itself
with a slight kck. According to temperature this
reading should be as outlined in corresponding table
for " Current-Voltage " Regulator settings.
Operation 4.
If any adjustment is required do not increase speed
above 2,000 r.p.m. Unlock the unadjusting screw
on the back plate of the bracket and screw inwards to
increase voltage, outwards to lower the voltage.
When corrected re-lock the adjusting screw. Reduce
speed to " idling."
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VOLTAGE REGULATOR ELECTRICAL SETTINGS
The standard Open Circuit Voltage setting with the generator running ad appfox. 1500 i.p.m. are as follows :-

'TeAperate
Cold Climate
Temperate Climate
Hot Climate
Equatorial Climate

(50°F.)
(68°F.)
(86°F.)
(104°F.)

12 Volt

..
..
..
..

,.
..
..
..

..
..
..
..

14.5-15.1

14.2-14.8
13.9-14-5
13.6-14.2

6 Volt

volts
,,
,,
,,

7.3-7.6 volts
7.2-7-5
7-1-7-4
7.0-7-3

,,

,,
,,

74-7.3 volts @ 20°C. for 6 volt regulators for ' HOLDEN '
Setting or adjusting must be done as quickly as possible in order to preclude heating effects which would introduce
errors into the setting.
Wllen the generator speed is raised to 3000 r.p.m. the voltage must not rise above.
16.0 volts @ 20°C. for 12 volt regulator
8.0 volts @ 20°C. for 6 volt regulator

FINAL CHECK TEST OF THE CHARGING
RATE

-7

Leaving voltmeter connected, insert ammeter again
(between terminal fi (Battery)) and the " A " cable.
Steadily increase engine speed when cut-out should
close at 12.7 volts and the charging rate build up with
increasing speed.
Switch on full lighting load and the ammeter reading
should reach the maximum rated output of the
genera tor.

C U T - O U T SETTING

Cut-in
Volfage

12 volts
6

5 5 . .

,

. . 12-7-13.3 volts 9.5-10.5 volts
. . 6.3-6.7
,, 5.2-5.7
,,

CONCLUSION

Having obtained a pretty fair idea of the various
forms of generator control units and their working it
may be desirable to add a note of caution.
The successful servicing of these important components does not rest entirely upon an adjustment
here and there. The success of any of the servicing
operations outlined depends entirely on having made
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Drop-off
Voltage

an adjustment which is stable and permanent in its
subsequenr working. For this reason only a lirni.ted
amount of work can be successfully executed in the
general garage. If the control unit, for example, will
not respond to the adjustments outlined an exchange
should be made and the original unit subjected to
bench examination in a properly equipped electrical
workshop.

*

,
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VEHICLE WIRING CIRCUITS
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The electrical circuit of the modern automobile can appear most complex to the uninitiated.
Careful study however, of the wiring diagrams produced by the Lucas Organisation and the
Vehicle Manufacturers will allow the student to study the various circuits both individually and
as a whole. The study of each circuit separately before tackling the complete job, is perhaps the
best method for the student to adopt, as with few exceptions the electrical system of a motor
vehicle can be considered as a series of simple circuits, as for example the Lighting, Charging and
Ignition circuits. Having grasped the fundamentals of these circuits it is then possible to consider
as a whole the complete Wiring Harness or Wiring Loom.
Motor vehicle wiring has been, and continues to be, subject to many changes, mainly to
facilitate speed and convenience on the vehicle assembIy lines. With the introduction of snap
connectors and separate junction boxes, cable assemblies can now be made up as subsidiaries to
the main loom. This considerably assists the manufacturer, whose vehicle in these days of mass
production, is often produced at separate branch works in the form of units, i.e. engine, chassis
and body, before final assembly. It will be readily seen therefore, that these harness subassemblies play an important part both in the initial layout and later in service where rewiring
of a damaged section becomes necessary.
Let us now consider the means of identification of this multiplicity of cables. As we have
stated, the electrical system is a series of simple circuits, each consisting of the component, its
switch and three wires, feed, switch wire and return. The Lucas colour scheme of identification
for British cars is based upon this principle. Feed wires carry braiding of a main colour only,
switch wires have a main colour of feed with a coloured tracer woven spirally into the braiding
and return or earthing Ieads are black.
These then are the basic principles whch will be enlarged upon in the following pages of this
section of the course.
For the administrator and store keeper the sections dealing with cable sizes, their current
carrying capacity, protective sleeving, rubber grommets will be found invaluable as a general
guide when considering the materiats to stock, particularly where the rewiring of vehicles is an
essential part of the service offered.
In compiling this section on wiring circuits, as installed on modern British cars, we have
reduced the technicalities of the subject to a level that should be easily understood by all students.
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PART ONE

Wiring Principles
SIMPLE ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT

?

me typical electrical circuit as we know it comprises any component, such as a lamp for example,
connected to a supply -which may be a battery - by
two wires or cables ; afeedbvire and a return. Any
electrical installation employing this arrangement is
known as an insulated return system, and for some
;ime the electrical equipment on vehicles folIowed this
principle.

J,

EARTH SYSTEM

-1

-

An alternative arrangement suitable for many
applications, uses an insulated cable as a feed wire to
the component, the return being obtained via earth,
which on a vehicle is of course the steel chassis.
Such an arrangement reduces both the amount of
cable necessary and the complexity of the wiring
circuits.
This single pole or earth return system soon became
standard practice for vehicle work in general. But

. ---

I

RETURN

1

INSULATED RETURN SYSTEM

for many of the larger vehicles such as passengercarrying and certain heavy commercials, which include
petrol carrying vehicles, theiinsulated return system is
still used.

NEGATIVE EARTH SYSTEM

With the earth return system the orthodox arrangement was to earrh the negative pole of the supply, and
this became known as the single pole negative earth
system, which was used for vehicle work for several
years - on British vehicles up to about 1936.
POSITIVE EARTH SYSTEM
CHASSIS RETURN

/ / / I / / / / / / /
NEGATIVE

EARTH SYSTEM

FEED

MEG.

0

P 0 5.

/////////////r/r
CHASSIS RETURN

POSlTlVE

It was then found that certain specific advantages
were obtained by earthing the positive pole of the
battery instead of the negative. Thus we had the
introduction of the positive earth system, which is
almost universally used to-day, except for those
specialised vehicles previousIy mentioned.
One of the main advantages gained by earthing the
positive side of the supply is that the polarity of the
spark plug central electrode is made negative, which
results in improved spark plug performance and longer
service life of the spark plugs and the H.T. cables.
At the battery itself the formation of electrolytic
sulphation at the positive lug is reduced, and also the
marked tendency to electrical leakage from the cells
to earth, the result of the presence of acidulated
moisture. The corrosion effects at switch contacts,
cable connectors, soldered joints, etc. are also reduced,
especially under conditions of excessive humidity.

EARTH SYSTEM

CONNECTING U P A N D TERMINAL
MARKINGS
A point to be remembered is that this reversal of

polarity makes no difference whatsoever to the
working of the system or testing for faults, but it has
to be borne in mind when fitting the batteries and
connecting up cables. Terminals are all properly
marked without reference to the polarity, as shown
in our picture, i.e. the dynamo and field terminals
D and F. (The D terminal being the larger of the
two,.
P O S I T I V E EARTH RETURN
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METHODS OF 'WIRING

Now we come to the cables and the method of
wiring which is generally by means of a harness. We
shall confine ourselves to British vehicles, although
most others follow the-same general. pattern. Our
picture shows a wiring loom in course of manufacture.
Multi-coloured cables are employed as a means of
facilitating assembly both a.t the electrical manufacturer's works, and also on the vehicle makers' assembly lines.
Next, the cables are grouped togeiher and braided
into loolns with individual conductors emerging
where required, thus forming main, branch and trunk
cables.
The development of this arrangement not only
facilitates assembly but also provides considerable
protection against chafing on metal edges and subsequent wiring faults in service.
Additionally, sub-assemblies such as the complete
car body, or say a steering column may be fully
assembled and wired before being positioned on the
vehicle. To facilitate the fitting-up, various junction
boxes and snap connectors are now widely used.

~1rNOIO

JUNCTION B O X E S A N D CABLE
CONNECTIONS

For general purposes, a range of junction boxes and
cable connectors is freely available.
The snap or spring connectors shown, greatly
facilitate re-wiring and general service work. They
are made in numerous combinations.
These spring connectors must be borne in mind
when fault finding.

!
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LOOM
On solne vehicles one complete wiring Ioom may be
used ; on others as many as four separate looms one main and two or three subsidiaries are needed and
these are finally connected up to the main loom by
means of snap connectors or junction boxes. Altogether there is a vast variety of wiring looms made up
for different makes and models.
So, unless the vehicIe is special.ly laid out, the
stocking and general use of wiring looms is not
practicable. For this reason the renewal of damaged
handled in
wiring is more easily and eco~~oinically
service by putting in single cables and employing
either junction boxes or snap connectors to rejoin
to the undamaged parts of the existing loom.
ABI

SIhRTER PUSH

I

I,

-:

,

Now before going into circuits and colour schemes,
let us examine the types of cables which should be
available before embarking on any vehicIe wiring
repair work.
They fall into three groups :
1. Starter cables, of which there are three sizes.
-

.

2. Car wiring cables, of which there are four popular
sizes and as many colours as can be conveniently
stocked by the average motor trader.
3. Ignition cables which are subdivided into two
types :
(a) High tension cable, i.e. for spark plugs, etc.
(b) Low tension cable, for primary, or low voltage
circuits.
.-

.

STARTER CABLES
1 . The most generally used pattern is a fairly light

type of jute covered cable as shown. This comprises 37 strands of No. 20 SWG tinned copper
wire.
It is suitable for most light vehicle work where the
starter motor current does uot exceed 400 amperes.

I

2. Used i n conjuncticn with this is a similar size earth
braid which should always be fitted between engine
and cl~assisas a bonding strip when rubber engine
mountings are used.
This standard braid is also suitable for use as the
earth lead from the positive terminal of the battery
to the earth connection on the scuttle or chassis.

STARTER CABLES

--

-

-

EARTH BRAID

3. The two heavier starter cables are of similar construction to the light one, i.e. jute covered, but have
61 strands of No. 20 or 18 SWG, and are used for
starter currents up to 700 amps.
Where this size cable is used for the starter supply,
further lengths should be made up as a bonding
strip and also as the battery earthing lead.
CIRCUIT W I R I N G CABLES

a

1-

Next we come to the cables necessary for general
viring on the vehicle.
These are all special cables for the work, and com,rise a number of copper strands in rubber and fabric
heaths, specially treated to be highly resistant to
petrol, water and oil. Such cables are freely available
on the market as auto-cable.
There arefive sizes of cable altogether in general use
on the 12 volt system, but for most purposes three are
commonly used. These are :1. The battery feed circuit cable, comprising 44
strands of -012 copper, generaIly described as
441012. This cable has a current carrying capacity
of approximately 22 amperes.
2. Main generator or head lamp circuit cables, comprising 28 strands of .012 copper (281012) with a
current carrying capacity of 14 amperes. For
most purposes this is adequate.
3. Side and tail lamp wiring, accessory, ignition and
generator field circuits comprising 14 strands of
412 copper (141012) with a current carrying
capacity of 7 amperes.
4. For panel lamp wiring and other incidentals a
cable comprising 9 strands of .012 copper (91012)
is the most convenient size.
It should be realised that this is only a general guide
to the cables used in the different circuits. New

65 & 44/.012-22

141.012-7

AMPS

AMPS

vehicles with Lucas wiring are carefully studied to
determine the correct cable sizes. Where long
lengths of cable are used, a larger gauge wire may be
necessary to prevent excessive voltage drop.
For example, a vehicle with an exceptionally long
cable run for the battery feed, six feet or more, may be
installed with an oversize cable, such as 651012. If at
any time this cable has to be renewed, a similar size
replacement should be installed. This last ruling
also applies to re-wiring on vehicles equipped with the
6 volt system, particularly if voltage drop trouble is
encountered.
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EQUIVALENT CABLES - CURRENT
CARRY1N G CAPACITY

It may be useful to examine how the cable sizes
which have been given, conlpare with similar cables
identified by other standards of measurement. Some
cable manufacturers describe their cables in terms of
standard wire gauge and this illustration shows the
equivalent sizes which will carry the same amount of
current.
For example :-Our 441012 will compare with 44
strands of 30 SWG wire or 100 strands of No. 36
SWG, all having the same cross sectional area of
copper which determines the amount of current
which can be carried with a specifled minimum
voltage loss, i.e. voltage drop.

CAR TYPE CABLES
9/.012 (30 SWG) EQUIV.

23/36

14/*012 (30 SWG) EQUIV.

48/36

281.012 (30 SWG) EQUlV.

70136

44/*012 (30 SWG) EQUIV. IOQ/36

IGNITION CABLES

1. The 7 m l ~ nhigh tension rubber cable is generally
used for spark plugs and distributor or magneto
leads.
There are numerous grades of this widely used
cable at varying prices, but it is always good policy
to buy high quaiity in order to obtain maximum
durability in service. This avoids failures as a
result of deterioration and cracking, which may
cause elusive and annoying misfiring or, perhaps,
complete breakdown.
The top t h e e cables shown in the illustration
are Lucas H.T. cables which all use Neoprene outer
casings. This material has proved t o be the best
possible protection against heat, oil, petrol and
water.
2. The 4 and 5 mlm low tension cables, which will

& Tension,

,

7mm
-- - +Ugh Tongan,,

A

carry up to about 7 amperes, are widely used for
motor cycle work and are equally suitable for any
exposed working conditions, where the cable is not
subjected to oil or petrol.
We have mentioned altogether ten cables, commencing at the heavy type starter cable carrying up
to 700 amperes, and finishing with the 4 and 5 m.m.
mainly used on motor cycles. These ten different
sized cables, together with earth braid, constitute the
minimum range which should be stocked for general
motor work.

4

PART TWO

-1

Individual Wiring Circuits

THE WIRING CIRC'UITS
Whilst a car wiring layout as a whole may appear
cornpricated at first sight, the complete arrangement
may be broken down into separate circuits as

follows :1. Battery and Starter Circuits.

3. The Charging Circuit.
4. Lighting Circuits.
5 . Accessories Circuit.

CIRCUIT I D €NTlFlCATlON - BATTERY,
I G N I T I O N A N D CHARGING

appropriate coloured tracer.

T o distinguish these circuits, a distinctive coIour
scheme is used.
The value of such a colour scheme on the car
assembIy line is obvious, and, once it is understood, it
is of equal value in service fault finding. So before
we discuss all the wiring circuits we must know
about the colours employed.
Eight basic colours are used as follows, with an

1. Plain, brown cable or brown with coloured rracet*
in it, is used as the current supply or feed wire to
a I1 services.
2. White for the ignition circuit, and all component
feeds which are essential when the ignition is
switched on.
3. Yellow or yellow with coloured tracer is used for the
generator and field circuit.

CIRCUIT IDENTIFICATION. LIGHTING
A N D ACCESSORIES

4. Red for the side and tail lamp circuits, starting
from the lighting switch.
5. Blue for the headlamp lighting circuit, also starting
from the lighting switch.
6. Purple is used for the auxiliary circuits which are
fed from the ammeter and protected by a fuse A2.

P

2. The Ignition Circuit.

7. Green is used for the auxiliary circuits which are
fed through the ignition switch and protected by a
fuse, A4.
8. Black is used for the earth circuit. That is, if.a
component is not fixed directly to the chassis, a
cable must be taken to a good earthing point on
the chassis, and this cable will always be black.

We can now deal with the wiring circuits as applied
to modern vehicles.
Generally, the electrical system of a motor vehicle
can be considered as a series of simple circuits, each
consisting of the component (I), its switch, (2), and
three wires, comprising the feed, switch wire and
return (3), this return being provided by the frame of
the vehicle, although, in the case of components
insulated from the chassis, an earthing lead is also
necessary.
Some variations are to be found, such as fuses, twoway switching and so on, but the principle of feed
wire, switch wire and return remains, and it is upon
this that the Lucas wiring colour scheme is based.
Feed wires carry braiding of a main colour only.
Switch wires have the main colour of feed with a
coloured tracer woven spirally into the braiding. The
return or earthing leads are black.
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LUCAt

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
01 -4-

HOME AND EXPORT MODELS
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THE STANDARD WIRING
DIAGRAM

Here we have a typical wiring diagram
of which there is one published for
most models and makes of vehicles.
These diagrams are of considerable
value in service, but a certain amount of
difEculty may be experienced by the
non-specialist in fol1owing them out.
It is however, quite simple if each
component circuit is considered individually which we shall proceed to do,
commencing with the starter system.
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C O M M O N BATTERY SUPPLY CIRCUIT

The current supply for all circuits on the vehicle
commences either direct from the battery negative
terminal, or from the battery side of the starter
switch.
It comprises a heavy brown cabIe, first running from
the battery to the control box ' A ' terminal, and
through the load windings of tlie regulator to the
terminal ' AI.' F r m here a brown and blue cable
leads to the lighting switch where it Ioops off to one
side of the ignition switch (terminal ' A ').
If an ammeter is installed, it will be placed in the
brown lead between the source of supply and the
control box ' A ' terminal, the cable becoming brown
and white between the ammeter and the controI box.
,.

THE BATTERY SUPPLY CIRCUIT
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THE STARTER CIRCUIT - WITH MANUAL
SWITCH
The first and most elementary circuit is that of the
starter motor system. This motor can be either
manually or solenoid operated.
Our picture shows the manually operated starter
motor circuit. The current path is from the negative
terminal on tlie battery to the starter switch (I),
:across the switch contacts to the insulated terminal on
'the starter motor (2), through the starter to the engine
,block, then via the bonding strip to the chassis (3),
returning to the positive terminal of the battery via
the battery earth cable (4).
The earth cables 3 and 4 are most important to the
successful operation of the starter, particularly under
cold starting conditions and must always be well
maintained.
Where a solenoid starter switch is fitted, a n additianal relay circuit is introduced.

p

5.

I

d

STANDARD STARTER WITH MANUALLY OPERATED SWITCH

THE STARTER CIRCUIT-SOLENOID
(RELAY) OPERATED

Ia this arrangement of the main starter circuit we
have to add a solenoid operating circuit, and this is
under the control of the ignition switch. That is, the
starter solenoid can only be operated with the ignition
switched on.
Firstly, there is the common supply from the
battery to the ignition switch for all the circuits.
Our solenoid supply is taken from the other side of
the ignition switch (A3) to the solenoid operating push
by a white cable, and from this push to the solenoid
winding by a white and red cable. The winding is
earthed to the casing of the solenoid itself, thus completing the earth side of the circuit back to the battery
earth.
STARTER CIRCUIT

THE IGNITION L.T. CIRCUIT

IGNITION
WARNING UGH1

A white cable, commencing a t the A3 terminal of
the ignition switch is taken to the A3 terminal a t the
control box, and provides a common supply for the
ignition units (coil and distributor) together with all
the ignition accessories - fused and unfused which are under the control of the igoition switch.
Using the A3 terminal on the control box as a
junction point, a white (28/012) cable connects
directly to the SW terminal of the ignition coil. A
white and black cable joins the CB terminal of the
ignition coil to the L.T. terminal of the distributor.
The unfused accessories such as the petrol pump and
automatic choke will also be supplied from the A3
control box terminal using the white cable as the feed
wire.
The ignition warning light feedwire, also a white
cable is taken direct from the A3 terminal of the
ignition switch.
- -
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THE CHARGING CIRCUIT
The main components involved in the charging
system are the generator, control box and battery.
That part of the circuit connecting the battery with
the control box has already been dealt with as the
brown battery supply circuit.
The generator circuit itself consists of a yellow
(281012) cable from generator ' D ' terminal to
control box ' D ', and a yellow green (141012) from
generator ' F ' terminal to control box ' F '.
Additionally, there is a yellotv (141012) cable connecting from control box ' D ' to one side of the
ignition warning lamp.

IGNITION
WARNING

THE I G N I T I O N W A R N I N G LAMP

This indicator lamp performs two functions :I . It indicates that the battery current is switched on
to the ignition and ignition-fed accessories.
2. It indicates that the generator is charging when
the engine is turning at charging speed.
Follow the previous ckcuit through. Commencing
at the A3 terminal of the ignition switch, an extension
of the wlzite lead is carried to one side of tile warning
light. From the other side, a yellow lead is taken
direct to the ' D ' terminal at the controI box.
When the ignition switch is closed, current feeds

from terminal A3 a t the switch, through the warning
lamp to the ' D ' terminal of the generator, the circuit
being completed through the generator winding to
earth. The lamp therefore lights up.
When the engine is started, and the generator
voltage builds up to 12 volts, it opposes and equalises
the battery voltage previously applied to the lamp, and
no current will flow through it. The light goes out,
and remains so, until the generator ceases to charge,
and its voltage falls. Battery current will then pass
through the lamp again and it will remain alight
until the ignition switch is moved to the ' off ' position.

SlDELAMP CIRCUIT

This picture features the sidelamp circuit.
Commencing at the lighting switch terminal SI(2), a
separate red cable runs to each side lamp via a snap
connector (3).
The return cable is black and you will notice that, in
this case, it is st frill return through snap connectors (4)
to a special earthing terminal on the chassis (5).
This was evidentIy required on this particuIar model
to assure a good return path, and it would be very
necessary to check this if any trouble were experienced
with the sidelamps.

SlDELAhlP CIRCUIT
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REAR I L L U M I N A T I O N

In this example the rear illumination comprises tail
lamp, one on each side, and also the number plate box
lighting comprising two bulbs.
Con~rnencingat the S1 ttrrninal on the lighting
switch (1) from which the side lamp feeds are also
connected, another red cable runs directly to the
first tail lamp (2).
Tbis red cable ' loops ' out again
to a snap connector located i n the luggage boot (3).
From this snap connector, two more red cables feed
the second tail lamp (4) and the two bulbs wired in
parallel in the numbef plate box (5).
You will notice particularly that a black earth wire
connects From both tail Iarnps and the number plate
box, to the earth terminal on the control box, and
thence to the chassis earth (6).

4
REAR LIGHTING

CIRCUIT

T H E H E A D L I G H T CIRCUIT

We have already explained that all the main lighting
current passes ovex the load-turns on the vottage
regulator to the Lighting switch.
So we can commence at the 52 terminal on the
lighting switch (1).
From this point, a bhte cable runs via a snap
connector (2) direct to the foot dipper switch (3).
The dipper switch is a two way switch. From one
terminal two blue and ~ v l l i ~cables
e
connect through
snap connectors (4) to the main filament in each
headlamp bulb (5).
From the other terminal on the two way switch, two
blue and red cables run through snap connectors (6)
to the dip filament io each headlamp bulb.
Here again, separate black earth cables are fitted to
ensure a good return path for the Iamps. These
earth cables connect direct from the bulb holders in
the lamp, via the control box earth terminal, to the
common earth poiat on the chassis.

HEADLAMP CIRCUIT

T H E INSTRUMENT PANEL LtGHTING

f

The last item is the lighting on the instrument panel.
This is generally fed from the sidelamp terminal on the
lighting switch.
On this model a red feed cable, commencing from
the lighting switch (I), supplies the panel switch (2),
and this loops as a red and white cable to a snap
connector and the individual panel Lights. In this
case there is no separate earth cable.
From the pane1 switch (2), there is a red and green
cable (3), which feeds the interior lamp (4), and also an
earth cable (5), which is a black cable direct to the
chassis.
Notice that the interior light is wired directly to the
oaliel light switch, but, generally, interior Iights are
used, taking their supply from the A2 fuse.

.

PANEL LAMP CIRCUIT

-

-
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T H E COMPLETE LIGHTING CIRCUIT

Here we have the wiring diagram of the complete
lighting installation ; we have seen just how simple
this is by breaking it up into indivjdual circuits.

MAIN

LIGHTING CIRCUIT

T H E LONG RANGE DRIVING LAMP

CONNECTORS

The most satisfactory arrangement for installing
this lamp is such that when the head lights are dipped
the SLR lamp should automatically go out, thus
avoiding the necessity for two separate operations.
This result can be conveniently obtained by taking
a red and blue (281012) cabIe hrect from the main
beam terminal of the dipper switch.
An additional hand control switch may then be
inserted in this feed line to enable the driver to have
the SLR on with his head lamps on main beam. With
this arrangement the lamp will immediately go out
when the head lights are dipped.

FOG A N D PASS LAMPS

When fitted as initial equipment, fog and pass Iamps
wilI usually take their current supply from the ' S ' or
T ' terminals on the lighting switch so that they may
be automatically switched off with the side lamps.
If such lamps are fitted subsequently, this is still the
most suitable method.
It is usual to wire these lamps by means of a ~.ed
(281012) cable from the lighting switch to the lamp
switch, and folloiy with a red and yellow (28J012) to
the lamp itself, mbking quite sure that the lamp has a
good earth. If .there is any doubt about this, a
separate blaclc earth wire should be irrstalled. The
relatively large size of cable is necessary if full brilliance from the lamp is to be assured.
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FOG
LAMP

AUXILIARIES

ai

..

There are three groups
.. of auxiliaries and accessories.
which take their current supply from either the ' A3 ',
' A4 ', or ' A2 ' terminals on the control box.
Those supplied from the ' A3 ' and ' A4 ' terminals
are under the master control of the ignition switch.
Since they are only required when the engine or
vehicle is in motion, this practice precludes the possibility of their being accidentally left on, and so running
the battery down.
The ur6rsed components supplied from the A3
terminal will comprise the electric petrol pump, auto
choke, petrol reserve solenoids etc.
Thefused components supplied from the A4 terminal
consist of trafficators, stop lamp, reverse lamp,
windscreen wiper, fuel tank unit, demister and heater
motors when fitted.
The A2 terminal and its fuse takes current direct
from the battery through the loud windings of the
regulator and is used for interior lights, door lights,
low current horns.
The heavy-current horns, such as the wind-tone
models, and also radio sets will preferably have
separate fuses, the initial supply being taken from the
' A ' terminal of the control box, that is, directly
from the battery and not through the load windings
of the regulator.
There remain a few additional items, which, for
special reasons, may take current direct from the
battery. Two popular ones will be the cigar lighter,
which takes a very heavy current and the inspection
lamp sockets, which may be required when everything else is off.
We shall now examine all -these auxiliary circuits
individually commencing with the A4 fused auxiliaries
under the control of the ignition switch.

A 4

CIRCUIT

FUSED A U X I L I A R Y CIRCUITS ON A4

Now let us examine these A4 circuits on an actual
vehicle.
They are the most complicated of any, and we shall
consider each one separately.
As this picture shows, there are only five altogether
on this particular model, i.e.
1. Trafficators.
2. Stop Lamp.
3 . Reverse Lamp.
4. Windscreen Wiper.
5 . Fuel Tank Unit.

THE TRAFFICATOR CIRCUIT

*IS0

STOP L I M P

Trafficators are supplied from the A4(1), 35 amp.
fuse, local cor~trolbeing provided either by a selfcancelling two-way and off switch on the steering
column, or alternatively by a similar type of switch on
the panel.
The most usual ' run ' of this circuit is as foIlows :
A green cable (141012) from A4 on the controI box
feeds to a twin spring connector (2).
Two leads branch from this connector, one to the
stop lamp switch, the other to a further spring connector (3) located at the bottom of the steering column.
From here one lead branches off to the reverse lamp
switch, the other to the trafficator and horn switch at
the top of the steering column (4).
Two cables green and white, and greejl and red, lead
from this switch and connect, each to one trafficator,
through an additional spring connector (5) also
located at the bottom of the steering column.
In the majority of cases, a separate black earth lead
will be run from each trafficator to an earthing point,
as shown at (6).

-
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T H E STOP A N D REVERSE L A M P C I R C U I T S

We can now examine the stop lamp and reverse lamp
circuits together.
You remember the common green feed wire from
A4 on the control box branched away, still continuing
as a green cable from the first snap connector (1)
for the stop lamp. This further green cable leads
direct to the stop lamp switch (2), sometimes a small
hydraulic switch, mounted on the master brake
cylinder. From the switch, it proceeds, via a rubbercovered snap connector (3) direct to the stop lamp (4),
and thence to earth (5).
In the case of the reversing lamp, the feed comes off
the second snap connector (6) and proceeds still as a
green cable to the reverse lamp switch (7) usually
mounted on the side, or end of the gearbox, and actuated when the reverse gear is selected.
From the switch, the switch wire proceeds as green
and blue via another snap connect01 (8) direct to the
reverse Iamp (9) and thence to earth (10) through the
bulb.

R F 95 m R O L BOX

STOP LAMP

,

THE SCREENWIPER C I R C U I T

A second green feed wire from the A4 on control
box (1) is used to supply the screen wiper and the
petrol tank unit. This wire rtlns direct to one side
of the screenwiper motor switch (2) which also acts as
a junction point for the feed wire to the fuel tank unit'.
From the other side of the switch, the wire becomes
green and yellow to one side of the screenwiper motor
(4). From the other terminal a n the motor (5) the
cable is a black return to the ' E ' terminal on the
control box direct to a good earth on the chassis (6).

SCREENWIPER
SWITCH

T H E F U E L GAUGE A N D PETROL T A N K
UNIT

-

As previously stated, the green feed wire for this
component is junctioned off the screenwiper switch
(I). From there it connects - still as a green cable to the fuel gauge unit (2). From the gauge, the coIour
changes to green and black connecting through one or
more snap connectors (3) to the petrol tank rheostat
(4). The circuit is completed through this unit to
earth.
In the event of any erratic reading on the gauge, the
first thing to do would be to check the terminals for
tightness, and open and remake the joints at the snap
connectors, because either a loose or corroded connection will seriousIy affect the operation of the tank
unit rheostat.
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THE AUXILIARY CiRCUlTS - A
ON CONTROL BOX

AND A2

This picture shows a fairly typical layout for auxiliaries which are not under tke master control of the
ignition switch, and which may vary somewhat on
different vehicles.
Top centre of the picture shows the inspection lamp
sockets and a cigar lighter. I t is usual to place these
in the battery feed circuit before the ammeter. It
would serve no useful purpose for the heavy current
discharge from the cigar lighter to register on the
ammeter ; it would merely tend to alarm the driver.
Similarly if the inspection lamp-is dropped, and shorts
as a result of bulb breakage, this would probably
damage the amme.ter. On the other hand a radio set
for instance, which will have its own fuse, may be left
on accidentalIy, or it may b e i n circuit for prolonged
periods. It is therefore desirable that the discharge
should be shown on the ammeter. Similarly, with
heavy-current horns such as the windtones, to connect
them through the ammeter would merely register as a
violent and alarming oscillation of the needle when the
horn button is closed, so a separate fuse is usually
supplied with them, and the supply taken direct off
the battery line.
Now examine this picture in detail. Such components as interior lights, door lights, etc., which may
be susceptible to wiring troubles, will be placed on
the ' A2 ' fuse cable colour purple. Small-current
horns such as the Altette horn may also be connected
to this fuse. The radio set with its own fuse, however,
can most conveniently be connected from the ' A '
terminal of the control box. The supply for the cigar

HORN PUSH
PURPLE 6 B L X K

Iighter and inspection plug sockets may be taken from
the battery side of the starter switch as a matter of
convenience. The supply for heavy duty horns may
be taken from this point also, or, if no ammeter is
installed, the windtone horn supply may be taken from
the ' A ' terminal at the control box. At least one
car maker who does not install an ammeter takes the
windtone horn supply from the ' A2' fuse, thus
eliminating the additional horn fuse. Since there are
no other components on this fuse, there is no possibility of putting the interior lights out of action because
of a fault on the horn wiring. We have covered this
item in some detail as a number of exceptions to the
standard recommended layout may be found on
different vehicles.

THE RBI06 CONTROL UNIT A N D FUSE
BASE

Where the RB.106 control unit is installed, a
separate fuse base is used.
There are two separate current supplies to this
base :1. From the ' A ' terminal on the controI box a brown
(44/012) cable connects to the terminal ' A1 ' on
the base. The incidental accessories are connected at ' A2 ', that is, through the fuse.
2. The supply to the ' A3 ' terminal is taken from the
ignifion switch ' A3 ' by means of a white (281012)
cabIe. The ignition accessories, Fused and unfused will be connected at ' A4 ' and ' A3 ' respectively.

-

PART THREE

Rewiring in Service
GENERAL

VehicIe re-wiring work properly organized is
capable of producing a useful revenue, as well as
providing an essential service facility which no motor
engineer can redly afford'to neglect.
The work as a whole falls into four different categories :1. Incidental wiring work such as may be involved in
the fitting up of accessory lamps and other components.
2. Renewing single cables within the wiring harness or
external to it.
3. The re-wiring of complete sections, following
damage by collision, fire, etc.
4. CompIete rewires involved in major vehicle overhauls.
In this latter category it is feasible to fit a completely
new wiring harness, but owing to the multipIicity of
models it is not practicable to make them available as
spares ; the delay involved in obtaining a special
harness would be completely prohibitive.
In any of the categories mentioned, in order to carry
out a good quality job on an economical and profitable
basis, properly organised stocks of cables, sleeving,
jointers, clips, etc. must be availabIe and the range and
quantities of these colnponents will vary according to
the amount of work anticipated.

If rewiring work is to be made a speciality, a wide
range of stock controlled components will be ~equired,
otherwise the work will quickly become uneconomica1 as the result of delays and time lost in making-up
special bits and pieces.
Within our experience, service complaints following
re-wiring work can be all too frequent, and in this
section of the course we shall attempt to offer some
usefuI guidance to those undertaking it.
In every case, the fundamentals of a good quality,
economical job may be assured if :1. The correct size alld quality of cable is used.
2. Adequate stocks of the basic colours are maintained.
3. Suitable stocks of protective sleeving are available.
4. A full range of quick jointers, junction boxes and
other incidentals are at hand.
Where the work is to be extensive, additional facilities i n the way of guillotines, wire strippers, and other
special tools for fitting up wiIl go far in making the
work more profitable.
Finally, although such work may have to be carried
out by relatively inexperienced personnel, a good
quick job can only be expected from an experienced
electrician. At the same time, practice will soon
result in increased speed and proficiency.

C A B L E STOCKS S I Z E S A N D C O L O U R S

The following cables constitute theminimum range
necessary. Quantities can be adjusted to suit the
conditions and volume of work, availability, etc.
The essentials extracted from our Catalogue No.
502F are as follows :Starter Cables :
1. 37/20 - for the 12 volt system.
2. 61/20 - for the 6 volt system.
3. 61/18 - for heavy C.V. work.
4. k r t h i n g braids.
Circuit Wiring Cables :
5. 441012 max. 22 amperes brown.
6. 281012 rnax. I4 amperes yellow, blue, white,

purple and black.
7. 141012 max. 7 amperes red, green, white and yellow.
When all the coloured cables are not obtainable,
short lengths of coloured sleeving will aid ideatification.
Ignition Cables.
8. 7 mlm. H.T. Neoprene UM.827.
For motor cycIe wixing 5 m/m. Low Tension,
and misceIlaneous purposes.
Multi-Core Cables :
An assortment of these is essential for steering
column re-wiring and they are available with from
two to seven cores according to requirements.

PROTECTIVE SLEEVING A N D R U B B E R
GROMMETS

Sleeving :
5 mlm. dia. to carry one cable.
7 ,,
,, ,, ,, two cables.
11 ,,
,, ,, ,, three to four cables.
15 ,,
,, ,, ,, five to six cables.
18 ,,
,, ,, ,, seven to nine cables.
22 ,,
,, ,, ,, ten and over.
Rubber Grommets :
$" bore to fit 4"hole.
32 ,, ,, ,, 3'' hole.
1' , ,, ,, I f " hole.

It is essential that all new wiring shouId be protected against chafing and exposure at vulnerable
points.
For this purpose the most generally suitable material
will be lengths of oil-proof pIastic sleeving (PVC)
which can be cut down to suit individual requirements.
'The taping together of runs of cable is unsatisfactory
in service, and is instarltly recognisable as bad workmanshp.
The following minimum range of six sizes wiIl be
required :
?
-
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JOINTERS- SNAP 'CONNECTORS A N D
J U N C T I O N BOXES

The comprehensive range of connectors and junction boxes illustrated in our Cable Catalogue No.
502F will cover all requiremebts.

CABLE CLIPS

A good range of cable eyelets or terminals, and also
spring and screw fixing clips are other essentials to
economical rewiring work, and a comprehensive
range is illustrated in our catalogue No. 502F.
Typical samples are as follows :1. Junction Boxes : These are available with 2, 4, 6
and 8 terminal positions.
2. Cable Clips : The essentials here are single and

W I R I N G U P ACCESSORY LAMPS OR
RENEW1N G SINGLE CABLES
1. Always use the recommended size of cable and the

correct basic colour, which makes for easy identification subsequently, and aIso enhances the
appearance of the job.
2. Take great care to ' feed ' the component from the
correct fuse or terminal point, as we have already
detailed.
3. Protect the new wire with sleeving where necessary.
4. Clip up sufficiently close to prevent saggng in

PARTIAL REWIRES

A typical service rewiring job will be where a section
of wiring has become damaged due to a smash or a
fire.
In this circumstance the best and quite adequate
method is to cut away all the damaged wiring, if
possible at a common point. Then, using either a

The only alternative to these connectors is twisted
and soldered joints, a slow business.
In no circumstances should dry joints be permitted.
These deteriorate badly in service and are visibIe
evidence of bad workmanshlp.

double cable clips.
3. Cable Harness Clips and Spring Clips for chassis
fixing.
4. Cable Eyelets, or Terminals, A", $", &" and
eyelets will cover all requirements.
5. Starter Cable Terminals.
6. Battery Lugs and Earth Straps.
This is the simplest form of wiring work :

-:"

service which would give a consequent untidy
appearance.
5. Avoid close proximity to any ' Hot Spots ' and any
moving parts such as brake cables, etc.
It happens that sometimes a single cable in the
harness may require renewal, and the obvious way t o
do this is to run a new cable of the correct size, and
major colour, outside the loom. This may be
clipped on to the loom at intervals. Finally cut off
the old cabIe ends where they enter the harness.

multi-point terminal block, a junction box or a few
snap connectors, run new cables of the correct size
and basic colour to the various components. Tn
many cases it will be possible to re-use the old cable
run, including the rubber grommets, clips, etc.;
otherwise, fit new pieces of insulating sleeving, rubber
grommets and cable clips as required.

COMPLETE REWIRES

In view of the large amount of labour involved in the
re-wiring of any modern vehicle, this job merits
careful consideration and a strictly methodical
approach.
Job instructions may only specify a re-wire, but it is
obviously futile to re-wire a vehicle to find afterwards
that when the velucle is put back into service the
generator doesn't charge or the battery is flat and so
on.
So, the very first thing to do is to make a general
check-over of all the units. including the l a m ~ sand
ascertain that they are i n a serviceable coidition.
Proceed as follows :Wbilst in contact with the customer make a visual
check of the following :
1. The battery.

2. The distributor, leads, and ignition coil.
3. The generator, belt, commutator, brushes, bearings.
4. The control box condition.
5. The starter commutator, brushes and bearings.
Listen to the engagement for undue noise.
6 . The lighting - check the condition and operation
where possible. Note cracked glasses, ill-fitting
rims, etc.
7. The accessories : This general check-over will
take about a quarter of an hour.
Remove any units which may require attention
in the way of overhaul or minor repairs.
The main job of re-wiring the vehicle can then be
tackled.
- . - ..
-

-

--

-

-
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METHODS OF R'EWIRING

Where only inexperienced labour is available, the
best method is to disconnect the leads from their
components, and then remove the complete harness
intact if possible.
During the removal of the main harness, some decjsion will have to be made as to whether such
additional cables as trafficator leads, interior lights,
etc., which are in the overhaul, require renewing.
Generally this will not be necessary. On the other
hand the leads passing into the steering column
assembly will almost invariably need replacing. Some
care should be taken over this, as such rewiring
necessitates the use of the correct multi-core cable.
Lay the harness carefully on a suitable size bench
and position it with a few stout nails to act as locating
pins.
A complete new set of cables can now be run, using
the old loom as a pattern. Tie the cables together at
junctions and apply sleeving where required.
Finally, re-assemble the complete new harness on to
the vehicle and re-connect to the components.
The more experienced man, who fully understands
his circuits, and is thoroughly familiar with the work,

will prefer to chop the old harness out piecemeal and
run his new wiring direct in situ.
Whichever method may be employed, a thorough
and final check is necessary when the rewire is completed in order that a clean and effective job is assured.
This final check should comprise the following
operations :
I. Replace the charged battexy on the vehicle, making
sure that earth connections are clean and tight leave the main battery lead off.
2. Check that oil pipes, speedometer drive, etc., are
properly connected.
3. Check that ALL switches are in the ' OFF'
position, and that no odd leads are left disconnected.
4. Connect the main battery lug but do not tighten this facilitates emergency removal.
5. Switch on ignition and start engine.
6. Check the charging.
7. Check all lights in turn.
8. Check a11 accessories in turn.
9. If everything is in order tighten the main battery
.
lug.

SUMMARlSlNG

Whilst it is not possible to cover every variation in
circuit arrangements that a particular vehicle manufacturer may adopt, the various circuits which have
been provided in this book represent the standard
layout employed for most vehicles. If these are
properly understood, very little dficulty will be
experienced when confronted with the wiring arrangement on occasional special models, or even on new
model cars now being produced. Such arrangements
will vary o d y in detail from the general pattern.
In the same way, satisfactory re-wiring operations
cannot be covered in any great detail. Various
methods may be employed which are equally satisfactory; always providing that adequate stocks of
cables and components are at hand.

- . - - - - -
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TECHNICAL SERVICE
OVERSEAS
TECHNICAL CORRESPONDENCE
COURSE
Section 7

LIGHTING

Vehicle lighting, particularly the lighting on production cars, receives a great deat of attention
from the Design and Development Departments and also from the user and the press. Contrary
to some people's professed views the standard of road illumination, both close and distant is far
better to-day than it has ever been. The high concentration of motor vehicles by night in densely
populated urban areas has tended to throw the matter of lighting into high relief and the motor
engineer will be well advised to make himself conversant with the subject.
Most lamps, particularly side and tail lamps, are subject to fairly constant changes in design,
especially as to outline, in order to meet the styling requirements and the search for individuality
by the vehicle manufacturer. This may, and sometimes does work to the detriment of the engineer
in service and also to the storekeeper i n regard to stocking and interchangeability of such lamps;
in both cases there is nothing much to be done about it.
However, as shown in the illustrations, the range of such lamps for current production cars
is quite limited.
Headlamps, and the range of different sizes and patterns, inevitably give rise to a good deal of
controversy both as to the changing form of the lamp body, the lens and the bulb.
Whilst there is a great deal to be said in favour of the earlier " Stem Fixing " Iamps it is
inevitable that with new and radically changing body styles the flush-fitting type of headlamp has
come to the fore ; also the method of mounting these lamps provides a very fine directional
adjustment and accessibility.

The idea that the lamp designer is one who should " never have been let out " is erroneous.
a s problems are many and varied. Everyone wishes to see as well at night as they can jn daylight, and just as obviously, they must not be dazzled by any approaching vehicle. Also they
must have visibility to drive a t any speed they wish, and the light must not throw back rays from
wet and shiny road surfaces.
These are only a few of the lamp designer's problems, and he might we11 be justified in expecting some help and support from the motor engineer in educating the user to the changing
conditions, rather than the criticism which his most successful efforts frequently evoke.
According to the lamp designer his declared objective is to enable the vehicle user :I. To see the road directjon.
2. To see that the way ahead is clear.
3. To keep his right place on the road.
4. To yield comfortable conditions and a sense of well being.
He could have added that since the vehicle user ranged from the man with his little family
saloon travelling at forty m.p.11. to the high speed motorist who expected to be able to do eighty
to a hundred miles an hour it wasn't going to be too easy.
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However in due time a comprehensive range of headlights were evolved. Starting with an
accurate and uniform method of focusing the lamp bulb, i.e. the pre-focused bulb, developing the
old lamp glass iri'to a lens, improving the reflecting surface and then assembling the components
in a rigid, dust proof unit, optically correct in relationship to each other, he produced the Ligl?t
Unit. Next came a range of lamp sizes and bulbs to suit the requirements of the vehicle, and
ultimately, to obtain the very long range illumination required by the high speed driver, he introduced various cowling and reflecting devices, and special Long Range Driving Lamps.
The anti-dazzle problem is common to all, and has been largely solved by special lens design
and dipping arrangements. Finally he had to face the fact that unless the whole arrangement was
correctly set up and maintained on the vehicle, and also intelligently used, his efforts were
seriously handicapped.
The motor engineer will do well to ponder the fact that every single detail appertaining to
modern lamps and light distribution has been carefully, deliberately, and scientifically worked out
to achieve its purpose.
As to the lighting circuits themselves, the simplicity of the circuits, the sizes of cables, the
colouring and the great amount of economy achieved in installing the not inconsiderable number
of circuits is a subject well worth careful study.
The vast majority of lighting troubjes in service are concerned with the lamp bulbs themselves,
or with defective earth connections. Occasionally instances of poor Lights arise through voltage
loss or " voltage drop " a t such points as " snap connections " and switch contacts which may
" weather " or corrode ; but the most frequent cause of such troubles is the renewal installation
of undersized cables and the fitting of incorrect lamp bulbs.
The localising of the more obscure .but infrequent wiring troubles probably calls for more
electrical I7orse selzse than most faults, and for this reason a full and careful study of lighting
trouble diagnosis is recommended.
Lamp bulbs themselves may be regarded to some extent as " consumable," or at least their
lighting efficiency falls off in the course of time and usage. The most frequent cause of premature bulb failures, however, results from excessive vibration, or else interference with the
voltage regulators, particularly by raising-the voltage setting when excessive brilliance is obtained
only at the sacrifice of longevity.
Another point of importance with lamp bulbs is that if the correct beam of light with maximum effect and minimum dazzle is to be obtained, it is essential, firstly that the bulb filament and
locating plate are correctly positioned, and also that bulbs of the correct " rating and light
emission " are fitted, and this can only be assured by fitting the manufacturers' specified lamp
bulbs.
As may be realised, the size, power and positioning of lamps on the modern vehicle is
governed either by regulation or recommendation. Nu~nerousefforts have been and are still
being made to obtain international agreement on such matters, but, so far, only a limited amount
of success has been attained in this direction, hence the variety of headlamp lenses and bulbs.
The part to be played by the motor engineer in his position as the expert is to see that the
customer gets the best out of his lighting, and, incidentally, do what useful business he may be
able, in the way of selling lamp bulbs and special purpose lamps where some useful purpose may
be served by so doing.

A proper understanding of the subject is the first requisite.
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SIDE-LAMP INSTALLATION
Side-lamps are positioned on British vehicles to
conform to the " Lighting Regulations " in force in
Great Britain.
The regulations concerning the positioning of these
lamps on cars and light-commercial vehicles state :1. Both lamps must be fitted at equal height and not
exceeding five feet from the ground.
2. The lamps must be fixed so that no part of the
vehicle or its equipment extends laterally on the
same side as the lamp more than twelve inches
beyond the centre line of the lamp. Mirrors and
direction indicators in the operating position are
excluded when making this measurement.
The maximum wattage of the bulbs should not
exceed 7 watts.

STOP TAIL LAMPS

Nearly all our car tail lamps are combined in one
assembly with a stop lamp, the latter being operated
by the brake pedal.
The picture shows a cross-section of the lamps we
produce to-day. Let us examine their main constructional features.
The 488 is the same lamp as the side-lamp we have
already shown you, but fitted with a red lens.
One of the latest developments in rear lamp design
is seen in the 546 lamp. A Reflex reflector is moulded
into the actual lens itself, forming the top section of
the unit. The centre section houses a double filament
bulb which provides the normal tail and stop lights.
A " flasher " direction indicator bulb can be fitted i n
the bottom section. This one unit thus fulfils three
functions.

Sidelamps - maxirnum bulb rating 7 wafts.

Rear Iamps must be positioned on British vehicles
according to the " Lighting Regulations " which are
enforced in Great Britain.
The spxified measurementsnareclearly visibIe in the

-

30'

MAX./-

w

~ ~ M I N ;

- MAX.
PO"
I

Goods Vehicles (over 30 cwt.) Reui Lumps- must not
be more than 3 feet 6 itlches ,from extreme rear.

R E F L E X REFLECTORS

Reflectors, which in the British Isles formerly came
within the category of "extras " are now legally
enforced. They provide most effective supplementary rear lighting, contributing greatly to road safety.
All Lucas reflectors are formed by prisms moulded
in Diakon. This formation provides an extremely
efficient reflecting surface, so good in fact, that tests
prove that in a headlight beam, reflectors are visible
at a thousand feet or more, showing up as brightly as
an ordinary rear lamp.
We show you here some of the reflectors we have
designed to meet the requirements of all types of
vehicles.
The R.B.R.4 is a large model suitable for fitting to
commercial vehicles. The strip type R.E.R.3 is also
designed for this .purpose. Both these models can be
obtained with amber coloured reflectors for fitting to
the sides of the vehicle.
The other three types are all suitable for fitting to
cars and motor-cycles. They are provided with a
single self-tapping firing screw, and designed for
mounting on number plates, rear mud-wings, etc.
The design of the R.E.R.2 makes it suitable for fitting
to curved surfaces.

two illustrations, and we need only add that " extreme
rear " should be taken to mean the rear of the vehicle
when the tail board, luggage grid or any other adjustable fixture is extended.
The bulb rating for rear-lamps should not be less
than 6 watts.

w

2 4 " MAX.

-

~~"MIN.

- MI
- MAX..'

Privute Cars, Goods Vel~.ic/esrmdw 30 o u t . , Three-

wheel C a c ~and Trailers Rear Lamps - mwt not be
more than 30 inches from the extreme rear.

And here we must make an extremely important
point concerning the positioning of all reflectors.
Their fitting is controlled by the " Road Transport
Lighting Regulations " and these should be carefully
studied. The reflected light is cut down considerably
if the reflector is not mounted in the correct position
and, even more important, at the correct angle.

--

-
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REFLECTOR 1 NSTALLATION

These two illustrations show the specified positioning for reflectors.

-1,

16" MAX.

2 1" M IN

.

I~"MAX.

We will stress once more that to be properly effective
reflectors must be fitted in the vertical plane and facing
squarely to the rear.

Refleclor.~on Private Cars, Goods Velzicles under
30 ctvt., Three-wheel Cars and Traikrs must not be
more titan 30 inchesfro~n-llle extreme rear.

-

AX~I

16" M

~ ~ M I N .

-1 16" MAX.

Reflectors olz Goods Vehicles over 30 cwt. must not be
more than 30 inches from the extreme rear.

NUMBER PLATE I L L U M I N A T I O N

These are two of the most popular number plate
lamps -the only remaining units in the ' obligatory ' category.
The 467 is designed purely for number plate
illumination and is installed with ONE, either 4 or
6 watt filament miniature bayonet cap (MBC)type
bulbs.
No. 469 is intended for the larger cars. In addition
to giving ample number plate illumination by two
similar bulbs to those just described, this lamp also
carries an 18 watt bulb which will provide a reversing
light when required.
Let us now consider the circuit arrangement for the
side and rear lighting.

TYPICAL SIDE-LAMP CIRCUIT

On modern cars, bo.th side larnps are fed in parallel
from the SL terminal of the main lighting switch.
(Many of you will remember the earlier type combined
ignition and lighting switch with this terminal marked
" T ">.
You will notice too that the lighting switch obtains
its feed via the LOAD TURNS of the voltage regulator
in the control box. The complete circuit, therefore,
would be as follows :-From the, battery, usually via
an ammeter, to terminal " A " of the control box,
then through the load winding to A l , feeding the
lighting switch at terminal " A ". The circuit
continues across the switch through both bulb
filaments to earth, being completed ,via the vehicle
chassis to the battery earth.
Notice particularly the " Snap Connectors." These
are of great significance in servicing and trouble
shooting work with which we shall deal later,
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It will be found throughout the iighting circuits
that extensive use is made of single and multiple snap
connectors in order to reduce the lengths of cables
necessary.

SIDE L A M P S

CONTROL BOX

REAR LIGHTING CIRCUIT

The rear lighting is also fe8 from the SI terminal of
the main lighting switch. Let us follow the circuit
from this point. A single cable leads direct to a
double snap connector. Feed cables branch off to
the tail lamp bulb filaments in the stop tail lamps
and another to the number plate lamp.
Earth return cables are looped from all the lamps
to one snap connector and then earthed to the
chassis.

LIGHT IN^
SNAP CONNECTOR

FILAMENT

-

STOP

REAR

LIMPS

LAMPS

STOP LAMP CIRCUIT

0
AI'

5 TOP TAIL LAMPS

STOP

LAMPS

A

As the stop lamps are usually part of the tail lamp
assembly we have included the circuit here. These
lamps usually carry double filament bulbs, one 4 or 6
watt filament for the rear light and either an 18, 21 or
24 watt filament for the stop lights with which we are
concerned in this diagram.
The circitit is simple enough as you can see. The
stop lamp filaments are Fed from the A4 fuse via a
separate stop lamp switch actuated by the brake
linkage.
Feeding from the A4 circuit means that the lamps
are master controlled by the jgnition switch with a
fuse i n circuit.
In Part 2 overleaf we shall consider lighting which,
whiIe not being " obligatory " in the legal sense, is of
paramount importance to all road users. We shaIl
begin with the main headlamp lighting.
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Headlamps
DAZZLE
We shall approach the subject of headlamp lighting
by way of the problem it inevitable poses. In so doing,
we hope to convey the sense which lies behind the
development of the modern Lucas headlamp unit.
With headlamps becoming necessarily more and
more powerful as the speed of vehicles increased, a
problem arose which, in recent years, has been causing
concern in all countries where night driving is widespread.
How do we provide adequate lighting of the road
for fast driving and at the same time use this light
when passing oncoming vehicles so as not to cause
discomforting dazzle ? What sort of safe compromise
can we strike between poor headlights which scarcely
enable the driver to see, and those which light the way
brilliantly, yet blind the approaching driver ? For
safety depends upon both drivers being able to see.

- -

'i

1
DAZZLE

DIP A N D SWITCH METHOD

The only effective answer at present: appears to be a
really efficient dipping system.
The method we show you here, known generally as
the " Dip and Switch Method," has been employed
for many years on British vehicles. The off-side light,
that nearest the oncoming driver is switched off, and
the other " dipped " downwards and directed towards
the nearside curb.
The snag in this is obvious enough : the approaching driver is safeguarded but the driver dipping his
lamps is suddenly left with less than haIf his road
lights. The difference between the main and dipped
light is considerable.

DOUBLE DIPPING

The introduction of the Lucas double dipping
system overcame this disadvantage. Both lights
remain on, dip filaments in the headlamp bulbs
providing adequate illumination of the road in the
dipped position. So good is this light, that speeds of
40-50 m.p.h. can be maintained with perfect safety.
The use of PRE-FOCUS BULBS and the BLOCK
PATTERN LENS reduces the dazzle of the approaching motorist to an absolute minimum.
But perhaps we are going a little too quickly ;
some of these terms may need explaining.
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OPTICAL PRINCIP'LES

For you to appreciate the double dipping system
fully, let us consider for a moment the optical principles involved.

1
I

I

PRE-FOCUS B U L B A R R A N G E M E N T
But a bulb filament can never be merely a pin-point.
It must have a certain substance to enabIe it to carry

If a pin-point of light were placed at the exact focus
of a parabolic reflector, in theory we should obtain a
perfectly parallel beam of light. No light rays
would be reflected above the horizontal.

sufficient current and to make it mechanically strong.
Not all the incandescent area of the filament then,
can be at the exact focal point of the reflector, although
by using what we call a PRE-FOCUS bulb with a
locating flange we can achieve what is, for all practical
purposes, an accurate positioning.

T H E D A Z Z L E RAYS

DIPPED BEAM REFLECTION

Arising from what we have just said, the beam
produced by such a bulb and reflector combination
must necessarily be slightly divergent ; some light
rays are reflected above the horizontal. These are
the ones which cause dazzle.
You can see from the illustration that it is not only
the rays which strike the lower half of the reflector
that are projected upwards ; a proportion of the light
striking the upper areas is similarly affected.

A second or DIP filament situated above the
filament we have so far discussed, i.e. displaced from
the focus of the reflector, and actually offset from the
axis of the bulb, would produce a " dipped beam"
whose main concentration wouId fall below the
horizontal.
But this dip filament would still give rise t o some
upwards reflected light as you can see by the dotted
lines a t the top and bottom of the reflector. Light
rays emitted from the filament, striking these upper
and lower areas, will inevitably be reflected above the
main concentration of the beam. This means that no
matter how the dipped beam is set or directed, some
light will rise, causing dazzle to the approaching
driver.

.

'
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- DIPPED

DAZZLE POINkTS

PRISMATIC CONTROL

To re-direct these upwards reflected rays so that
they are projected below the horizontal line, groups of
prisms are moulded into a special glass known as a
Block Lens. The dazzle points, where the two prism
groups must be formed, are indicated here.
(You will see later how the actual positioning varies
according to the lighting regulations of a particular
country.)

You can see here what the effect is as far as the Dip
filament is concerned : Light rays formerly rising
above the horizontal are now refracted or bent downwards to the horizontal so that they fall within the
main concentration of the dipped beam.
A similar group of prisms is situated in the lower
area of the glass to control the other dazzle-producing
rays in the same way.

BEAM

PRISMATIC ACTION OF DIPPED BEAM

PRISMATIC CONTROL

- M A l N BEAM

The prisms also control the light rays of the main
beam - i.e. the rays emitted by our first filament at
the focus of the reflector. Light which was pTeviously projected upwards and wasted is now brought
into the beam, adding to its intensity.

BLOCK LENS

Here is a photograph of the actual lens with the
grouping of the prisms clearly marked. They control
the rays, then, in the vertical direction. But what
about the horizontal spread of the beam ?
This is taken care of by the vertical flutes moulded
into the lens.

PRISMATIC ACTION OF MAIN BEAM

r
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HORIZONTAL CONTROL

A LAMP ASSEMBLY

Here you see the effect of these flutes. There is
sufficient light-spread at good intensity to give enough
light for cornering - the light interlsity should be
such that it is not the controlJing factor on the speed
of cornering.

The moulded lens containing the prism and flute
combination is rolled into a dustproof assembly
with the reflector. This protects the reffector surface,
ensuring long life to the light unit.
The pre-focus bulb is inserted from the rear of the
assembly, thus making - replacement possible in
service.

L I G H T IMAGE

This long range light enables the driver to see the
contour of the road - he can also anticipate any
sudden changes in direction, a realisation which brings
with it an added sense of security. The road a little
distance in front of the vehicle is also brightly and
evenly lit, making it possibIe for. the driver to proceed
according to the state of the surface.
This main beam lighting gives sufficient light
straight ahead to. enable speeds of up to 55 rn.p.h. to
be maintained with safety i n average conditions. This
limit has been set because the vast majority of drivers
hardly ever exceed this speed, and, as we are necessarily working with a limited amount of l.ight, an
excess in the centre to allow faster driving might mean
less at the sides of the road.

This is the pattern of light produced by the main
filament of one block lens light unit. The screen
js approximately 25 feet from the lamp. Notice the
intense spot in the centre of the beam ; this will give a
long driving light. There is also good sidespread
immediately in front of the lamp and at a little distance ahead. This ensures safe illumination of the
ides of the road, enabling the driver to position himself 'accurately, and to pick out pedestrians and
cyclists with ease.

b-

MAIN BEAM LIGHTING

This is how tlie main beam lighting appears from
behind the wheel. The road is illuminated for a
length of over 170 yards. The brick pillars are 17
yards apart and 8 feet high. This will give you an
idea too of the " low top " of the beam.

.I
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DIPPED BEAM,\L I G H T I N G

Both head lamps are now dipped, but notice that
the light has relatively not decreased in intensity.
These dipped beams provide adequate light for passing
the oncoming vehicle yith safety and comfort.
If both headlamps are correctly set, the approaching
driver will be subjected to little or no dazzle.
And here we would like to make two very important
points. In the first place, the approaching driver will
of course be aware of two headlamps. If he happens
to glance directly at them he will see two lights - but
they are only sources of tight : they do not dazzle.
On looking directly ahead again, there is no sudden,
urgent need for re-focusing of the eyes, no dangerous
" black " period that we experience after the eyes have
really been " dazzled."
The other point is this : you will appreciate that if
both vehic-les are equipped with block lens light units
and the beams dipped, the whole breadth of the road
surface between the vehicles is illuminated, without
dazzling either of the drivers.

This avoids any possible misjudgment df the width of
the vehicle.

L I G H T U N I T S A N D BULBS - LENS
DESIGN

It may be appreciated that the. desired results from
double dip lighting will only be obtained if the bulb and
light unit combination is correct.
Both Iight units and bulbs vary in accordance with
the lighting regulations of different countries.
Broadly speaking, we can divide these into three
distinct groups according to different areas : righthand drive countries, left-band drive, and continental.

F700 L I G H T U N I T
This is the F700 light unit used in right-hand drive
areas. It is the present standard unit fitted by British
car manufacturers to vehicles for the home market.
The prism arrangement is suitable for beams dipping
to the left.

The continental sphere has to be sub-divided, special
lighting regulations being in force in France. In
order to meet International Regulations not covered
by the standard pattern lens and also to provide
driving lights with special characteristics for racing
work, a number of variations to the standard Block
Lens are sometimes fitted. Any of those illustrated
may be found on vehicles from time to time.

,

CORRECT 6 ULBS

The correct bulb is the 354 for 12 volt units with a
rating of 42/36 wart (the main filament value is given
first, the dip filament second). The No. 356 bulb,
exactly similar in appearance, is used for 6 volt
applications, its wattage being 45/35 watt.
Notice that the mainfiIarnent is axial and that the dip
filament is above it and to the side.
The single slot in the flange precludes the possibility
of incorrect fitting.

F700 U N I T

- LEFT-HAND DRIVE

The F700 unit for left-hand drive countries, includ-

ing the U.S.A. has the prism groups moulded into
the opposite side of the lens, i.e. top right and bottom
left. Also, the dip filamentin the pre-focus bulb is
positioned so as to give deflection of the beam to the
right.
The buIb numbers are :12 volt
No. 355
42/36 watts.
45/35 watts.
6 volt
No. 387

BULBS FOR T H E C O N T l N E N T
The correct bulbs for use with the continental unit

I

I

are :No. 370
45/40 watts.
12 volt
6 volt
No. 378
45/40 watts.
Both bulbs are of the pre-focus type but with a
hooded dip filament.
A similar bulb No. 371 with a yellow envelope, may
also be fitted for touring i.n France.
This is the bulb recommended for any of the F700
light units when touring the continent.

F700 C O N T I N E N T A L
This special F700 block lens light unit has been
designed for use in European countries. The prisms
are concentrated in the centre of the lower half of the
lens, thus giving the necessary vertical dip.

SPECIAL U N I T FOR FRANCE
Where the visit is of a more permanent nature, both
light units and bulbs must comply with the French

regulations.
We sliow you here a suitable Lucas unit. The
lens used is still the CONTINENTAL F700, but the
reflector is fitted with the special holder to take the
three pin bulb legal for France.

FRANCE

1

BLOCK LENS LIGHT UNIT
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T H E THREE P I N BULB

This bulb, No. 372, has a hooded dip filament, a
yellow glass envelope and three pin fixing. The bulb
must be correctly inserted in the holder and for this
reason it is marked " baut '*- " top."

A later design block lens, the P700, has a clear
centre, giving a longer beam. This does enable us to
drive faster along the straight, but remember that with
a given amount of light we can't increase the intensity
of the beam centre without losing something at the
sides.
Notice the hood attached to the centre piece.
Apart From enhancing the appearance of the lens, this
does of course serve a useful purpose. With the clear
glass centre, some rays are projected upward at about
45". These rays would tend to produce a slight glare
immediately in Front of the vehicle which would
affect the driver, particularly in misty conditions.
The driver of an approaching vehicle however would
in no way be troubled. The hood suppresses this
tendency to glare.

%
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LE MANS UNIT
This " Le Mans " light unit was specially designed

for fast driving on the continent. Again you will
notice the prisms are in the centre for vertical dipping.
Models of the unit are made to take either the British
pre-focus bulb or the French bulb you've just seen.

L.GLLX~
are made for right hand, left hand and
continental application, the positioning of the prisms
varying as in the " F " range.
The bulbs used in the previous range can also be
fitted to this " P " range.
The P700 is not permissible at present in the U.S.A.
'5700
The last Iight unit we have to show you is the 1700.
Again you'll notice the clear centre of the lens and
the hood over the bulb. A lens is produced for both
left and right hand drive.
The specified bulb is the No. 404, a 12-volt pre-focus
type with a 60 watt main filament and a 36 watt dip
filament.
This unit is not permissible in the U.S.A.

FQCUSING AND TRACKING

-

I

No matter how good the actual head lamps are,
they will never do their job as intended unless they are
correctly set. The two term! usually associated with
this process are " focusing '' and " tracking.''

The latest bulbs, as we have said, are automatically
focused in the reflector by the positioning flange and
notches. Earlier types are usually adjustable in the
bulb bolder. l n such cases, the focusing adjustment
should always be carried out before the alignment or
" tracking " of the lamps.

HEADLAMP SETTING

Our picture shows one method of setting lamps. A
screen is used, set square to the vehicle and at least
25 feet from it. The car should be loaded and standing on level ground. Mark the lamp height and the
distance between the centres on the screen. The
setting operation is eased, as we suggest, by covering
one headlamp. Make sure that the MAIN BEAM
'ighting is switched on.
Then adjust the lamps so that the beams Fall on the
creen as we have illustrated. Notice that just over
half of the main concentration of light falls below the
horizontal line.

I

rne nEcmurnoro
DISTA*CE
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FOR SETTINC
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THE BEAM S'ETTER

This " Beamsetter " greatly simplifies headlamp
setting.
The apparatus is first positioned in accordance with
the track of the vehicle wheels by means of a light ray
and screen.
Each lamp beam is then directed in turn through the
condenser lens of the apparatus and the position of
maximum light intensity read OR on a candle power
scale. The reading is dependent on the intensity of
light falling on a photo-electric cell.

HEADLAMP WIRING CIRCUIT

4.

ij)
1J

I

The headlamps are supplied with current from the
lighting switch S2 terminal. The latter is connected
via a cable to the dip switch, carrying battery current
:to either the main or dip filaments in both headlamps,
depending upon the switch position.
Earth leads from each lamp are attached to any
.suitable point on the chassis, thus closing the circuit
#ith the battery earth.
. The circuit from the battery to the lighting switch is
:the same as for the side and rear lighting, current
.agein passing via the load turns of the voltage regulator, thus compensating the headlight load.

AMMITLR

CONTROL BOX

'I'

HEADLAMPS
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PART THREE

4

Auxiliary Lights

AUXILIARY LIGHTING

Auxiliary lights, such as long-range driving lamps,
fog lamps and reversing lamps are to-day widely
fitted by motorists as "extras." But the great
majority of the rnotorin'g public is rapidly realising
that these so-called ' extras ' are well-nigh indispens-

able to modern motoring.
Such additional lamps afford a convenient choice
of lighting to cope with any possible combination of
traffic, weather and speed.
They bring added safety and comfort to night
driving.

S LR700

SLR ClRCUlT

This long-range driving lamp, the SLR700, is
intended for use in conjunction with the car's normal'
headlamps for fast night driving. The specially
designed conicaI bulb shield and clear lens have the
effect of condensing all the light power into a thin
" pencil " beam of great intensity - in fact 100,000
candle power are projected in advance of the headlamps - a searching beam which makes fast driving
safe.

The SLR should always be fitted as we show in this
diagram. The feed is taken from the MAIN beam
side of the dip switch and then via a separate switch
to the lamp. Thus the SLR is only operative when the
main beams are in use. On dipping the headlights,
the lamp is aiso extinguished. This of course is done
to avoid dazzling an oncoming driver.

CONNECTORS

SLR 576

SFT7OO

This SLR 576 is a developn~entof the 700. It is
much smaller in size - less than 6 inches in diameter
-but is remarkably efficient, producing a long,
concentrated driving beam of 80,000 candle power.
Its size and shallow body make it ideal for fitting
to cars where frontal space is timited.
The 576 should also be fitted so that it is automatically extinguished when the headlamps are dipped.

One of our most popular fog lamps, the SFT700,
incorporates the block pattern lens. This lens, in
conjunction with the special reflector, pre-focus bulb
and bulb shield, produces a flat-topped beam with
exceptionally wide side-spread and without upward or
backward glare. It gives an ideal light for driving in
fog.
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! RANGE
The 462 models are the smallest fog Iamps we make,
having a diameter of 5".
They are fitted with the block pattern lens and
produce the characteristic ' flat-topped ' beam.
The WFT462 shown here is designed with a fixing
bolt in the back of the lamp, enabIing it to be mounted
.,directlyon to the front of thevehicle, or on to a vertical
or suspende-d bracket.
in this range with the usual spigot fixing

SFT576
Another attractive foglamp, the SFT576 has been
designed for use with the SLR576 long-range driving
lamp. Like the larger 700 foglamp we've just shown
you, it has a wide-spread beam, sharply cut off at the
top - a most effective light in fog.
Fitting presents no difficulties, thanks to the shallow
body and the 6" diameter.

494 A N D 511 REVERSE LAMP

- JGLAMP CIRCUIT

~ o ~ l a r n pare
s normally connected in the sidelamp
circuit, either from snap connectors in the feed wire or
as we show here direct from the lighting switch.
They are of course also controlled by a separate
switch.

-

LIGHT1NG &

These two auxiliary lamps have been designed
expressly as reversing lights and provide ample
illumination to the rear.
The model 494 on the left is roughly oval in shape
and is styled to blend with the tail lines of modern
cars. A wide, even distribution of light is assured by
.
the ribbed construction of the glass.
The mounting is external, by stem and " ball-joint "
fixing. The other lamp, the 511 model, is suitable
for fitting to the majority of cars -it is only 3+" in
diameter and spigot mounted.
The bulb usually fitted in both these lamps is the
No. 221 12 volt 18 watt or the No. 3 17 6 volt 18 watt.
The maximum permissibIe bulb rating in Great
Britain is 24 watt.

FOG
LAMP
FOG -LAMP

-
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REVERSE LAMP CIRCUIT
A reverse lamp should always be fed from the A4
fuse terminal. Current passes from the battery,
through the meter and then via the load turns of the
voltage regulator.
Terminal A1 then feeds the ignition switch. When
t h s is in the " ON " position, current passes through
the A4 fuse to one side of the reverse lamp switch,
which is normally situated near the gear box selector
mechanism. When reverse gear is selected, this switch
is closed and the reverse light operates.
Vehicles fitted with a reverse lamp that is not controlIed by the gear change lever must have a warning
light in circuit. This, as you can see, is fed from the
Iamp side of the reverse lamp switch.
The standard switches most suitabIe are models PS7
and PS15. When the 494 or 5 1 1 reverse lamps are
supplied as accessory kits, either one or the other of
these switches is included.

REVERSE LAMP

LIGHTING REGULATIONS

We stress once more that Regulations affecting the
British Isles concerning the positioning, dimensions
and bulb wattage of all lamps are contained in the
latest " Road Transport Lighting Act."
They specify among other things the height of the
lamps from the ground, the distance from the outer
edge of the vehicle, the dimensions of the glass or
lens, the type of glass, the colour of the light, etc.
It is recommended that these lighting regulations
should be studied in order to understand clearly the
correct positioning of all lights.

-

PART FOUR

Maintenance

MAINTENANCE P O I N T S

FAULTY BULBS

1.

If a bulb filament is broken, make sure that the
fault is due to normal wear and tear and not the
result of vibration caused by a loose lamp fixing or
faulty bulb holder.
Don't forget too that in the category " faulty " we
include bulbs of the incorrect type, unsuitable wattage
and wrong voltage.

.

4.

Faulty bulbs,
Bad earths.
Bad contacts.
Faulty wiring.

When individual lights are poor or out of action,
these points should be checked.

BAD EARTHS

Bad earths are a frequent cause of poor lights and
even complete faifure.
A check should be made with a voltmeter between
the lamp body and a good e a r h on the vehicle. A
voltage reading indicates a faulty earth. The voltmeter should read zero if the earth connection is good.

DIRTY CONTACTS

Dirty contacts, either at the bulb holder or the bulb
will aIways cause trouble. Frequently, contacts are
blackened by sparking between the holder and bulb
contacts, due to a loosely fitting bulb. What's more,
if sparking occurs, the bulb holder springs will overheat and lose their tension, thus making permanent
contact impossible for instance over a rough road
surface.
The only real cure if the bulb holder contacts are
badly blackened or discoioured is to change the
holder.

FAULTY W I R I N G

.)I

Our picture shows a test being made with a voltmeter to see if there is voltage at the butb holder. No
voltage reading with the lights switched on indicates
a break in the feed wire.
If this i's the case, the circuit should be checked with
a voltmeter at every point in the feed, i.e. control box
A and A1 terminals, lighting switch, dip switch and
any cable junction such as a snap connector. These
tests will localise the fault. A broken wire or dirty
connection can then usually be found by eye when the
voltage readings have been,taken.
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L I G H T LlFT
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One of the main troubles associated with lighting
in service is that of " Light Lift ". This is the term
used to express the rise in the light intensity of the
headlamps when the engine speed is increased quickly.
This fault is of course the exception rather than
the rule, but it is one which in many cases is difficult to
remedy. For this reason we intend to go into it at
some length.

VOLlaGE
LASICII
CUR!4ENT

-0SS

-+

FIL I M E N T S

PATH

+
BATTERY SULPHATLO

REASONS FOR LIGHT LIFT

The final reason for light lift is a sudden excess of
voltage across the filaments of the headlamp bulbs
which increases the brilliance.
Take the simple case we show you here. The
battery is sulphated, that is, in a condition where its
internal resistance is comparatively high. The engine
is suddenIy revved and the dynamo charges. But the
charge will not readily be absorbed by the battery,
owing to its resistance. Instead, the generator
voltage will rise directly across the bulb filaments.
Admittedly, the voltage rise is limited on modern

L I C E ~ S I V E B~TTLRI
RLSISTANCL

REASONS FOR LIGHT L l F T

vehicles by the regutator, but it is stil.1 sufficient to
cause light lift, expecially when you consider that with
a bad battery the lights will be dim anyway when the
engine is idIing.

l
8
COMPLETE CIRCUIT

L I K E L I HIGH RLSISTANCC POINTS W*W

But the battery is by no means the only cause of light
lift. Any point in the circuit where there is excessive
resistance will cause a voltage drop. Consequently,
with the engine idling, the lights will not be receiving
their full battery voltage. There will then be a
noticeable difference when the engine is revved and
the full generator voltage develops.
We have indicated many of these possible high
resistance points. You see that they can be anywhere
in the circuit ; at terminals, at snap connectors and
junction points, even in the wiring itself. There may
be one main fault or a combination of minor losses
which all add u p to produce light rift.
We have drawn up a test procedure which will
enable you to locate all the more usuaI faulb.
To illustrate this procedure, let us take a test case.
We have a vehicle with light lift," not excessive, but
noticeable. How do we proceed

COMPLETE CIRCUIT DIVIDED l N T O
T H R E E SECTIONS

We have divided the vehicle circuit into three
sections : lights and switches ; battery ; generator and
voltage regulator.
The first move is to find out just what light lift we
have in terms of volts. The rise in light intensity is
visible to the eye but a reading on a voltmeter gives us
a more exact idea of the problem. A comparative
measurement can then also be made at the end of
the tests - which makes sure the fault has in fact
been cleared.
COMPLETE CIRCUIT DIVIDED I N T O 3 SECTIONS
.-
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LIGHTS SECTION TEST i AND 2
Connect a voltmeter between earth and the end of
the lighting cable as close as possible to the bulb
bolder. Switch on the headlights (main beam) and
note the reading with the e ~ i n estationary. Then
make the same rest with the engine running at a good
charging speed.
It is advisabIe to carry out these tests at both
headlamps, just to make sure that both are affected by
light lift.
Readings on our test vehicle were as follows :Engine stationary . .
. . 11.8 volts.
Engine running . .
. . 12.8 volts.
Both headlamps gave the same reading. The
voltage difference, then, causing the light lift is I volt.
For normal service purposes, 0.5 volt is considered the
maximum permissible reading.
What then, in our case, is causing the higher
reading ?

-

BATTERY SECTION TEST 3

The next point in the procedure is to test the battery
to ensure that no abnormal condition is affecting
the circuit as a whole.
We first took S.G. readings of each cell with a
hydrometer and then heavy discharge readings.
Results were as follows :S.G. Readings : 1-*230,1.230, 1,230, 1.240, 1.240,
1.230.
Discharge voltage readings over 10 seconds : 1.6v.,
1-5v., 1-5v., I - ~ v
1-6v.,
., 1.6~.
The battery was obviousIy in good condition, and
could not be considered as a possible cause of the
trouble.

TESTS 4, 5, 6
Tests 4, 5 and 6 concern the voltage of the battery.

i

,

First use the voltmeter to check the terminal voltage
with the engine stationary ; then with the engine
running and finally with the engine running and full
load, (i.e. engine running at charging speed).
We obtained these figures :.
Test4 . .
. . 12.5 volts
Test5 . .
. . 13-5 volts
Test 6 . .
. . 12.5 volts
The load we switched on consisted of a fog lamp and
long-range driving light in addition to the head, side
and tail lights.
Test 5 reading should of course be higher than Test 4
for the set to be charging, but a difference in readings
of much above .I volt would suggest overcharging.
In our case, with 1 volt difl'erence, we felt that a further
investigation was necessary - particularly as the
battery was reasonably well charged.
Test 6 reading we considered normal - the 1 volt
drop from Test 5 showed us that the load was not too

great for the battery. You see, too great a load on the
circuit will cause the battery terminal voltage to drop
to such an extent that when charging begins, light
lift will inevitably result.
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REGULATOR OPEN-CIRCUIT SETTING.
TESTS 7 A N D 8

'

We further investigated the slightly high terminal
voltage obtained in Test 5 by checking the open circuit
voItage of the regulator. .-Avoltmeter was connected
between the regulator frame and earth and a piece of
thin, clean paper inserted between the cut out points.
The reading as we suspected was slightly high :
16.5 volts instead of between 15.6-16.2 volts. The
alteration of the setting was left until the end of the
test procedure, to enable us first to trace any other
faults.
We next switched on the full load of head, side and
tail and two auxiliary lights. The engine was revved
up to the same speed as in the previous tests and the
voltmeter open circuit reading again noted : 17.5
volts. Something was obviously wrong : if the regulator is working correctly the reading with full load
will be below the no-load figure. The load turns
should reduce the operational voltage of the regulator
when a heavy discharge current is passing to the lights.

On investigating, we found that tho A&ad Al-leads
were crossed over a t the regulator. ZT;ls fguit too
was left until all the tests had been completed.
TESTS 9 A N D 10

We next removed the paper from the cut out points
and switched off the load. We accelerated the engine
to a good charging speed and, leaving the voltmeter
still where it was, read off the closed circuit voltage.
Under these no-load conditions, the reading w a s
14 volts.
We then switched on the same full load as before
and noted the reading : 13.8 volts.
This indicated that the generato1 was maintaining
its closed c~rcuitvoltage under load -stated more
simply, the generator was able to supply sufficient
output to balance all the lighting we had switched on. .
It would not have been able to do this for instance if
the driving belt had been slipping. If such a Fault
does occur, the battery gmdually becomes discharged.
The lights when ~ d l ~ nare
g less brilliant and fight lift
becomes noticeable when accelerating,
TESTS 11 A N D 12

We returned then to the beadla~npsthemselves, to
make two tests at the cable ends. Both headlamp
bulbs were taken out and the lighting switch moved to
the " head " position (main beam). The voltage in
the holder was measured with the engine stationary.
At the same time, the contacts were inspected for
dirt, as this would prevent the full battery voltage from
being applied to the bulbs, causing voltage drop and
hence light lift.
We next inserted the bulbs and took two more
voltage readings, as close as possible to the bulb
contacts - i n our case a t the nearest snap connector.
The reading without bulbs was 12.3 volts and with
the bulbs lit 11.8 volts.
This was a normal drop for the correct wattage
bulbs - and this is a point we would like to stress :
make sure the bulb wattage is not excessive, i.e. that
specified bulbs are fitted. Bulbs with excessive
wattage can easily cause light lift.
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TEST I I
WITHOUT BULB
YF A D L A M P

MAIN BEAM SWITCHED O N

TESTS 13 A N D 14. COMPLETE CIRCUIT
The final tests we made checked the wiring for
voltage losses due to high resistance connections,
lengths of cable of insufficient section to carry the
current, bad earths, etc.
We tested the insulated line first, with a voltmeter
between the generator " D " terminaI and the cable
ends at the headlights - with the lighting load
switched on and the engine running.
Our reading was exactly 0-5 volt, which we consider
the maximum permissible voltage loss on the insulated
line.
If the reading had been higher we should have had
to test with the voltmeter across every connection in
the line to locate the loss.
Two tests were necessary on the earth side, the
first between the generator earth, that is, the body of
the machine, and the battery earth post. Then from
battery earth to the headlamp earth - the lights were
stilI on in each case.
No voltage drop was recorded on our meter,
proving that the earth connections were sound.
Again 0.5 volt loss is the maximum allowed.
'

VOLTAGE

DROP TCST5 WITH

ENGINL PUNNING 4 LIGHTING

TEST

It

INLVLATLD LINL,

TEST

I+

EARTH

LOLD ON.

LINE

OPEN-CIRCUIT SETTING ADJUSTMENT

Having checked the complete circuit, we corrected
the faults we had found.
The regulator open-circuit setting was dropped to a
mean figure of 16.0 volts and the light lift again
measured as at the beginning of the procedure.
The readings were 11-75 volts with the engine
stationary ; and 12.5 volts with the engine running.
This worked out at 0-75 volt difference, which meant
that we had slightly reduced the voltage rise causing
the light lift.

=I

RE-CONNECTING THE A A N D A1 LEADS

We then changed over the A and Al. leads, connecting them correctly a t the control box.
This had an appreciable effect. The difference in
voltmeter readings was now only 0.25 volts, with the
engine idling in the one case and revving hard in the
other.
In a darkened room, the difference in the light
intensity was hardly noticeable, quite within normal
limits.
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SUMMARY O F TESTS

I
2

VOLTAGE AT CABLE €NOS. WITH BULBS:
ENGtNC STATIONARY
ENGINE RlNNlNG

3

TEST BATTERY-S.G.

4

This summary will give you an overall picture of the
test procedure. It can be shortened with experiencefor instance if a fault is found early on, rectify it and
check the result.
But carrying~outthe whole procedure in this logical
order will test the vehicle completely, ensuring that no
fault is overlooked.
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H. R. D. TESTS.
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7
B

voLTncr:
NO LOAD
FULL LOAD

9
I0

CLOSE0 CIRCUIT VOLTAGE:
NO LOAD
FULL LOAD

II
I2

VOLTAGE AT CABLE ENDS. ENGINE S'IAIIONARY:
WITHOUT BULBS
WITH BULBS

13
14

VOLTAGE OROP TESTS. ENGINE RUNNING:
INSULATED LINE
EARTH LINE

REGULATOR

TESTS
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BATTERY TERMINAL VOLTAGE1
ENGINE 5TATIONAI)Y
LNGiNE RUNNING
ENGINE RUNNING FULL LOAD
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TECHNICAL SERVICE
OVERSEAS
TECHNICAL CORRESPONDENCE
COURSE
Section 8
WINDSHIELD WIPERS -- HQRNS -- SEMAPHORE AND
FLASHING L I G H T D I R E C T I O N INDICATORSINTERIOR LIGHT CIRCUITS

INTRODUCTION
The electricaI components on the modern vehicle, loosely described as " Accessories " are
in fact " Auxiliaries " and of such importance that a vehicle may be completely inoperative if for
any reason one or other of them fail to function or, a t the least, some of the pleasure and refinement of driving is lost. Accessories are really those units applied as after-sales fitments such as
extra Lamps, Mirrors, etc. Considered individually the auxilliary units and their associate
circuits are very simple, but in view of their frequently masked and inaccessibIe positions on
the vehicle they are not fully appreciated.
One of the auxiliaries, of outstanding importance, is the windshield wiper. On the fast
modern car it is frequently subjected to very heavy loads and sustained periods of working.
The body contours and construction of a vzhicle often make correct and frictionless alignment of
the driving mechanism difficult. Occasionally too, it is subject to distortion on thevehicle assembly
line. Some detailed attention has to be given to these obscure causes of unsatisfactory
operation in service.
The auxiliaries are connected through fuses in two groups, firstly those which are required
only when the engine and vehicle are in motion, being suppIied with current through the ignition
;witch ; the remainder being so connected to the current supply that they may be used when the
vehicIe and engine are stationary.
The reason for dividing the auxiliaries into two groups is primarily because all the
components concerned with the running of the vehicle are only required when in motion, so by
connecting them through the ignition switch they cannot be inadvertently left on when not
required, whereas theiremainder may be required at any time and consequently the supply is
direct from the battery to their individual control switches.
Fuses are installed in the auxiliary circuits because, owing to their wide dispersal over the
vehicle, they are more susceptible to wiring troubles than the main cable harness itself, and also
because after-sales accessories are frequently wired in a haphazard manner which makes them
vulnerable to short circuiting and other troubles.
All told, there is no single factor of more value in building customer goodwill, and increasing
business, than that of the individual electrician, being looked upon as a competent expert by the
customer. A careful study of the whole range of units covered in this book will do much to place
you in this desirabIe category.

COPYRIGHT
All rights reserved. No part of this
publication may be reproduced
without permission.
JOSEPH LUCAS (SALES & SERVICE) LTD., BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.
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Windshield Wipers (Model C.W.)
T H E C W WIPER - E X T E R N A L V I E W WiTH
ARM A N D BLADE

The type CW wiper is widely used as an accessory
as well as initial equipment on certain models of
vehicles.
Available i n THREE models for both 12 and 6 volt
working the model CWI is supplied for top of screen
mou~~ting
and the CW2 for BOTTOM screen rnounting.
The CWX is built as a universal model for either
top or bottom fixing and can be advantageously
stocked as a general service replacement.
Control is obtained by means of an on-off switch
and parking handle which form an integral part of
the unit. Covers are designed to provide parking of
the blades on either side of the screen.
The popular arrangement is a ' three ' hole fixing.
The spindIe emerges centrally and the motor is held
by two studs one on either side.
Packing pieces and adaptor blocks are available.
The latter when fixed to the motor enables the
assembly to become ' single ' hole fixing.
The normal wiping angle may be either 130" or
150" but models with special angles have been produced to suit veh.icle makers' requirements.

~~~~~
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The wiper arm and squeegee are fixed to the spindle
by means of a quickly detachable split collet incorporated in the boss of the wiper arm.
There is a range of both arms and squeegees, the
latter varying from 6" to 9" in length to suit different
size screens.
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GEARED SECTOR

T H E C O N S T R U C T I O N O F T H E C W WIPER

This illustration will give you an idea of the construction of the CW. The motor assembly is on the
right and the gearing on the left.
We shall be examining both of these sections in
greater detail later.

T H E SAFETY DEVICE

One feature of the unit is not generally known,
and that is that the motor is provided with a safety
device against shock. A sn~allsoft-iron pin, passing
through the motor spindle, forms the driving
member. This pin shears if for some reason the
spindle is prevented from turning with the motor
still taking current. The shearing of the pin prevents
the motor from burning out, or stripping some of the
teeth in the gear wheels.
Now for a closer examination of the motor itself.
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THE CW MOTOR
The motor consists of a three-pole armature running in a two-pole shunt wound field. The two field
coils are wound on laminated iron formers and connected in series, producing twb magnetic poles.
The armature comprises a laminated iron core
carrying three windings, thus forming three magnetic
poles.
Field and armature windings are in paraIlel with
one another.
The ends of the windings are brought out to a
terminal block on the right. The internaI ON/OFF
switch is built onto the brush gear, the operating lever
being part of the cover assembly.

BRUSHES

TERMINAL
BLOCK

T H E C W CIRCUIT

0
BRUSHES

FIELD

The current feed passes via this internal ONJOFF
switch, through the brush gear to the commutator,
round the armature windings and back to the other
side of the supply. Both field coils are connected
in parallel, with the armature.
The supply will generally be taken from the A4
fuse to one side of the motor terminal. block and from
the other terminal on this block back to the E terminal
at the Control Box.

COIL S

T H E GEARING
A small driving gear is fixed to the one end of the
armature spindle. Let us now see how the drive is
transmitted from this point to the wiper arm, which,
in the driving position, is engaged to the driving
sleeve.
The drive is first taken up by the intermediate
gear and transmitted by a pinion to the final
gear. A connecting rod is pivotted eccentrically on
this gear, converting the rotary movement with the
help of the geared sector into the reciprocating movement necessary for the wiper arm. This drive is
transmitted to the arm and blade when the parking
switch is moved and the spindle engaged with the
driving- sleeve. The soft-iron pin we mentioned
earlier is the actual engaging member.

CONNECTING ROD

FINAL

GEAR

INTERMEDIATE
GEAR

DRIVING SLEEVE

GEARED E N D
Of ARMATURE
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WATERPROOFING

All wipers in the CW range are provided with
adequate means for proJecting the mechanism against
the entry of water past the wiper spindle. The
necessary felt and cork inserts are provided with the
unit and must be used if the wiper is to give long and
trouble .free service.

I

7

SCREW CAP

FEkT WASHER

We show several methods here of sealing the wiper
spindle, and additional protective ' Langite ' gaskets
are available for waterproofing the fixing stud holes.

F€<T WASHER

(c)

FITTING UP A N D MAINTENANCE

No maintenance in the general sense is required in
service. The gearbox is packed with Duckhams
KEENAL Kg125 grease at assembly. A spring ball
lubricator is provided for the long armature bearing
and a small quantity of oil may be inserted occasionally.
Care should be taken when setting up a new wiper
to see that rhe water excluding devices are properly

seated. IF water should gain ingress to the gearbox
the emulsified grease must be cleared out and the gear
box re-packed.
Also when fitting up a new wiper the current supply
should be taken from the A 4 fuse, or in any earlier
rype of car installation, from the Ignition Switch in
order 'that the supply is automatically cut-off when
the ignition is switched off.

SERVICE FAULTS

Tlie most common faults in service will be sheared
driving pins resulting from shock load such as fouling
the blade when cleaning the screen and bent spindles,
causing seizing and overheating of the motor. Noisy
operation usually is caused by general wear and tear.
Ingress of water causes loss of lubricant by emulsification and usually results from incorrect fitting.
Low torque will be due to worn brushes or bearings.
Normal current consumption :
12v.
..
1-8-2.5 amps.
6 ~ .

..

3.0-4.0

,,

Stall current consumption :
12v.
..
2.7-4.0

6 ~ .

..

4-4-55

amps.

,,

Heavy current consumption will indicate internal
binding, or this fault may a b o be due to excessive
pressure on blade to screen or spindle binding i n
screen aperture.
Low current reading will probably be due to worn
brushes, or dirty and greasy commutator.
If ammeter test readings are unsteady suspect
defective armature windings or faulty commutator.

GENERAL M E T H O D OF TESTING I N
POSITION

Connect ammeter in circuit and switch on the
wiper, take current reading.
If no current flows check A 4 fuse. Using a voltmeter across the leads, check the supply from the
wiper terminal block.
If voitage supply is normal but no current flowing,
remove wiper for examination and service.
If no voltage at terminal block, the supply or earth
return circuit is defective.
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Windshield Wipers (Model C.R.)
CR WIPER AND WHEELBOX

-

-

'

-

ASSEMBLY

This illustration gives a general view of the CR type
wiper, showing how the drive from the motor is
transmitted to the wiper blades by means of a flexible
rack and wheelboxes. Thereare two models, CR and
CRT. The CR series covered by Nos. 1-7 provide a
variety of wheelbox and switching assemblies together
with a range of varying angles of wipe. The model
CRT is similar to the CR, but incorporates a therrnostatic overload switch which functions to stop the
motor if, for any reason, the maximum safe working
temperature is exceeded as a result of prolonged over'loading.
The motor and gear box are mounted under the
bonnet, whilst the wheelboxes are fitted at the bottom
of the screen.
The drive to the wiper arms is obtained by means of
a cable rack, comprising Bowden type cable over
wound with a wire helix. This wire helix acts in the
same manner as the teeth in an ordinary rack, and

AUXILIARY WHEEL

SECTIONED VJEW
TOOTHED WHEEL
SHOWING
CABLE

G

engages with the gear wheel atrached to the wiper
drive spindles mounted on the wheelboxes. The cable
rack, as you can see, is enclosed in a flexible metal
outer casing.
These motors are made for both 12 and 6 volt
working ; the motor and its reduction gearing exerts
a push of approximately 50 Ibs. on the cable rack.

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT
AUX1LIARY WHEEL
BOX WITH FRONT
COVER REMOVED

Sundry arrangements have been provided in order
to fulfil the various requirements of the vehicle manufacturer.
In the one illustrated the contro1 box is mounted
centrally - or may be off-set if required. It performs
the dual function of simultaneously ,switching the
motor on and off, and parking the blades at either end
of the screen as may be desired.

A N ALTERNATIVE ARRANGEMENT

The arrangement ilIustrated in this picture provides
for hand wipi~lgand parking of either blade independently, the ' on and o f ' switch being incorporated in the
wheelbox on the driver's side.

SUPPLY TERMINAL

FLEXIBLE CABLE RACK

GEARBOX

OPPOSED WIPlNG ARCS

I n both the above arrangements the wheelboxes
are mounted over the cable rack, thus producing
a parallel motion of wiper blades. If it is required
to operate the arms towards each other, i.e., ' Clap
Hands ' arrangement, one of the wheelboxes will be
mounted above the rack and the other one belob
it. Then, in order to obtain the desired angle of
sweep i.t may be necessary to install a crank wheel
with a different throw in the motor itself.
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WHEELBOXES - ASSEMBLIES A N D
METHODS O F F I X I N G

There are one or two other features of the CR and
CRT wipers which might be of interest.
This illustration shows a close-up of one of the
earlier type wheelboxes used. It should be noticed
that the two slotted ears are used for the fixing screws
to the scuttle of the car, and two half clamps are
installed to locate and hold the ends of the flexible
outer casing of the cable rack.

W H E E L B O X -SINGLE

H O L E FiXlNC

Another type of wheelbox assembly provides for
single hole fixing by means of a securing nut as shown
in this picture.
I n order to make this arrangement adaptable to
existing scuttle angles, several different sloping packing
pieces and suitable rubber washers have been produced to suit individual vehicles.
!p'-TLf'

R ~ ~ B B E ~
WASHER

WIPER ARM FIXING

This illustration shows a collet arrangement for
fixing the wiper arm to the wheelbox spindle.
Several different versions of this system have been

in use for many years.
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THE CR MOTOR A N D GEAR BOX ASSEMBLY

The drive from the motor armature to the cable
rack i s obtained by means of a double reduction gear
of approximately 72-1. The first stage reduction of
13 to 1 is obtained by means qFa worm cut on the end
of the armature spindle which engages with a worm
wheel. This worm wheel is buiIt integrally with a spur
pinion ; rhe pinion engages with the final drive gear
wheel, as shown, at a ratio of 61 to 11. A crank pin
and connecting rod then transmits the drive to the
crosshead on the cable rack. The number of wipes per
minute will be ap;iroximately 90-100.
It should be noted that, altogether: six different
wiping angles ranging from 105" to 150" are now used
on the different makes of vehicles. The varying length
of stroke being obtained by altering the throw of the
crank. Thus to alter the angle of wipe it is necessary
to change the final gear wheel in the gear box.
The silent running of this gearing can be maintained
if the correct type of grease is used; that is, Duckham's
Keen01 KG25.

ARMATURE

FERRULE

MILD STEEL YOKE

\

/
'

\ /

THE ECCENTRIC TYPE S H U N T MOTORMAGNETIC CIRCUIT

Commencing with the magnetic circuit of the motor
it wiIl be seen that the ' field ' is provided with one
coil only situated on one side of the armature. The
' U ' shaped yoke of mild steel which forms part of the
body of the unit completes the magnetic circuit,
bringing the opposite polarity, the south pole in our
illustration, to the other side of the armature.
Incidentally, this type of construction is generally
styled as an eccentric motor, the armature being offset from the centre as shown. -

LAMINATED SOFT IRON

SECTIONED MOTOR

In this cut-away section the actua1 layout is clearly
shown.
You can see that the armature is mounted eccentrically in the body with the field coil at the side of it,
and the ' U ' shaped yoke surrounding both components. Otherwise, the motor is of the plain shunt
wound type, with the single field coil in parallel with
the armature windings.
By contrast with the CW type wiper the' on and off'
switch is a separate unit.

FIELD
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THE OVERLOAD CUT-OUT SWITCH
The CRT wiper incorporates a thermostatic cut-out

switch as shown in this illustration, and this is the
mode1 now fitted to a great number of current production vehicles.
The fitting of the thermostatic switch in the original
CR model was not necessary as the stall current of the
motor was not so heavy. The CRT modeI, however,
develops a much greater power with a correspondingly
higher stall current.
Some form of temperature control was thus
required to protect the witidil~gsagainst overload.
Excessive current draw, with consequent overloading,
can be caused by packed snow or ice on the windscreen, or by ' binding ' of the wiper spindles due to
bad fitting - in fact by anything which unduly strains
the motor.

'm
I

/--

FIELD COIL

T H E THERMOSTATIC-CRT WIPER

ON-OFF

THERMOSTAT

SWITCH

The thermostatic switch is connected in the suppIy
line to the motor and automaticallv breaks the circuit
when the temperature rises to betwken 90" and 95" C.,
194-203" F.
The switcli will re-close automatically when tbe
temperature of the motor falls to around 60" C. 140" F. which is the ordinary running temperature.
Thus, operation of the thermostatic switch will stop
the motor without warning and it might remain so
stopped for severai minutes, i t . , until the motor
temperature drops, when it will re-start and continue
at normal speed providing the main switch is left in
the ' on ' position.

I

-

- - - -tt

CR A N D C R T A R M A T U R E S A N D FIELD
COILS

The armature illustrated on the left of this picture
is that used on the original CR wiper and is built with
a steel thrust ball inserted ia the commutator end of
the spindle as shown.
The armati~reof the CRT model has a greater number of turns of wire in each of the seven armature slots
and provision for thrust is made in a sligl~tlydifferent
way with the result that a plain end shaft is used, as
shown on the right. Therefore, these armatures are
NOT interchangeable. Also, the field coils are not
interchangeable.

I
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SELF ALIGNING BEARINGS

A novel feature of both the CR and CRT wiper
motors is the self-aligning covmutator end bearing as
shown in the illustration.
The bearing itself is a ball, held in position. by a
spring cup as shown, thus ensuring that the armature
is lined up with the front end bearing, and the thrust
screw at the back.
This thrust screw is necessary by reason of the
worm drive on the other end of the armature, and
should be set so that the end float is just sufficient to
allow the shaft to rotate freely.

4RMATURE

SHAF

W l R l N G CIRCUIT AND FAULT F I N D I N G

)

It is general practice to wire the screenwiper circuit
through the A4 Fuse, thus providing master control
from the Ignition Switch ; the object of this is to
prevent the wiper motor being left in the ON position
when the vehicle is out of use, with the consequent
danger of running the battery down.
The typical circuit arrangement using a 14/'0.12
strand green master colour cable is shown here.
Electrical faults may be easily located by means of a
voltmeter, and overloading, with consequent sluggish
operation, by means of an ammeter.
In every case testing should commence with the
obvious external possibilities such as defective Fuse
or Fuse Clips, loose connections or defective switch,
loose connections at the wiper motor and defective
earth connections.
The whole systematic check should proceed in the
order given.
Start at point 1, the A4 fuse, one of the most likely
trouble spots in the circuit. A quick check can be
made by switching on first the ignition and then any
other auxiliary led from this fuse- for instance
trafficators, stop lights, etc.

If none of these are operating, check the fuse. If
this is intact, the supply to it can be checked with a

voltmeter between the terminal and earth.
If a reading is obtained at A4, next check at the
wiper switch. Voltage should be shown between either
terminal and earth with the switch closed - i.e., at
points 2 and 3 in our illustration.
Point 4 is the next at which a voltage reading should
be shown. A zero reading should be obtained between
point 5 and earth. If a n y reading is shown, examine
the earth connection.
W I R I N G CIRCUIT A N D FAULT FINDING (2)
In the circuit we have just examined you will notice
that the switch is on the ' live ' side of the motor.

Alternatively, and quite frequently, it may be installed
in the earth side as shown in this picture.
The checking procedure is similar but the order of
the voltage checks differs. The order in this case will
be : point 1, the A4 fuse ; point 2, the motor supply
terminal - at both points voltage should be registered.
With the wiper motor switched on, there should be
no voltage reading between point 3 and earth ; nor
between either of the switch contacts and earth.
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C U R R E N T CONSUMPTlON T E S T

The normal running currents for these motors are
a good guide to performgnce.
Excessive current readings will indicate that overloading exists at one of the following points :
I. Excessive blade pressure on the screen.
2. Binding at the spindles and wheel-boxes.
3. Binding a t the rack or outer casing.
4. Partial seizure or other fault in the motor
assembly itself.
An ammeter placed in the wiper feed as shown will
1' give an immediate indication of any of these troubles
which may then be localised, firstly, by removing the
arms and blades and lastly, by disconnecting the motor
assembly from the rack and trying the unit by itself.
Abnormally low current readings will, if the voltage
is properly maintained, indicate that the motor
brushes are either worn out or sticking, or if a heavy
reading is accompanied by excessive drop in voltage,
a short within the motor itself will be indicated.

NORMAL
CURRENT CONSUMPTION
MOTOR COLD-

DRIVING 80TH BLADES ON WET SCREEN.

CR

CRT

AMPS.

AMPS.

6 VOLT.
12 VOLT.

C

.

NORMAL CURRENTS WITH COLD
TEMPERATURE
The correct current readings with a cold motor
driving both blades on a wet screen should be as
shown in this tabulation.
Once the trouble is located to the motor assembIy,
an inspection can then be made, and any small faults
such as dirty commutators, worn brushes, sticking
brush levers or loose connections can be conveniently
rectified without necessitating the exchange of any
major components.
The opportunity should be taken to open the gear
box wver and, if necessary, re-pack the wiper with the
correct grease, Duckham's Keen01 KG25.
After correction the motor should be re-tested. The
current taken should then be back to normal and the
specified speed of 90 to 100 oscillations per minute
obtained.

. .

MAINTENANCE AND FAULT FINDING

@
@)

MOTOR 8 WHEELBOX FIXING

@

WIPER BLADE RUBBERS
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SPINDLE CLEARANCE

Very little maintenance is required to keep windscreen wipers in a serviceable condition.
All the moving parts are packed with grease before
leaving the factory, and if periodic attention is paid to
these other points, trouble-free service can be expected.
Make sure that the wiper motor fixing, and that of
the wheelboxes is secure.
The next point follows from the previous one : if
the wheelboxes have moved slightly, the spindles will
tend to bind in the aperturp, putting an undue strain
on the motor.
The next concerns the rubber of the wiper blades,
which should be inspected occasionally, and the blades
replaced after long service.
Dirt and grease tend to accumulate on the rubber
and harden. This impairs the ' squeegee ' action of
the blade, making clean wiping of the screen
impossible.

If
slipping of the wiper a]rm occurs, the trouble can
usually be traced to the collet fixing. The hexagonal
nut should be firmly tightened after the blades have
been set to give the correct wiping arc on the screen.
At the same time, check that the hinge spring in the
arm is not weak or broken.

BLADE FIXING
And here are two of the usual methods in use for
fitting the blades.
In the left-hand illustration, the rubber grommet
secures the blade, whereas on the right it is held in
position by a spring clip.
Both fixings permit side-movement or rocking of
the blade, ensuring maximum contact with the screen
over the full wiping angle.
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Windshield Wipers (Models DR1 & DR2)
T H E DRI AND DR2 WIPER MOTOR
ASSEMBLIES

The DR series of complete Dual wiper assemblies
are the latest additions to the Lucas range and are now
being widely applied to current production vehicles of
all makes.
There are two basic types, the DR1 which may be
for either single or two speed working, and rhe DR2
single speed. Both models, which are made for 6, 12
or 24 volts are substantially more powerful than the
earlier CR types. '
The two-speed arrangement has been developed
specially for high speed vehicles which may be subjected to any conditions up to the proverbial tropical
downpour.
Both of these wipers are so far arranged for
automatic self-parking and are controlled by means of
switches mounted on the facia panel.
The DRl uses a rotary 3-position switch, and the
DR2 a simple push and pull, 'on and off' switch.

DRI

T H E D R I A N D DR2 GENERAL ASSEMBLY

The layout of cable rack, casing, wheelboxes, arms
and blades follow the general pattern of the CR with
certain differences.
In order to provide for the increased power it has
been necessary to substitute the flexible metallic outer
casings by rigid steel ' Bundy ' Tubes. This is a ductile
steel tube with a coppered lining and is attached to
the motor and wheelboxes by ' flaring ' the ends, and
connecting to the motor by means of a ' union ' type
connection, and to the wheelboxes by means of clamp
plates.
The wheelboxes themselves are cast assemblies on
the DRI model, and steel pressings on the DR2.

T H E RACK DRIVE ASSEMBLY

A more detailed consideration of the wheelbox,
motor and outer casing assembly is desirable.
Trouble free service is contingent upon the free
running of the rack within the wheelboxes and the
tube.
This illustration of the Bundy Tube layout will
show clearly how necessary it is to have correct
alignment throughout. Flattened sections or kinks in
the rigid tube will cause binding and consequent
overloading of the motor and care must be exercised
when fixing the assembly.
Misalignment of any of the components is also
liable to cause binding, the junction of the motor
assembly to the Bundy tube being one of the most
vulnerable points.
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T H E RACK DRIVE A N D ATTACHMENT OF
T H E B U N D Y TUBE

As seen on the left of thegicture, the Bundy tube
is ' flared ' for attachment by the clamp ptates to the
wheelboxes. The drive-end fixing centre is a
' union ' type attachment.
The flexible rack connects to the motor crank by
means of the cross-head shown.
Parking adjustment is made by means of the limit
switch with which we shalI deal in detail at a Iater
stage.

\

FLARED END

WHEELBOXES

Whilst following the general patlern of the CR type
wheelboxes, the clamping arrangement varies in order
to fix the Bundy tube properly.
The DR1 wheelbox shown on the left is of die-cast
construction, and, as you can see, the flared end of the
Bundy tube is located in the special recesses positioiied
between the rack wheel and the clamping plates.
The DR2 pressed steel wheelbox, on the other
hand, uses the cover for clamping the Bundy tube in
position.
The DR1 wheelboxes may be singIe hole fixing
similar to the CR type, or may be located by means of
two separate fixing screws as shown on the left.
The DR2 wheelbox in the picture on the right is a
one-hole fixing type only.

DR2 W H E E L B O X B U N D Y TUBE L O C A T I O N

-

On the early production DR2's a ferrule brazed to
the Bundy tube on the primary length from motor to
wheelbox was arranged to locate in the space next to
the rack wheel as shown at ' A ' in the illustration.
On Iater production the use of the ferrule was
discontinued and the end of the tube ' flared out.' The
correct position of the flare is then in the narrow space
as shown at ' B.'
I n the lower picture it can be observed that the
flare on the inter-connecting section of tube may also
be located in the narrow space, but this is immaterial.
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WIPER ARM F I X I N G

Another departure from the earlier CR arrangement is the method of locating and locking the wiper
arm on to the wheelbox spindle.
In both the DRI and DR2 a splined drum is
pressed on to the wheelbox spindle, and mates with
the splined hub of the wiper arm. The arm is locked
by means of the retaining spring clip as shown. I-n
order to remove the wiper arm it is only necessary 'to
lift the spring clip by means of any small lever and
withdraw the complete arm.
It should be noted that the splines are arranged at
5" intervals to enable the arm to be placed in any
desired parking position.
It may also be noted that the wheelbox spindle is
grease packed on assembly, and embodies a weather
excluding grommet as shown.

T H E DR1 MOTOR ASSEMBLY

We may now examine the DRI motor and gearbox
assembly.
T o summarise the characteristics of this TWO speed
arrangement.
I. It is produced for 6, 12 and 24 volt working.
2. Has " NORMAL" wiping speed of 90--130
wipes per minute and in the " HIGH" speed
130-1 50 wipes per minute.
3. The high speed is obtained by weakening the
motor field by means of a resistance inside the
motor, and a combination switch mounted on
the facia.
4. The angles of wipe will vary between 90" and
130" as specified by the vehicle manufacturer.
5. Parking is available at either end of the stroke
as may be desired.
6. A thermostatic cut-out switch built into the
motor is provided to prevent damage if persistently overloaded for any reason such as
heavily packed snow cr Ice.

D R GEAR M E C H A N I S M

This view of the inside of the DRI gear box shows
the gearing. In some ways it is simpler than either the
CW or the CR wipers.
A worm cut on the end of the armature spindle
engages with the worm wheel as shown, providing a
reduction ratio of 423 to 1. This worm wheel in turn
mounts the crank pin which connects directly to the
crosshead of the driving rack. A screw type adjustable
Thrust Pad for the worm spindle will be seen at the
top.
A self-parking switch is located at the bottom left
and is adjustable for exact parking position by means
of the screw and krlurled nut shown on the extreme
left. This parking switch is actuated by a striker fixed
to the crosshead.
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T H E SELF-PARKINE MECHANISM

CONNECTING LINK

Let us now make a closer examination of this selfparking device.
The requirements are that the wiper blades park
automatically on whichever side of the screen may be
determined by the vehicle manufacturers, and also
they can be adjusted to stop at any desired position in
relation to the bottom of the screen.
T o do this, a simple blade type switch A " is
located in a slide as shown.
With the motor running normally the striker roller
' B ' on the crosshead will NOT come into contact
with the switch blade ' A1 '.
To stop and park the wiper blades the first operation
is to reverse the direction of the motor by means of
the main switch on the facia panel inside the car.
When reversal of the motor rotation commences
an eccentric cam ' C ' on the crank pin causes the
driving rack to move further outwards than when
running normally.
The striker roller ' B ' on the crosshead then
contacts the switch blade ' A l ' and stops the motor.
This stoppage will always take place at the end of the
stroke.
The exact stopping position is determined by means

FlNAC GEAR

"
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SWITCH

\'

ECCENTRIC

C

of the adjusting screw shown at ' A2 ' and this
adjustment can be varied at any time in service.
If the wiper blades are to be parked on the opposite
side of the windscreen two things are necessary.
Firstly, the motor armature connections must be
changed over and secondly the switch assembly ' A '
must also be changed over. That is, with tbe blade
' A1 ' facing inwards towards the final gear.

T H E ECCENTRIC CAM

This illustration shows in some detail the eccentric
cam between the crank pin and the connecting rod.
The top picture itlustrates the normal stroke path of
the connecting rod which is coupled to the driving
rack.
When the panel switch is moved to the ' Park '
position, the direction of rotation of the motor is
reversed. The eccentric cam as show11 in the lower
picture moves through half a revolution, and the
stroke path of the connecting rod will then be moved
along sufficiently for the striker on the crosshead to
open the contacts of the Limit Switch and thus stop
the motor.

ARRANGEMENT O F OPPOSITE PARKING
POSITIONS

Y
-

The top illustration clearly shows the layout of the
' PARKING ' or ' LIMIT ' switches for stopping the
wiper either on the left or right hand side of the screen,
also the knurled nut for setting the final at-rest
position in reIation to the bottom of the screen.
The smaller illustration gives a fair idea of the
switch assembly itself, the latest model on the left
having the end of the blade extended by comparison
with the early type.
8
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T H E D R I MOTOR

The main features of this motor, both magnetically
and electrically are similar to that of the CRT model.
which has already been reviewed. It is an eccentric
machine, the armature being offset from the centre.
The field is provided with one coil only, located below
the armature. The ' U ' shaped yoke of mild steel,
which forms part of the body of the unit completes
the magnetic circuit, bringing the opposite polarity,
the south pole, to the other side of the armature.
The armature itself is supported at the commutator
end by a self-aligning bearing of the type used in the
CR model. There is also a bearing bush between the
motor and gear-box, and at the outer end of the shaft
an adjustable stop is provided to control end movement.
A thermostat wired in series with the armature is
mounted on the inside of the yoke near to the second
pole-piece. It consists of a bi-metal strip and contacts, which open when the temperature rise becomes
excessive. In this way the motor is protected against
overload.

wh4U~ATOR
€Yo
[No Cow€e p L P i ~ t

An additional component is the resistance which is
connected into the field to produce the speed increase
for the High Speed wipe. This is over-wound on the
motor field coil, and is brought out to the terminal
board on the C.E. bracket as we shall see.

THE

DR W I P E R MOTOR CIRCUITS
As a simple commencement to a study of the circuits of the DR1 wiper arrangement we may trace
through the motor circuits only.
The motor itself may be considered to have four
circuits : (1) The Armature Circuit ; (2) The Field
Circuit ; (3) The Field with resistance in circuit, and
(4) The Limit Switch circuit.
Commencing at the armature circuit the current
path is from Terminal 5 through the thermostat switch
to the brush terminal ' A ', through the armature to
brush terminal ' B ', finishing at terminal 4.
The field circuit - from terminal 2 to one end of
the Field Coil, through the field returning to terminal
No. I.
The field with resistancein circuit-from terminal 2
through the field coil to the junction point with the
resistance, and from the other end of the resistance to
terminal 3.
The gearbox limit switch is placed in the earth side
of the motor circuit, and is as shown from terminal 4
through the switch contacts.

i

.
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THE PRSS SWITCH
A specially designed Rotary Switch arranged for
single hole fixing - panel inounting - called the
,$TS5 provides three positions.
1. ' N ' - ' ON ' for nornlal running speed.'
2. ' H ' - ' HIGH SPEED ' Wi.ping.
3. ' P ' - The parking position.
This comprises two components :
Firstly, a rotor with two contact segments which
select the various running positions, and secondly a
cam actuated contact breaker - a pair of points which makes and breaks the motor earth connection
for starting and stopping.
We have already stated that the motor may be
considered to have FOUR internal circuits, and we
can now state that the motor, the switch, and the
current supply and return comprise three circuits.
I . From the supply through the switch when in the
' N ' position.
2. From the supply through a different combination
of connections for the ' H ' position.
3. From the supply through a further combination
of connections for parking and stopping.

+ r-7-x

THERMOSTA

I1

CONTACTS

7
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CIRCUIT No. 1 N O R M A L R U N N t N G
POSITION
Switching to the ' N ' position starts the wiper with
the blades moving at normal speed.
The current supply is connected to the No. 2
terminal at the control switch. Here it divides, one
path to the armature, the other to the field. Remember
it is a shunt-type machine, with the two circuits in
parallel.
We will deal with t h e armature circuit first. The
supply is taken from rerminal 2 of the switch to
terminal 5 at the wiper motor. Then it continues via
the thermostat through the brush at (A) to the
armature ; the return is from the other brush at (B)
to motor terminal 4, which connects to No. 6 at the
switch. A pair of contacts, marked C, closed internally
by the switch in tlie ' N ' position, completes the
circuit via terminal 4, to earth.
Now the field circuit :- Starting from terminal 2
at the control switch which is permanently linked to
8, the switch rotor position for normal running connects to 7 ; the circuit path is then to No. 2 on the
motor through the field to No. I. From No. I then
to No. 3 on the switch, across the other rotor contact
to No. 4 and then to earth.
This circuit provides for screen wiping at normal
speed .
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H l G H SPEED POSITION

On switching to the ' H ' position, high speed
wiping is obtained.
This is brought about electrically by the insertion
of a resistance in series with the field coil. You
remember we pointed out this resistance winding on
the field coil a few pages back. i t has the effect of
reducing the field current and hence the field strength
of the motor. With the field strength reduced, the
armature turns at a faster speed.
It should be realised that this increase of wiping
speed is only obtained by a corresponding reduction in
the motor torque. This in turn is compensated by a
reduction in the wiper blade load due to the heavy
flooding of the windscreen surface such as occurs in
exceptionally heavy rain, tropical downpour, etc. If
the high speed wipe is maintained under normal
conditions of loading, the motor will eventually overheat and the thermostatic switch will finally stop it
completely and it will remain stopped until the motor
temperature again falls to normal.
Remembering that the armature circuit remains
unchanged, now follow out the field circuit with its
resistance in series.
Commence from the switch supply terminal No. 2.
The current path is via the fixed link to (8), through
the rotor segments to (I), through another fixed link
to (7), direct to field terminal (2) on motor, through
the field and its resistance to motor terminal (3).
From there it passes to switch (5) through rotor
segment to (4) direct to earth.

EARTH
SWITCH
HlGH SPEED
POSITION

SUPPLY

TERMINAL 8 COWECTED TO TERMINAL I.
rr
q
11
I,
"
5.

T H E PARKING POSlTION
GEAR BOX
UMlT SWITCH

EARTH

SWITCH
POSITION

SUPPLY

TERMINAL 2 CONNECTED TO TERMINAL 3

7

I )

CONTACTS
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This circuit shows the control switch turned to the

' P ' or park position. The motor switches off, and the

blades park automatically.
As far as the electrical side of the operation is
concerned, the field circuit is momentarily reversed ;
that is, the feed is in the opposite direction. The
supply is now switched via terminal 2 and 3 of the
control switch to the .No. 1 terminal of the field
winding, as opposed to No. 2 for ' normal ' running.
Current will thus flow in the reverse direction through
the field circuit, reversing the rotation of the motor,
but current will only flow as long as the earth side
of the circuit is complete. The contacts ' C ' i n the
control switch are open in this position, the only
available earth being provided through the gearbox
limit switch. You can follow this from No. 2 terminal
of the field winding, through switch terminals 7 and 6
and on via terminal 4 at the motor, to the limit
switch and earth.
If this switch contact is now broken, the motor will
stop.

CIRCUIT TESTI-NG-STAGE

1.

The Normal Running Position

+

Having examined the motor and switch circuits, we
can now formulate a simple routine for testing either
or both.
Assuming that our problem is an electrical one, the
first thing is to localise the trouble to either the motor,
the switch, or the wiring.
To do this the following procedure is recommended :
I . Check the current supply to the circuit. Commencing from the A4 fuse, this can easily be
checked with the voltmeter.
2. Turn the switch to NORMAL running position.
With the voltmeter, take readings at the wiper
motor terminal block. We should expect to find
fuIl voltage readings between terminals 1 and 2
(Field) and terminals 4 and 5 (Armature).
This will indicate that the switch itself and its wiring
to the motor is in order in the ' N ' position. If a
LOW voltage reading is obtained at the Armature
terminals 4 and 5 it suggests that the motor is taking
excessive current and will generally necessitate its
removal. If ' NO Voltage ' is obtained from terminals
1 and 2 or 4 and 5 we can assume that an open circuit
exists either in the switch, or its wirii~g,which can be
traced by following the circuit shown in this
illustration.

CIRCUIT TESTING-STAGE

MOT08 TERMINALS

+

-

L

MOTOR TERMINALS

-

+ +

2.

The High Speed Running Position

Having checked the wiring and switch for the
normal running position, we can now move lo the
HIGH SPEED position of the switch.
For this condition we should have full voltage at
terminals 2 and 3 (Field Resistance) and 4 and 5
(Armature) of the motor terminal block.
If NO VOLTAGE is obtained at either pair of
terminals an open circuit exists in the switch or
the wiring.

CIRCUIT TESTING-STAGE

.'
L

I

*

3.

The Parking Position

We can now check the circuit with the switch in the
PARK position, which will also chezk the operation
of the limit switch :1. Connect voltmeter to terminals I and 2 (FieId)
at molor terminal block.
2. Turn switch to NORMAL position - Voltage
reading sho 'Id be obtained.
3. Turn switch onwards to the PARK position
when polarity at terminals 1 and 2 will be
reversed, the motor rotation will reverse and
then the wiper will PARK at the end of the
stroke.
If upon changing the switch from NORMAL to
PARK the motor stops with no voltage readings at
terminals 1 and 2, check the LIMIT SWITCH circuit
and the EARTH to the motor body itself.
The circuits we have just examined are applicable
to the DRl wiper motor only. We can now tun to the
more recent type DR2 motor and its circuit.

LIMIT SWITCH

MOTOR TERMINALS

-

+

+
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THE DR2 EXTERNAL V l E W
The DR2 is the new model in the D R range, being

basically similar to the DRI, and designed to give
approximately the same performance. It is suitable
for 6 , 12 and 24 volt working, with varying angles of
wipe from 90" to 130".
The models so far fitted to vehicles are constructed
for single speed operation only.
The DR2 is not thermostatically controlled, since
the motor is designed to withstand stall currents for a
considerable time.
A different arrangement for self-parking allows a
simple ON/OFF panel control switch to be used.

DR2 I N T E R N A L V l E W - V I E W GEAR BOX

Internally, the construction is very similar to the
DRI. An eccentric type motor drives a single nylon
+final gear .through a heIix on the end of the armature
shaft. Then the design becomes simpler than the
DR1 ; there is no eccentrically mounted connecting
link to give self-parking. Instead, a plain link transmits the reciprocating movement via the crosshead
and cable rack to the wheelboxes. As with the DR1,
the rack is housed in ' Bundy ' tubing.

LIMIT SWiTCH
SELF-PARKI N G A R R A N G E M E N T

Self-parking of the wiper blades is brought about by
moving a simple panel control switch to the ' OFF '
position. With the switch in this position, the motor
stops at the end of the wiper arm stroke by virtue of
the limit switch shown here, which as you can see is
built into the detachable cover of the gearbox. The
contact arm of this switch is operated by the head of
the crank pin which L an integral part of the final
gear. This striker opens and closes the contacts once
every complete revolution of the gearwheel.
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STRIKER

1

1

LIMIT S W I T C H CIRCUIT
This diagram will serve lo illustrate the method of
~ ~ e r a t i oofn the Parking Switch.
Consider the current path from the Motor to
EARTH .
With the panel switch CLOSED the motor circuit
is completed.
In order to park automatically n parallel current
path and switch is placed in the circuit. To stop movement both of the switches must be open.
In order to stop the operation at any desired position
of the stroke, the panel switch is first moved to the
OFF p o s ~ i i othus
~ ~ breaking one current path. At the
end OF the stroke a striker operates the blade of the
limit switch, which will continue to open and close at
each revolution of the crank ; this will not interfere
with the operation whilst the panel switch remains in
the ON position:
The panel control switch, when in the ' OFF '

INW LATED
INSULATOR

CONTACT

\

*;>yi~zl~c~

FEED MOTOR

FINAL GEAR

position, breaks the earth side of the motor circuit,
the only remaining path to earth being a parallel one
through the limit switch contacts. Thus the motor
stops when these contacts are opened.

EARTH
CONTACT

L I M I T SWITCH CONSTRUCTION

The construction and operation of the LIMIT
switch will be apparent from this illustration.
Two spring blades are connected to the motor and
the switch respectively as shown at the top, and are in
contact until separated by the striker located in the
head of the final drive wheeI crank pin.

T H E L I M I T SWITCH ADJUSTMENT

.

The limit switch is adjustable, enabling the correct
parking position to be obtained.
The switch assembly is released by slacker~ingoff
the four cover fixing screws. It should then be t u r ~ ~ r d
and set so that the motor switches off just after the
blades have finished their downward travel and are
starting the upward stroke.
It must, however, be remembered that this limit
switch is correctly adjusted on the assembly line and
re-adjustment should not normally be necessary.
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S E R V I C I N G THE DR2. WIPER
C I R C U I T TEST1 N G - V O L T M E T E R TEST

Switch on the ignition and ascertain that current is
available at the A4 fuse. This can be easily checked by
the voltmeter. With the wiper motor switched OFF
we should also have full voltage readings at the wiper
motor terminals 2 and 3 in the picture. At the same
time when the wiper switch (4) is moved to the ON
position the voltage registered at (3) should disappear.
If it does not, the wiper switch itself or the earth point
is faulty.
If no voltage is registered at the points mentioned
it is a simple matter to trace the open circuit by
following the wiring sketch shown.
The voltage tests must be supplemented by current
consumption tests as we shall now show.

NORMAL
CURRENT CONSUMPTION
MOTOR COLD-

DRIVING BOTH BLADES O N WET SCREEN.

DR I

DR2

AMPS.

AMPS.

6 VOLT.

5.0- 7.3

5.0 - 6.3

12 VOLT.

2 4 3.5

-

2 5 - 3.0

(NORMAL RUNNING)
THERMOSTAT SWITCH OPENS 135 - 150aC.
TEMPERATURES : CLOSES 8O0C. MIN.

DR1 A N D DR2 P E R F O R M A N C E D A T A

The correct technical data as shown above wilt be
a very good guide in the event of any unsatisfactory
performance.
For instance, any mechanical overloading will be

lGNlTfON SWITCH

7

reflected at once by abnormally heavy current consumption by the motor, with possible persistent
overheating which may cause damage.
Equally, the approximately correct voltage readings
are an infallible guide to defective fuses, wiring,
terminals or earth connections.
To take a simple example :- Full voltage test
readings, and zero, or very low current readings,
would indicate at once badly bedded brushes in the
motor, burnt commutator, or worn out brushes.
You will notice that the thermostatic switch is not
fitted to the DR wiper.
On the DRI this switch will cut out the operation
if the motor temperature rises to between 135 and
150°C., and it will remain open until the motor
temperature falls to S O T . , which may take several
minutes according to under-bonnet and general
prevailing conditions. It should be apparent that if
the wiper switch is left in the ON position the motor
will re-start automatically.

IGNIT(0N SWITCH

CIRCUIT TESTING
CONSUMPTION

-CURRENT

To measure the current consumption whether the
motor in question is the DR1 or the DR2, an amineter
is inserted in the A4feed (GREEN) to the wiper motor,
as shown i n our sketch. With the motor switched on,
the reading shown will fluctuate slightly as the
squeegee load varies, but a mean reading can be taken
and checked against the chart already given.
It will be necessary at this stage, if the current
consumption appears very high, to discoiinect the
rack from the motor and take a new set of figures.
We shall discuss this in more detail.

i.

'A*
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SERVICING THE .DR1 A N D DRZ WIPER
ASSEMBLIES
From the service point of view the following
conditions of uiisatisfactory performance may be

I-

I . Sluggish operation or complete seizure.
Of the several possible reasons for this condition the most likely one is that of a greasy and
fouled screen.
Another is partial seizure of the driving rack
resuIting from misalignment of the assembly,
or kinking or distortion of the Bundy tubing.
Lastly, the trouble may rest in the motor and
gearbox assembly itself.
In each case an excessive current will generally be

taken by the rnotor.in its effort lo drive the blades at
normal speed.

2. Electrical Faults :True electrical faults are very infrequent but
if they do occur they must obviously be either in,
the motor assembly, the wiring, or the switch, as
distinct from the external mechanical faults to
which reference has just been made and which
may be sufficiently serious to damage the motor
' electrically if allowed to persist.
A methodical approach to fault diagnosis is essential
if the CAUSE of any unsatisfactory performance is to
be tracked down.

TEST PROCEDURE A N D FAULT F I N D I N G

c

Sluggish operation or seizure, usually indicated by
excessive current consumption may be caused by :a. Low Voltage due to defective connections,
particularly earth connections.
b. Cable Rack bind in the Bundy Tubing.
This may result from flattening, kinking, or
over sharp bends (should be 9" minimum radius).
c. Excessive wiper blade loading due to fouIed or
greasy screen.
d. Wheel-box misalignment or spindles seizing in
the bearing housing.
e. Mechanical or electrical faults in the motor and
gearbox assembly.
To diagnose the cause of any of these troubles
proceed as follows :1. Connect a test ammeter and voltmeter in
circuit as shown in the last picture :a. Connect test ammeter in series with wiper
feed lead. (Green.)
b. Connect test voltmeter across the green lead
terminal of wiper and earth.

2. Switch-on the motor and check for low voltage.
Should be 1 1.5 v. minimum. If lower, examine
the fuse, re-make main and earth connections as
necessary.
3. Remove both wiper arm and blade assemblies.
4. Switch on the motor and test for current consumption and speed of stroke.
6 volt
12 volt

-

DR1 5.0 - 7-3 amps.
DR2 5.0 - 6.3 ,,
c.p.m.

2.4 - 3-5 amps.
2.3 - 2.9 ,,

DRI Norma1 speed 90-98 (15 - 16 in 10 secs.)
132-148 (22 - 25 ,, ,, ,,)
High ,,
DR2 Normal ,,
90- 100 (12 - 17 ,, ,, ,,)

If the current take and the speed of operation
is now correct the fault lies with a fouled screen.
If the current reading remains excessive :5. Remove wiper motor gearbox cover and disconnect the driving crank from the crosshead as
foIlows :a. On DR1 Motors, remove the cotter-pin
securing the connecting rod to the final gear
and withdraw the connecting rod complete
with eccentric coupling, conical spring and
friction pIate.
b. With DR2 wipers, first remove the gearbox
cover and seco11dIy the circlip securing the
connecting rod to the final gear. The connecting rod can now be lifted out.

6 . With the cable driving rack now disconnected,
switch on and test the motor independently,
taking a current reading and also a re-count of
the number of strokes of the crank pin.
If it is then found to be correct we can safely
assume the trouble to be in the Rack and Bundy
tube assembly, or the wiper spindles and wbeelboxes.
If the speed is still low replace the motor assembly
or check following points :a. Armature binding due to thrust screw being out,
of adjustment.
b. Commutator end bearing out of alignment.
c. Short circuit on commutator due to carbon
dust, etc.
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TO C H E C K T H E B U N D Y TUBE, D R I V I N G
RACK A N D WHEEL-BOX ASSEMBLIES

Sluggish operation or seizing in service is frequently
caused by misalignmht of the assembly or binding of
the driving rack in the Bundy tube.
To test for correct cable rack clearance in the Lube
proceed as foltows :If binding exists, the sections of the Bundy tube
must be examined. To do this :1. Remove arms and blades.
2. Remove wiper motor cover.
3. Extract coiinecting link between crosshead and
final gear.
4. Withdraw cable rack.
5. Reinove wlieelbox cover.
Insert the Mandrel, which should move freely
through each section of Tube.
If the bind is caused by flattening of the tube at a
turn j t may be possibIe to clear it by gently reforming
the tube carefully in a vice.
If a ' kink ' exists, the colnplete section of tube will
have to be replaced.
In some cases an eme~gencyrepair- can be carried

o u t by filing away the ' kinked ' sectio~~
by ineans of a
suitable size Iialf-round file. Care should be taken to
remove frays from the cut-away edge of the bore and
also to wash oul all filings and lubricate all moving
parts with Duckham's H.B.0, grease.

PART TWO

High Frequency Horns
As the purpose of any horn is to produce an audible
warning of approach, we must necessarily first spend
a little time in examining the nature of sound and how
it originates, before we dishss any of the modern
production units.
T H E P R O D U C T l O N O F SOUND WAVES

Sound, as we know it, is the result of disturbing the
air. All of you at some time must have been familiar
with the effect produced by flicking a strip of metal
held at one end. All that we are doing is disturbing the
air, setting it in rapid motion in the immediate
vicinity of the strip. The disturbance set up by such
mechanical vibrations are transmitted in wave form
through the air. The human ear is capable of detecting
these ' sound waves ', rendering them audible.
E X A M I N A T I O N OF W A V E FORM

STRIKING A G O N G

We can best illustrate how sound waves travel
through the air by likening then1 to the waves produced
on the surface of water when a stone is dropped into it.
Waves or ripples travel out in a regular circular
pattern from the source of disturbance, decreasing in
effect as they move outwards.

Similarly, when a gong is struck, the mechanical
vibrations set the air in motion and the resulting
sound waves travel outwards in ever-increasing circles,
diminishing in intensity the further they travel.
So, to produce sound, we must produce vibrations.
How d o we achieve this in the case of the modern
electric horn ?

T H E DIAPHRAGM

Tn all Lucas horns, the rapid moveme~ltof a thin
metal sheet or diaphragm disturbs the surrounding
air, setting up sound waves which travel outwards in
much the same way as they did from the gong.
The rate of vibration of the diaphragm will determine the pitch and frequency of the note, whilst its
loudness or volume will depend upon the amount of
movement of the diaphragm.
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THE H.F. HORN
The high-frequency horn gives a relatively highpitched and penetrating note. Its method of operation
will be clear from the diagrain.
The armature is coupled to the flexible diaphragm
which vibrates as we saw in our previous picture. The
rate of vibration is relatively low, being in the region
of 300-400 times per second. Attached to the centre of
the diaphragm is a tone disc. Each impact of the
armature on the core face is transferred to the centre
of the disc, causing the free outer edges to vibrate at
a faster rate. The rate or frequency is determined by
the size, rigidity and material of the disc.
The vibrations of the diaphragm and those of the
tone disc blend together, giving the horn its characteristic note.

)

DISC

THREE BASIC TYPES O F H.F. HORN

Here we show the three basic types of high frequency
horn : 011 the left, the HF.1441, in the centre the
HF. 1235, and on the right, the HF. 1748. All of these
work on the principle we have just discussed, but vary
in construction to cater for all specialised demands.
We shall describe the main features of each of them in
turn.

T H E LIGHT-WEIGHT HORN.
HF.1440-144-1444

,

b

,

This type of horn has been fitted for several years
to motor cycles, three variations of the basic model
being marketed, the HF. 1440, 1441 and 1444. The
differences are slight and external, and in no way affect
the operation. Any adjustments we give later will
apply equally we11 to all three models.
The general construction of the unit is visible from
this photograph. The features already discussed as
being part and parcel of every H.F. horil are readily
recognisable. The diaphragm for instance, although
slightly different in shape from the theoretical one we
depicted, performs exactly the same function. It is
positioned in this horn by a bayonet fixing. The
clamping band on the left locks this diaphragm firmly
in position.
The tone disc used with this horn is iiot fluted in any
way, as is the case with some other models, and is
relatively rigid, the actual thickness of the metal being
approximately +". We have already mentioned how
the shape, flexibility and thickness of this disc determine the final pitch of the horn note. In addition, we
must consider, of course, the mounting position. As
this particular horn is primarily designed for motor
cycle work, it must stand up lo rather rougher treatment than that to which it would be exposed under
the car bonnet ; a fiimsy tone disc on such a horn
would scarcely fill the bill, would it ?

This horn, then, is ge~ierallyrobust in construction.
The mounting bracket, too, consists of a strong yet
flexible assembly of springy plates, which give a firm
fixing, capable of withstanding ally amount of engine
or road vibration. Horn mountings really have to be
good, otherwise the note wilI be seriously affected but we won't labour this point here : it will be dealt
with more fully when we come to ' Maintenance '.
The armature is also visible here in one of its
forms and so is the core face. The function of the
rest of the components, including the push rod
with its locking ring, the contact breaker assembly and
the- various locking nuts will be more easily understood when we are discussing the adjustment of the
contact gap.
PUSH-ROD
LOCKING PIN

ARMATURE
SLEEVE

\ F2

COVER
LOCKNUT

DIAPHRAGM DIAPHRAGM
CLAMPING

CORE FACE

/CLAMPZ~~LA~MR]

CONTACT BREAKER
ASSEMBLY

i
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T H E ALTETTE HF.12341235

This horn, generally known as the ' Altette ' is
similar to the previous one, but of heavier construction.
This diaphragm is clamped to the cast metal body by
means of a securing rim held by set-screws. This rim
is chromium plated on the model HF.1234, whilst
that on the H.F. 1235 is black finished. Early models
of tbis horn had a flat aluminium tone disc, and a
similar armature and contact arrangement to the
HF. 1440 type.
Recently, however, the construction has been
modified somewhat and the latest type is shown in this
picture. The tone disc is now of corrugated pressed
steel, whilst the earlier type adjustment screw has been
replaced as you can see by a push rod. Provision for
adjustment of the contact breaker is made at the rear
of the horn body - bur more about this later in the
' Maintenance ' Section.

1

I

SECURING
TONE
DIAPHRAGM
CONTACT BREAKER
RIM
DISC
ASSEMBLY
PUSH-ROD
COVER
LOCK
NUT
NUT
LOCKING RING

T H E HF.1746, 1747, 1748 H O R N S

Again, several models of the basic type are made,
catering for individual requirements, but this breakdown is generally applicable to them all.
This horn is a high performance HF. horn made in
both high and low note models, suitable for fitting in
marched pairs.
It is designed to give an extremely powerful,
arresting and penetrating note which wilI be audible

W I N D T B N E H O R N -PRINCIPLE O F
OPERATION
The ' Windtone ' which is the other main type of

Lucas horn, works on rather a different principle than
the KF. type. The air is still set in motion by the
electrically-produced vibrations of a diaphragm, seen
here on the left of the picture, but this is now attached
to one end of a trumpet. The vibrations will travel up
the tube of the trumpet and, if their frequency i s made
to resonate with that of the tube, the sound will swell
out and produce a musical note. In simple terms, the
length of tube determines the pitch of the note, and
its shape the overtones or quality. You will redise
then, that in principle the windtone horn is similar to
an orchestral wind instrument, but with the air
vibrations produced electromagnetically instead of by
the mouth and lips.
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even under continental traffic conditions. The construction is very robust and the adjustment will
remain constant over a wide voltage range, a particularly important characteristic of this type of horn.
Whilst the principle of operation is similar to tlie
other HF. horns, the construction is very different.
This horn is of a completely new design, having a
die-cast body with a laminated core and armature.
Special provision is made for the internal alignment
of the armature with the core face, which expIains tlie
presence of such additional components as the swivel
ring, baIl joint. guide rod and core nut. These parts
are machined to very fine limits to permit an extremely
accurate adjustment, which is carried out on the
production line and normally needs no resetting in
service. As with tlie other types of horn. all we shall
consider in the way of adjustment is the contact
setting as far as normal servicing- is concerned.
You will notice thal a condenser is fitted in this
particular horn : it is connected across the contacts
to prevent excessive sparking when the horn is
operating.

VIBRATING DIAPHRAGM

I

VIBRATING COLUMN O F AIR

OF THE WINDTONE HORN'
This breakdown of a typical Windtone will help us
to describe its operation. The actual build-up should
be cleat from the illustration. Two die-castings form
the trumpet of the horn, at the same time providing a
suitabIe platform for mounting the diaphragm. You
can see that the latter is sandwiched between the
trumpet casting and the base-plate which carries the
coil, contact set and terminal block. The whole is
bolted together, the six screws firmly holding the
diaphragm at its edges, leaving the centre free to
vibrate. Notice that the armature is attached to the
centre of this diaphragm.
Imagine that we energise the coil with battery
current whicb passes via the contacts i-llustrated. The
armature is immediately pulled into the centre of the
coil. At a set point of its travel, it strikes against the
push-rod, thus opening the contacts. The current
interrupted, the armature is released and the
diaphragm springs back towards its original position.
The contacts close again, re-energising the core, and
the whole cycle is repeated, the diaphragm being set
into vibration.
These electro-n~agneticallycreated air disturbances
occur at the orifice of the trumpet ; the sound waves
travel down the tubing, whose length is carefully
calculated to coincide with the frequency of the
OPERATION

TYPES OF WINDTONE HORN

I7

-

There are three types of Windione in general use,
the WT614, the WT616, and the latest addition the
WT618.
The WT614 is an all black finished horn for under
the bonnet mounting, and is fitted as standard equipment to most British cars. It is now replaced by
the WT618. The difference between these two horns
are not immediately visible from this photograph
and we shall therefore leave them until we discuss
each type individually.
The WT616, perhaps better known as the 'Herald,'
is an exceptionally powerful horn mainly designed for
overseas use. It is available in chrome finish for
external mounting or in black fitting under the
bonnet.
All three horns are supplied in high and low note
models and are primarily designed for use in matched
pairs.

TERMINAL BLOCK
\

PVSH ROD

ARMATURE
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diaphragm vibrations. This causes the note to swelI
out of the trumpet flare.
The pellet type resistance mounted on the contact
breaker serves to damp excessive sparking which
would occur at the contacts during rapid make and
break.
Let us now survey the present day range of Lucas
Windtone horns.

T H E WT614

The popular WT614, of which you see two views
here, is small and compact, and gives a note which
although clear and distinctive, the first requisite of
any horn, is by no mean: raucous or unpleasant.
When used in blended pairs, one high note and one
low, and operated simultaneously, WT614's give a
pleasantly mellow and harmonious signal.
You will notice that the horn trumpet is coiled so
as to obtain the desired length in the minimum of
space.
The high note model has the shorter coiled tube and
the letter ' W ' is imprinted inside the trumpet flare.
The letter ' L ' is used to distinguish the low note
version.
Certain of the smaller cars fit one windtone horn
only as standard equipment, usually the low note one.
The high note model to make the matched pair is then
available as an optional extra.
As a point of interest to the musicians among you,
the notes differ in pitch by the interval of a major
third.
The fixing bracket of the horn is of interest and of
considerable importance : it must be firm, yet at the
same time flexible. The one used here is a spring
bracket formed from two sections.
The remainder of the constructional details of this
horn are shown in an earlier picture- we actually

THE WT618

These new WT618 horns, very similar in general
appearance to the WT614 model we have just shown
you, have been designed to supersede the latter.
They have a much louder note and will give a much
more audible warning signal under heavy traffic
conditions. They are intended for use in matched
pairs and will normally be fitted under the bonnet.
As usual, both 6 volt and 12 volt models are produced.
The external modifications are not immediately
obvious : the trumpet flare has actually been redesigned and the coiling of the trumpet tube somewhat
altered. This slightly changes the characteristic of
the low note.
The bottom picture shows the modified springsteel. fixing bracket.
The main internaI modification concerns the contact
breaker assembly. The terminal block is now made
of resistive material which does away with the earlier
pellet type resistance used in the WT614.
The diaphragm too has slightly different characteristics.
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ADJUSTtNG NUT

PUSH R Q D

,..'d,

used the 614 as a general example. But the accompanying illustration shows the relative positions of the
components when assembled. A feature not previously
pointed out is the adjusting nut for setting thecontacts.
The significance of this will be further discussed in the
' Maintenance ' section of this book.

T H E HERALD HORN

The Herald horn, the largest and loudest of the
Lucas range, fits a movement which looks identical
to the WT614, having the same coil and contact
breaker arrangement, with a points resistance in
circuit. Here the similarity ends. The Herald has a
very dignified looking, chromium plated trumpet,
something like the old posthorn.
Blended pairs
are produced, the longer trumpet giving the low note.
These large horns are designed for external mounting
on the larger cars and long distance coaches, although
a similar model finished in black is available for
interior fitting.

U U S T I N G NUT

-

CONTACTS

\

/

FD(IN(;

WT616 MECHANISM

Here you see the WT616 with the cover removed.
The similarity between this mechanism and that of
the WT614 is evident. The only additional feature
we need point out is the drain pIug. This is provided
so that the horn can be drained if for any reason
the interior becomes filled with water - as may
happen for instance during the hosing down of the
car.
TERM1NbL CONNECTOR

L

4

T H E WT6l6 TRUMPET SUPPORT

The Long trumpet of the Herald naturally needs
supporting and here you see the type of chromium
plated pillar we supply.
he piilar itself is extensible and possesses a swivel
enabling the fixing position to be varied suffici1 ently to suit the contours of the car wing or bonnet,
etc. This mounting facilitates fitting and avoids any
strain on the trumpet.
You will notice that the trumpet clamp is rubber
bushed against vibration.
We shall now discuss how the horns we have
shown you are wired into the vehicle electrical circuit.

RUBBER BUSH

M P n WPP=aTLUG
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H.F. H O R N CIRCUIT
This illustration shows a typical circuit used for a
single H.F. horn, say of the ' Altette ' type. You
will notice that the horn obtains its current feed from
the A2 terminal - which as you know may be
situated on a separate fuse board, or else incorporated
in the control box. In either case the circuit is
protected by the 35 amperes A1-A2 fuse.
The horn operating push is usually in the earth
line as we have drawn it here.
There is no rigidly set supply point for a horn of
this type, it could equally well be fed direct from the
battery or from the battery side of the ammeter. The
A2 terminal is however generally the most convenient
point. The voltage drop occurring at intermediate
points in the circuit between the battery and this
terminal is normally negligible with a horn of this
type whose current consumption is reIatively low.
Where two H.F. horns are used, on the other hand,
we advise that they should be fed either from the
batrery terminal itself, or from the battery side of
the starter switch or ammeter. In this case, it would
also be preferable to install a separate 35 ampere
fuse in the circuit.

W I N D T O N E H O R N CIRC'UIT
Windtone horns take much heavier currents than
the H.F. type and it is normal practice to feed them
direct from the battery line, either from the battery
terminal, or as we show here from t11e battery side
of the starter switch.
A separate 50 ampere fuse is recommended,
though this precaution is not always taken.
The horn push is once again in the earth line.
This circuit is adequate for all cars where the
cable run is not too long, especially when two
12 volt horns are installed. The voltage drop on
the circuit in this case would be well within working
limits. A serious voltage drop is soon noticeable,
the horn note becomes rough and the power diminishes, although the pitch of the note will remain more
or Iess the same.
Where such a heavy voltage drop would be experienced - say on some of the larger cars or light
commercials, and especially when a pair of 6 volt

TYPICAL H O R N CIRCUIT W I T H RELAY

Here you see a typical relay circuit, such as would be
employed for the heavier current horns - the 6 volt
Windtone, the ' Herald ' models, etc.
The relay possesses three terminals : C1, W and C2.
The main supply cable from the battery is connected
via a. fuse to C2. Terminal W is joined by a cable
passing up the steering column to the horn push. The
other horn-contact is earthed.
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horns is used - a relay should be employed in the
circuit.
We show this arrangment in the next picture.

When the horn push is pressed, the operating circuit
for the relay is completed and battery current passes
round the windings, energising the core, and thus
closing the relay contacts. These contacts complete
the horn operating circuit, alIowing the main current
to pass from the battery via terminal C2 ,through the
relay contacts, then via C1 on to the honu. The
circuit is completed by means of the horn and battery
earths.
Conhued.

.

This relay arrangement relieves the horn push;
~ l the
d usual long run of wiring to it, of carrying the
main current taken by the horns. Two purposes are
thus served : the horn push contacts have a much
longer life, and any voltage loss which would occur
if the heavy horn operalitig current passed through
the low capacity column wiring has been avoided. The
hor11s therefore receive their full voltage. What is
more, the main circuit wiring can now be of any
reasonable length as Ileavier gauge cable will normally
be used, the steering column which limits the cablesize having been by-passed.
This almost concludes what we have to say on the
subject of horn circuits. You will have gathered
that there is 110 hard and fast rule as to the precise
method of connecting horns in circuit. The main
recommendations we make are that they must be
installed so that the voltage drop is absolutely at a
minimum. The governing factor in this respect is the
current consu~nptionof the horn : the heavier the
current, the greater will be the possibility of power
losses. Very much part of this problem is the cabling
itself. Certain sections of the horn circuit must of
necessity be wired in cable of a low current carrying
capacity : the lead iluide the steering columii for
instance is nor~nallypart of a relatively narrow gauge
multi-cored cable- no amount of persuasion can
introduce a size 441.012 cable where there is only
room for a 14/.012. Hence you have seen that where
a pair of heavy current windtone I~ornsis used we
ernploy a relay in the circuit which by-passes the
column wiring and horn push, thus avoiding voitage
losses. The only current carried by this section of the
circuit is that necessary to operare the relay, a mere
0.5 amps for the 12 volt set and 1.5 amps for the 6 volt.
The main operating curre~?t,in the order of 13 amps
for the 12 volt pair and 26 amps for the 6 volt takes
the direct pat11 from battery to horn, passing through
a section of the circuit where it is convenient to

MAINTENANCE P O I N T S

There are very few maintenance points which apply
to horns - but the few are extremely important.
Each horn is correctly adjusted before it leaves the
factory and will generally give long and satisfactory
service with the minimum of attention.
Here you see four maintenance points. It is out
experience that by checking these you will cure most
of the horn troubles that occur, without the need for
removing and stripping the units, so often done
~lqnecessaril
y.
Let us rake each in turn, starring after the normal
fashion with No. 1.

STARTER SWITCH

install heavier cabling capable ofcarrying such currents
without undue loss.
Another recommendation is that the horn should
be fused. You saw that in the case of a simple H.F.
horn, taking a low current, we used the existing A2
fuse. But where two similar horns are fitted, we
recommended that they should be fed from a point
nearer to the battery, with a separate fuse in circuit.
The windtone horns as well should not be fed from
the A2 fuse ; if they are, the car ammeter in circuit
will swing violently every time the horn button is
pressed.
The above considerations then should be borne in
mind when studying these horn circuits, and more
parlicularly if you are called upon to fit new or
additional horns to an existing installatioil.
Let us now see what maintenance and servicing
is necessary to keep horns in good working condition
on the vehicle.

HORN
MAINTENANCE
POINTS

a

MOUNTING.

@

TIGHTNESS OF FLARE
TONE DISC.8 DIAPHRAG~.

@
@

VOLTAGE DROPIN WIRING.
CONTACT ADJUSTMENT.
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HORN MOUNTING

Horns must always be mounted on the bracket
provided, and it: is important that this bracket is
securely bolted to a rigid part of the vehicle, one that is
free from vibration. Make sure too that the horn
body is not touching anything. Unless the horn is
securely mounted, it will not give its true, clear note.
If at any time imperfections in the horn note
become apparent, check that the fixing bolts are
correctly tightened, that the bracket is not cracked and
that no other unit is loose and vibrating in the
immediate vicinity.

LOOSE HORN COMPONENTS

If any part of the horn itself is loose, such as the
cover, the diaphragm, the tone disc, horn flare or grill,
etc., the horn note wiIl be affected.
We have indicated all the likely trouble spots in
this picture.

VOLTAGE DROPTESTS FOR HORN CIRCUIT

We have stressed throughout that the horn performance will be seriously affected by voltage losses in the
circuit.
To localise this fairly wrnmon cause of trouble a
four-stage voltage drop test may be simply applied.

TEST 1. Battery voltage underload - engine stopped.
Switch on all lights to load the battery.
Take a battery voltage reading, which should not be
less than I 1 volts if the battery is in an adequate state
of charge.

TEST 2. Repeat this operation at the horns.
Connect the voltmeter across the terminals of each
horn in turn, press the horn push and note the
reading. The voltage registered should be no more
than 0.5 volts below the Test 1 reading.
TEST 3. If voltage drop is in excess of 0 . 5 ~ .
Check the insulated line by connecting the meter
between the insulated battery terminal and the feed
terminal of one horn. Press the horn push. No
voltage reading should be obtained ; if there is, check
all cable connections and junction points in the feed
line for loose or dirty contacts.
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TEST 4. Voltage drop due to defective earth.
The final test (Test 4) will locate any voltage loss
due to a bad earth contact. The meter is connected
between the battery earth terminal and the horn earth.
terminal (i.e., terminaI connected to horn. push),:.
when full battery should register. On operating thel.
horns the voltage reading should drop to zeroor 0.5 volts is considered as the permissible maximi.All earth connections should be examined i
reading in excess of this value i s obtained.

I

HORN C O N T A C T A D J U S T M E N T

The only adjustment to the horns normally necessary
in service is the taking up of the contact wear.
After a lengthy period pf service, the horn note
tends to deteriorate slightly, both in volume and in
purity of tone. The cure is simple enough : every horn
is provided with an adjustor which compensates the
normal service wear. The actual positioning of this
adjustment varies with each type of horn and we shall
need to run through them in turn. One point is
common to all, the contact adjustment MUST be
made with an ammeter in circuit as we show here.
The contacts should be adjusted until the specified
current reading is obtained.
We shall state the specified value for individual
horns, and the figure quoted wiIl be at normal battery
voltage. This pre-supposes that the vehicle engine is
stationary and the battery well charged.

ADJUSTMENT

BATTERY

HORN
PUSH

CONTACT
TYPE

ADJUSTMENT.

THE

HF.1441

The HF.1441 type, and earlier models of the
KF1234 have no fine adjustment screw at the back of
the horn. To gain access to the adjustment., the cover
nut must first be removed. Using a combined tool
similar to the one illustrated here, which holds the
locking ring while the push rod is adjusted, the slotted
end of the rod may be turned until the following
readings are obtained on the ammeter in circuit :1211. 1r7odel
6v. model
2 amps.
3 amps.
These are average figures and slight variations may
be encountered.
If the consumption is excessive, turn the push rod
clockwise to decrease the current, or anti-clockwise to
increase. Make only a small adjustment at a time,
continuing until the correct setting is obtained.

CONTACT A D J U S T M E N T T H E HF1234, 35
A N D HF.1746, 1748

I
-

These horns have a fine adjustment screw at the
back of the body. With an ammeter in circuit, note
the current when the horn is operated. Turn the
screw in a clockwise direction to increase the current
and anti-clockwise to reduce i t . Adjust a quarter of a
turn at a time until the reading is within the following
prescribed limits and the maximum performance is
obtained.
Current figures :-

6 rfolf

HF.1234-35

12 volt

. . 3.5 amws. MAX. 2.5 amus. MAX.

CONTACT ADJUSTMENT WT.614,616 and 618

The following method of adjustment applies to all
the present-day Windtone horns we have discussed.
First remove the cover. ,Then slacken the lock nut
on the fixed contact and turn the adjusting nut in a
clockwise direction until the contacts are just separated, as indicated by the horn failing to sound. Turn
the adjusting n u t hnlfu turn in the opposite direction
and hold it while tightening the locking nut. Check
the current consumption of the horn, which must not
exceed the figure quoted below. If the current is
incorrect, make further very fine adjustments to the
fixed contact, turning the adjusting nut clockwise to
decrease and anli-clockwise to increase.
Current figures :WT.614
WT.616
WT.618
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6 volt
13 amps.
14 amps.

12 volt
6 amps.
8 amps.
8 amps.

PART THREE

Direction Indicators

Trafficator "-Semaphore
THE CURRENT PRODUCTION SEMAPHORE
INDICATOR

On current production cars TWO basic types of
Trafficators, the SF80 and SE100,cover all the popular
vehicles. Two other types kgown as the SF34 and 40,
and now discontinued on new cars, have also been
used in large numbers. These models are fitted on
the vehicle assembly lines and are generally accommodated in recessed door pillars. For subsequent
installation an external mounting unit, the SE100, is
universally applicable. The same action asse~nbly
is used either for the recessed type or the box type
external trafficator. The methods of switching vary,
the most popular being the self-cancelIing switch
built in the steering-wheel hub. Another arrangement
uses a self-cancelling switch mounted on the steering
column and cancelled by an external cam.
A further arrangement may be a panel mounting,
two-way and off switch with or without a warning
light or alternatively a two-way and off switch
combining a pneumatic time delay. Generally these
units are for 12 volt working but are also available
for 6 volt applications with a special 24 volt model
for passenger carrying vehicles.

)

L

M O U N T I N G PLATES

For mounting on different types of vehicle bodies a
range of adaptor plates are manufactured. These
are attachable to the standard action assemblies and
some examples are grouped together in this picture.

PRINCIPLE O F O P E R A T I O N

)
:

I

All types of trafficators follow the same principle.
A solenoid is carried on a bracket and a plunger is
attached to the pivoted semaphore arm. When
current passes through' the solenoid winding the
plunger is drawn into the core thus raising the arm
to the horizontal position where it will remain until
the current js switched off.
A signal light in the form of a 3 watt Festoon type
bulb is spring supported in the moulded arm and
switched on by means of a sliding contact adjacent
to the pivot part of the arm when the arm itself rises
to the horizontal. Some earlier models had a continuous flexible lead to this signal.
All current production models which are made
for both 6 and 12 volt working have a 7 t " arm.
The indicator arm shouId return to the ' at rest '
position by its own weight when the currentis switched
off. Wind pressure against the arm surface tends
to keep it in the raised position and the top surface
is given an aerodynamic contour whereby a downward
thrust is produced to return the arm.
To prevent the arm being raised or ' thrown up '
when not in use, a locking device is incorporated.
Unless the plunger itself is moved, some force must
be exerted upon the arm before the action of this
device is overcome.
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T H E SOLENOID ACTION

This picture illustrates the solenoid with its hollow
iron centre, around which is a winding of enamel
covered wire.
A characteristic of thfs kind of electro-magnet is
that, with the current switched on, its pulling power
is a t maximum when the armature is fully inserted
in the core and advantage is taken of this characteristic because the pull required increases as the arm is
raised from the ,vertical cowards the horizontal
position.
It may be observed that the llollow core of the
solenoid has a brass lining, the object of which is to
prevent ' Magnetic cling ' between the surface of the
plunger and the wall of the core.
The current required to operate the solenoid lies
between 2 and 3 amperes.

SELF-LOCKING DEVICE

I
I

.

A self-locking device to hold the arm in the ' at
rest ' position is an essential feature of the arrange.ment to prevent the arm from bouncing out when the
vehicle is swaying, bumping or heeling over at an
acute angle. Several devices have been applied at
various times and this picture shows the very simple
arrangement provided on current production trafficators.
The locking device operates in the following
manner :Sketch I. The flattened head of the plunger is
recessed to accommodate a catch pin in the positions
shown at (A) when the arm i s raised and (Al) when
the arm is down.
Sketch 2. The plunger head fits into the slotted top
of the signal arm and a catch pin (B) is located in
the recess shown and retained by means of a hairpin
spring.

Sketch 3. With the signal arm in the ' at rest '
position, the solenoid plunger is fully raised and
the carch pin (B) will be in the position shown.
The plunger head then forms a block between the
back plate and the pivoted arm which prevents
the arm from moving outwards.
'

Sketch 4. When the pIunger is drawn down into
the solenoid, the first part of the movement releases
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the lock and the continued downward movement
of the plunger raises the arm into the horizontal
position ; the catch pin will then be in the position
shown.
Referring to sketch 2, the location of the catch
pin (B) by means of the hairpin spring also acts as a
safety device, allowing the pin to rise in the recess
whe~lthe arm is forced up by hand, thus preventing
it becoming damaged.

-

I
I
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SF80 TRAFFICATORS
This illustration shows the current production
SF80 type trafficator made for both 6 and 12 volt
working, now being fitted to practically all vehicles
taking trafficators as initial .equipment.
This is an exceptionally compact unit and is very
narrow (4") and shallow (I+") thus enabling it to be
accommodated conveniently in restricted door pillars.
Another development is the quickly removable arm
assembly, which permits a broken arm to be replaced
in a few moments without taking out the assembly
from the door pillar.
From the picture the foltowing features should be
noted :(I) The button contact ' A ' for the signal light
which corinects with the blade ' B ' when the
arm is raised.
(2) The rubber buffer stop which supports the arm
in the down position and prevents rattle.
A thimble type of connector for the current
supply at the bottom.

(4) The earth return obtained through the mounting
plate and the body of the vehicle.

SE100 TRAFFICATOR FOR EXTERNAL
MOUNTING
For external mounting the SF80 movement which
we have just described is accomn~odatedin a metal
box as shown here.
Two holes jn the back plate allow the assembly to be
fastened directly on to a flat surface and a detachable
right angle bracket will accommodate side fixing
where required.
The unit is available for both 6 and 12 volt working.
It has an exceptionally wide field of application for
vans and commercial vehicles as an after-sales fitrnent.

SF34 A N D SF40 TRAFFICATORS

Prior to the introduction of the SF80, 'the two most
popular trafficators in use were the SF34 and SF40
as illustrated here.
The feature of the SF 34 Trafficator was its particularly narrow construction ; it was also made with both
7r and 8;" arm.
The leading feature of the SF40 was its extreme
shallowness from back to front.
Several models of these trafficators were made
with various angles of lift between 80" and 90" and
others with special contacts for panel warning-light
circuit arrangements.

CIRCUIT USED ON CURRENT
PRODUCTION E Q U I P M E N T
Numerous circuit arrangements have been installed
on earlier production cars to meet special requirements and at a later stage they will be included as a
matter of general interest.
An extremely simple circuit is now employed for
the SF80 and SElOO trafficators as shown i n this
picture.
The current supply is taken from the A4 fuse by
means of a GREEN cable 141012 to the centre contact
of the switch, usually via snap connector at the bottom
of the steering column assembly.
GREEN and WHITE and GREEN and RED
14/012 cables are then connected, also by means of
snap connectors, to each traficator.
As shown i n the diagram, it will be observed chat
the solenoid is connected directly to earth and the
signal light forms a parallel circuit to it.
As previously mentioned, the earth return is
through the frame of the trafficator to the body of the
vekicle and, unless these earth connections are sound,
considerable trouble may be experienced in service.

WIRING

-

SERVICING TRAFFICATORS - ARM REPLACEMENT
In order to renew a broken arm on any of the early
type trafficators i t was necessary amongst other
operations, to drill out the hinge pin. On the SF80
and SElOO models the new type, quickly-detachable
arm is used.
The left-hand illustration shows how the exchange
may be carried out :OP. I. Remove the screw and take off the arm
cover.
OP. 2. Lift out the bulb and its contact spring.
OP. 3. Loosen off the arm clamping screw and
withdraw the arm moulding.

Reverse the operations and fit a new arm moulding.
On the earlier types shown on the right proceed as
follows :Remove the trafficator from the car, take off the
arm cover and remove the bulb. If the old cable and
contacts are to be used, open the clip securing the
cabIe to the arm ; otherwise slacken the screw
securing the terminal assembly, remove the terminal
plate and un-solder the cable, temporarily replacing
the screw to hold the solenoid in position.
Drill out the rivet securing the arm.
Place the new arm in position so that the catch pin
locates correctly between the lifting plate and the
locking plate, and secure by fitting a new rivet. Solder
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TRAFFICATOR WIRING CIRCUIT

1

ARM LlrTING PLATE
LOCATING

ARM LOCKING

the free end of the braided cable to the tag on the
terminal plate, and refit the plate in position. Before
finaIly tightening the securing screw, fit the cable
neatly between the coil and the insulating strip, so
that, although held firmly, there is no danger of the
insutatjon being damaged by sharp edges. There must
be sufficient slack to allow the arm to move freely
without either straining the cable or bending it
sharply.
Finally, fit the bulb into the arm and replace the
cover.

LUBRICATION A N D MAINTENANCE

)

SF80 and SE100. The only lubrication required on
these trafficators is one drop of S.A.E. 30 oil on the
pivot-bearing of the arm occasionally.
SF34 and SF40. There are two lubrication points
on these trafficators, and both should be lubricated
occasionally.
(a) Lift the trafficator arm and apply one drop of
:hin machine oil to the catch pin between arm and
~perating.mechanism.
(b) Withdraw the screw at the end of the arm and
slide off the arm cover. Move the bulb connecting
lead to one side and apply a drop of thin oil to the felt
lubricating pad at the top of the arm.

S W I T C H I N G ARRANGEMENTS

A variety of switch arrangements have been
developed and are available to meet: the vehicle
manufacturers' demands, in particular to suit the
varying types of steering-column controls in general
Use.
The most popular arrangement on current production cars is the ' Self-cancelling ' switch shown in
this picture.
The self-cancetling switch assembly, built into the
hub of the steering wheel, is very simple if regarded as
comprising two elements : an electrical element, the
switch itself, and a mechanical element, being the
actuating and self-cancelling device. The operation
is that the current supply is switched on by the hand
lever and switched ORautomatically when the steering
wheel is returned to the straight ahead position after a
turn has been completed.
The right band illustration in the picture shows the
complete assembly as it rests in the centre of the
steering wheel, that on the left shows an exploded
view of the components.

THE SELF-CANCELLING SWITCH ASSEMSLY. T H E SWITCH O N L Y
The switch itself is of the standard TWO way type
vith a central OFF position. The supply contact is
shown at (A) and the trafficator contacts at B and
C. The rotor to which the hand lever is coilnected
:ontains a spring loaded bridging contact D. Movenent of the lever to the left or right connects the
espective traficator ; centralising the lever switches
he current off.
The switch base, rotor and lever assembly are
nounted on a stator tube and held stationary by a
:lamp at the bottom of the steering colum~i.
An outer ring E with a cam F is turned with the
iteering wheel and actuates the self-cancelIing
nechanisin.
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THE SELF-CANCELLING A C T I O N

Sketch I. The Rotor Lever (I) is centralised by
means of the two coil springs (G) and is firmly heId
in this position by the spring loaded Roller (H),
locating in the notch as shown.

Sketch 2. Movement of the Rotor Lever - say to
the right - switches on the current to the right hand
trafficator and a t the same time compresses the spring
(G) on that side.
The Roller (H) will then be in the position shown
over the pawl (J) and will hold the switch in this
position.
Sketch 3. When the steering wheel is then turned in
the same direction - right - the cam (F) will override the pawl.
Sketch 4. When the steering wheel is moved back
again to the left to straighten up after the turn has
been made, the cam forces the pawl upwards, pushing
the roller into the boss of the rotor lever.
The compressed spring G then returns the lever to
the central position, when the roller (H) re-engaging
with the notch, positions it in readiness for the next
operation.

F

STEERING

RIGHT

TYPICAL ARRANGEMENT W I T H PANEL
M O U N T I N G SWITCH A N D WARNING
LIGHT
A popular type of switch for this arrangement is the

type SD84 incorporating a warning light. The circuit
arrangement is as shown in the illustration.
The SDM two-way and off switch (centre picture)
has a group of four main terminals, 2, 3,4, 5, of which
the centre pair 3, 4 are permanently linked.
These terminals act as switch contacts and are linked
in pairs by a roller on the switch arm ' A '.
Centre position of the switch is OFF and by
moving the rotor to Ieft or right, terminals 213 or 4/5
are linked, thus feeding current to either trafficator.
The Warning Light is connected between terminals
2 and 5 as shown.
If the switch is moved to link terminals 4 and 5,
i.e., the right-hand trafficator! the warning lainp
circuit will then be from terminal 5 through the lamp
bulb filament to terminal 2 and from this point its
circuit is completed through the LEFT-hand trafficator
to earth. In this coizdition the very small current
passing through the warning lamp bulb is not sufficient to cause any movement o f the LEFT-hand
trafficator.
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If the switch is moved over to link terminals 2 and 3
to operate the LEFT-hand traficator, the warning
k m p circuit wiU then be completed through the
RIGHT-hand trafficator.
The Warning Light is of the screw-in type, and
connected between terminals 2 and 5 as shown.

THE PNEUMATIC 'TIME SWITCH

An alternative to the layout we have just examined is the Pneumatic Time Switch, which will provide
a self-cancelling arrangement for a vehicle not so
fitted originally and which . incidentally avoids the
necessity for a warning light.
The switch itself is a plain TWO WAY-OFF type
as generally used. The complete assembly comprises
an air chamber C with a piston D on the skirt of
which is formed cams E together with a loading
spring and an air regulating screw F. The switch
rotor is fitted with a horizontal pin B which registers
with cams E and is normally held jo the central or
OFF position.
During the return movement of the piston, tbe
cam face pressing on the pin B turns the switch rotor
to its original central and off position.
Movement of the switch lever to right or left
through about 60" switches on the current supply lo
the trafficator and at the same time raises the piston
through the rotation of pin (B) moving over the cam
face (B), the air from the cylinder escaping around
the sides of the bucket piston. Since all the air has
been expelled from the cylinder, the spring can only
return the piston to its original position as air is
allowed to re-enter the cylinder.

An adjustable air leak (F) is provided to enable
this return movement to be delayed over a period of
from 10 to 12 seconds. During the return movement
of the piston, the cam face pressing on the pin (B)
turns the switch rotor to its original central and
off position.
A snap action in finally openjng the switch
contacts is obtained by means of a spring loaded ball
in the switch rotor assembly.

TRAFFICATO R MECHANICAL T R O U B L E S

Trafficators occasionally get bent or damaged in
service, resulting in binding or stiffness which wiLl
prevent the trafficator from rising fully or returning
to the correct parked position.
If the supply line is in order the traficator should
be examined to make certain that it is not binding or
sticking through faulty adjustment or lack of Iubrication.
It may be necessary to remove a trafficator from
the vehicle to ease or adjust it, in which case it should
be tested as detaiIed.
The minimum voltage required to lift the trafficator
arm to the horizontal should be measured at the

terminals of the unit and should read as follows:12v unit no less than 9 volts ; 6v unit no less than
4.5 volts.
During the test, the trafficator should be tilted
backwards at an angle of 5" to the vertical. The
bulb should also be in circuit.
and not
The arm must return to the locked positio~~
rattle when released from any position of making an
angIe of 60" to the vertical.
The current taken by the traficator is :
12 volt models approx. 3 amps.
6 volt models approx. 6 amps.

SERVICE TESTING T H E TRAFFICATOR
SYSTEM

Where a trafficator fails to operate or is sluggish,
the fault may not necessarily be confined to the
trafficator movement.
Due to the unavoidably long lengths of cables and
numerous connections in the circuit, high resistance
may be the cause of considerable voltage loss.
The recommended cable size is 14J.012 ; voltage
loss will occur if a slnaller size of cable is used.
Trafficators should operate efficiently down to 9 volts
on the 12 volt system and 4.5 volts with 6 volt system.

A systematic series of checks may be carried out on
the entire circuit to locaIise a fault.
After switching on the Ignition, the sequence of
operations should be as follows :
I . Test the battery.
2. Operating voltage at the battery.
3. Operating voltage at the trafficator.
4. Voltage drop on the insulated line.
Cont hued
5. Voltage drop on the earth line.
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T H E BATTERY TEST 1

BATTERY

CONTROL BOX

Test the battery to ensure serviceability and state
of charge ; this can most conveniently be carried
out by switching on the Head Lights and taking a
voltage reading across the battery terminals.
If the battery is serviceable and in a reasonable
state of charge, apply test 2.

TRAFF. SWITCH

O P E R A T I N G V O L T A G E A T T H E BATTERY.
TEST 2

Connect the voltmeter between positive and negative
terminals of the battery.
With ignition switched on, move the indicator
switch over to supply the faulty trafficator and note
the voltage reading.
TEST 3. O P E R A T I N G V O L T A G E AT T H E
TRAFFICATOR
Next connect the voltmeter, as shown in Test 3

between the insulated terminal and the frame of the
trafficator. Check the voltage-reading.
The difference between this and the previous
reading should not exceed -5 volts. Should the difference be greater, it will indicate high resistance in
the circuit.

TEST 4.

TESTING T H E INSULATED L l N E
For the next test, connect the voltmeter to the
insulated terminal of the trafficator and the negative
battery lug.
When the supply is switched on the reading should
not exceed .5 volts : if a higher voltage is registered
it will indicate a high resistance somewhere along the
line.
The high resistance can then be traced by testing
across the soap connectors and across the indicator
switch cor~tacts. Where the switch is located at the
top of the steering column, the test can most conveniently be made at the snap connectors, located at the
base of the column. In all tests there should be no
reading on the voltmeter.

SIMPLIFIED TRAFFICATOR C I R C U I T

As u x d on current production vehicles this circuit
was also used on earlier vehicles without trafficator
warning Iight. The controI is by a self-cancelling
switch located on the steering column and equally
suitable for facia mounted switch.
The trafficator supply is via the ignirion switch and
fed to control box A3, across the fuse to A4 and
connected to the centre terminal of the switch.
From each of the side terminals of the switch, a
wire is taken to the corresponding trafficator.
Where it is desired to incorporate a warning light
on an existing installation, the assembly may be connected as shown in the following illustration.
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TRAFFICATOR

TEST 5.

V O L T A G E LOSS O N E A R T H L l N E
Connect the voltmeter between the frame of the
trafficator and the positive battery lug and with the
supply switched on, there should be no reading on
the voltmeter. Any voltage reading will be due to
high resistance.
One of the most likely causes will be a defective
earth connection for the traficaror. Check by connecting the voltmeter between the trafficator frame
and in close proximity to the earth connection.
If a reading is obtained, remake the cannection and
retest.
BATTERY

CONTROL BOX

FUSE BOX

TRAFF.
SWITCH

TRAFFICATOR W I R I N G C I R C U I T 1

TRAFFICATOR W ~ R I N G CIRCUIT
WARNING LIGHT

WITH

'

The circuit shown here is in use where trafficators
Ire fitted together with an indicator warning light.
The supply to the indicator. switch is from the A4
terminal protected by a fuse and directly controlled
by the ignition switch. When installed on the vehicle,
a GREEN cable is run from the A4 fuse terminal
direct to the switch main terminal.
A GREEN and RED cable to the left hand, and
GREEN and WHITE cable to the right hand traficator complete the circuit.
The warning Iight is connected across the trafficator
feed terminals of the switch.
When either trafficator is switched on, the warning
light makes a parallel circuit to earth via the solenoid
of the other trafficator.
The current taken by the warning light will only be
small and insufficient to operate the trafficator.

)

FI%;P

ASSEMBLY

1

T RAFFICATOR

W I R I N G CIRCUIT USED
ON EARLIER JAGUAR A N D ROVER CARS

5

The special feature of this arrangement is the
warning light circuit. This can only be completed by
the switch and arm bulbs when the trafficators are in
the fully raised position.
The advantage of this circuit is that with either an
arm bulb fracture or the arm sluggish and not attaining the fully raised position, there would be no
illumination of the warning light.
The trafficator and warning light supply wires are
taken off the A4 terminal on the control box.
A BLUE and BLACK cable from the warning
light is connected to an extra terminal on one trafficator, with a cross feed to the opposite trafficator.

SPECIAL CIRCUIT
ROVER CARS

FOR

JAGUAR

AND

This arrangement had special features.
The trafficators incorporated two switches ; the
warning light circuit was onIy completed when the
signaI arm was in the fully raised podtion. The
cable from the warning Iight was connected to an
additional terminal on the trafficator, then to a special
earthing switch built into the uni.t and earthing on
the plunger in the.fu1ly raised position. An additional
switch in the trafficator is for the arm bulb only,
which completes the circuit in the fully raised position.
It will be observed that when the ignition is switched
on, the supply is to the centre terminal, and connected
also to one side of the warning light. The other
side of the assembly is connected to the earthing
switch on the trafficator. This necessitates an
additional cable to either trafficator.

TRAFFICATOR WIRING ClRCCltT

IS!

WARNLNG
L LGHT
ASSEMBLY
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PART FOUR

Flashing Lamp Direction Indica Irs
GENERAL

Four Light Direction Indicators or Flashing Light
Indicators are a method of indicating change of
direction widely used on American cars and now being
fitted to some British cars as an alternative to the
Trafficators.
The arrangement consists of a pair of lights at the
front and rear of the vehicle, actuated by a switch and
a flasher. Alternatively, a suitable amber coloured
unit may be placed on each side of the vehicle.
The general design and lay-out of the arrangement
as applied to the popular car conforms to the following
principal recommendations :1. Two white or amber lights at the front of the
vehicle and similar amber or red lights at the
rear.
2. The lamps must be mounted between 17" and 90"
from the ground and not more than 16" inwards
from the side of the vehicle.
3. They must not be less than 34 square inches vehicles over 2 tons 12 square inches - in area
and the light shall be diffused by frosted glass or
other adequate means.
4. The power of the lamp shall not be less than
15 or more than 36 watts.
5. The Flashing indicators may be combined with
the vehicle's existing ' Side and Stop Tail ' lights,
providing that a separate circuit and separate
bulbs or bulb filaments are used.
6 . The flashing rate of the lights must lie between
60 and 120 per minute.
7. The indicators shall be fitted so as to enable
the driver to observe that they are operating ;
or alternatively a warning light must be installed.

'

OF INDI,CATOR L A W S .

VEHICLE SHOWING POSITION O F INDIC A T O R LAMPS

With such an indicator system we need four lamps,
one at each corner of the vehicle, two facing forward
and two to the rear.
All four lamps may show an amber light, or those at
the front may be white and those at the rear red.
To give a visible and unmistakable signal, the
lamps should show an intermittent light ; in other
words they are made to flash or wink.

COMPONENTS O F T H E "FLASHER" EQUIPMENT

Here you see the typical possible units of a flasher
circuit.
In the simplest arrangement, however, only FOUR
components are required :1. Four separate lamps (or Double Filament Bulbs
in the side lamps) and separate rear lamps.
2. A Warning light mounted inside the vehicle.
3. The Flasher Unit.
4. An Indicator Switch. Two types of switch are
shown, the one on the right being the SC82,
a non-cancelling switch recommended for use
when the Flasher Set is supplied as an accessory.
The switch shown on the left is the self-cancelling
type, the return being actuated by a cam on the
steerulg column. It incorporates a warning light
in the amber knob on the end of the arm.
A popular variation of this arrangement - dependent upon the choice of the vehicle manufacturer is to use the Brake Stop Lights for the rear indicators.
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This requires a ' Relay ' in addition to the other
components, and iocidentally complicates the wiring 4
quite considerably.

a

C I R C U I T W I T H I N ~ E P E N D E N TREAR
- N D I C A T O R BULBS

)

The simple layout and circuit using the side lamps
at the front end and separate lamps at the rear is
shown in this picture.
Looking a t the lower centre, we see that the feed is
taken from the ignition auxiliary fuse Terminal A4 at
the Control or Fuse box directly to terminal B on the
flasher unit. Current passes through the unit and out
to terminal L, which is connected to the centre point
of the direction indicator switch.
Here the circuit divides, leading to the left or righthand lamps, according to the position of the switch.
Looking at one side onIy, say the right, we see that
the front and rear lamps are connected in parallel ;
the circuit to earth is completed through the lamp
filaments.
The indicator warning lamp is connected between
terminal P of the flasher unit and earth.

R.K. F L U H E R
(FRONT1

L.H. FLASWER
(FRONT)

OIRECTIONINOKATOR

LM. FLASHER
(REAR!

TO

ICNlTlON *VX.TUSE

R.H. FLASHER
(REAR1

P

C I R C U I T EMPLOYING DB1O RELAY

If, as is frequently the case, the Brake Stop Lamps
are used as Rear Indicators, this picture shows the
general arrangement.
It comprises the same units as before with the
addition of a Relay as shown at top centre. The sole
purpose of this is to put the Brake Stop Lights out of
circuit whilst it is functioning as a direction indicator.
Now to clarify this circuit, note carefully that the
Indicator Switch - centre picture- is used to
operate the Relay only.
The current feed from A4 terminal as before supplies
separate circuits.
1. The Indicator Switch to operate the Relay.
2. The Stop JAmp Switch and then through the
Relay to the Stop lamp bulb filaments.
3. A feed to the Flasher unit. From this unit to the
Relay and from separate contact points in the
Relay to the filaments in the Sidelamp and Stop
Lamp bulbs.
Lastly, there is the Indicator Warning Light which
is fed directly from the Flasher Unit - terminal P
through the lamp to earth.
--

THE FLASHER U N I T - O P E R A T I O N
THERMAL S W I T C H

)

-.

OF

The Flasher unit is basically a Thermal switch for
interrupting the current at a pre-determined rate per
minute ; in other words, it switches the lamps on and
off. The rate of flash is between 60 and 120 times per
minute. This and the following diagrams wilt make the
operation clear.
On the left of the picture on the next page we see a
piece of resistance wire, anchored at the bottom end to
the frame of the unit, and at the top to a spring, so
that it is always kept under tension. The spring is a
piece of thin metal, so shaped that when it is bent, a
' buckling ' or ' click ' action takes place in the
centre. The centre of the spring carries one of a pair
of contact points.

These are normally open. When current passes
through the wire it will get hot and expand.
The top of the spring will move in the direction
shown in the diagram. Because of the click action
the centre will move in the opposite direction to the
top. In practice, the points will be snapped closed
when the top of the spring has travelled a pre-set
distance. In simple terms this so-called " Click "
action is produced by distorting a specially shaped
strip of metal in the vertical plane whilst it is already
under stress in the horizontal plane. This principle
is widely used in the construction of micro switches.
It ensures a quick positive action for a very small
movement.
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DIRECTION OF TOP
OF SPRING

DIRECTION OF TOP

2

Y
CENTRE WILL
CLICK I N THIS
DIRECTION

RESISTANCE
WIRE

RESISTANCE

2 L
BASIC FLASHER UNIT-CONTACTS

INSULATED

DIRECTION

BASIC FLASHER UNIT-CONTACTS

OPEN

The closing of the points by-passes the hot wire
and current will no longer flow through it. It-immediately begins to cool, and contracts, consequently
reversing the action.
As we see in the second illustration, the points are
now closed, by-passing the resistance wire. The latter
is thus contracting. The top of the spring will be
pulled back to the left and, at a critical point, the

OF

.

CLOSED

contacts will click open. The resistance wire is again
in circuit and current will pass through it ; the heat
will cause it to expand and the points on the blade
will ' click ' closed again.
We will point out that current will continue to pass
through the resistance wire when the contacts are
open, as we do not completely break the circuit however let us look at the next picture.

.
LIMITER
RESISTANCE

B

L
FLASHER UNIT-CONTACTS

OPEN

T H E L I M I T E R RESISTANCE

Here we see what happens in the complete unit.
Our hot-wire is shown on the left and in the centre
the click spring and contacts. But we now show a
res'istance in series with the hot wire. This serves
two purposes : it limits the amount of current passing
through the flasher bulbs to below that at which they
will light. It also prevents any sudden surge of
current from damaging the wire when the indicators
are switched on. Current passing through the wire
will cause it to expand ; the spring will click over
once again, and the contacts close.
OPERATION O F T H E PILOT LIGHT

Having produced the Flashing light, provision
has to be made for the Dashboard Warning Light.
This is done by means of what is termed a ' Pilot
Light Coil.'
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'PILOT
UGHT
CONTACTS

k!+-=bL

FLASHER UNtT-CONTACTS

PILOT LIGHT

CLOSED

When the main contacts close, the current to the
lights, now passes through this coil. As soon as the
coil is energsed, it moves a small armature which
closes a pair of contacts in the base of the unit.
This completes the lead to the pilot lamp, causing
it to ffash in sympathy with the main bulbs.
However, the pilot coil is so designed that it will
operate the Pilot light contacts when 36 to 40 watts
are being consumed. Should less current flow, for
example if one bulb failed, the contacts will not
close and the pilot light will not flash, thus warning
the driver that one of his direction indicators is not
working.
Three leads marked ' B,' ' P ' and ' L ' are brought
out to terminals in the base of the unit. The one
marked ' B ' for battery will normally be connected
to the A4 terminal on the control box. The centre
terminal ' P ' is wired to the Pilot Lamp. The
terminal marked ' L ' will feed the indicator lights,
via the indicator switch or a relay if fitted.

Y

#

1

THE FLASHER UNIT- FITTING
Here we have the complete Flasher with the cover
removed.
As in most Thermal Switches tbis unit is susceptible
to damage by the ingress of dust or moisture. Additionally, the temperature must be kept uniform to
maintain the correct rate of Flash. For these reasons
the unit is hermetically sealed by means of an
aluminium cover. This of course, precludes the
possibility of any adjustment in service, but in any
case this is a tricky business that can only satisfactorily
be done in an instrument Repair Shop.
The following precautions are necessary to ensure
satisfactory performance from the flasher :
I. The mounting position must be vertical, with the
terminals at the bottom. A position free from
engine vibration should be chosen.
2. The correct bulbs must be used, i.e., originally
TWO 18 watt, now TWO 21 watt filaments on
each side.
3. Not more than 4 amps should pass through the
unit a t 12 volts, i.e., 48 watts. Damage may be
caused if this is exceeded.
4. Less than 36 watts will not operate the Warning
Light.
Testing can be carried out by applying 12 volts
to tbe ' B ' terminal and connecting a pair of 21 watt

)

FLASHER

ARMATURE

lamp bulbs to the ' L ' terminal and a 12 volt 2.2 watt
Ignition Warning bulb to the ' P ' terminal.
The Flash rate 60-120 per minute can be checked
by counting the Flashes over 10 seconds and multiptying by SIX.
Care must be taken with this lightly-built unit
both in Transit and Storage to prevent it becoming
damaged.

T H E DBlO RELAY
The Relay which has to be fitted when the Stop
Lamps are used as direction indicators is the type
DB 10.
This is an EIGHT terminal Relay with the following
layout :
5 Feed from Stop Lamp Switch
I
Lead to ' L ' terminal on Flasher
6 To Left and Right Front Indicators 2
7 To Left and Right Rear Indicators 3
8 To Direction Indicator Switch
4

Simply connect the correct wires in this order and
a11 wiIl be well.

The function of this unit is to interrupt the current
supply to either stop lamp when it is to be used as a
direction indicator light.

TC=
ARMATURES

)

1

TO STOP LAMP

?STOP

LAMP SWITCH
DB7O RELAY SHOWING STOP LAMP CIRCUIT

THE DBlO RELAY IN THE REST POSITION
The electrical operation of this Dual Relay is
quite simple if we follow it through in stages.
This diagram shows the current carrying component
of the Relay when it is not being used for indicaitng
purposes, i.e., at the rest position.
The two armatures - centre of picture - are then
making contact with two points which are connected
together left; the current feed is through terminal 5
from the Stop lamp switch.
Each armature at its fixed end is connected to a stop
lamp through terminals 3 and 7.
With the relay in this position, both lamps will
light when the stop lamp switch is closed by the
action of the brake-pedal.
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OPERATING SOL'ENOID A N D CONTACT
SETS

In this diagram we see that the two armatures are
still at rest, and the stop lamps will operate as we
described in the last figure..
We said that the unit is actually two relays mounted
together, and the armatures we show form part of
them.
Next we have added two contacts above the top
armature, which is operated by the solenoid.
One contact is connected to the flasher unit through
terminal I , whilst the other carries current to the
front indicator lamp on one side of the vehicle via
terminal 2.
One end of the single operating Solenoid shown is
earthed to the frame of the relay, and the other is
brought out at terminal 4. This terminal connects to
one side of the indicator switch.

TO FRONT INDICATOR LAMP

;zERZ
I

TOST STOP LAMP

f2@!3

UNlT

PI

1'

SOLENOID

t7

TO STOiLAHP

FROM STOP
LAMP SWITCH
DBlO RELAY-'AT

REST' WITH ONE PAIR OF CONTACTS ADDED

T U R N I N G TO T H E RIGHT

<

I ~ D I C A T O RLAMP TO REAR INDICATOR LAMP

UNlT

1.

ARMATURE

*""'

1,

,

TO STOP LAMP
FROM STOP
LAMP SWITCH

DBIO RELAY-ONE

SOLENOID ENERGISED

When the indicator switch is moved to the right,
the solenoid shown is energised. This lifts the
armature and closes the pair of points.
Current then Aows from the Flasher unit through
terminal 1, across the armature and to the front
indicator lamp via terminal 2. The rear indicator
is fed via terminal 3. This lamp can no Ionger act
as a Stop Light because the current supply from
terminal 3 is now broken.
The other armature is still at rest and you will
notice that the feed from the stop-lamp switch
remains intact to the stop Iamp. This means that
the stopping signals can still be given on the lefthand side of the vehicle when the turning signals are
in use on the right-hand side or vice versa.

TO FRONT LAMP

T H E COMPLETE RELAY ASSEMBLY

Here we have the complete assembly. We agree
that the diagram makes this simple piece of equipment
look complicated.
However, you can see that it is quite ingenious and
compact.
The unit is fully sealed to prevent ingress of dirt and
moisture and, even if the mechanism were easily
accessible, it would be a time-wasting propositiorl to
attempt adjustment or repair.

UNlT

-

.
\
FROM DIRECTION
INDICATOR SWITCH

TO STOP
FROM STOP
LAMP SWITCH

TO FRONT LAMP
DBlO RELAY
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TO STOP LAMP

L.

T H E LAMPS
When separate lamps are fitted to a vehicle, there
are two types available : the type 488 seen on the left
of the picture and the 556 seen on the right.
Type 488 Lamp. This 'is a flush-fitting lamp
consisting of a moulded rubber body holding a fluted
glass and chromium plated rim. When used for
direction indication it can be supplied with a white,
red or amber glass, and either single or double filament
bulbs (6 or 12 volt).
The models fitted with white or red glasses used for
giving indication signals as well as the side or rear
lighting are fitted with two pole bulb-holders having
OK-set slots to take a double filament bulb of the
popular types No. 361 or 380.
The flasher set supplied as an accessory consists of
four of these lamps with amber glasses, each having
single filament 12 volt 21 watt bulbs No. 382.
Type 556 Lamp. This lamp has been specially
designed for commercial vehicles. It has a moulded
diakon plastic lens, amber in colour, with an area of
12 square inches. It is held in position by two screws.
The body is moulded rubber fitted over a steel baseplate and a single filament bulb holder takes a 21 watt

C

bulb.
The WARNING LIGHT is the type WLJ12, also
used as a Headlamp Main Beam Warning Light. It
has a die-cast body, with small amber polystyrene lens
in a chrome bezel. A miniature screw type bulb is
used, fitting i n a standard bulb holder.

T H E BULBS
Separate Indicator Lamps. The correct bulb is

No. 382. This is a 12 volt 21 watt single-filament bulb
with a single contact cap. The original bulb used was
the No. 221 (12 volt 18 watt). The corresponding
6 volt bulb is No. 317 (6 volt 18 watt).
The Combined Stop Tail and Indicators use Bulb
No. 380. This is the 12 volt bulb with 6 and 21 watt
filaments. It has a small bayonet cap (9J16" dia.) with
off-set pins to ensure that the bulb is correctIy
positioned.
The 6 watt filament is used for the side or rear light
and the 21 watt filament for the Indicator or Stop
Light.
The stop lamp filament was originally 18 watts but
was subsequently increased to 21 watts to increase the
brilliance. This increase is noticeable when the
Indicator is used in strong sunlight. If the 6-18 watt
bulb is required as a replacement in one of the earlier
installations, the correct number is 361.
Warning Light. The bulb used is No. 987, I2 volt
2-2 watts, with a Miniature Edison Screw Cap (M.E.S.)
This is the same type of bulb as used in the ignition
warning lights where no resistance is fitted ; it is

also used extensively for instrument pane1 illumination. For the 6 volt system a similar bulb No. 990
(6 volt 3 watts) is used.
A new type of warning light bulb, known as a
Lilliput Bulb is shown at the extreme bottom of the
picture. It is No. 280, fitted to the TC82 Direction
Indicator Switch and is only available in I2 volt.
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T H E FLASHER SET AS A N ACCESSORY

A Flasher Indicator Set is now available as an
accessory for vehicles not already fitted with this type
of indicator. This is fully described and detailed in
our Sales Leaflet No. 1100. "
The set consists of FOUR Type 488 Lamps, a
Flasher Unit and a Warn.ing Light. No Direction
Indicator Switch is supplied as generally the existing
self-cancelling switch on the steering column will be
used. For vehicles where this is not SO,an Indicator
Switch No. TS82 is available.
A Fitting Instruction Leaflet is supplied with each
set, the wiring circuit being that which we examined
on page 49.
The correct size cable for either the 12 or 6 volt
layout is I4 strandl.012 auto-cable. The colours we
recommend for new car installations are :-

1. Ignition Auxiliary fuse A4 to Terminal B on the
Flasher Unit - GREEN.
2. Terminal P on the Flasher to the warning light.-LIGHT GREEN.

3. Terminal L on the Flasher to the centre terminal
on the Direction lndicator Switch - GREEN
and BROWN.
4. Direction .Indicator Switch to the lamps on the
near-side of the vehicle - GREEN and RED ;
and to the off-side, GREEN and WHITE.

L559 FLASHER INDICATOR S E T

A TWO Lamp Set is also provided for ' after sales '
fitment and is available for both 6 and 12 volt working.
I t is mainly applicable to earlier types of cars, vans,
taxis, etc., and as an interesting and profitable Service
Sales line is worthy of some detailed examination.
The set comprises the components shown in the
picture which it will be noticed does not include a
switch.
Where a trafficator switch is already installed this
will be quite suitable. In the event of a switch being
required the most popular suitable model is the TS82
Panel mounting TWO-WAY and OFF Switch as
illustrated on the right.

T H E CIRCUIT A R R A N G E M E N T

The very simple circuit arrangement shown in this
illustration can be easily followed.
Current supply from the A 4 terminal at the contro1
box or fuse panel coni~ectsdirectly to terminal B
(battery) on the Flasher unit and from terminal L
(Lamps) to the centre contact of the TWO WAY and
OFF panel mounted switch.
From each side of this switch the supply is wired
directly through the lamp bulbs to earth.
As with the FOUR Lamp Sets the warning lamp
bulb is wired directly from terminal P (Pilot) on the
Flasher unit through the warning lamp to earth.
The cable re uired for installation will be size
141-012, Master olour Green and for convenience in
subsequent service, the tracer colours as shown in the
diagram should be used if possible.

8
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T H E TYPE FL3 FLASHER UNIT
This having
unit isthe
special
for the
lamp
set and
whilst
standard
flashTWO
rate of
60-120
per

)

minute is designed for a current of 15-21 watts only.
This unit is Dart number 35007 for the 12 volt and
3 5 6 8 for the'6 volt model.
When installing a set it is imporiant that the Flasher
unit should be positioned where it will not be affected
by engine vibration or exposure to the weather and
mounted upright with the wiring terminals pointing
downwards.
As a point of interest it may be noted that the
Flashel- Unit for the Four Lamp Set carrying 42
watts is FL3 Part No. 35003 for the 12 volt and
Part No. 35005 for the 6 volt.
Jt will be appreciated at once that the TWO and
FOUR Lamp Flasher Units are not interchangeable.

BULB HOLDER

SUPPLY CABLE

)

)

T H E W A R N I N G LAMP TYPE WL12

The Warning Light shown should be installed in a
prominent position on the facia panel directly in the
driver's line of vision as far as possible.
This lamp is a single hole fixing model and the bulb
is installed from the rear as shown.
The correct bulbs are as foIlows :12 volt sets : Lucas 987 2.2 watts MES
,, 990 3.0 ,, MES
6 ,, ,,
(Miniatnre Edison Screw)

T H E No. 559 LAMPS

These should be installed in a conspicuous position
at the widest part of the vehicle not more than 7' 6"
from the ground or less than 1' 5" and not more than
6. 0" behind the windscreen. They should also be
mounted upright in order that the maximum amount
of light be projected towards oncoming traffic.
In the detailed lnstruction Leaflet No. 1210 supplied
with each set a drilling template is provided for
convenience of installation.
The general arrangement of the lamp is clearly
shown in the illustration, and on the back is shown the
flexible rubber mounting pad which is supplied with it.
To ensure satisfactory operation it is essential that
lamp bulbs of the correct wattage are used, and the
replacement numbers specified below will be useful
to note, particularly in the event of any service
trouble being encountered with the Flasher Unit, in
which case the first thing to do will be to check the
bulbs.
12 volt sets Lucas No. 382 21 watt SCC
6 ,, ,,
,,
,, 317 18 ,, SCC

EARTH

CABLE

BULB

/

FIX1 NG-

HOLES
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THE SWITCH
If the vehicle has been previously fitted wjth
direction indicators the existing switch can of course
be used.
When installing a new switch, care in chossing a
position of maximum convei~ienceand accessibility
to the driver's hand is of value.
One of the most popular and readiIy available
switches for panel mounting is the model TS82 as
illustrated, but any other type of TWO WAY and
OFF switch capable for carrying 3 amperes may be
used.

A
-

.

L

C
THE W I R I N G

BROWN

.:,
TO IGNITION AUK. FUSE
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WARNING

LICW

The wiring up of the TWO Lamp Indicator set will
be as laid out in this diagram and is an operation
which may frequently be simplified by the use of snap
connectors.
If the vehicle has no convenient fuse poiilt available
from which to take the currelit supply it may be
connected from a point on the Ignition switch circuit
such as the coil terminal on the ignition switch or the
SW terminal of the ignition coil itself. This will
preclude the possibility of the Indicators being left
ON when the engine is stopped prior to getting out of
the vehicle.
Care should be taken to provide an effective earth
from each Indicator Jarnp and also the warning lamp,
by iostalling separate earth wires wherever necessary.
A particular useful hint is to test out the wiring
after installation with the FlasIler unit itself out of
circuit. To do this, before connecting the feed to the
fuse disconnect the three flasher unit con~lectionsand
join them all together. Conaect the feed wire to the
current supply terminal and then operate the indicator
switch. If anything is incorrect it will irnn~edjately
show up and can be rectified without risking damage
to the Flasher Unit itself.

b

SERVICE TESTING, T H E FLASHER INSTAL-.
LATl O N - SEPARATE INDICATORS

Having told you all about the indicator equipment,
we can now consider how to test this equipment i n
Service. To do this, we will divide the procedure into
the two basic circuits.
We start with the simple circuit first, i.e., that
employing four separate indicator lamps.

1. With the ignition switch on, check for a voltage
reading at the following points :(a) A4 Fuse.
(b) ' B ' Terminal of the Flasher Unit.
(c) ' L ' Terminal of the Flasher Unit.
A reading at both these terminals of the
Flasher unit proves continuity of the flasher
unit itself. If there is a reading at one
terminal only, the unit sl~ouldbe changed.
(d) The Feed Terminal of the
Indicator Switch.

Direction

2. To check the remainder of the wiring and system.
Turn the indicator switch to either side,
when both lamps (one rear and one front)

will ' flash '.
If any one lamp does not light, it is an easy
matter to check through the wiring with a
voltmeter for an open circuit or blown bulb,
etc.

SERVlCE TESTING T H E FLASHER INSTALL A T I O N - INCORPORATING DB40 RELAY

Service testing is slightly more complicated when a
DBlO relay is incorporated in the circuit.
The procedure then would be as follows :1. Switch on the Ignition.
Battery voltage should be registered between
earth and the following points :'-

I

L.M.FLLWEU

frnonrl

GREEN

RED

t

CRSEtd I

WHITE

I H. fMI(U

IFaom)

(a) A4 terminal on fuse board - if no reading is
obtained, check fuse and A3 supply.

(b) Direction indicator switch feed terminal if inaccessible, check at nearest possible
point, e.g., base of steering column, snap
connector, etc.

(c) Flasher Unit feed terminal B - if letter ' B '
is not visible, reference to test (d) below
shows that voltage should be registered at
the two directly opposite terminals.

-

(d) Flasher Unit terminal ' L ' (opposite ' B ')
reading proves continuity through the unit.
- no reading indicates a faulty unit.

(e) DBlO relay No. 1 terminal - voltage registered only if a reading was obtained at ' L '.
Continued
Page 57

2. Connect a temporary feed wire from the A4
terminal, in turn, to the following terminals of the
DBlO relay.
(a) No. 3 and No. 7.
Both stop lamps should light each lime.
'If the san7e lamp does not light in either
test, the fault must be in the wiring to that
lamp, or in the bulb, the holder, earth, etc.
If nlternate lamps light individually during
both tests, the fault will be in the relay.
(b) No. 2 and No. 6.
Each front indicator lamp should light. If
not, check bulb, holder, lamp earth and
wiring (from relay to lamp).
(c) No. 4 and No. 8.
Each relay should operate in turn, accompanied by flashing of one front and one rear
indicator lamp.

If neither relay operates, first check that the
unit is earthed. If it is, the DBlO is faulty.
If one relay does not operatefault in the DBIO.

internal

If one relay operates and front and rear
indicator Iights on that side flash, but both
lamps do not flash on the other side, even
though their relay can be heard closing,
the DBlO is faulty.
If both relays close, but none of the Iights
flash, the fault can be jn either the DB10 or
the flasher unit. In which case, eliminate one
or the other by linking terminals I and 3 of
the DB10.
If the flasher now operates, the DBlO is
faulty. No change indicates a faulty
flasher.
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3. To check the remainder o f the wiring and the
indicator switch.
Turn the switch first to one side and then to the
other. Each relay will be heard to close and all
lights sl~ouldflash. If this is not so, check wiring
between switch and DBlO relay. (Terminals
4 and 5.) If wiring is in order, check switch
itself.
4. Final checks.

(a) Pilot Light - This should flash in sympathy
with indicators.
If it is not operating, check with voltmeter
between earth and terminal ' P ' flasher
unit. A reading should be obtained at
every flash of the indicators. No reading
proves flasher unit faulty. If correct reading
js obtained, check pilot light bulb and
wiring.
(b) Rate of flash.
N.B. Tf flashing rate is not within the prescribed
limits, do not suspect the flasher unit before
ascertaining that the indicator lnnlps are of
the correct wattage.
Tncorrect bulbs will also seriously affect the
operation of the pilot light.

Additional Test for Stop Lamps.
This test need only be carried out jf the flasher
system is in order, but the stop lamps do not
operate.
Voltage should be regisrered at the following
points :(i) Stop lamp switch, feed terminal - if this is
inaccessible depress the brake pedal and
check at (ii) below :(ii) DBlO Relay No. 5 terminal - no reading
indicates a fault in the wiring from the
stop-Iamp switch, a faulty switch or an
incorrectly adjusted brake linkage.

I

PART FIVE

Interior Lamp Circuits and Door Operating Switches

GENERAL

On several recent saloo~icars the lamps required
for interior illumination and which are generally
operated by a plain ON-OFF switch, have been fitted
~p with supplementary plunger switcl~esoperated by
:he opening and closing of the doors.
Generally the arrangement is that upon opening
:ither door the switch will be ON and one or more
nterior lamps wilt light up. When the door is closed ?resumably after the entry of the passengers - the
switch will again be OFF and the lights will go out.
I f for any reason the lights are still required after
:ntry they can be switched ON and O F F by means of
I separate lever type switch usually built into the
a m p itself.
As these individual wiring arrangements may be

difficult to follow out when seen irz sit11 on the vehicle,
they will be illustrated and described separateIy.
In all the different arrangements it should be noted
that the current supply is taken from the A2 fuse
terminal and connected directly to the lamp bulb and
the switch and switch wire is on the earthed side.
The cable used for these circuits is usually 141012
BROWN and GREEN from the fuse, and BLACK on
the earth side.
Various types of lamps are installed, and altogether
some FOUR models of lamp bulbs are in use. A
particular type can most convenielitly be obtained by
reference to the Lucas parts list for that model, or the
bulb replacement list if the lamp fitted is not of Lucas
manufacture.

I N T E R I O R L I G H T C I R C U I T WITH TWO

DOOR S W I T C H E S AS F I T T E D O N A U S T I N
A40, A50 and A90 M O D E L S F O R 195455

The current supply from the A2 fuse is junctioned
through a ' Snap ' connector directly to the light buIb
in the interior lamp at (Terminal A).
For local operation the Switc.h BL is connected
lirect to earth.
When fitted with TWO door switches as shown an
idditional cable is wired from the bulb connection at
B, by means of a snap coilnector to one side of each
door switch C and C1, the other switch terminah
connecting directly to earth.
With the doors closed both switcl~eswill be OFF,
3ut when either door is opened the switch will be ON
and the interior lamp will remain alight until either
or both doors are re-closed. Optional control of the
amp js still available from the local switch B1.

@
FUSE BOX

B

INTERIOR LGHT

REAR

DOOR
SWITCHES.
DOORS C U X E

-

--L

+

DOOR SWITCH CIRCUIT FOR AUSTIN A 4 0 A 5 0 Aq0. 1955.

I N T E R I O R L A M P A N D D O O R SWITCH
C l R C U I T - W O L S E L E Y 6/90, 1955
FU5E BOX

DOOR SWlTCH CIRCUIT

L

FORWOLSELEY

6/90

1955.

On this model using two interior ligllts it should be
observed that whilst the circuit is basically the same as
the one just examined, for convenience the wiring
arrangement is slightly different.
The lamp o n each side is connected directly to its
nearest door switch through a snap connector and to
enable both Iarnps to be brought on when either door
is opened an inter-connecting cable (C) is looped
between the two snap connectors.
Local control is obtained by the individual switches
on each light.
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INTERIOR LAMP A N D D O O R S W I T C H
CIRCUIT- H U M B E R ,.MK. V I AND RILEY
PATHFINDER MODELS

Although there are Two Interior Lamps with their
independent switches on these cars, the circuit is so
arranged that each interior lamp is connected independently to it's own door switch.

r$
-I

RE%iT$E":
DdORS CLOSED

-L

DOOR SWITCH CIRCUIT FOR RlLEY PATHFINDER 8 HVMBER MKVl 1955.

INTERIOR LAMP A N D M A P READING LAMP
CIRCUIT W I T H PANEL A N D D O O R
SWITCHES 1955 MK. VII. JAGUAR

,

On this model TWO interior lamps are supplemented by a ' Map Reading ' lamp and the control for
all three is provided by means of a panel mounted
TWO WAY and OFF switch. Additionally, DOOR
switches are installed in the FRONT doors only.
Following the circuit through, it will be seen that
the current supply from A2 is taken via a snap
connector direct to one side of both interior lamps and
also the map reading lamp, as shown at A, G and C.
The return from both interior lamps is joined by a
.snap connector to terminal B of the panel switch. The
centre or common terminal C of this switch being
connected to earth.
The return from the map reading Iamp D is via the
snap connector E to the other terminal F of the panel
switch.
Now for the Door switches. The return from the
map reading lamp only is connected by the snap
connector E lo one side of each door switch and
across both switches to earth. Thus, if either door is
opened the switch will. bring on the map reading

@

V

R LIGHT'S

MAP READING LAMP

-

-

L

DOOR

($)%:
L
-

1-

SWITCH

CIRCUIT

FOR JAGUAR

M K VH

1955.

lamp only, which will again be automatically switched
off when the door is closed.

.

"
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ELECTRICALLY CONTROLLED
OVERDRIVE
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INTRODUCTION

I

A
r
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the ever increasing demand for higher cruising speeds with fuel and oil economy,

the ob. wive, which offers these advantages, is now becoming increasingly popular among

British automobile manufacturers. In point of fact the overdrive, with which we are concerned

in this section of the course, is fitted as standard equipment to several cars in the high performnd is an o-ptional extra to many others. The overdrive unit is basically the same on

ance ran&

all cais, but the method of controlling it may differ, depending on the requirements of the
indivi3ual manufacturer.

w:

&-a
L

and a

rs engineen Rave devised a variety of methods for operational control of the overdrive,
re

designed for driver comfort and ease of operation. These methods range from a
.' -mtrol, to a fdly automatic system with overriding manual control.

k

-I

ebn describes

in detail rbe construction, operation and servicing of the Lt~cas

r

priipment controlling the overdrive, together with circuit testing procedure, a study

impart sufficient knowledge of the equipment to enable you to carry out any
4

qui.ckly and efficiently.
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PART ONE

Working Principles
APPLICATION

The Laycock de Normanville ' Overdrive ' with
Lucas Electrical Control is now being applied to an
increasing number of British Cars.
The vehicks which come to mind at once are :
The Austin Hedey - 100, The Standard Vanguard,
Triumph Roadster and Renown, Jaguar Mark VII XK 140, Triumph TR2, Bristol 405, Vauxhall Velox
and Wyvern, Sunbeam Alpine Special and MkIII,
Humber Hawk MkV!, Ford Zephyr and Consul,
Swallow Doretti.
For those of ns who are unfamiliar with the
Overdrive, we shaU explain the general functioning
of the equipment and its electrical control.

THE O V E R D R I V E ON T H E C A R
This picture shows the ' Overdrive ' Gear Box
in place behind the normal gear box. Two of the
major electrical components are visible, the Main
Operating Soleiloid low down on the side (1) and
the Centrifugal Switch mounted on top at the back
of the gear box at point 2.
To give some general idea as to how this equipment
works we cannot do better than briefly run over the
manufacturer's own description of it.
As wilI be generally realised, a motor car engine
depends partly for its power development on the
number of revolutions per minute, hence the provision
of intermediate gears enabling the engine to revolve
at higher revolutions for a given road speed, and so
provide the additional power required for acceleration
and hill climbing.
In direct or top gear the only multiplication of
engine revolutions in terms of the driving road
wheels is through the rear axle, in which the crown
wheel and pinion provide a reduction ratio to suit
the particular vehicle.
Considerations of engine power available, the

weight of the vehicle, wind resistance and other
factors, determine the actual ratios and top gear
performance.
The direct top gear, whilst providing for high
cruising speeds must remain sufficiently flexible to
avoid frequent gear changes at lower road speeds.
It will be appreciated therefore, that the selection
of such an axle ratio must be something of a compromise. To provide for flexible top gear performance
at lower speeds, something must be sacrificed at the
maximum. In other words, the engine revolves
faster than is actually necessary at higher speed.
A means of overcoming this probIem is to overgear, or ' overdrive ' the speed of the propeller shaft,
and thus the road wheels, in relation to engine revolutions, or, vice versa, to reduce the speed of the engine
in relation to the road speed.
A very high top gear, possibly a fifth, could be
incorporated in the ordinary gearbox. With such a
gear, however, it would then be necessary to make
far more frequent use of clutch, accelerator and gear
lever to engage the next lower gear i n order to meet
any sudden power demand.

R O A D SPEED C O M P A R I S O N S

This diagram shows a typical example of engine
speeds in top gear and overdrive in relation to road
speed.
The vertical ordinate of the graph shows road speed,
and the horizontal, engine revolutions. The hatched
area shows the comparative road speeds and engine
revolutions in normal gear, and the biack section
makes the same comparison with the car in overdrive.
Let US take one example- that of 3,000 engine
revolutions which you will see on the bottom line.
If you carry your eye up to the inter-section of the
hatched area and the black you wi!l see that at 3,000
engine revolutions in normal gear we have a road
speed of 50 miles per hour, with a corresponding
road speed of 70 miles an hour when in overdrive
at the same engine speed.
Converse'-f if we take a road speed of 50 miles
an hour it 4e seen that in normal gear the engine
is doin; ~g over 2,000 revolutions for the

I

L

1000

I

I

2000

ENGINE

I

I
3000

I

I

I

I

4000

REVOLUTIONS

same road speed. We should therefore, anticipate a
substantial improvement in petrol economy in overdrive.
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HOW

IT

WORKS

In addition to an epicyclic gear train similar to
the one depicted in the last picture, there is also a
hydraulic pump, a hydraulic accumulator or pressure
storage chamber, a roller clutch and a sliding cone
clutch.
When in direct gear the overdrive is inoperative.
The drive is taken from Lhe driving shaft B through
the rollers A of the roller clutch to the annulus C .
It will be realised that the roller clutch, being unidirectional can transfer power in one direction only,
and that if the car were to over-run the engine, the
roller clutch would act as a free wheel leaving the
car without engine resistance to assist braking.
It would also be impossible to reverse the car for the
same reason. This problem is overcome by means
of the cone clutch member G which slides on a splined
extension E on the sun wheel and IS pushed by eight
compression springs so that the inner lining D engages
with the corresponding cone on the outer rim of the

annulus F. ?'his therefore, locks the sun wheel to
anilulus so that the entire gear train and cone clutch
rotate as a solid unit with the drive being taken
through the roller clutch, and overrun and reverse
being taken through the cone clutch.

W I T H OVERDRIVE ENGAGED

When the overdrive is engaged, a valve in the
unit is opened, applying hydraulic pressure from the
pressure accumulator to two pisloi~sw11ich work in
cylinders formed in the unit housing. These pistons
exert pressure against the cone clutch member,
overcoming the spring pressure and pushing the cone
clutch away from the annulus until the outer lining
(B) presses against a conical brake ring (A) built
into the main casing of the gear box.
The sun wheel, which carries on its splined extension
the cone clutch, is free to rotate on the driving shaft,
therefore, when the cone clutch colnes into contact
with the brake ring, both cone clutch and sun wheel
are brought to rest and held stationary. The pIaoet
carrier (C) which is splined to the driving shaft is
driven round the stationary sun wheel so that the
planets rotate and overdrive the annulus at a higher
speed than the driving shaft.
I n overdrive, the outer member of the roller clutch
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overruils the inner member. Engine braking is
again provided by the cone clutch w h i ~ hholds the
sun wheel from rotating in either direct~on,

FROM GEAR BOX

HYDRAULIC
PRESSURE

C

.

-

3

The change into or out of overdrive is made
without effort, and with perfect smoothness, only
the rise or fall in engine note being noticeable, with
resultant increase or decrezise in engine noise and
vibration.
The use of overdrive cIain~sto provide considerable
fuel economy, at least 10 per cent dependant upon
+sage and circumstances, with additional saving in
pi1 and engine wear.
It is relevznt lo mention that the overdrive g a r
.may operate on top gear only, or on top and second
wear, or top and third - i n a four speed box - as
&ranged in the original layout of the vehicle.
There are also a variety of ways of effecting the
change into overdrive. One is direct rhsough mechanical linkage, the others with which we shall now
concern ourselves are the electrical control methods.
ELECTRICAL CONTROL

There are two forms of electrical control in use,
manual or automatic.
In either case, the principal unit is a solenoid
switch, which is featured in this picture, and is
mounted on the side of the gear box. Its function is

simply to open and close the hydraulic actuating
valve for the overdrive! gear change.
vwious orha c o m ~ n t used
s
on either or
both uyuteRls am cmemed ohly with the controt
of this main solenoid.
We can now examine the simple form of manually
operated electrical control.

b

THE MANUALLY OPERATED ELECTRICAL
CONTROL

In this arrangement the main solenoid is operated
through a relay switch type SB40 which is itself
actuated by two separate switches.
The current supply which is generally under the
master control of the ignition switch and is taken
from the A3 terminal of the ignition switcli is shown
at the left of the picture.
A first requirement of the arrangement is that the
overdrive must not operate in reverse gear or in the
first or first and second gear of the 3 or 4 speed
boxes respectively. The current supply is therefore
taken direcr to a plunger type switch SSlO as shown
on the left of the picture, which may be installed in
the side of the gear box, or alternatively linked to
the gear change mechallism and operated by the
gear selector lever. This switch ensures that the
circuit for the overdrive sotenoid is never complete
unless the correct gear Is selected.
From the other side of this swltch the current is
fed via ter~ninalW1 and W2 of the relay windings
through a simple ON-OFF switch to earth.
The comparatively heavy current required to
operate the Solenoid itself, is switched by the main
contacts of the reray at terminals CI and C2. This
current supply provides a feed for both windings in
the solenoid which are earthed. We shall be dealing
more fully wit!) these ' Main ' and ' Hold-on ' windings later on.

ss lo

SELECTOa

$010

SWITCH

QELAY.

CONTROL
swlTcn

A 3 FEED FROM

IGNITION

swltcn

ss I0
SELECTOR
SWITCH

5840
RELAY

IGNITION SWITCH

I

I
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In this picture we have the complete circuit for
the electrically operated manual control.
To allow the overdrive. to become operative, the
hand control switch 9RW shown on the right of the
picture, must first be closed.
When top or the other prescribed gears are engaged,
the Selector switch SSIO will then also be closed,
and current can pass through the relay windings
W1 and W2 to earth.
The Relay wiIl then close confact CI and C2,
allowing current to flow through the solenoid windings
to earth ; the solenoid plunger wiIl then lift and open
the hydraulic valve which will engage tbe overdrive
gear, and it will remain ellgaged until either of the
two switches are re-opened.
The current supply to C1 terminal of the relay
is often taken direct from ammeter or main battery
fuse.

CONTROL
SWITCH

A3 FEED FROM
IGNITION SWITCH

I . .

T H E AUTOMATICALLY OPERATED
ELECTRICAL C O N T R O L

SSlO

SELECTOR

5140

RELAY No. I

SWITCH

OCIl
CEMMFUG4L
swncn

9RW
HAND CONTlML
swlfcn

A3-W

FROM

~GwrrlqNSWITCH

We can now deal with the Automatically Operated
Electrical Control.
To achieve automatic changing into and out of
overdrive it is necessary to install firstly, a centrifugal
or governor type of switch which is driven from an
extension of the Speedometer Drive Spindle.
In this component a single pair of contacts are
opened and closed by a governor at pre-arranged
road speeds. In general terms the governor closes
the switch contacts at about 40 miles per hour' and
opens them at between 30-35 miles per hour.
As shown in our picture this switch is placed i n
the circuit between the W2 ,terminal :of, the No. 1
relay and the hand control switch.
Thus, with the hand control switch hj;the CLOSED
position, the governor switch will opqate the relay
and engage and disengage automaticfly. That is :
change into overdrive at about 40 mibs an .hour and
change back to normal at about 30 niiles an hour.
The centrifugal switch by itself will:.not fulfil all
the requirements, and it .is necessary $..:-Tntroduce a
further relay operated by means of.~?:'.\ irch linked
to the accelerator pedal which we rq;-''"' . . . vconsider.
,
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So, in order to keep the gear in ' overdrive ' under
:s Light Running Condition, a throttle switch
l~nkedto the accelerator pedal, together with an
additional relay is introduced. We shall refer to
this second relay, shown at the bottom right of the
picture, as No. 2 relay.
The No. 2 Relay corlnected as shown - serves
keep the No. 1 relay points CLOSED after the
centrifugal switch contacts have been opened.
This No. 2 Relay will be energised when the
,mottle switch is CLOSED, but as soon as the
.hrottle switch is opened, the earth side of the relay
circuit is broken thus allowing the gear to change
- ~ a c kto normal.
In brief, with the carburetter butterfly and the
THROTTLE SWITCH closed, the car will remain
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With the throttle more than one fifth open the
switch will also be open and the car will return to
normal gear until the centrifugal switch contacts
i again-close and changes it back into overdrive.
- Our picture shows quite simply how the No. 2
relay is added and connected to the No. 1 relay
already in the circuit.
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THE No. 2 RELAY AND THE THROTTLE
SWITCH

This picture shows the throttle switch added to
the No. 2, and relay placed in the circuit.
Now try to follow this circuit through : the
conditions ate that the car is run in overdrive at less
than 30 miles per hour with the gear selector and the
control switches closed, and the centrifugal switch
open.
For this condition current is fed from the C2
main contact of the No. 1 relay direct to the W2
terminal of the No. 2 relay, as shown at the bottom
right, through the windings to W l and thence
across the contacts of the throttle switch to earth.
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In this condition the No. 2 relay is energised, the
contacts C1 and C2 will be closed, thus keeping the
No. 1 relay energised, and the hoId-on current for
the main operating solenoid will be maintained
irrespective of the centrifugal switch being open.
This condition will remain until such time as the
throttle is opened and the throttle switch contacts
also opened, thus breaking the current supply to the
solelloid when the overdrive will change back to
normal.
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When coasting at small throttle openings, even
at speeds below 30 miles per hour- when the
centrifugal switch will be open - it is not desirable
to come out of overdrive *unless it is required to
accelerate sharply, when the throttle will be opened
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AUTOMATIC OPERATlON
Here we have the complete circuit of the auromatic
control which you may wish to study before
commencing on the next part.

Description of Overdrive Control Units
T H E ELECTRICA'L C O M P O N E N T S

So far, we have built-up our overdrive control,
using the following components :Commencing a t the top left of the picture for the
' Manual Control ' System there are four units.
I. The Gear Selector Switch, type SSIO.
2. The Relay type SB40 Relay.
3. The ' Hand ' or ' Overdrive ' Control Switch
type 9RW.
4. The ' Transmission Gear Solenoid ' type TGSI.
For ' Automatic ' Control there are three additional
units :
5. The ' Centrifugal ' Switch type OCSI .
6 . An additional SB40 Relay.
7. The Rotary Throttle Switch type RTS1.
You will remember that the various switches
exist only to make the No. 1 Relay actuate the
transmission gear solenoid under differing conditions,
and that this solenoid opens the hydraulic valve
in order to change the gears from ' Normal ' to

' Overdrive ' and vice versa.

We can now examine these components individually.
GEAR SELECTOR SWITCH TYPE SSIO
As previously mentioned this switch is usually the
first component i n the current supply line and may
be installed in the side of the gear box.
Its function is to keep the overdrive gear out of
engagement generally in first and reverse gears.
In construction it is a simple ON-OFF Plunger
type switch. It is not a diaphragm switch and itis
not oil proof.
At the same time oil passing through it will not
generally affect its operation.
Service troubles with this switch are mostly due to
incorrect setting of the external linkage, not providing
suficie~~t
plunger travel to properly close the contacts.
It can easily be tested on or off the vehicle by means
of a Voltmeter or Lamp bulb across the contacts.
With Plunger ' out' switch should be open.
With Plunger ' down ' the switch is closed.

TYPE SB40 RELAYS

You may be aware that the general function of a
H a y switch is to enable a current, particularly a fairly
heavy current, to be switched ' on or o f ' from a
remote position, thus minimising the voltage loss,
generally termed ' Volt Drop,' which may occur.
The SB40 relay shown is a typical example of this
class of switch.
The main current supply is coiinected at the C1 and
C2 terminals, and terminates at the contact points
as shown.
When the armature is drawn down on to the
bobbin core, the polnts close allowing a current to
pass.
Terminals W2 and W l are connected to the ends
continued
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TYPE S640 RELAYScontinued
sf the relay coil winding as shown. A quite small
:urrent passing through this winding creates a strong
magnetic field in the core and pulls down the armature,
xnd so closes the main contacts which will remain
:losed for as long as the relay coil is energised.
This model of the SB40 has been built specially
for the overdrive and the label ' Overdrive Relay '
distinguishes it from the model SB40 generally used
is a horn relay, which is not suitable for the overdrive,
:he main difference being that one is designed for
continuous working and the other for intermittent
service only. Both the SB40 Relays used on the
overdrive are identical and interchangeable.
Normally these relays are practically foolproof
other than when the points become overheated and
damaged, as may result from an external short
circuit.
They can be proved by two very simple continuity
tests.
I . For the Relay Windings.
2. To check continuity under lqad across the
main contacts.
. :..-.
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T H E OVERDRIVE C O N T R O L S W I T C H

This is a plain ON-OFF Switch, lever actuated,
and may be of various patterns according to the
mounting position, which is generally on the steering
columll or facia panel.
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T H E T R A N S M I S S I O N GEAR S O L E N O I D

The transmission Gear Solenoid when energised
is the unit which brings about the change into and
out of overdrive.
As shown in the picture the solenoid itself has two
windings. A heavy, or closing winding shown on the
right (11, connected to EARTH through a pair of
contacts (2).
The hold-on winding is connected directly to earth
(3), as shown on tlie left. Both of these windings
are i11 circuit when the current is applied.
When the solenoid plunger (4) is pulled into the
coil the end of the plunger lifts the striker pin (9,
and opens the main winding contacts (2). These
contacts remain open whilst the pIunger is in the
raised position thus keeping the main winding open
circuited.
The heavy or closing winding requires 18 to I9
amperes and is on.ly in circuit momentarily.
The hold-on-winding requires about 1 to 19 amperes
and is sufficiently powerful to hold-up the Solenoid
Plunger indefinitely.
Point clearance and air gaps are pre-set and cannot
be altered in service.
It will be realised at once that the ingress of metal,
dust, dirt, water or oil into the solenoid assembly can
seriously interfere with its operation and in the event
of failure of this unit. whollv or in nart., this is the
first thing to look for:

.
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TRANSMlSSlOtrS GEAR SOLENOID
ATTACHMENT - T H E
HYDRAULIC
ACTUATING VALVE

We next come to the attachment and set-up of
the transmission gear solenoid to the gear box itself.
T o ensure satisfactory operation, it is necessary
that the set-up of the solenoid to the gearbox is
correct, and in the event of trouble or during a resetting operation this is the first thing to check.
The Hydraulic Valve shown here is actuated by a
cam fixed to a transverse shaft running through
the gearbox. The Solenoid plunger operates through
a lever attached to the other end of this shaft. When
the solenoid is operated this valve must be fully
opened.

THE VALVE SETTING LEVER
With the solenoid energised, the setting OF this
valve can be easily checked at the offside of the
gearbox shown in the picture.
The end of the valve actuating shaft carries a short
lever (C) with a qg" hole at the outer end, which
should register with a simdar hole in the casting as
shown at A and B. If it does so.the valve setting is
correct.
For the purpose of setting the solenoid plunger which we shall deal with later - a &" pin such as a
drill shank -will be inserted to hold the valve in
its correct open position whist setting the solenoid
lever at the other side of the gearbox.

T H E REPLACEMENT O F T H E
TRANSMISSION GEAR SOLENOID
' If for any reason the solenoid has to be changed,

the original Plunger may be left in position provided
that it is clean and free from rust.
In this circumstance it will be necessary to check
the setting for correct valve operation after fitting
the new solenoid.
To do this the following operations are necessary :
1. Energise the solenoid.
2. Check the position of the valve setting lever offside of box - by inserting the 3-"
pin and
if the holes will not line-up the solenoid
assembly must be re-set.
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T H E SETTING O F T k
GEAR SOLENOID

TRANSMISSION

A corilplele re-set of the Solenoid assembly is
carried out in the following manner :
Comlnencing with the ;$"in
in position on the
valve setting lever to hold the valve open proceed to :
Remove the cover plate (1).
Loosen the lever clamping bolt (2).
Energise the solenoid (3) (Check that the pIunger
travels the full movement).
Hold the lever lightly against the plunger bolt
head (4).
Re-tighten the lever clamping bolt (5) taking care
to see that there is no end play in the cross shaft.
Check the REST stop clearance to 9" (6).
Remove the locating pin from the offside of the
gearbox.
Operate the solenoid several times to check for
correct working.
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simple way to energise the solenoid is to
break the snap connector at tlie Solenoid
terminal aiid connect with a short lead direct
to battery negative.

Note.-A

as
.
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Driven from the speedometer take-off spind
his switch comprises two components :
An orthodox type of flyweight governGl ( 1 )
actuating a plunger shown at 4.
A micro switch movement (2) opening and closing
a single pair of contact points, shown at (3).
Increasing speed throws the weights outwards and
lifts the plunger, which in turn closes the micro &itch
tacts. Thus switching O N the current to the Over,..;e solenoid through the No. I Relay.
The points close at round about 800 governor r.p.rn.
This speed is pre-set and varies according to the
model of vehicle.
With falling speed, the points re-open at 80 per
cent of the closing speed.
Tn vractice this means that the vehicle nenerallv
changes to overdrive around the 40 miles i e r hou;.
mark and returns to normal. gear round about 30-35
miles per hour.
A figure giving the closing revolutions of the switch
is stamped on one of lhe flats of the hexagon body.
If trouble is experienced in service, several points
can be looked to :
Damaged or loose terminals which may result from
contact with any exterrlal obstruction and may
cause
tic weration.
T e r ~ -eraming intermittently earthed, due to
I '
the tunnel casing.
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After removal of the switch, check that it is being
driven and for possible end float at the spindle.
This should be without .002" and may cause
erratic operation if excessive.
A further cause of erratic r u ~ ~ n i ninay
g also result
from excessive vibration at the gear box itself
which the fitting of a revlacement switch will
not generally o&rcome.
These switches are all pre-set at the works and must
not be altered in sit#. Also the moulded top assembly
should not be interchanged or the settings will be
completely upset.
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You will remember that the function of this switch
which is linked to the accelerator pedal, is to maintain
current to the overdrive solenoid by means of the No.
2 relay. This applies when the vehicle is rui~ningin
top gear below 30 miles per hour with the throttle
CLOSED and the cetrifugal switch OPEN.
You will see in the picture that the switch bu
prises :
1. A pair of contacts on a spring blade.
2.

I r;

A circular cam with a Rat section, which is rotated
by means of a lever linked to the acceIerator
pedal. A spring is incorporated to return the
cam to its original position when the accelerator
pedal is released.

With the throttle closed, the points will also be
closed ; when the cam is rotated the points will
open and remain so until the throttle is again close^-.

It is a simple matter to check this switch :
1 . See that the paints are opening and closing.
This can be done by means of a voltmeter,
or a Test Lamp connected in series with the
two terminals.

See that the rotating cam is ~ o r e : t l ytimed to the
accelerator pedal.
.'he correct setting of the cam is as EoUows :
Referring to the extreme right of the picture, the
screw-driver slot in the end of the shaft should
be horizontal with the switch in the rest position.
The total movement of the 'carr.1; 90" and the
coiitacts should remain closed for the first 15"
to 35" of rotation.

T H E COMPLETE AUTOMATIC CONTROL

Finally here is the pictorial diagram of the complete
Automatic Control from which it may be seen how
simple the whole arrangement is.
You may perhaps like to study this and make a
copy of it for future reference.
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PART TH.REE

checking and test,ing r" this equipment in situ on
on the vehicle may ~e slmply and easily carried out
if the following instructions are carefully followed
when an) -I-E.?:ve unit o r wiring will show-up.
A quick herall. test can be carried out almost in a
single operat;on without any si~ecialtools.
A full diagnosis test can be done with a simple
. test voltmeter a n d ammeter.
FAULT FIP. i51NG GUIDE
WC .shall 4cal primarily with faults which may
deveiop on the vehicle in service. The chart shown
here lays out the kind of s y m p t o m which may be
met and, as you will see, those concerning the electrical
equipment are a rnimrity.
From the chzrt it will be seen that there are five

main
No. 1.

ERDRIVE DOES NOT ENGAGE.
:trically this may be due to the solenoid
perating lever adjustment or any other
1

.!.:feet.

NO.

.*-

2.

OVERERIVE
DOES NOT

RELEASE.
Electrically this may also be due to incorrect
plunger and operating lever adjustmerit, or some other electrical defect.

No. 3. CLUTCH SLIP I N OVERDRLVE.
-again
this may be due to incorrect adjustment
of the solenoid operating lever.
NO. 4. As auto-electricians we are not concerned.

J

No. 5. OVERDRlVE ENGAGES.
With excessive braking effect when returning
to normal gear with the throttle CLOSED.
This trouble will be prima'rity due to incorrect
setting of the throttle switch lever, or it
might
- be a faulty relay for example.
The test routine chat we shall specify will cover
in a few simple operations anything that
can happen to the electrical equipment
Ww
under all of the headings shown, which i s
all that the electrician is concerned with.

-

NO. 1 O V E R D R I V E DOES NOT ENGAGE.

Insufizienr. oil in unit.

CHECK S O L E N O I D O P E R A T I N G LEVER ADJCISTMENT.
C H E C K E L E C T R I C A L SYSTEM.
Check operating valve.
N o oil pressure.

NO. 2 O V E R D R I V E DOES NOT RELEASE.
Check operatin valve.
CHECK E L ~ T R I C A LSYSTEM
CHECK SOLENOID PLUNGER AND OPERATING
LEVER A D J U S T M E N T .
Check for sticking cone clutch.
NO. 3 -CLUTCH
SLlPS IN OVERDRIVE.
Check oil in unit.
C H E C K S O L E N O l D OPERATING LEVER A D J U S T MENT.
Check for low hydraulic pressure.

NO. 4-CLUTCH
SLIP I N REVERSE OR FREE WHEEL
CONDITION I N OVERDRIVE.
Check restriction valve jet causing sluggish operation of cone
clutch.
NO. 5 - OVERDRIVE ENGAGES A N D EXCESSIVE BRAKING
EFFECT WHEN RETURNING TO NORMAL
WITH THROTTLE CLOSED.
CHECK FOR CORRECT S E T T I N G OF R O T A R Y
THROTTLE S W I T C H LEVER.
CHECK E L E C T R I C A L SYSTEM.

L
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CHECKING T H ~
MANUALLY
ELECTRICAL CONTROL

OPERATE^

Let us first deal with the hand operated electrical
control - the simpler of the two. Irrespective of
any specific complaint which may be made, a quick
and simple overall test of workability can be carried
out in three operations, after removing the floor
casing to gain access :
Switch ON the ignition (1).
Close the hand control switch (2) and engage top
gear, thus closing the gearbox switch contacts (3).
If the system is working the solenoid will immediately
operate and open the hydraulic valve.
Check this visually by observing the movement of
the valve setting lever on the offside of the gearbox, when the two &" pin holes should register.
This proves immediately that :
The current supply is on.
The gearbox switch is closing properly.
The hand control switch is closing properly.
The relay main contacts and operating windings
are both working.
That the main solenoid is also operating.

CHECKING T H E A U T O M A T I C C O N T R O L
SYSTEM
We can next apply a similar check to the automatic

system in four operations.
With the vehicle stationary and the engine stopped,
Proceed to :Switch on the ignition.
Close hand control switch and engage top gear.
Link the terminals of the centrjfugal switch as
shown at (I). Then :If the system is operative, the main solenoid will
be raised and will remain in this position.
Check the correct ' Open ' position of the valve
setting lever on the offside of the gearbox.
This simple operation of linking the terminals of
the centrifugal switch proves :
I. The current supply is ON.
2. The gearbox switch is closing properly.
3. The hand control switch is closing.
4. That the main solenoid is operating.
5. That the hydraulic valve is opening fully.

If, when the link is removed, the solen
is still held, we also prove :
6. The main contacts and relay wi
relays are operative.
7. That the thro
-.m
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Stage 2. The circuit including the No. 2 relay and
. the throttle switch.

A test for the centrifugal switch and the
main solenoid.
This is equally applicable to the manual circuit
and represents the complete test for it.

Stage 3.

T l ~ i In i~losteasily be doie in three stages :
ie circuit comprising - the SSlO switch,

x
as follows :
This tes.t is carried dut in ~ i operations
, With the engine stopped and the car stationary.
Switch on the ignition.
Select top gear, thus closing the SSlO gearhlc

,

lose the hand contidj switch. If the current is
O.K. the main solenoid will come into operation
and remain in the raised position.
heck the position of the valve setting lever (off-

the ao~enoidfails to operate,. proceed to :
reak the snap con.nector at the Solenoid and
energise it repeatedly by means of a jump lead
direct from the bateety negative.
*

'

so'lbri.o"f8proves to be in order :
en the hand control. switch and check through
o r full,voltage readings wit11 the negative voltt the following points :

. The part circuit, comfirising the No. 2 relay and
<[he throttle switch.
'
Still with the ignition switch on and top gear
engaged, remove the bridged lead from the
Iv
centrifugal switch.
LinkterminalsCl a n d C 2 , o f t h e N o . 2 r e l a y when
the solenoid should come into operation and
remain in the raised position.
If no operation when the C1 and 2 terminals are
I$ked;K,.'check I-eIay No. 2 for a good earth
LO C1 terminal, or for a broken wire
$on~~s&i>n
* I
t+tw,i
5eW2terminalofNo. lrelayandC2
t l r n l r d . of No. 2 relay - put in order.
On' th; rcmqv-% of the link between C1 and C2
;e;t minals *after the solenoid has closed, the
Alenoid skbuld remain raised and return to

lGsl
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Across both terminals of the SS10.
Between - WI, W2 and C1 terminals of the No. 1
relay respectively and earth.
Between live side of the hand control switch and
earth.
Close hand control switch when the voltage reading
should fall to zero if the switch and earth line
are O.K.
The No. 1 Relay should then close and a voltage
reading should be obtained at Contact C2 (No. 1
relay) and also at the end of the solenoid feed
wire. If no voltage is obtained at C2, the relay
is defective.

CONTROL
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normal rest position when the accelerator pedal
is depressed.
If, when removing the link, the solenoid returns
immediately to the-rest position and does not
hold, checlc the throttle switch setting also link
the C1 and C2 terminals again then wit11 a
voltmeter check for a voltage at the W2 terminal

STAGE 3 TESTSOLENOID

CONTROL SWITCH A N D

T o check the operation of the Centrifugal Switch
and the solenoid.

and insert the test ammeter in this line.
Start up the car and engage top gear.
Increase engine speed and the centrifugal switch
should close at slightly above 40 m,p.h. The
main solenoid should then close with a surge
of current and the ammeter should remain at
1-13 amps. showing that the ' hold-on ' coil is
operative and the main winding cutting out.
If a heavy current about 20 amps registers
continually, it will probably be necessary to
check the solenoid which will have become
overheated. Immediately check the valve setting
lever as shown on page 14.
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